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The Scientist as Philosopher

Science has always had (. . .) a metaphoric function – that is, it generates an
important part of a culture’s symbolic vocabulary and provides some of the

metaphysical bases and philosophical orientations of our ideology. As
a consequence the methods of argument of science, its conceptions and its models,
have permeated first the intellectual life of the time, then the tenets and usages of

everday life. All philosophies share with science the need to work with concepts
such as space, time, quantity, matter, order, law, causality, verification, reality.

G. Holton, Einstein, History and Other Passions (2000), 43



Preface

This is not a philosophy of physics book. It is a book about how philosophy inspires
physics and how physics influences philosophy. One section touches on biology. The
reader will find in the following pages a study of the interaction between science
and philosophy, with particular emphasis on physics. Philosophy offers science
very general notions or presuppositions. Through scientific discoveries, these no-
tions often become questionable and may undergo revision. Scientific discoveries
therefore have consequences for philosophical thought. The great scientists are
often aware of these lines of influence. This explains my title and subtitle. The In-
troduction elaborates that the interaction concerns the notions of Nature, Physical
Understanding, Time, Causation and Determinism.

This volume was written in the reverse order from the way it is presented now.
This was an accident of discovery. I first became aware of the scientists’ involvement
with philosophy in discussions regarding the understanding of quantum physics.

During the time of the composition of this book I have benefited from the un-
wavering support of my colleagues and friends Anthony O’Hear and Roger Fellows.
Peter Galison invited me to the Department of the History of Science at Harvard
University as a research fellow. Lawrence Sklar received me for a research visit at
the University of Michigan. Both offered encouragement and general advice on the
manuscript, for which I am very grateful. Gerald Holton at Harvard read part of the
manuscript and made some useful suggestions. I was the recipient of a generous
grant for my research stay in the United States. I would like to thank the Leverhulme
Trust for supporting me with a Leverhulme Study Abroad Fellowship. Thank you
to Peter Galison, Lawrence Sklar and Nancy Cartwright for acting as referees.

Steven French of Leeds University and Brigitte Falkenburg of the University
of Dortmund read the whole manuscript. They offered valuable advice, which
I acknowledge here. I would like to thank them for their constructive criticism and
generosity. As usual any remaining errors will have to be my responsibility. Finally,
my editor at Springer-Verlag, Angela Lahee, has been very helpful and supportive.
I hope the reader will enjoy reading this study as much as I enjoyed writing it.

Bradford, January 2004 Friedel Weinert
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1

Introduction

The aim of this book is to investigate the philosophical consequences of great
scientific discoveries. Philosophers have often insisted that there is an interaction
between science and philosophy. For instance they have claimed that science has
metaphysical foundations. This approach has led to a number of classic studies,
which have highlighted the philosophical presuppositions built into the scientific
enterprise. The disadvantage of this approach is that the actual scientific discoveries
are ignored or dealt with in most general terms, in favour of the metaphysical
insights. To redress the balance, we may want to turn to the history of science. In
books on the history of science the scientific findings are spelt out in great detail
but now at the expense of the philosophical dimensions of science. This is also
true of many popular science books. In recent years, however, there have been
a number of excellent studies on the interrelation between science and philosophy.
In these studies close attention is paid to both scientific detail and philosophical
sophistication. Often the narrative moves from philosophy to some representative
piece of science and back. In other cases the story moves from scientific discoveries
to their philosophical consequences.

The present book falls within this latter category. But there is a difference. This
study focuses on the numerous philosophical discussions scientists themselves have
offered in the wake of significant discoveries. It aims to provide a comprehensive
study of the thinking of research active scientists who consider the philosophical
consequences, which their discoveries entail. This book will look at how fundamen-
tal notions1, with the aid of which humans attempt to construct a coherent scheme
of nature, have undergone radical changes as a direct result of scientific discoveries.
The book will develop the topics from the way scientists perceive the tight connec-
tion between science and philosophy. There seems to be a widespread assumption

1 These notions are: Nature and physical understanding; time; causation and determinism.
Others could be added, e.g. substance. Although this notion is discussed en passant, my
concentration on the stated notions is due to the scientists’ primary interest in them. In
Image and Logic (1997) Peter Galison has shown that the notion of ‘experiment’ is not
a constant in the history of physics either.



2 1 Introduction

that the scientist turns to philosophy when his or her active research career is
over. Yet the pages of the great scientific journals of the 20th century – Die Natur-
wissenschaften, Nature, Physikalische Zeitschrift, The Philosophical Magazine, The
Physical Review, Zeitschrift für Physik, – abound with discussions of philosophical
consequences, which arose directly from scientific developments, such as quantum
mechanics and relativity theory. Besides, physicists like Bohr, de Broglie, Edding-
ton, Einstein, Frank, Heisenberg, Jeans, Langevin wrote book-length studies during
the active years of their scientific research to draw attention to the philosophical
consequences of the latest discoveries.

Recent years have seen a continuation of this tradition. Scientists like Bernard
d’Espagnat, Costa de Beauregard, François Jacob, Ilya Prigogine, Julian Barbour,
David Bohm, Paul Davies, James Cushing, Peter Medawar, Roger Penrose, Stephen
Hawking, Peter Mittelstaedt, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, Hans-Dieter Zeh, to
mention but some, have drawn attention, in various ways, to the ways, in which our
viewof thematerialworldhas changedandwill continue to changeas a consequence
of new discoveries. Today we seem to stand on the threshold of a new scientific
revolution.

To characterize the aim of the present book in this way is to emphasise two
points.

First, many of the scientists involved in the great scientific revolutions realize
that their discoveries have philosophical consequences. They become aware that
scientific discoveries may change the fundamental notions with which we concep-
tualise the world around us. They invite an active exchange between science and
philosophy. But they do not wait till they are past the prime of their scientific abili-
ties. Philosophical reflections are part and parcel of their scientific work. This either
takes the form of philosophical asides in otherwise more mathematical work. Or
it expresses itself in more sustained reflections in essays or whole books. In either
case: Philosophy appears as a consequence of science.

In both forms scientists hold that new findings associated with great scientific
revolutions must lead to a revision of old ideas and concepts.

A direct questioning of nature by experiment has shown the philosophical back-
ground hitherto assumed by physics to have been faulty.2

This philosophical background is constituted by what we regard as Nature and
Reality and by the changes in these notions due to reorientations in the fundamental

2 Jeans, Physics and Philosophy (1943), 2, 190, 216; contrast this view, prevalent amongst
scientists, with the view that the metaphysical principles of science ‘are assumed to be
true independently of any scientific experience’, Dilworth, The Metaphysics of Science
(1996), 71. It should be stressed that many physicists of a later generation have also seen
this connection between philosophy and physics, as formulated by Jeans. See Bohm,
Special Theory of Relativity (1966), 122; Mittelstaedt, Philosophische Probleme (1972),
Introduction; d’Espagnat, A la Recherche (1981), Une Incertaine Réalité (1985), Penser la
Science (1990); Redhead, From Physics to Metaphysics (1995) and from a Marxist point
of view Harig|Schleifstein eds, Naturwissenschaft (1960), Introduction; see also Elkana,
Discovery (1974) who proposes a ‘concepts-in-flux’ thesis.
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notions of causation and determinism, space and time. Revisions of these notions,
in turn, have implications for what constitutes physical understanding, that is, new
ways of comprehending Nature. Such notions are not constant across the history
of science. But it requires the conceptual upheavals associated with the various
scientific revolutions to make scientists and philosophers aware, as Max Born put
it that ‘old notions are dissolved by new experiences.’3 This is quite a common
feeling among physicists. The revision of the old concepts has to happen under
the constraint of new experiences.4 It is really a general problem, which emerges
at many points during this study. It is not contested that scientific discoveries
have a bearing on philosophical notions. What is debatable is the extent of this
influence. The concepts used by humans are not eternal. They must be adapted
to new empirical discoveries. This is where philosophy comes to the fore. For the
new empirical findings suggest adaptations of the conceptual network. Many great
scientists were aware of this impact of new discoveries on the fundamental notions.
This awareness made them philosopher-scientist. The present study will provide
numerous illustrations of this awareness up to the present day. But the philosopher
must ask a question of evaluation: To which extent are these conceptual shifts really
philosophical consequences of the empirical discoveries?

In this study we find that there is a true interaction between science and phi-
losophy, which is best described as a dialectic. Philosophy does not simply exist
in the margins of science. Science does not straightforwardly lead to philosophical
consequences. The philosopher will agree with Max Born that ‘physics free from
metaphysical hypotheses is impossible’ butwill disagreewithhis further assessment
that ‘these assumptions have to be distilled out of physics itself and continuously
adapted to the actual empirical situation.’5 The philosophical consequences of sci-
ences are negotiable: the scientific discoveries do not pinpoint one consequence
with iron logic. Rather, the philosopher must evaluate to which extent the logic of
the scientific argument compels the logic of the philosophical consequences.

We can see this dialectic between science and philosophy at every turn of this
study. We will find that scientists have often borrowed philosophical ideas from
the philosophical tradition. The philosophical tradition is part and parcel of the
general culture, by which scientists are influenced. Philosophical ideas enter the
scientists’ attempt to understand their findings and to construct a coherent inter-
pretation of Nature. The general culture is also influenced by the scientific tradition,

3 Born, Natural Philosophy (1949), 75; Cassirer, ‘Determinismus und Indeterminismus’
(1936), 273; Heisenberg, Physical Principles (1930), Chap. IV, §3; ‘Prinzipielle Fragen der
modernen Physik’ (1936); d’Espagnat, Une Incertaine Réalité (1985), 19–26

4 Heisenberg, ‘Prinzipielle Fragen der modernen Physik’ (1936), 110, cf. ‘Über die Grund-
prinzipien’ (1927), 21, ‘Die Plancksche Entdeckung’ (1928), 205, Physical Principles (1930),
62ff, ‘Philosophische Grundlagen’ (1958), ‘Philosophische Probleme’ (1967), 422; Bohr,
‘Wirkungsquantum’ (1929); Eddington, Philosophy of Physical Science (1939), 33; Cassirer,
‘Determinismus und Indeterminismus’ (1936), 273; Einstein|Infeld, Evolution of Physics
(1938), 18f; Langevin, La Physique (1923), 265; Rosenberg, ‘Idea of Causality’ (1942|1979),
446–7

5 Born, ‘Physics’ (1951), 630; see also de Regt, ‘Philosophy’ (1996)
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which supplies it with striking images. Two such famous images are the Clockwork
Universe and Nature’s Quantum Jumps. The scientific tradition is marked by mag-
nificent revolutions. They change the images of the general culture and influence
the philosophers in their evaluations of the philosophical consequences of science.

The first point to emphasize is that scientists are aware of the impact of their
discoveries on philosophy. The second point is that the great scientific revolutions,
which have taken place over the last 400 years, have led to transformations in many
of the fundamental concepts with which humans conceptualise the material world
around them. In Chap. 2 we shall see that the very concept of Nature has been
reshaped and redefined ever since the Scientific Revolution of the 17th century.

The revolutionary theories of the 20th century, the relativity theory and the
quantum theory, also impacted on the notion of physical understanding. Roughly
speaking, physical understanding is the scientist’s interpretation of the empirical
data. It is an attempt to construct a coherent view of Nature. New ideas about
physical understanding are connected with new views of Nature. The main vehicle
of physical understanding, as both Maxwell and Hertz emphasized, is the scientific
model (Chap. 3).

In Chap. 4, we turn our attention to another of the fundamental notions, which
straddles science, philosophy and everyday thinking: the notion of time. The Special
theory of relativity redefined our notion of time. One of the fundamental innova-
tions of special relativity is that events, as seen from different reference frames, are
not judged to have the same temporal dimensions. Classical physics granted time
an independent existence in the nature of things. All observers agreed on time and
space. All observers agreed on the duration of events and the lengths of objects. The
Special theory of relativity showed that this was mistaken. In fact, as Wolfgang Pauli
put it, there ‘are as many times and spaces as there are Galilean reference systems.’6

Time is relegated, so it seems, to the perspective of the observer. Stationary and
moving observers disagree on ‘what time it is’. The passage of time, so it appeared
to Einstein and others, was just a human illusion. The physical universe just is, it is
a block universe. And a scientific theory – the Special theory of relativity – was there
to prove it! Many physicists believed that the Special theory of relativity had con-
firmed the Kantian view that time was nothing but a form of human intuition and
absent from the physical world. Yet today time is increasingly seen as an emergent
property.

More was to come, as we shall see in Chap 5. The quantum theory – the physics
of the atom – challenged traditional assumptions about causation and determinism.
The French physicist Pierre Laplace invented a demon whose intellectual powers
were so vast that neither the past nor the future was opaque to him. The Laplacean
demon perceived the world as a long causal chain of events: the present state of
the universe was the effect of its previous state and it was the cause of a later
state of the universe. From the point of view of the Laplacean demon, past and
future have as much reality as the present. The present contains the future. The
whole universe is like a map. All the routes are already traced. The Laplacean

6 Pauli, ‘Relativitätstheorie’ (1921|1981), 15
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demon sees the world stretched out like a filmstrip. It is a block universe. For the
demon there is no novelty. One frame causes the next frame, and is caused by the
previous frame. For the Laplacean demon causation and determinism are the same.
Many classical and even modern physicists were influenced by the Laplacean ideal
of causation and determinism. It formed the philosophical background, against
which the strange, seemingly acausal behaviour of atoms was considered. Quantum
theory poured cold water on the Laplacean assumption of causal determinism. The
present state of an atomic system does not allow us to predict its future state with
deterministic certainty. Only its probable future state can be known. According to
quantum theory the world is probabilistic. It is therefore indeterministic. It does
not prescribe a precise trajectory for its future evolution in space and time. There is
room for novelty. We shall see how new empirical discoveries about the behaviour
of atoms still challenge our assumptions about causation and determinism.

In evaluating the philosophical consequences of great scientific discoveries,
philosophers may disagree with physicists. But all will take the findings of the
scientific revolutions on board. In this study we consider the philosophical presup-
positions, which scientists make and how these are affected by scientific discoveries.
Then we move from the scientific discoveries to the philosophical consequences,
as seen by the scientists, and from there to an evaluation of the extent to which
scientific discoveries have philosophical consequences. In this sense this book seeks
a new angle in the assessment of the interrelation between science and philosophy.

Philosophy-of-science books often argue in favour of philosophical positions
and seek support in scientific case studies. The present study argues from funda-
mental discoveries to fundamental notions. Throughout we pursue a dual perspec-
tive. The historical exercise looks at the physicists’ ‘philosophies’ concerning the
above-mentioned notions. The systematic exercise focuses on the bearing of science
on philosophy.

Why should an audience interested in science and philosophy read this tome? It
is important to draw attention to these connections between science and philosophy
because science, since the Scientific Revolution, has occupied a dominant role in
the conception of rationality and our worldviews. Today the excessive specializa-
tion and technical sophistication of science tend to hide the fact that science has
philosophical underpinnings and consequences.

It is important for both scientists and non-scientists to remember that sci-
ence is much more than a set of equations: it has both philosophical and cultural
consequences for the understanding of the wider world around us. Scientists and
philosophers know that science has philosophical dimensions. They are embedded
in the actual discoveries. This context is the focus of this study. In particular: how
the great scientists saw the impact, which purely scientific discoveries had on our
most cherished philosophical notions. We must emphasize that the interaction be-
tween science and philosophy is an ongoing concern. Revolutionary discoveries in
quantum gravity and quantum cosmology are about to reshape the physicist’s view
of Nature. Yet again.
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2

The Concept of Nature

A new look at nature will throw new light on many fundamental concepts, which
dominate science and guide the progress of research.

A.W. Whitehead, The Concept of Nature (1920), 25

2.1 Introduction

What humans understand by Nature has undergone important changes for two
thousand years. We will be concerned with the changes since the Scientific Revolu-
tion of the 17th century. The Scientific Revolution itself changed the way Nature was
perceived. The founding fathers of the scientific revolution transformed the Greek
organismic universe into a modern mechanistic universe. But the notion of Nature
has not remained fixed. Our understanding of the notion of Nature has undergone
important changes since the Scientific Revolution. These changes in our notion of
Nature occurred as a result of philosophical speculation and empirical findings. The
philosophical speculations at first mirror a growing awareness that Nature forms
a system with many interconnections. Immanuel Kant and Pierre Laplace speculated
that the whole cosmos had a history. Its present shape was the result of mechanical
forces, which had acted from its very origin. Important discoveries in the physical
sciences in the 19th century – physical fields and thermodynamic laws – then begin
to confirm the philosophical representation of Nature as an interrelated system.
Darwin discovered that the biological world had a history. A long evolutionary
process had shaped the existence and the form of species. Our understanding of
Nature is made up of fundamental notions, which themselves undergo revisions
as a result of scientific discoveries. Each revision in our understanding of time,
causation and determinism has in turn affected the concept of Nature. And with
a changing notion of Nature, the idea of a physical understanding of the material
world evolves too.

The notion of Nature has an ongoing history. In this chapter we will trace its
major evolution since the Scientific Revolution. Some of these conceptual traces are
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well known; others have not been worked out in any systematic fashion. We will
sketch the better-known conceptual steps in the evolution of the concept of Nature
and devote more time to the lesser-known developments. We start with a reminder
of the tremendous transition from the organismic conception of the universe to
the mechanistic conception of the universe, which occurred during the Scientific
Revolution.1

2.2 From the Organismic to the Mechanistic Universe

Nature was no longer a sphinx asking man riddles; it was man that did the asking,
and Nature, now, that he put to the torture until she gave him the answer to his
questions.

R. Collingwood, Autobiography (1939), 78

The traditional Greek conception of the universe attributed to ‘brute’ matter bi-
ological functions. Physical objects possess inherent, natural tendencies. Objects
strive towards certain ends. Stones fall to the ground because they strive to regain
their natural position on earth, which occupies the centre of the universe. Smoke
rises into the air because it strives to regain its natural position in the atmosphere
above the earth. These movements are natural because they belong to the nature
or essences of things. The whole cosmos was seen on the analogy of a biological
organism. The analogy at least applies to the tendency of biological organisms to
work towards certain ends and goals. The Greek cosmos is an organismic universe.
Aristotle distinguished four kinds causes, amongst which was the teological or final
cause. It attributed to natural things goal-seeking behaviour. Leaves grow to provide
shade and roots grow to provide food. Equally the behaviour of inanimate objects
is explained by relating their observable behaviour to their inherent natures. This
‘explains’ the downward movement of stones and the upward movement of smoke.
The organismic universe is fundamentally split between a sphere of perfection and
a sphere of imperfection. The sphere of imperfection comprises the central earth,
reaching up to the moon. This sublunar sphere is a sphere of change, decay and
corruption. The sphere of perfection comprises the orbits of the planets lying be-
yond the moon, including the sun, and reaching all the way to the fixed stars. This

1 This transition has often been described – see for instance Burtt, The Metaphysical Foun-
dations of Modern Science (1924); Cassirer, Das Erkenntnisproblem in der Philosophie und
Wissenschaft der neueren Zeit (31922); Collingwood, The Idea of Nature (1945); Butter-
field, The Origins of Modern Science (1949); Dijksterhuis, The Mechanization of the World
Picture (1961); Koyré, From the Closed World to the Infinite Universe (1957); Koyré, New-
tonian Studies (1965); Hesse, Forces and Fields (1961); Čapek, The Philosophical Impact
of Modern Science (1962); Blumenberg, Die Genesis der kopernikanischen Welt (1975);
Prigogine|Stengers, La Nouvelle Alliance (1979); Pais, Inward Bound (1986); d’Espagnat,
Penser la Science (1990), Chap. 7; Crombie, Styles of Scientific Thinking in the European
Tradition (1994); Spielberg|Anderson, Seven Ideas (1995); Cushing, Philosophical Concepts
in Physics (1998)
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supralunar sphere is a sphere of perfection. In it the planets move in perfect circles,
since the circle is the perfect geometric figure. The firmament constitutes the outer
boundary of the organismic cosmos. It is the panoply of fixed stars. The Greek cos-
mos is a closed world. Beyond the firmament resides the Unmoved Mover – a Deity
who provides the energy to keep the planets moving in their circular orbits. The
organismic universe is energy-deficient. To keep it running a Deity must constantly
pour energy into it. The organismic universe requires two different kinds of physics.
Terrestrial physics for the sublunar sphere of change and corruption and celestial
physics for the supralunar sphere of perfection.

Thedescriptionandexplanationof theorganismicuniverse reliedon qualitative
concepts and metaphysical principles. The very idea that the observable behaviour
of physical objects is natural, following the commands of their natures or essences,
involves a use of language whose terms escape quantitative precision (Box 2.1).
‘Objects strive towards ends’: neither the term ‘strive’ nor the term ‘end’ lends
itself to quantitative analysis and empirical testing. The principles, on which the
explanation of physical behaviour was based, were themselves of a metaphysical,
qualitative kind. Such metaphysical principles were conceptually meant to fulfil
explanatory roles. And to the Greek mind they may have satisfied this role.

Natura abhorret vacuum − Nature abhors the vacuum
Natura nihil facit frustra − Nature does nothing in vain
Natura non facit saltus − Nature does not make jumps.

Thus, the principle that nature abhors the vacuum may appear to explain why
there is no void in the physical universe. On closer inspection, however, and with
hindsight, these principles fall foul of quantification. Terms like ‘nature’ and ‘ab-
horrence’ cannot be quantified and therefore escape the possibility of empirical
testing.

It was in the transition to the mechanistic worldview, that the vacuity of these
principles was exposed. We shall see in this connection that the philosophical work
of Robert Boyle was of particular importance. The transition to the mechanistic
universe was the collective work of the generations of natural philosophers who
developed the heliocentric hypothesis into the clockwork universe. This process
matured from the time of the publication of Copernicus’s On the Revolutions of
Heavenly Spheres (1543) to the publication of Newton’s Mathematical Principles of
Natural Philosophy (1687). During this transition, central concepts, which belonged
to the organismic universe, were slowly replaced by new concepts, which the mech-
anistic universe required. It was an ordered, reasoned transition from qualitative
to quantitative concepts. The philosophical arguments of Boyle and some of his
contemporaries have left the conceptual traces, which allow us to reconstruct this
transition.

Let us first state the basic elements, out of which the mechanistic universe
is constructed. It is a universe, constituted out of matter and motion. Matter is
made up of ultimate corpuscles or indivisible atoms. Mechanical laws govern all
motion. The mechanistic universe is written in the language of mathematics. Its
analogy is a clockwork, not an organism. It is a deterministic universe. There
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is only one kind of physics and the distinction between sublunar and supralu-
nar sphere disappears. Final causes are banished from the mechanistic universe.
Physical objects posses no natural tendencies. They possess no essential natures.
Many of the inherent properties of physical objects are replaced by relational ones.
For instance, gravity is not an inherent property of an object, but a phenomenon
due to an interaction between two bodies. In the 20th century, as we shall see,
physics, as a rational account of Nature, will become relational. In the mecha-
nistic view, physical objects are subject to mechanical causes. In physical objects
we have to separate the primary qualities from the secondary qualities. The pri-
mary qualities – extension, matter, and motion – are inherent in the physical
universe. They exist irrespective of our knowledge of them. The secondary qual-
ities – feelings of warmth and cold, perception of colours and sounds – depend
on human sensations. They are the response of our perceptual apparatus to the
experience of primary qualities, which cause these sensations in us. Finally, the
mechanistic universe is not a closed energy-deficient world but an infinite energy-
sufficient cosmos. The energy-sufficiency of the clockwork universe is maintained
in different ways. For Boyle, Leibniz, Kant and Laplace, the universe once set in
motion by God, needs no further divine attention. The cosmic clock will tick
with perfect regularity. Newton was less certain. God set the universe in mo-
tion but the cosmic clockwork needed occasional divine adjustments to keep its
regularity.

These basic constituents of the mechanistic universe lend themselves to quan-
titative analysis. Newton emphasises the importance of defining the fundamental
notions used in his analysis. He defines the notions of space and time to be used in
the new physics and introduces the fundamental laws of motions as the axioms of
his system. From this basis further laws can be mathematically deduced.

The birth of the mechanical worldview is the most striking philosophical con-
sequence of the first formulation of scientific laws by Kepler and the empirical
discoveries, which supported the heliocentric worldview. In the conceptual rev-
olution of the 17th century, mechanization and mathematization have often been
discussed. But part of this conceptual re-orientation was an exclusion of funda-
mental concepts and principles, which were not accessible to quantification, i.e.
concepts like ‘essence’ and ‘form’ and ‘Natures’ and principles like Natura abhorret
vacuum. These scholastic concepts and principles were not simply dropped. They
became the target of philosophical arguments, which attempted to demonstrate
their vacuity. The shift from qualitative to quantitative concepts was a reasoned
transition. It moved the emphasis from Natures to Nature.2 The natural philoso-
phers of the 17th century played an essential part in the argumentative shift. It is
one of the many examples in this book of the dialectic connection between physical
and philosophical considerations.

2 N. Cartwright has recently reintroduced the term natures into the discussion, but not in
the sense of scholastic essences; rather they are testable capacities or dispositions; see
Cartwright, Nature’s Capacities (1989) and Dappled World (1999)
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2.3 From Natures to Nature

People believe they can compensate for a lack of knowledge by words.

P.T. d’Holbach, Système de la Nature (1770), Chap. 6 [translated by the author]

It is clear from this brief characterization that Newtonian physics is much more
than a set of equations. It is accompanied by philosophical interpretations, which
give rise to a model of the universe compatible with the mathematical equations.
In the transition to a new worldview conceptual groundwork needs to be done
over and above the formulation of mathematical equations. In this conceptual
groundwork fundamental concepts of the old worldview come into review and, if
found inadequate, are replaced by new concepts, which are backed by new empirical
discoveries. In subsequent chapters we will see this at work in the notions of time
and causation. In this chapter we find that one of the most important conceptual
transformations, which accompanied the transition to the mechanical worldview,
is a redefinition of the concept of Nature.

Many 17th century scientists contributed to this conceptual effort but it is in the
work of Robert Boyle that the conceptual trace from Scholastic Natures to Mechanis-
tic Nature is most clearly delineated. Boyle’s philosophical criticism of the notion of
natures consists of two parts. First, he uses a nominalist attack on the scholastic no-
tion of natures in order to show that they play no explanatory role (Box 2.1). He then
reformulates the notion of Nature, which he considers adequate for a mechanistic
worldview. In this constructive part of his argument, Boyle states the corpuscular
philosophy in all its clarity. But Boyle’s formulation contains new elements: in par-
ticular he anticipates conceptual developments, which will become of increasing
importance in the evolution of the concept of Nature. This is that Nature is a system
with many interconnections. As we shall see, 19th century science – both in physics
and biology – finally embraces the idea of Nature as an interrelated system.

2.3.1 A Nominalist Critique of Scholastic Natures – Robert Boyle

Robert Boyle
(1627–1691)

Boyle reconsiders the explanatory usefulness of
scholastic principles like Nature abhors the Vacuum.
When such a principle is employed to explain such
a mundane process as water rising in a water pump,
does this principle really do explanatory work? Should
we be satisfied that water rises in a water pump because
‘Nature abhors the vacuum’? Boyle’s answer is unam-
biguous: this principle serves no useful explanatory
purpose and it skips over the real mechanical pro-
cesses, which lead to the water rising in a water pump.
Boyle is not so much disturbed by our inability to
quantify terms like ‘Nature’ and ‘abhor’. His criticism
sets in at a more fundamental level. Is it not possible
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that ‘Nature’ is just a convenient term – a name – and not a causal agent – a thing –,
as it is treated in the scholastic principle?

I mean, whether it be a real existent thing, or a notional entity somewhat akin to
those fictitious terms that men have devised that they might compendiously express
several things together by one name (. . .)

Boyle then goes on to argue, as much as the later Wittgenstein was to do, that the
form of language deceives us into thinking that a term is a real physical agent, as
when we say that ‘law punishes murder’ or ‘Nature abhors the vacuum’.

(. . .) it came to my mind that the naturalists might demand me how, without
admitting their notion, I could give any tolerable account of those most useful
forms of speech, which men employ when they say that ‘nature does this or that’
or that ‘such a thing is done by nature’ or ‘according to nature’, or else happens
‘against nature’? (. . .) such phrases as that ‘nature’ or ‘faculty’ or ‘suction’ ‘does this
or that’ are not the only ones wherein I observe that men ascribe to a notional thing
that which indeed is performed by real agents.

To treat Nature as a physical agent is not to provide a physical explanation of the
natural process under scrutiny.

(. . .) when a man tells me that ‘nature does such a thing’, he does not really help
me to understand or to explicate how it is done. For it seems manifest enough
that whatever is done in the world, at least wherein the rational soul intervenes
not, is really effected by corporeal causes and agents, acting in a world so framed
as ours is according to the laws of motion settled by the omniscient author of
things.

Anticipating his constructive account of the corpuscularian philosophy, Boyle tells
his readers that only mechanical explanations will satisfy the natural philosopher.

[If a man can explain a phenomenon mechanically] he has no more need to think
or to say that nature brought it to pass than he that observes the motions of a clock
has to say that it is not the engine, but it is art, that shows the hour.3

The inefficiency of the scholastic principle can be gleaned from its failure to explain
the rising of water in a water pump. The scholastics claim that Nature lifts ‘the heavy
body of water’ against the gravitational pull to prevent a vacuum. Yet when a glass
tube is ‘but a foot longer than 34 or 35 feet’ it will leave ‘about a foot of deserted
space, which they call the vacuum, at the top of the glass.’ This Boyle regards as an
anomaly in the scholastic explanation. To avoid it, a mechanical explanation will
suffice: the water rises in the water pump ‘by the pressure of the atmosphere acting
upon the water according to statistical rules or the laws of the equilibrium of liquors
settled by God among fluids.’4

3 Boyle, A Free Enquiry (1686), 32–5
4 Boyle, A Free Enquiry (1686), 65, 106
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Box 2.1: Nominalism and Essences

Nominalism is a philosophical position, which originated in the Middle Ages.
It had an able defender in the person of Abelard (1079–1142). It was developed
to great subtlety by the English monk William of Ockham (circa 1285–1349).
From its very inception, Nominalism was an opposing force. It attacked the
entrenched position of the Middle Ages: Realism.

Medieval Realism is the metaphysical belief that over and above the em-
pirical world of facts, change and chance lay an intelligible world of essences,
immutability and necessity. From Platonism derived the idea that real knowl-
edge (asopposed to sense impressions) couldonlybegained fromthe intelligible
world of essences. From Aristotle the Middle Ages had inherited a formal pro-
cedure: syllogism. This logical method was used by the Scholastics to guide the
intellect’s conquest of the world of essences.

For example, both Plato and Aristotle were humans, not animals, because
there is an essence (also called form or idea) ‘humanity’ of which all humans are
instances. The essence comes first; the individual thing is its copy. The essence
was a worthy object of inquiry, since empirical facts were considered to be
too changeable, too imperfect to lead to real knowledge. Given the absence of
scientific method in the Middle Ages and thus the ability to penetrate beneath
the surface of phenomena, this disregard for the empirical world still expressed
a serious desire to arrive at structures and give explanations.

But the whole spirit of the age, endorsed by what Ockham called “the author-
ities” was not factual and objective, like the modern scientific spirit. Knowledge
of essences was to bring the medieval mind closer to knowledge of the absolute,
i.e. God. Philosophy and theology were interlocked in their search for truth.
The tradition, which Ockham attacked, had conceived the essences as entities
or realities of a higher order, located in the divine.

This existential claim created the dispute. The question was whether one
could hold that besides concrete things, like Fido and Fred, there existed abstract
entities like ‘dog’ or ‘animal’ and ‘man’. These terms denoting genera and species
which, in more neutral vocabulary are described as universals, became the bone
of contention. Such notions had been discussed in Aristotle’s Categories. The
problem was set when the Neo-Platonic philosopher Porphyry in the 3rd century
AD wrote an introduction to Aristotle’s text in which he refused to commit
himself as to whether genera and species were concepts, ideas or essences. In
addition to this type of universal, Scholastic philosophy had to wrestle with
the further problem, inherited from Platonism, of whether or not universals
like beauty or goodness could be said to exist. The dominant view was that of
Realism: each individual object and thing in the empirical world partook of an
essence, which had a higher and more perfect reality.

Abelard in the 12th century, and Ockham in the 14th century were two of
the outstanding nominalist thinkers who pleaded for a principle of economy in
all explanations. In philosophical jargon this has been termed Ockham’s razor:
‘one should not multiply explanations and causes unless it is strictly necessary;
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Box 2.1 (continued)

everything is explained using a smaller number of causes. In the novel The Name
of theRose (1980),WilliamofBaskerville offers this just quoteddirect translation
of the famous formula entia non multiplicanda preater necessitatem. It is the
best-known formulation (by a 17th century scholar) of Ockham’s nominalist
principle.

Nominalists denied that universals were essences. Only individual things
existed and universality was a property of signs. The nominalists interpreted
words like ‘man’, ‘dog’ and ‘animal’ as terms predictable of a number of things.
Their universality resided in their meaning. A universal, they said, was the
result of a mental process of abstraction, a sign which denoted that which
several things had in common (being beautiful or human) without referring to
extra mental realities (essences). If you can manage with a simple explanation
(“universals are signs”), do not look for a difficult one (“universals are realities,
essences”).

If this sounds very scholastic, Ockham’s attack on medieval realism had
far-reaching consequences:

• The intelligible world of essences, which had been the preoccupation of
the traditionalists, could be dealt with in a logic of language. Universals
were signs, not essences. The realm of forms became the object of linguistic
research and was no longer that of a ‘scientific’ inquiry.

• The authorities had explained the existence of the empirical world and
the objects, which populate it by means of a principle of individuation,
a sort of derivation from the general essences, which were prior to the
individual things. Ockham reversed the situation: the individual things are
first, the universals being the result of mental activity. The empirical world
becomes the foundation of all knowledge. All knowledge begins with sensual
experience of individual things. There is only one world, and a multiplicity
of signs to refer to it.

When Boyle and his contemporaries, who did so much to establish the new
mechanistic worldview, attacked the scholastic natures they used nominalist
arguments introduced by Abelard and Ockham. In the view of the 17th century
nominalist scientists the term Nature is not a universal in the sense of medieval
realism. It is a mere sign, which is used to refer to a multiplicity of empirical
things. These empirical objects were the real focus of scientific investigation.

Boyle’s nominalist critique of the scholastic principles then consists in pointing
out that the term Nature is erroneously used as a causal agent when in fact it is just
a convenient term, ‘a compendious form of speech’. There is a tendency in humans
to regard what is merely a name for a myriad of individual processes as a thing in
itself. Men ascribe to a notional thing that which indeed is performed by real agents.
Thus the term Nature has come to be identified with an entity, which is supposed
to exist over and above the physical objects in the universe. The notion of Nature
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becomes ‘personified’, as Paul Thiry d’Holbach was to complain in his Système de
la Nature a hundred years later.

However, it is more than just a matter of linguistic analysis. If Nature is a super-
fluous explanatory term than natural philosophy, as practiced by the scholastics, is
hampered by their tendency ‘to assign imaginary things or arbitrary names as true
causes of phenomena.’5 The problem with the scholastic doctrine of substantial
forms is that it gives scholastics the impression that they have explained natural
processes, when in fact their true mechanical causes are still to be investigated.
The doctrine is a hindrance to natural philosophy. There is no place for substantial
forms in a corpuscular philosophy. Boyle rejects substantial forms, because the
properties of matter are sufficient to explain the phenomena of nature. The Aris-
totelian doctrine of substantial forms is part of the problem rather than part of the
solution.6

Before we turn to Boyle’s corpuscular philosophy as the new paradigm of Nature,
we should consider that nominalist thinking was an important conceptual ingredi-
ent of the Scientific Revolution. Many of the most important proponents of the new
natural philosophy adopted a nominalist viewpoint. Nominalism became an im-
portant conceptual tool in the hands of the new natural philosophers to dismantle
and re-interpret qualitative scholastic concepts, like ‘Natures’, ‘quality’, ‘substance’,
‘substantial forms’. Nominalism denies that such abstract general terms or uni-
versals have a counterpart in the particulars of the physical universe. The external
world consists of particulars; universals are only admitted as names. Nominalism
therefore encourages a certain orientation towards Nature as an object of scientific
study. Nominalism acts as a philosophical presupposition that guides the search
for a new view of Nature. We shall see in later chapters that philosophical presup-
positions also played their part in considerations of time and causation. Boyle uses
nominalist arguments to reorient the study of Nature from the scholastic preoccu-
pation with metaphysical, untestable notions and principles towards an empirical
study of the particular physical agents at work in concrete physical situations.

Boyle was not the only nominalist at the time of the Scientific Revolution. A brief
review of the practice of nominalist thinking amongst the new natural philosophers
will show that Nominalism was an important, if neglected aspect of the concep-
tual revolution, which spelt out the Scientific Revolution. Although the scholarly
emphasis has been on the effects of mechanization and mathematization, the philo-
sophical doctrine of Nominalism played an equally important part in transforming
the conceptual system of Scholasticism into a new conceptual network. This is not to
say that the natural philosophers were nominalists in the sense of the Middle Ages.
Rather, they used nominalist strategies for the particular purpose of remoulding
a scholastic system of concepts, which was rapidly failing to provide explanatory
patterns of the empirical phenomena.

Francis Bacon retains some of the Aristotelian concepts, like ‘form’ and ‘quality’,
but invests them with a new meaning.

5 Boyle, Free Inquiry (1686), VIII
6 Boyle, The Origin of Forms and Qualities (1666), VIII
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When we speak of forms, we mean simply those laws and limitations of pure act
which organise and constitute a simple nature, like heat, light or weight, in every
kind of susceptible material and subject. The form of heat therefore or the form of
light is the same thing as the law of heat or the law of light, and we never abstract
or withdraw from things themselves and the operative side.7

This shift towards the notion of laws of nature has to be seen in connection with
Bacon’s plea for an experimental natural philosophy. The nominalist trait in Bacon’s
thinking is clearly manifest.

The human understanding is carried away to abstractions by its own nature, and
pretends that things which are in flux are unchanging. But it is better to dissect
nature than to abstract; as the school of Democritus did, which penetrated more
deeply into nature than the others. We should study matter, and its structure
(schematismus), and structural change (metaschematismus), and pure act, and the
law of act or motion; for forms are figments of the human mind, unless one chooses
to give the name of forms to these laws of act.8

With his influential philosophical ideas, Francis Bacon paved the way for a new
view of Nature and for the establishment of the new experimental philosophy. On
the Continent, René Descartes became an advocate of the mechanistic worldview.
Descartes, too, resorts to Nominalism in his defence of a new view of Nature.
‘Numbers and universals depend on our mind’, he declares.9 And just like Boyle
he refuses to regard Nature as ‘quelque Diesse’ [some Goddess]. Rather by Nature
Descartes understands matter and its properties. The changes, which takes place
in matter and Nature, Descartes calls ‘les lois de la Nature’, because these changes
happen according to rules.10 Other 17th and 18th century philosophers – Gassendi,
Malebrache, Locke and d’Holbach – were also nominalists or used nominalist
arguments in the establishment of the mechanistic worldview. Robert Boyle was
not alone amongst the founding fathers of the new science to choose nominalist
positions on the question of what Nature is and how it is to be investigated. William
Harvey is famous for his discovery of the circulation of blood (1628). But Harvey also
produced philosophical ideas on how ‘Nature is herself to be addressed’. Harvey
emphasises, like Robert Hooke was to do a little later, the importance in scientific
research of combining theory and observation. All science begins with sensual
experience but proceeds, by way of reasoning, to general principles and universals.

Although there is but one road to science, to wit, in which we proceed from things
more known to things less known, from matters more manifest to matters more
obscure; and universals are principally known to us, science springing by reason-
ings from universals to particulars; still the comprehension of universals by the
understanding is based upon the perception of individual things by the senses.

7 Bacon, The New Organon (1620), Book II, §17
8 Bacon, The New Organon (1620), Book I, §51; italics in original
9 Descartes, Les Principes de la Philosophie (1644), I, §§58–9: ‘les nombres et universaux

dépendent de notre pensée’; similarly d’Holbach, Système de la Nature (1770) ends Chap. I
by stating that ‘Nature is an abstract thing’, which must not be personified: we invent
words to put them in place of things.

10 Descartes, Le Monde et Le Traité de L’Homme (1664), in Œuvres XI, 370
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In empiricist mode, Harvey argues that abstract ideas follow the sensible ideas
given to the mind in sensations:

(. . .) sensible things are of themselves and antecedent; things of intellect, however,
are consequent, and arise from the former, and indeed, we can in no way attain to
themwithout thehelpof theothers.Andhence it is, thatwithout thedueadmonition
of the senses, without frequent observations and reiterated experiments, our mind
goes astray after phantoms and appearances.11

What Harvey proposes is principally an inductive method. Most proponents of the
Scientific Revolution accepted some form of inductivism. Robert Hooke, a con-
temporary of Newton, constructs his Philosophical Algebra on the succession of
sense, memory and reason. Unlike many of his contemporaries, Hooke insists on
the importance of ‘instruments, engines and contrivances to aid the senses’. The
advantage of using instruments like the microscope and the telescope to assist
the senses is that ‘everything is reduced to Regularity, Certainty, Number, Weight
and Measure.’12 Hooke attempts to construct ‘a true method of building a solid
philosophy’ because scholasticism has failed as a scientific method.

For ‘tis not to be expected from the Accomplishments the Creator has endowed Man
withal, that he should be able to leap, from a few particular Informations of the
Senses, and those very superficial at best, and for the most part fallacious, to be the
general Knowledge of Universals or abstracted Natures, and thence be able, as out
of an inexhaustible Fountain, to draw out a perfect Knowledge of all particulars to
deduce the Causes of all Effects and Actions form this or that Axiome or Sentence,
and as it were intuitively, to know what Nature does or is capable of effecting: And
after what manner and Method she works; and yet this Method supposes little less.13

Skilful experiments and instrument-assisted observations, rather than a ‘Belief in
implanted Notions’, provided the best method of ‘discovering the hidden ways of
Nature’. Scholastic logic is to be replaced by the method of induction. Universals
are generalisations from particulars. Universals are abstract notions to which no
scholastic forms correspond. Newton too emphasised this combination of the in-
ductive method with the rejection of scholastic entities. In his Opticks Newton deals
with magnetic, electric and gravitational forces. He does not regard them as occult
properties, in the scholastic sense, but as lawful regularities, the effects of which
can be observed in the phenomena. Only the causes of these effects are, according
to Newton, still obscure or ‘occult’.

To tell us that every Species of Things is endow’d with an occult specific Quality
by which it acts and produces manifest Effects, is to tell us nothing: But to derive
two or three Principles of Motion from Phaenomena, and afterwards to tell us
how the Properties and Actions of all corporeal Things follow from those manifest
principles, would be a very great step in Philosophy, though the Causes of those
Principles were not yet discover’d: And therefore I scruple not to propose the

11 Harvey, ‘Anatomical Exercises’ (1651), in Works (1847), 154, 157
12 Hooke, ‘A General Scheme’ (1705), §IV; for more quotes, in a similar vein, see Sha-

pin|Schaffer, Leviathan (1985), 36–8
13 Hooke, ‘A General Scheme’ (1705), 6
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Principles of Motion above mention’d, they being of very Extent, and leave their
Causes to be found out.14

The cause of gravitation could, according to Newton, remain a metaphysical spec-
ulation, for which there is no room in science. What cannot be inductively inferred
from phenomena remains for Newton a mere hypothesis, which has no place in
experimental philosophy. It is true that natural phenomena, like the attraction
between the sun and the earth, can be explained through gravitational forces.

But hitherto I have not been able to discover the cause of those properties of gravity
from phenomena, and I frame no hypotheses; for whatever is not deduced from the
phaenomena is to be called an hypothesis; and hypothesis, whether metaphysical
or physical, whether occult qualities or mechanical have no place in experimen-
tal philosophy. In this philosophy particular propositions are inferred from the
phaenomena, and afterwards rendered general by induction. Thus it was that the
impenetrability, the mobility, and the impulsive force of bodies, and the laws of
motion and of gravitation, were discovered. And to us it is enough that gravity does
really exist, and act according to the laws which we have explained, and abundantly
serves to account for all the motions of the celestial bodies, and of our sea.15

In the 17th century a tight connection exists between a) the empirical investigation of
naturalphenomenaaswell as the inductivegeneralizationofempiricaldata to lawful
regularities and b) the rejection of scholastic entities due to nominalist arguments.
Modern science arises out of an engagement with the scholastic tradition. In the
ensuing conceptual transition – Bacon’s reinterpretation of Aristotelian forms to
laws or Boyle’s redefinition of the notion of Nature – nominalist arguments played
a decisive role. They help transform the outdated scholastic paradigm of Nature
into a new view, which is compatible with experimental philosophy.

2.3.2 Corpuscular Philosophy

After the nominalist dismantling and remoulding of old concepts comes a construc-
tive rebuilding of a new paradigm of Nature. Robert Boyle calls this new paradigm
the corpuscular philosophy. Many 17th century philosophers had helped to build
the mechanistic worldview. What distinguishes Boyle is that he was a chemist,
an experimental philosopher, to whom we owe Boyle’s law. Boyle proposes a new
view of Nature, nourished by a philosophical commitment to Nominalism and an
empirical commitment to Investigation. Nature is not an agent, but a system of
rules [laws] for material bodies. If we speak of Nature generally, we mean by it an
aggregate of material bodies, with their laws of motion. In this sense Nature is a
‘cosmical mechanism’. If we speak of the particular nature of things, we mean by
it the individual mechanism of a particular body.16 This also answers the question
as to what is real under the Corpuscular Philosophy: material bodies and their
motions, and the primary qualities inherent in these bodies comprise reality for

14 Newton, Opticks (31721), 377
15 Newton, Mathematical Principles (1687), Vol. II, Bk. III, General Scholium, 314
16 Boyle, A Free Inquiry (1686), IV, VII
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this view of Nature. By contrast, Aristotelian forms are not real. The corpuscular
hypothesis encompasses the following principles:

I. There is a universal matter common to all bodies; a body is a ‘substance
extended, divisible and impenetrable’

II. To differentiate this universal matter ‘into a variety of natural bodies, it must
have motion in some or all its designable parts’

III. Matter must be divided into sensible corpuscles or particles, which have size
and shape; corpuscles are either at rest or in motion.17

According to this corpuscular philosophy, the world is a self-moving engine, compa-
rable to a rare clock. This clockwork image of the universe, which became a standard
analogy for the mechanistic universe in the 17th century, replacing the organismic
analogy of the Greeks, appears first in the writings of the 14th century natural
philosopher Nicolas Oresme. 18 Boyle is much impressed with the clock analogy. It
should replace the scholastic notion of the universe as a puppet on a string, guided
by God, the immovable mover, residing outside the closed universe. The universe,
he writes

is like a rare clock, such as may be that at Strasbourg, where all things are so skilfully
contrived that the engine being once set a-moving, all things proceed according to
the artificer’s first design, and the motions of the little statues that at such hours
perform these or those things do not require (like those of the puppets) the peculiar
interposing of the artificer or any intelligent agent employed by him, but perform
their functions upon particular occasions by virtue of the general and primitive
contrivance of the whole engine.19

Theworld as a self-moving engineor as gigantic clockwork: this is awell-established
analogy of the mechanistic universe. Boyle adds an afterthought, however, which
anticipates an understanding of the notion of Nature whose importance became
dominant only in the 19th century. It is the idea that the world is a great system of
things corporeal.

For we must consider each body, not barely as it is in itself, an entire and distinct
portion of matter, but as it is a part of the universe, and consequently placed among
a great number and variety of other bodies, upon which it may act, and by which it
may be acted on in many ways.20

As we shall see, the idea of Nature as an interconnected system at first appears as
a philosophical thesis in the 17th and 18th centuries. At that time its significance
is still eclipsed by the main ingredients of a corpuscular philosophy, matter and

17 Boyle, The Origin of Forms and Qualities (1666), 460–2; see also Burtt, Metaphysical
Foundations (1924), Chap. VI; Hesse, Forces and Fields (1961), Chap. V; Holton, Thematic
Origins (1973), Chap. I; Shapin|Schaffner, Leviathan (1985)

18 Wendorff, Zeit und Kultur (31985), 144
19 Boyle, A Free Enquiry (1686), 13; The Origin of Forms and Qualities (1666), 474
20 Boyle, The Origin of Forms and Qualities (1666), 464. With the title of his Treatise of the

System of the World (1728), Newton also anticipates the idea of interrelatedness, although
it is restricted to planetary motion.
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motion. But with the empirical discoveries of the 18th and 19th century this view of
Nature as an interrelated system begins to dominate the philosophical thinking of
major scientists.

2.4 The Emergence of Nature as an Interrelated System

Nature can be thought of as a closed system whose mutual relations do not require
the expression of the fact that they are thought about.

A.N. Whitehead, The Concept of Nature (1920), 3

Many of the leading philosophers of the 18th and 19th century describe Nature as
a system. Although P.L. Moreau de Maupertuis attacks materialism for its inability
to explain the formation of organic matter, the title of his book Système de la Nature
(1768) encapsulates the philosophical thinking of the age. Nature is to be thought
of as a system of interrelated components.

The mere thought of Nature as an interrelated system is not a new idea.21 The
organismicworldviewthoughtofNatureasavastorganism.With this viewofNature
as an organism, it is natural to think of all phenomena as mutually dependent on
each other. Individual components of this world organism functionally contribute
to the function of the whole organism: a vast cyclic movement around the stationary
centre. This world organism falls under the ideas of purpose and final causes, as
do its individual components. Individual objects possess inherent tendencies –
natures – to fulfil their individual purposes. These inherent tendencies provide
the cause of their natural motions either towards or away from the centre of the
universe.

The mechanistic worldview thought of Nature as a vast clock. Again, it is natural
to think of all phenomena as mutually dependent on each other. But the mutual
interdependence takes on a new meaning. This clockwork universe does not fall
under the idea of purpose but under the idea of mathematical necessity and ef-
ficient causation. The dissolution of the notion of causation into mathematical
relations lies at the root of the Laplacean identification of causation and deter-
minism (Chap. 5). The constituents of the mechanistic world are still related to
each other, but the relation is captured in the laws of nature. The solar system
consists of a central body (the sun) and a certain number of orbiting planets. The
sun and the planets are the constituents of the system. All these bodies exercise
a mutual attraction on each other. The orbits reveal a regular pattern, which is
expressed in Kepler’s laws. The interaction between the constituents of the so-
lar system is such, that from variations in the orbit of one body, the existence of
another body can be inferred. This is how Neptune was discovered. Slight dis-
crepancies in the observed orbit of Uranus led Englishman John C. Adams and
Frenchman Urbain J.J. Leverrier to predict the existence of a yet undiscovered

21 Cassirer, Das Erkenntnisproblem Vol. I (31922|1974), 207, 399; Collingwood, The Idea of
Nature (1945)
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planet in 1845. The gravitational effect of this unknown planet accounted for the
slight variations in the orbit of Uranus. In 1846 the German astronomer Johann
Galle observed Neptune in its predicted position. The interrelations between the
constituents of a mechanical system are of a mechanical kind. They are subject
to mathematical treatment, to prediction and causal analysis in terms of efficient
causes. (An efficient cause accounts for the observable effects in terms of a set of
relevant antecedent conditions.) The interrelations between the constituents of an
organismic system are of an organismic kind. They not are subject to mathemat-
ical treatment, to prediction; they are only subject to causal analysis in teleologi-
cal terms. (A final cause accounts for an observable phenomenon in terms of its
function.)

It is important to note, however, that organic interrelations, subject to math-
ematical treatment, to prediction and causal analysis in terms of efficient causes,
exist between organisms. Darwin stressed this phenomenon. Darwin did not think
of Nature as a vast organism but as a mechanism.

Darwin belongs to the 19th century when the idea of Nature as a system be-
came prominent amongst leading scientists. Let us remain with the philosophical
speculations of the 18th century. Under the impact of the Scientific Revolution,
Nature had been transformed from a closed world into an infinite cosmos. The
term cosmos is increasingly adopted by philosophers and later scientists to cap-
ture the idea of an interrelated system. In his De L’Interpretation de la Nature
(1743), Diderot defines Nature as the concatenation of all phenomena (enchaîn-
ment de tous phénomènes). It is for him a ‘universal system.’ For d’Holbach Nature
and the universe are an uninterrupted and unfathomable chain of causes and ef-
fects. In Nature everything is related by necessary laws. D’Holbach distinguishes
Nature as a system in a narrow sense – a connection of elements within a sin-
gle object or organism – and Nature in a broad sense – a vast system of all the
subsystems. In this cosmos, this universal nature, all the subsystems depend on
each other and on the cosmic system.22 In his famous definition of determinism
(1820), Laplace took up this view of the cosmos as a vast concatenation of causes
and effects, which led him to an identification of determinism and causation (see
Chap. 5).

In these early philosophical interpretations of the Scientific Revolution the new
view of Nature as an interrelated system is mentioned but not yet systematically
worked out. We have to turn to Kant and in particular to Alexander von Humboldt to
see it spelt out in its gloriousdetails. In thewritingsof these twophilosophersNature
becomesaCosmos. TheadoptionofNatureasacosmosofphysical interconnections,
expressed in the laws of Nature, reveals the clockwork image as no more than
a useful analogy. It is at best an analogous model, which may capture some positive
analogies but always at the expense of the negative analogies. All analogous models
suffer from this effect: they express the unknown in terms of what is known but
they carry no guarantee that the similarities are real.

22 D’Holbach, Système de la Nature (1770), Part I, Chaps. 1–6 ; Leibniz, Monadology (1714),
§56 equally postulates the universal connectedness of all things.
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2.4.1 Immanuel Kant

Immanuel Kant
(1724–1804)

To treat Nature as a cosmos of interrelations opens
up the possibility of giving a mechanical theory
of its development. This is exactly what Kant at-
tempted in his Allgemeine Naturgeschichte und
Theorie des Himmels (1755). The book is remark-
able in its attempt to provide a purely mechanical
account of the evolution of the cosmos. From the
very beginning of the argument, the idea of Nature
as an interrelated system figures prominently in
Kant’s Theory of the Heavens. The Preface speaks
of the discovery of the systematic connection in
Nature of ‘the great chains of creation in the full
scope of infinity’.23 The whole cosmos is the effect
of blind mechanical laws of motion. The whole
cosmos is a system of subsystems. The Milky Way

is a system, as much as the so-called fixed stars. All these systems embedded into
larger systems reveal the systematic connection of the whole universe. Kant be-
comes one of the first thinkers to speculate that the cosmos has a history – a history,
which makes it evolve from an original chaos to the systematic order, due to the
operation of mechanical laws. Kant speculates that millions upon millions of years
will pass by for the present order of the universe to be established. Creation is not
the work of a moment.

There had perhaps flown past a series of millions of years and centuries, before the
sphere of ordered Nature (. . .) attained to the perfection, which is now embodied in
it. (. . .) The sphere of developed Nature is incessantly engaged in extending itself.
Creation is not the work of a moment (. . .). Millions and whole myriads of millions
of centuries will flow on, during which always new Worlds and systems of Worlds
will be formed, one after another, in the distant regions away from the Centre of
nature, and will attain to perfection (. . .).

Vast amounts of time – mountains of millions of centuries as Kant puts it – will be
needed to generate the present order. And the universe will never cease producing
new order.

This infinity and the future succession of time, by which Eternity is unexhausted,
will entirely animate the whole range of Space to which God is present, and will
gradually put it into that regular order which is conformable to the excellence of His
plan. (. . .) The creation is never finished or complete. It has indeed once begun, but
it will never cease. It is always busy producing new scenes of nature, new objects,

23 Kant, Allgemeine Naturgeschichte (1755), Vorrede, 227 [author’s own translation]; in his
Introduction to the Encyclopaedia, d’Alembert distinguishes the spirit of philosophical
systems, which he rejects, from the systematic spirit, which produces a welcome unifica-
tion of phenomena; see d’Alembert, Discours Préliminaire (1751); Diderot, L’Interprétation
(1770), §XXI also favours ‘recueiller et lier les faits’ and is opposed to ‘l’esprit rationnel’.
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and new Worlds. (. . .) It needs nothing less than an Eternity to animate the whole
boundless range of the infinite extension of Space with Worlds, without number
and without end.24

Furthermore, Kant becomes the first scientist to give a systematic account of what
the Greeks regarded as fixed stars. They were in fact galaxies like our Milky Way.
Hence, they were systems in their own right. What Kant means by the expression
‘systematic constitution of the cosmos’ – systematische Verfassung des Weltbaus – is
illustrated by reference to our planetary system. The planets and comets in the solar
system already constitute a system because they orbit a central body. But what makes
it truly a system is that its constituents are related to each other in a systematic and
uniform fashion, mathematically describable by mechanical laws.25

The kind of mechanical account of the evolution of the cosmos – a mechanical
system, consisting of subsystems, all interrelated –, which Kant attempts, is revealed
in the subtitle of his Natural History: Essay on the Constitution and the Mechanical
Origin of the Whole Cosmos, treated according to Newton’s Laws. This puts Kant’s
attempt squarely in the tradition of classical physics. But there is more in Kant’s
notion of Nature than the clockwork image would suggest. In his Critical Period,
Kant provides a formal definition of Nature.

By nature, in the empirical sense, we understand the connection of appearances
as regards their existence according to necessary rules, that is, according to laws
(Critique A216, B263; Prolegomena §14)

Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason distinguishes a material notion of Nature – as the
sum of all appearances (B163) – from a formal notion – as the sum of universal
laws (B165).26 It is not the job of the philosopher to furnish the empirical laws of
nature. This is the job of the physicist through the study of Nature’s appearances.
The philosopher’s task is to state the fundamental a priori laws of Nature:

• In all change of appearances substance is permanent; its quantum in nature is
neither increased nor diminished. (Critique, 1781|1787 A182, 205; Metaphysische
Anfangsgründe, 1786, 106)

If we regard substance, on the analogy with the corpuscularian philosophy, as
a lump of solid matter, a Principle of Permanence of Substance would not be an
acceptable view of Nature. Antoine Lavoisier (1773|74) showed that the quantity
of matter does not remain invariant in combustion. A burned-up piece of metal
weighs more than the original piece. And after the discoveries of thermodynamics
it became fully clear that matter and energy are interchangeable. Kant’s Principle of

24 Kant, Allgemeine Naturgeschichte (1755), 334–5, English text quoted from Toulmin|Good-
field, Discovery of Time (1965), 132–3; for an assessment of Kant’s cosmology, see also
Falkenburg, Kants Kosmologie (2000)

25 Kant, Allgemeine Naturgeschichte (1755), 253, 326–35
26 See also Kant, Prolegomena (1783), §17; Metaphysische Anfangsgründe (1786), Vorrede;

Cassirer, Erkenntnisproblem II (1906), 671; for a discussion of Kant’s analogies of expe-
rience, see Weizsäcker, Einheit der Natur (1971), Chap. IV.2; Mainzer, Symmetries (1996),
§35.21; Torretti, Philosophy of Physics (1999), §3.4
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Permanence of Substance does not refer to substance in the traditional sense. It is
a conservation principle. Kant states that in nature some quantity remains invariant
but it is the job of physics to determine what the invariant quantity is. With this
insight Kant became the precursor of the modern invariance view of reality (see
below Ch. 2.8).

• All change in matter has an external cause. (Metaphysische Anfangsgründe, 1786,
109; Critique, 1781 A189)

This, too, proved to be an untenable principle. This discovery of radioactive de-
cay, without any discernible external cause, posed serious philosophical problems
regarding the traditional Laplacean notion of causation.

• Principle of Coexistence, in coordance with the Law of Reciprocity or Commu-
nity. In the first edition of the Critique this principle read:

All substances, so far as they coexist, stand in thoroughgoing community, that
is, in mutual interaction (Critique, 1781 A211|B256; Metaphysische Anfangsgründe,
1786, 110)

The insistence on mutual interaction or the interrelatedness of all parts of the
cosmos is, as we have observed, the vital ingredient that takes the philosophical
conception of Nature beyond the clockwork image. This is an ontological view of
Nature. After the discovery of the relativity and quantum theory, the view of Nature
becomes relational and formal: the real is the invariant. But even Kant’s Principle
of Coexistence suffered modification. Kant held that ’things are coexistent so far as
they exist in one and the same time’ (Critique B258). With the Special theory of
relativity this innocent-looking statement became problematic. Kant, as we shall
see, did not share Newton’s view that time was absolute (independent of all material
happenings). He agreed with Newton, as did every other thinker before Einstein,
that timewas universal (the same for all observers). Sohewouldnot have considered
the simultaneity of events to be a problematic notion. All observers would agree on
the periods when things co-existed. But Einstein disagreed: even the simultaneity
of events was only relative.

What is important in these considerations is the step from metaphor – the book
of Nature is written in the language of mathematics (Galileo), the universe is like
a rare clock (Boyle) – to philosophical paradigm of research. Nature is a system
of interrelated systems, governed by mechanical laws. For Kant, as the subtitle
to his Theory of the Heavens indicates, the universe was governed by Newton’s
deterministic laws. In every particular theory of nature we can only find so much
real science as there is mathematics in it.27 The Kantian notion of Nature becomes
irrevocably linked to the necessity of mathematical laws.

The mathematics available at Kant’s time was much more suited to an atomistic
approach to Nature than to the idea of Nature as a system of interrelations. The
differential equations of classical physics could describe the trajectories of the
particles to any desirable degree of accuracy. Laplace’s demon was at work. The

27 Kant, Metaphysische Anfangsgründe (1786), 14–5
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conceptof aphysicalfieldhadnotyetbeendeveloped.Philosophical speculationwas
faraheadof concretedevelopments in science.But itprovided thenewterminology–
physical systems and their interrelations – with which the results of the particular
sciences could be integrated into a new conceptual network of what was to be meant
by Nature. This in turn would affect the fundamental notions: causation, matter,
motion, time and space.

We should note for future reference a certain degree of freedom of the philo-
sophical issues from the concrete science. We have characterized the bond between
philosophy and science as a dialectical relationship. There is give and take. Science
borrows notions from philosophy. Philosophy takes scientific results as constraints.
The philosophical consequences of science are not logical deductions. There is
room for manoeuvre. We see this in Kant’s case. Although Kant is heavily indebted
to Newton for the scientific results, he does not agree with Newton on the inter-
pretations of the fundamental notions. Kant rejects Newton’s realist interpretations
of time and space (Chap. 4). For Newton both time and space existed in the real
physical world irrespective of material happenings. They were physical properties
of the universe. For Kant they were objective properties of the structure of the
human mind. This idealist view had a powerful influence on 20th century physics.
Insofar as Newton had any explicit conception of causation, it would have been
a functional view (Chap. 5): the idea that causation was exhausted by the existence
of differential equations. Here again, Kant would disagree. Causation was an a priori
category of the human mind with the help of which phenomena could be ordered
into an objective relation.

2.4.2 Alexander von Humboldt

Alexander von Humboldt
(1769–1859)

Perhaps the most comprehensive and systematic in-
terpretation of Nature as an interrelated system is to
be found in the writings of Alexander von Hum-
boldt. In 1844 von Humboldt published four vol-
umes of a ‘sketch of a physical world description’
with the simple title Kosmos. It represents an ency-
clopaedic sweep across the whole range of human
knowledge from the cosmically large to the micro-
scopically small. Von Humboldt sees scientific re-
search as a synthesis of empirical observation and
rational reconstruction (Vol. III, Introduction, 3–6),
while the whole of Nature is an interrelated cosmos –
‘a mutual interaction of the forces of nature’ (Vol. I.,
Introduction, 27–8). Von Humboldt defines the cos-
mos, reminiscent of Kant, as the world order. In his

description of the highest purpose of a physical description of the world, von Hum-
boldt revealswhat hemeansby worldorder. It is ananticipationofmodern thinking.
The highest purpose is the knowledge of unity in the manifold of appearances. It
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is unification.28 Thus the idea of a cosmos – of an interrelated network of physical
laws – offers an immediate advantage to Homo sapiens. There is order in nature such
that diverse, disparate phenomena can be reduced to some underlying principle,
and empirical laws can be derived from fundamental laws. Nature is an interrelated
whole such that from the knowledge of some parts we can access to knowledge
of other parts. For the purpose of von Humboldt’s Kosmos is to present the inner
concatenation of the general and the particular; it is to seize the permanence of laws
in the flux of phenomena (Vol. I., Introduction, 3–5). ‘For a reflexive contemplation
nature is unity in diversity.’ (Vol. I., Introduction, 5; author’s own translation) If
Nature is a cosmos, an embedding of smaller systems in larger systems, than the
discovery of one law points to a higher law, which is yet to be discovered. But
although scientific research reveals a universal concatenation, this universal claim
is not to be understood as a simple linear order; rather it is like a web (Vol. I.,
Introduction, 23).

The more we penetrate into the essence of the forces of nature, the more we reor-
ganize the connection of phenomena, which, if observed individually and superfi-
cially, seem to resist every attempt to join them, and the more we render possible
the simplicity and terseness of our presentation. (Kosmos, Vol. I., Introduction,
21–2; author’s own translation)

Von Humboldt concedes that the human mind cannot yet grasp the unity of the
cosmic phenomena in all their diversity. His idea of a cosmos is a research pro-
gramme. However, it is already partially realized insofar as the human mind has
already grasped a partial insight into the relative dependence of all phenomena
(Vol. I, 57; Vol. III, 7; Vol. IV, 12).

There has always been a strong tendency in Western thinking about Nature
to reduce becoming to being, to explain the change of phenomena in terms of
the permanent.29 But von Humboldt has a thoroughly dynamic view of Nature:
‘through being a small part of becoming is revealed’ (Vol. III, 8). Nature is not
a dead aggregate of matter. The natural systems we observe are the result of the
‘joint action of the forces in the cosmos, the mutual causation and concatenation
of the products of nature’ (Vol. I, Introduction, 27–8). Being and becoming cannot
be separated – the being we observe is the effect of the process of becoming in the
past (Vol. I., 43–4).

We see in this insistence on the dynamic view of Nature the limits of the earlier
clockwork image of the cosmos. A clockwork is governed by a very limited set of

28 von Humboldt, Kosmos (1844); for another early statement on unification in science
and the interaction between branches of science, see Du Bois-Reymond, ‘Über die wis-
senschaftlichen Zustände der Gegenwart’ (1882). ‘This is why our world exhibits some
degree of order rather than complete disorder, why it is a cosmos rather than a chaos,’ says
Popper, Quantum Theory and the Schism of Physics (1982), 178. Modern work on unifica-
tion in science can be found in Friedman, ‘Explanation’ (1974), ‘Theoretical Explanation’
(1981) and Foundations (1983); for dissenting voices, see Galison|Stamp eds., Disunity of
Science (1996)

29 See Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962); Popper, Open Universe (1982); Prigogine, End of
Certainty (1997), 11, 58
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mechanical laws. There is no suggestion of a unity in diversity, no suggestion of
a hierarchy of laws. Strange as it may sound, there is no suggestion of a history
or an evolutionary development in the clockwork image. In a curious way, a clock
is time-symmetric:30 taking photographs of a clock at different moments in time,
does not allow us to deduce a unique direction in the movement of the clock hand.
The clock hands could have reached the ‘later’ stages by going anti-clockwise, rather
than clockwise, as conventionally assumed.

Questions of determinism and causation, which are already embedded in the
view of Nature as a clockwork, naturally pervade the conceptual network of those
who embrace this image. The usefulness of such concepts is only questioned in
science, as we shall see, when the experimental evidence raises doubts about the
adequacy of certain notions. This happened with the advent of quantum theory.
But questions of determinism, of being and becoming, also lie embedded in the
conceptual network, in which the Special theory of relativity is grounded. Many
prominent physicists took the Special theory of relativity to have demonstrated the
Kantian view that the passage of time was a human illusion. Physical reality is static
(see Chap. 4). For this reason, von Humboldt’s view of Nature as an interrelated
and dynamic cosmos – a cosmos with an evolutionary history describable by purely
mechanical law, which Kant tried to chronicle – is an important contribution, the
true significanceofwhich couldnot be appreciatedbefore the advent of the relativity
theory and the renewed debate about being and becoming. When von Humboldt
published his monumental Kosmos, in 1844, the natural sciences finally entered
a phase of empirical discovery, which would end the philosophical speculation
about the structure of Nature. The notion of Nature as an interrelated system took
on empirical significance. Four developments were of particular importance in this
step from philosophical speculation to empirical hypothesis:

• Darwin’s evolutionary theory
• The discovery of atomic structure
• The laws of thermodynamics
• The field concept.

2.5 The End of Philosophical Speculations About Nature as a System

Before concrete empirical discoveries were made to confirm and establish the new
view of Nature as an interrelated system, we observe a number of publications
by well-known scientists on systematic ways of uniting the scientific knowledge
of the day into coherent encyclopaedic systems. These attempts had philosophical
predecessors, as in Diderot’s Encyclopédie ou Dictionaire Raisonné des Sciences, des
Arts et des Métiers, in 28 volumes (1751–72), and von Humboldt’s Kosmos (1844). We
can see in these attempts to unify scientific knowledge a reflection of the growing
awareness that Nature is not simply a disconnected assemblage of phenomena.
A good example is A.M. Ampère’s Essai sur la Philosophie des Sciences (1834). As

30 Cf. Popper, Quantum Theory (1982), 88
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its subtitle – Exposition Analytique d’une Classification Naturelle de Toutes les Con-
naissances Humaines – indicates, it is an attempt to provide a natural classification
of all human knowledge. Similar to social scientists, like Auguste Comte and Adam
Smith, Ampère believes that a correspondence exists between the stages of the
evolution of knowledge and historical epochs or successive developmental stages
of childhood. There exists a hierarchical classification of all knowledge: ‘the study
of Man must not come before the study of the world and of nature’ (l’étude de
l’homme ne doit venir qu’après celle du monde et de la nature). And all knowledge
acquisition proceeds in an inductive fashion: first, collection of observed facts, then
the deduction of general laws and cause-effect relationships.

On the other side of the English Channel, J.F. William Herschel, the son of
William Herschel – discoverer of Uranus – made similar observations. His A Prelim-
inary Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy (1830) treats of the ‘Subdivision
of Physics into Distinct Bodies and their Mutual Relations’ (Part II) and of ‘the Clas-
sification of Natural Objects and Phenomena’ (Part II, Chap. V). In the inductive
spirit of the age, natural history is presented ‘as an assemblage of phenomena to be
explained’ (1830, 221). Nevertheless, W. Herschel reveals an awareness, indicative of
the new view of Nature, that science is more than ‘a collection of facts and objects
presented by nature.’ For he writes:

Modern chemistry has established that the universe consists of distinct, separate,
indivisible atoms, making up larger bodies. Modern [chemical] discoveries destroy
the idea of an eternal self-existent matter, by giving to each of its atoms the essential
characters, at once, of a manufactured article and a subordinate agent. (Preliminary
Discourse, 1830, Part I, §28, 37–8)

It would not take long before the atom was also conceived as a system. In due course,
concrete empirical discoveries confirmed philosophical speculations about Nature
as an interrelated system. These discoveries then led to philosophical challenges to
the adequacy of the established fundamental notions.

2.5.1 Charles Darwin

Charles Darwin
(1809–1882)

In the Origin of Species (1859) Darwin did not make the
interrelatedness of Nature a central theme. But this view of
Nature, inspired by biology, is an important consequence
of the evolutionary theory of species. It could not have
been a theme of the pre-Darwinian view of Nature. The
Great Chain of Being, the dominant paradigm of attempts
to explain the diversity of species prior to Darwin, was
a sort of biological atomism. Each species was created by
a Deity on a particular rung on a hierarchical ladder, which
presented the Chain of Being. The existence of each being
in its predetermined location on the ladder did not depend
for its existence on the existence of any other being on
lower or higher rungs. The existence of species depended
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on the will of God. The close resemblance in appearance of the ape to humans
did not worry the believers in the Great Chain of Being. Although ape and man
seemed quite close, God had ensured the gulf between them and guaranteed their
separation by placing them on different rungs. Man was placed on a higher rung
than the ape. So man was closer to God at the top of the ladder than the ape.

All this changed with the advent of Darwin’s evolutionary theory. Darwin’s
account was at first misunderstood as claiming that humans had descended directly
from the ape. Rather, Darwinism postulates that they share a common ancestor.
Secondly, the reassuring sense of hierarchy was destroyed, for species evolved from
earlier species by a process of natural selection. Thirdly, there was no longer any
sense of unidirectional progression towards ‘higher’ forms of life. Rather, species
adapted to their natural habitat. Adaptation can lead to a loss of complex organs,
like the eye. The idea of interrelatedness is already built into Darwin’s formula: it is
a theory of descent with modification. Or, in modern parlance:

Evolution = Natural Selection + Random Mutations.

Since present-day species are the dynamic result of past changes (in the environ-
ment and the genetic make-up of earlier members of a species), evolutionary forces
affect species at any moment in time. Species are dependent on the environmen-
tal niche, in which they struggle for survival against competitors. Any ecological
niche provides food resources for many different species. There is intense compe-
tition for the food resources from both members of the same species and members
of other species. Both seagulls and seals eat fish. And seagulls compete for fish
amongst themselves. According to Darwin’s original explanation the scarcity of
food and the abundance of competitors for the limited food supplies bring forth
a continuous struggle for existence, in which those with a slight advantage tend
to survive and those with a slight disadvantage tend to perish. There is thus an
interdependence of the characteristics of a species and the particular environ-
ment, in which it seeks to survive. Ability to gather food and feed the young, and
avoidance of predicators through camouflage or other means are examples of such
characteristics. The stronger the lion, the faster the antelope. There is interdepen-
dence in the biological realm, as Darwin noted in the first edition of The Origin of
Species (1859):

(. . .) the structure of every organic being is related, in the most essential yet often
hidden manner, to that of all other organic beings, with which it comes into com-
petition for food or residence, or from which it has to escape, or on which it preys.
(Darwin, Origin, 1968, 127)

The interrelatedness also exists in a diachronic sense. Species evolve from each
other. They have similar body plans and share many features. Homologies – the
same organ, like the heart, appears in many different creatures under a variety
of forms – can be explained by relating the histories of descent to a common
ancestor. Analogies – organs, which have the same function in otherwise unre-
lated animals – can be explained as responses to similar environmental pressures.
It is well known that Darwin’s evolutionary theory had a tremendous impact on
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the view of Nature and the self-image of humans. With Darwin’s explanation of
the emergence of living creatures, humans seemed to lose their privileged place
in the natural world as closer to God than brute beasts. For Darwin subjected
all animate matter to the operation of evolutionary forces. The Principle of De-
scent with Modification, not the Act of Creation, provides the explanatory core of
life. This was one of the reasons why Darwin’s account was attacked. The other
reason was Darwin’s materialism. Even complex organs like the eye and the hu-
man brain emerge through natural selection. Materialism existed of course be-
fore Darwin. Paul Thiry d’Holbach characterized humans as biological machines.
They were a product of nature like any other living automat. He even specu-
lated that humans emerged on earth in the course of time.31 Darwin’s material-
ism is no longer expressed in terms of a simple mechanism. Darwin partakes
of the evolution in the view of Nature, which we have observed in the physical
sciences. In fact the Darwinian idea of evolution is not compatible with a sim-
ple mechanistic view of Nature.32 The simplicity of the Great Chain of Being is
analogous to the simplicity of the clockwork universe: in both images the com-
ponents are simply juxtaposed. With the idea of interrelatedness, which is also
built into Darwin’s evolutionary view, the juxtaposition is replaced by the idea of
a multi-layered interaction between the components of the system. Theoretically,
this opens the route to deduction and unification. Darwin also diverts biologi-
cal thinking from the path of determinism. It was still prevalent in the physical
sciences during his lifetime. Evolution is a stochastic process. Very soon, physics
would follow suit.

2.5.2 The Discovery of Atomic Structure

Eventually, this new view of Nature as a system would appear as incompatible with
classical atomism. Just as it is mistaken to regard Nature as a mere collection of
biological entities, so it is mistaken to regard it as a mere collection of atoms,
governed by the laws of motion. The ultimate constituents of Nature are not the
point particles of Newtonianism. The atoms themselves are to be conceived as
systems. This was confirmed with the discovery of radioactivity and the detection
of the electron inside the atom. J.J. Thomson, who discovered the electron in 1897,
conceived of the atom as a sphere of positive electricity with negatively charged
electrons embedded in it, arranged in concentric rings. This is often called the
plum-pudding model of the atom. But the pudding model of the atom did not
consider the existence of a nucleus. It was quickly shown to be incompatible with
new evidence about the scattering of atoms. The system-like nature of the atom was
finally established when E. Rutherford and his co-workers discovered the nucleus

31 D’Holbach, Système (1770), Chap. VI; La Mettrie’s L’Homme Machine (1748) stands in the
same tradition, as does, after Darwin’s Origin, Huxley’s essay on Animal Automatism
(1874); see Mayr, ‘Darwin’s Influence’ (2000), 67–71

32 See Collingwood, Idea of Nature (1945), 14–5; T.H. Huxley, Darwin’s able defender, ex-
plicitly embraces the view of Nature as a complex system; see his ‘Lectures on Evolution’
(1876), 46–7
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inside the atom and established its properties (1911). The Bohr-Rutherford model of
the hydrogen atom (1913) was inspired by an analogy with our planetary system.33

Jean Perrin established the reality of the atom, which had previously been
doubted by scientists. For Perrin, the reality of the atom had far-reaching conse-
quences for the view of matter and Nature. The point about the atomic hypothesis,
as J. Perrin observed34, is twofold: firstly, matter is porous and discontinuous – it has
a granular structure – and secondly radioactivity shows that atoms and therefore
matter are not immutable. The study of matter is greatly simplified by the atomic
hypothesis since

The whole universe, in all its extraordinary complexity, may have been built up by
the coming together of elementary units fashioned after a small number of types.

Thanks to the atomic hypothesis any ‘material system’ can be decomposed into
smaller units. Perrin implicitly indicates that classical atomism is under threat
from these developments. The granular structure of matter meant that the world
of atoms could not be adequately represented by Newton’s mechanical laws. The
porous and discontinuous nature of matter forced Max Planck, in 1900, to introduce
his famous quantum hypothesis. With some regret Planck admitted that Nature
made random jumps after all – albeit quantum jumps. If this admittance posed
worries for the classical conception of causation, they were in no way alleviated by
the acceptance of the law of chance as the ‘general law of atomic disintegration’.
The deterministic evolution of mechanical systems along unique trajectories, one
of the main assumptions of the clockwork universe, was under threat. As we shall
see in Chap. III, Max Planck was the first to state that the chance-like character of
radioactive decay introduced a probabilistic element into the physical worldview,
which would have significant implications for our understanding of causation and
determinism. Although radioactive decay is a probabilistic event, it is nevertheless
governed by a statistical law. This law was first formulated by E. Rutherford and
F. Soddy in 1901.

2.5.3 Thermodynamics

A significant feature of this new view of Nature as an interrelated system is that the
interrelatedness becomes subject to mathematical analysis. The laws of thermody-
namics, especially the discovery of the first law – conservation of energy – did much
to convince scientists of the universal interrelatedness of the whole cosmos.35 The
33 For further discussion and literature see Heilbron|Kuhn, ‘Genesis’ (1969); Heilbron, His-

torical Studies (1981); Weinberg, Discovery (1992); Weinert, ‘Theories, Models and Con-
straints’ (1999) and ‘The Construction of Atom Models’ (2000)

34 Perrin, Atoms (1916), 159, 186–9, 11, 8, 193–4; ‘Mouvement Brownien’ (1909), 5–114
35 The discovery of the laws of thermodynamics is itself a perfect illustration of the tight

connectionbetweenscienceandphilosophy; seeElkana,TheDiscoveryof theConservation
of Energy (1974); Prigogine|Stengers, Nouvelle Alliance (1979), Chaps. V–VII; de Regt,
‘Philosophy’ (1996); Sklar, Physics and Chance (1993) and Philosophy of Physics (1992),
Chap. 3 provide a good discussion of the philosophical issues involved in thermodynamics
and statistical mechanics.
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law of the conservation of energy states that the total amount of energy in the uni-
verse remains constant. But there are many forms of energy – electrical, chemical,
and mechanical – and these forms of energy can be transformed into each other.
In this process of transformation, some energy can be used to do useful work but
some energy will be lost. Energy is the ability to do work. But while all work, W , can
be transformed into heat (energy, E), not all heat (energy) can be transformed into
useful work. Some energy, ∆U , will be consumed during the work process. (E =
W +∆U ; W = E −∆U). Takeamechanical device, like a car.Theenginewill douse-
fulwork(itwill run)but someof theenergyput into theengine (in the formofpetrol)

Hermann von Helmholtz
(1821–1894)

to do the work will be needed to run the engine
and cannot be transformed into useful work. In
this way 19th science discovered numerous illus-
trations of the law of the conservation of energy.
Hermann von Helmholtz was the co-discoverer
of the Principle of the Conservation of Energy.
He mentions, as one example, movements un-
der gravitational influence, in which the principle
of the conservation of energy was known to ap-
ply.36 In this case, the energy appears in the form
of angular momentum. For instance, the closer
a planet approaches the sun, the faster it has to
travel in its orbit. The principle is also involved
in the rotational spin of the earth and the dis-
tance of the moon. Due to tidal forces, the earth’s
daily rotation slows down; as a consequence the
moon recedes from the earth by approximately

4 cm per year. It is immediately obvious that the first law of thermodynamics
must regard Nature as a system of processes between which a balance of energy
holds.

If, now, a certain quantity of mechanical work is lost, there is obtained, as experi-
ments made with the object of determining this point show, an equivalent quantity
of heat, or, instead of this, of chemical force; and, conversely, when heat is lost,
we gain an equivalent quantity of chemical or mechanical force; and, again, when
chemical force disappears, an equivalent of heat or work; so that in all these in-
terchanges between various inorganic natural forces working force may indeed
disappear in one form, but then it reappears in exactly equivalent quantity in some
other form; it is thus neither increased nor diminished, but always remains in ex-
actly the same quantity. We shall subsequently see that the same law holds good
also for processes in organic nature, so far as the facts have been tested.37

The balance of energy is not restricted to local phenomena: the whole of the universe
is involved.

36 von Helmholtz, Über die Erhaltung der Kraft (1847), Chap. III
37 von Helmholtz, ‘Conservation of Force’ (1862–3), 315–6; see also Über die Erhaltung der

Kraft (1847), Chap. I, 8
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It follows thence that the total quantity of all the forces capable of work in the whole
universe remains eternal and unchanged throughout all their changes.38

The order of life on earth – a process, which requires an input of energy – is
enabled by an expenditure of energy – a loss of order – in another part of the
solar system. The gradual burning of energy in our local star, the sun, keeps life
on earth. The law of the conservation of energy thus displays, according to von
Helmholtz, ‘a grand connection between the processes of the universe.’ In fact,
von Helmholtz stresses the heuristic value of the ‘the law of the conservation of
forces’:

(. . .) its actual signification in the general conception of the processes of nature is
expressed in the grand connection which it establishes between the entire process of
the universe, through all distances of place or time. The universe appears, according
to this law, to be endowed with a store of energy, which, through all the varied
changes in natural processes, can neither be increased nor diminished . . . 39

Nature truly becomes the cosmos, as von Humboldt had speculated. Nature is
‘a regularly-ordered whole – a kosmos’.40 In the principle of the conservation of
energy, the physical sciences had finally found the physical principle, which jus-
tified the 17th century idea of the universe as a self-regulating, energy-sufficient
cosmos, which dethroned the energy-deficient universe of the scholastic tradition.
So the laws of thermodynamics did much to prepare a new view of Nature. What
is decisive in this context is that new empirical discoveries are the driving force
behind these changes. (Already von Humboldt had used the empirical discoveries
since Copernicus to inspire his philosophical speculations.) What may be called
a philosophical view of Nature (as an interrelated system) was already a common
currency by the 1850s. And scientists are often influenced in their views of fun-
damental notions by the prevalent philosophical presuppositions.41 But the new
empirical discoveries turned the philosophical worldview into a physical world-
view. In the law of the conservation of energy physicists had empirical evidence of
the ‘interaction of the forces of nature’.42 Thus they had evidence that the implicit
assumption in the corpuscular philosophy – the universe consists of a collection
of atoms, governed by mechanical laws – was mistaken. Rather, the cosmos is
a gigantic system, consisting of myriads of subsystems, held together by the bal-
ance of energy. The law of entropy – a mathematical statement about the increase
of disorder in a closed system – added a significant twist to this view. It is true
that the total energy of the universe will never be exhausted (first law). But it
is also true that energy may not indefinitely be available to do useful work. At

38 von Helmholtz, ‘Conservation of Force’ (1862–3), 316; italics in original
39 von Helmholtz, ‘Aim and Progress of Physical Science’ (1869), 333
40 von Helmholtz, ‘On the Conservation of Force’ (1862–3), 279
41 This claim will be further substantiated in Chap. 4 on the block universe and in Chap. 5

on determinism and causation.
42 In 1854, von Helmholtz gave a lecture entitled ‘On the Interaction of Natural Forces’; von

Helmholtz (1854), 137–74
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some distance point in the history of the universe, no energy will be left to re-
store life and order. The total energy will be totally dissipated. All life will come
to an end. Von Helmholtz was the first to describe this final state of maximum
entropy as the end of the history of the universe. It has become known as the Heat
Death.43

Interlude A. Causation, Determinism and Time. Was this law of the conservation
of energy still compatible with the classical views of Nature, of space and time, of
matter and motion, of causation and determinism? At first it seemed so. Thermo-
dynamics is an account of macro-phenomena. It must be related to the underlying
explanatory theory of statistical mechanics. The paradigm of statistical mechanics
is still the Newtonian point particle. The molecular-kinetic theory of gases was
constructed on the basis of a billiard-ball model. The invisible gas molecules be-
haved like billiard balls. There was an analogy between gas molecules and billiard
balls. Their individual trajectories are not known to ordinary human observers
so that the physicist can only calculate statistical averages. Nevertheless, for the
Laplacean demon even the trajectories of the gas molecules would be perfectly
deterministic. And they would be time-reversible. Just as the hands of a clock are
time-reversible – it does not matter to the clock mechanism whether it works clock-
wise or anti-clockwise – so the trajectories of the gas molecules are: the Laplacean
demon can uniquely determine the trajectory of a given gas molecule, irrespective
of whether it is traced in a forward or backward direction.

For a while such a view was still seen as compatible with a belief in a universal
principle of determinism. The cosmos may be a system of subsystems but there
was as yet no evidence of the role of chance and contingency in the physical uni-
verse.44 Anticipating the interpretation of the Special theory of relativity, the world
could be seen as a map with the trajectories of all particles already traced out. The
undeniable irreversible processes, observable throughout the universe, could be ex-
plained away as a mere macro-phenomenon. At the micro-level the universe would
still be reversible and deterministic. The irreversibility would only characterize
the statistical ensembles of molecules, and was possibly caused by special initial
conditions at the beginning of the universe.45 At the atomic level, the molecules
follow deterministic trajectories. It is just that the limitation of the human intellect
was unable to grasp the precise trajectories of the millions of molecules making
up a liquid. But essentially Laplace was correct: to the superhuman intelligence
of the demon, ‘the motions of the largest bodies as well as of the lightest atoms
in the world’ followed perfectly deterministic trajectories. Radioactive decay and
other indeterministic processes in the atomic realm had not yet been discovered.

43 von Helmholtz, ‘The Interaction of Natural Forces’ (1854), 171; see Barrow|Tipler, The
Anthropic Cosmological Principle (1986), Chap. 3.7

44 However, the idea of the universe as a system harbours the possibility of contingency and
chance more readily than the cogwheels of the universe as a clockwork.

45 Popper, ‘Arrow of Time’ (1956), ‘Time’s Arrow’ (1965; Layzer, ‘Arrow of Time’ (1975); we
should be aware that today there is evidence for chaos in the micro-world, see Gaspard et
al., ‘Experimental Evidence’ (1998); Dürr|Spohn, ‘Browning Motion’ (1998)
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The message of thermodynamics had not yet been absorbed. Ludwig Boltzmann
originally thought that thermodynamics could be reduced to the time-reversible
laws of classical mechanics. And he proposed that the law of entropy could serve as
a basis for the arrow of time. But after several famous objections (due to Loschmidt
and Zermelo), Boltzmann had to concede that the Second Law is of a statistical
nature. It states, in Boltzmann’s new interpretation, that the increase of disorder in
the universe occurs with overwhelming probability. But this leaves room, statisti-
cally speaking, for the spontaneous return of a physical system to a more ordered
state. Once the molecules have escaped from a perfume bottle, the Second Law does
not forbid them from returning to the safe order of the bottle in a spontaneous
concerted action. It is just very unlikely in the history of the entire universe. And
this injection of probabilistic thinking puts a damper on the hope to return to the
deterministic and time-reversible assumptions of classical statistical mechanics.
However, presuppositions are a powerful potion. They helped to sustain the classic
belief in a deterministic universe. So there was as yet no reason to abandon the
classic belief in a deterministic universe. Three examples of the belief in causal
determinism in a view of Nature as a cosmos:

1. Thomas Young, in his Lectures on Natural Philosophy (1845) considers that
the law of causation: ‘That like causes produce like effects, or that in similar
circumstances similar consequences ensue’ to be the most general and most
important law of nature.46

2. In his original lecture Über die Erhaltung der Kraft (1847) von Helmholtz had
assumed that the aim of theoretical science was to discover ‘final unchanging
causes of natural processes’, although he concedes that not all phenomena may
be reducible to the principle of necessary causation. In an addendum, dated
1881, he regrets the Kantian flavour in this statement and equates causation
with lawfulness: ‘the principle of causation is nothing but the presupposition
of lawfulness in all natural phenomena.’47 As we shall see later (Chap. 5) this is
a functional view of causation, which has been popular with scientists ever since
Laplace. Einstein held that ‘the differential equation is the only form, which
alone satisfies the need for causation of the modern physicist’.48 As differential
equations are also ideal tools for the predictability of the trajectories of physical
systems,which isoften regardedasoneof the important featuresofdeterminism,
we can see here how easy it is to identify causation and determinism.

The notions of causation and determinism seem to be interchangeable. Following
Laplace’s identification of causation and determinism, there is in the minds of
19th century scientists no difference between these principles. Claude Bernard, the
French physiologist, makes the connection very clear:

46 Young, Natural Philosophy (1845), 11; Huxley, ‘Lectures on Evolution’ (1876), 47–8 gives
eloquent expression to the general belief that ‘the chain of natural causation is never
broken.’

47 Von Helmholtz, Über die Erhaltung der Kraft (1847|1996), 4, 53; Bunge, Causality (31979),
252

48 Einstein, ‘Newtons Mechanik’ (1927), 23 author’s own translation
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3. For Claude Bernard belief in the absolute principle of determinism – the neces-
sary and absolute connection of things – is identical with belief in science. And
determinism is identical with causation:

In fact, the absolute principle of experimental science is a necessary (. . .) known
determinism in the conditions of phenomena – such that given a natural phe-
nomenon, whatever it may be, an experimentalist could never accept that there
was a variation in the manifestation of this phenomenon without there having
occurred at the same time new conditions in its manifestation. Furthermore,
he has a priori certainty that these variations are determined by rigorous and
mathematical relations. Experience only shows us the form of these phenom-
ena. But the relation of a phenomenon to a prescribed cause is necessary and
independent of experience. It is necessarily mathematical and absolute.49

James C. Maxwell
(1831–1879)

We may call this the Laplacean view of causal deter-
minism, according to which the present state of the
universe will be the cause of a later state, just as the
present state of the universe was the effect of an ear-
lier state. Laplace conceived of this view under the
assumption that the cosmic system is simply a vast
mechanism of cogwheels, the gigantic rare clock of
Boyle’s analogy. But this view can be saved even un-
der the assumption that the forces of Nature, both in
physical and biological systems, are as interdepen-
dent as the cosmos view of Nature stipulates. James
C. Maxwell shows us how. Maxwell defines a mate-
rial system as a configuration of relative positions,
which is affected by both internal and external rela-
tions. Knowledge of the internal configuration of the

elements of the system gives rise to determinism and predictability.

A knowledge of the configuration of the system at a given instant implies a knowl-
edge of the position of every point of the system with respect to every other point
at that instant.50

But Maxwell enters an important reservation concerning the traditional view that
‘like causes produce like effects’:

This is only true when small variations in the initial conditions produce only small
variations in the final state of the system.51

But if both internal and external relations can change the configuration, in the
sense of changing the initial conditions, then the deterministic hopes of the clas-
sical period begin to wane. And if Nature is a cosmos, even the ideal paradigm

49 Bernard, Introduction à l’étude de la médecine expérimentale (1865), 89; italics in original;
author’s own translation; there are many other references to determinism in this text; see
Introduction (1865), 69, 73, 87–9, 243–4

50 Maxwell, Matter and Motion (1877), §4
51 Maxwell, Matter and Motion (1877), §19
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of Laplacean determinism – the solar system – will in the long run fail to be pre-
dictable.52 Small variations in the initial conditions may produce vast variations in
the final state of the system – the so-called Butterfly effect of chaos theory. Even
small variations in the initial conditions may only produce final conditions with
a certain probability – Perrin’s granular structure of matter, which became the
subject of quantum theory. With such experimental discoveries, the possibility of
a separation of causation and determinism becomes a distinct possibility, although
this step was only finally taken with the advent of quantum theory (Chap. 5). We can
anticipate the development by considering a material system in Maxwell’s sense,
subject to internal and external disturbances.

Let us disregard the Laplacean demon and consider human observers. An astute
observer would be able to predict with a certain amount of accuracy the phases
of the moon or the succession of low and high tides. The observer may even
be mathematically gifted enough to write down equations, which would allow
the calculation of the phases of the moon and the hours of the tides with a fair
amount of accuracy and reliability. But such an observer may not understand why
these regularities occur or may have a mistaken causal understanding of these
phenomena. The Greeks were able to make fairly precise predictions of the orbits of
the planets. These calculations were based on the mistaken model of geocentrism.
In this situation we have determinism without causal understanding.

Can we have causal understanding without Laplacean predictability? If you take
a sledgehammer and smash a large slab to pieces, you will see that we can. Or
consider the drooping eye-lid phenomenon: it is probably an age-related weakness.
But not everybody gets droopy eyelids. Its observation in a certain patient will
permit to infer the presence of certain age-related factors in the patient so afflicted,
but knowledge of the presence of these factors in a certain person will not permit
the prediction that this patient will suffer from ptosis in the future. Knowledge of
causal factors does not necessarily give rise to the precise predictability of Laplacean
determinism.

So we can have good predictions without causal understanding, and causal
understanding without good predictions. Determinism was such a powerful philo-
sophical presupposition that we will encounter it not only in the views of Nature,
but also in interpretation of the Special theory of relativity and quantum theory.
We will also later distinguish several versions of determinism.

Let us assume that a limited sense of determinism, not requiring knowledge
of causal factors, can be upheld in the cosmos-view of Nature. How does the no-
tion of time fit into this view? The assumption of determinism in the classical
worldview meant that time was not considered to be a fundamental aspect of the

52 Rees, Just Six Numbers (2000), 175–9; Prigogine|Stengers, Nouvelle Alliance (1979),
Chap. IX, §2. Classical theory – Newtonianism – can be used to give a causal account
of the tides or of the orbit of the planets, at the present time. But to derive from this causal
account the perfect predictability assumes that the system will remain stable, that there
will be no change in the initial conditions. Then the future trajectory of the system is
predictable – but under the assumption of determinism.
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physical universe. ‘In science time was considered a mere geometrical parameter.’53

The equations of motion contained a temporal parameter, the symbol t. Galileo
introduced t into the equations of physics. It meant clock time: how much time
elapses for a physical process to unfold. The parameter t is measurable in hours,
minutes and seconds. According to Newton the natural philosopher needs an abso-
lute notion of time to formulate the laws of motion. This clearly expresses the need
for precise time reckoning. As an ideal clock, absolute time is not linked to mate-
rial happenings. ‘Newton’s distinction between time and concrete becoming was
at the root of classical physics.’54 That means that Newton distinguished between
the concrete happenings in the physical world and some ideal invariable temporal
framework, against which these happenings could be measured. Einstein’s relative
time has not changed that situation: Einstein time is clock time. But on a more
fundamental level, time is not an important ingredient in a deterministic universe.
For the Laplacean demon, the future trajectories of all the particles exist as if they
had already happened.

It has been commonly assumed that classical physics took Newtonian time as
a paradigmatic notion of time. But a commitment to the principles of classical
physics does not necessarily commit its proponents to the Newtonian view of
absolute time. As we shall see in Chap. 4, Leibniz proposed a relational view of
time: time is nothing but the order of succession of events in the universe. That is,
the universe is a clock. And such a staunch defender of Newtonian mechanics as
I. Kant proposed an idealist view of time: time resides in the mind of observers,
and is not inherent to the physical universe. This idealist view of time gained great
currency amongst physicists once the Special theory of relativity (1905), with its
notion of relative simultaneity, had been formulated. A relational view of time was
also defended by J.C. Maxwell, who played a major part in the introduction of the
idea of physical fields. Maxwell was instrumental in establishing the cosmos-view
of Nature. Yet he clearly did not believe in Newton’s notion of absolute time:

We cannot describe the time of an event except by reference to some other event,
or the place of a body except by reference to some other body. All our knowledge,
both of time and place, is essentially relative.

The position seems to be [he adds in a footnote] that our knowledge is relative,
but needs definite space and time as a frame for its coherent expression.55

Even in the cosmos-view time remains essentially clock time. However, in the re-
lational view, time becomes dependent on the occurrence of material events. The
physicist wants to know how time is measured, not what time is. Einstein found that
how time is measured depends essentially on the reference frame of the observer.
Einstein’s conclusion that time could not belong to the physical universe only con-
firmed the subordinate role, which time had played in the classical worldview. Given

53 Prigogine, End of Certainty (1997), 58
54 Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962), Part I, Chap. III
55 Maxwell, Matter and Motion (1877), §§17–18. A relational view of time was also expressed

in Young’s Lectures (1845), 16 when he said that ‘we are (. . .) obliged to estimate the lapse
of time by the changes in external objects’, like the motion of the stars.
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the assumption of determinism, from any time slice in the classical universe, only
one trajectory leads to a future time slice. From this basic ontological assumption
the predictability of the future trajectory of the universe follows. This means that
any configuration of the universe existing at any moment in time – which can be
imagined as a time slice on which all simultaneous events take place – ‘implies
all future configurations of the system, and is implied by all past configurations’
(Čapek). In this sense, the future already ‘exists’ as much as the present and the past,
at least for the Laplacean demon. In such a deterministic universe, time only plays
a subordinate part. But with the relational view of time, the possibility of a dynamic,
rather than a static form of determinism is created. The Laplacean view involves
a static form of determinism: the universe is laid out before the demon’s eyes like
a map or a filmstrip. It is a block universe. The Maxwellian view involves a dynamic
form of determinism. The history of the universe is created by the occurrence of
events, according to deterministic laws. This is compatible with Kant’s evolutionary
view of the cosmos and could account for our failure to predict the evolution of the
solar system in the long run. Nature may possess a transitional character. It may be
temporal in a genuine sense. It may harbour the seeds of genuine novelty. But the
lure of the Laplacean demon proved to strong.

Then came the discovery of the 2nd law of thermodynamics: the law of entropy
(1850). In non-technical language, the law states that, in a closed system, order ei-
ther stays constant or decreases. It can never increase without an energy input from
outside. The increase in disorder, all other things being equal, points to the ubiq-
uity of irreversible processes, which surround us. Cold liquid never spontaneously
heats up again. A disorderly room never spontaneously becomes tidy again. These
irreversible processes are intimately connected with the question of the arrow of
time.56 Whether irreversibility is the basis of the arrow of time is a hotly debated,
and as yet, undecided topic. For our present concern it suffices to observe that the
law of entropy – the tendency of closed systems to decrease order – reinforced the
question of becoming and genuine novelty.57 If irreversibility is not just an epiphe-
nomenon but a genuine feature of the physical world, then time-oriented processes
reintroduce the notion of time into the physical universe. The Newtonian-Laplacean
tradition of the deterministic clockwork universe favours the static world of being.
The Special theory of relativity seemed to lend support to this view (Chap. 4). If the
physical universe has essentially a transitional nature – if physical events are not
just ordered according to a basic before–after relationship, a succession of events,
but there is a connection between them – then time itself may be a feature of the

56 There is a vast literature on the arrow of time. See, for instance, Popper, ‘Arrow of Time’
(1956), ‘Time’s Arrow’ (1965); von Weizsäcker, Geschichte der Natur (1970); Lazyer, ‘Arrow
of Time’ (1975); Costa de Beauregard, ‘Two Lectures’ (1977); Denbigh|Denbigh, Entropy
(1985), Denbigh, ‘Note on Entropy’ (1989); Zeh, Physical Basis (21992); Sklar, Physics and
Chance (1993) and ‘Time in Experience’ (1995), 217–29; Savitt ed., Time’s Arrow (1995);
Landsberg, ‘Irreversibility’ (1996); Price, Time’s Arrow (1996); Savitt, ‘Direction of Time’
(1996)

57 Prigogine|Stengers, Nouvelle Alliance (1979), Chap. III, §3; Prigogine, End of Certainty
(1997), Chaps. I, II
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physical universe. This was further emphasised by the discovery of the 2nd law of
thermodynamics. If the physical world is truly transitional, our view of Nature
would be affected by such a discovery. For the moment let us return to some further
developments, which affected the view of Nature.

2.5.4 Physical Fields

The results of the work of Faraday, Maxwell and Hertz led to the development of
modern physics, to the creation of new concepts, forming a new picture of reality.

A. Einstein|L. Infeld, Evolution of Physics (1938), 125

We have spoken of matter and motion and of time. These notions, and that of space,
constituted the four fundamental units of the classical model of physical reality.58

Even when the clockwork image was replaced by the cosmos view of Nature, atom-
ism and determinism could still be retained, since there were as yet no discoveries,
which would enforce a revision of the fundamental notions. James C. Maxwell, in the
tradition of Pierre Laplace, Thomas Young, Hermann von Helmholtz and Claude
Bernard, expressed his belief in Laplacean determinism. The discovery of the gran-
ular structure of matter would change things, as would be the discovery of physical
fields. We must speak of the field concept. And we must again speak of particles once
they have been established as complicated systems in their own right. The physical
field enters physics with the work of James C. Maxwell and Michael Faraday. It in-
troduces further conceptual distances between the cosmos-view of Nature and the
clockwork-view. The field concept suggests a different solution to one of the great
problems of classical physics: the question of the mediation of action across cosmic
distances. Newton’s concept of gravitation illustrates the problem very well: how
can a central body like the sun exercise gravitational attraction over the planets,
when there seems to be no mechanical process in operation. The clockwork-view
was not logically welded to the concept of action-at-a-distance.59 But this view was
compatible with the idea of unmediated action of forces across cosmic distances.
Both Descartes and Newton made major contributions to the clockwork-view. Yet
Descartes rejected action-at-a-distance, while Newton accepted it, although reluc-
tantly and half-heartedly. Today the question of gravitation has been solved in
a complete new theory: Einstein’s general theory of relativity. It is a field theory. But
the question of action-at-a-distance has not gone away. It has returned, with major
implications for the view of Nature, under the heading of non-locality in quantum
mechanics. This describes empirically well-established non-local correlations be-
tween spatially separated particles, between which any ordinary causal influences
have been excluded. These correlations pose a considerable challenge to a causal
interpretation of the quantum world.

For Maxwell ‘the mysterious phenomenon of transmission of force’ could not be
explained by action-at-a-distance. The discoveries of Ampère, Oersted and Faraday

58 Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962), Pt. I, Chaps. VIII, IX
59 On this whole question see Hesse, Forces and Fields (1961); McMullin, ‘Origins’ (2000)
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about magnetism and electricity suggested that action-at-a-distance was not an ac-
ceptable mechanism by which electric and magnetic forces could be transmitted.60

A new symbolism was required: Faraday’s lines of force. They came with a new
important tool: the field concept. The field concept, with its conception of physical
lines of forces, introduces an important alternative to the usual atomistic view of
Nature. Are particles or fields the ultimate physical constituents of Nature? Can
particles be explained as disturbances of fields? Or are the particles the ultimate
building blocks but ‘accompanied’ by waves? Such questions have not yet been
resolved to the present day. The particle-wave duality is one of the paradoxes of
today’s view of Nature.61 But note that this view now comprises particles and fields.

What is a physical field? It is mathematically fully described by Maxwell’s equa-
tions. It can be photographed (Figs. 2.1b, 2.2b, 2.3b). It can be represented in suitable
models (Figs. 2.1a, 2.2a, 2.3a, 2.4). There are electric, magnetic and gravitational
fields. And fields interact.

Fig. 2.1. (a) Representation of
lines of force of a single charge;
(b) a charged object in the cen-
tre of bits of thread suspended
in oil. Source: Tipler, Physics
(21982), 592

Fig. 2.2. (a) Representation of lines of force of two positive
point charges; (b) two equal charges of the same sign,
within bits of thread suspended in oil. Source: Tipler,
Physics (21982), 593

60 Maxwell, ‘On Faraday’s Lines of Force’ (1873); Hesse, Forces and Fields (1961), Chap. VIII
61 Popper, Quantum Theory (1982), Chap. IV; d’Espagnat, A la Recherche (1981), Une Incer-

taine Réalité (1985). As we discuss in Chap. III, modern cosmological theories resolve the
paradox in favour of waves.
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Fig.2.3. (a)Representationof lines of forceof electricdipole;
(b) two equal charges of opposite sign, within bits of thread
suspended in oil. Source: Tipler, Physics (21982), 592

Fig. 2.4. An illustration
of Faraday’s lines of force.
Source: Faraday A Course of
Six Lectures (1860), 37

The interrelatedness of electricity and magnetism was one of the great discov-
eries of the 19th century. An electric current will produce a magnetic field around it
(Oersted); a magnet moved through a coil will induce an electric current (Faraday).
This meshing between physical fields can be stated in precise mathematical terms.
These quantitative relationships present an important step into the direction of
von Humboldt’s ideal of the human mind encompassing ‘the unity of the cosmic
phenomena in all their diversity’. This aspect of unification is realized in Maxwell’s
field equations. They mathematically unify the phenomena of electricity and mag-
netism, and they unify the separate laws, developed previously by Gauss, Faraday
and Ampère.

Michael Faraday
(1791–1867)

Michael Faraday chose the interrelatedness of
natural phenomena as the topic of a series of lectures
for young audiences. Having demonstrated how the
forces of nature – gravitation, electricity, heat – can
be used to affect and interfere with natural processes,
Faraday concludes with a compliment to philoso-
phers and a general observation. Philosophers, he
writes, had been suspecting ‘affinity’ between forces
of Nature for a long time. But the physicist requires
experiments to ‘prove the universal correlation of the
physical forces of matter, and their mutual conver-
sion into one another.’62 To complete this dialectic we
must add that these empirical discoveries may then
suggest certain re-adaptations in the fundamental
notions.

The electromagnetic field, determined by Maxwell’s equations, demonstrated
to the physicist, in the words of Heinrich Hertz, the ‘principle of the locality of
all physical interactions’ and ‘the mutual material determinateness of all natural

62 Faraday, A Course of Six Lectures (21860), 148–54
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phenomena.’63 The discovery of the physical field leads to the denial of action-at-
a-distance. Thus the cosmos-view of Nature incorporates the duality of fields and
particles. Fields are as much part of physical reality as particles. But there is another
duality: fields encourage the view that Nature is local, particles suggests the view
that there are non-local interactions in Nature. One day these dualities may be
resolved in a fundamental theory of Nature. We are at a considerable remove from
the clockwork-view of Nature. We should therefore find that the cosmos-view of
Nature affected the concept of physical understanding.

Interlude B. Models and Physical Understanding. With the increasing mathemat-
ical abstraction, the role of models in the understanding of physical phenomena
became ever more important. As Maxwell points out, ‘the configuration of material
systems may be represented in models, plans or diagrams.’64 An abstract math-
ematical theory requires some representation of the physical reality, of which it
gives some rational account. This may be achieved by the use of models. A model
is a concrete representation of a physical system, which the theory only accounts
for in abstract terms. Several types of models can be distinguished, representing
different aspects of physical systems (see Chap. 3). What concerns us here is a point
about representation. As Maxwell put it:

The model or diagram is supposed to resemble the material system only in form,
not necessarily in any other respect.65

Models are ideally suited to represent the cosmos-view of Nature as an interrelated
system. Consider a simple scale model of the solar system, the Earth orbiting the
Sun.

Fig. 2.5. Orbit of Earth around Sun

The model abstracts form the existence of the other planets and planetary
moons. It idealizes the shape of the orbit to a simple ellipsis (with the centre at the
origin). And it captures the systematic interrelation between the central sun and
the shape of the orbit.

On the strength of the analogy with rare clocks, earlier generation of scientists
had called for a mechanical explanation of Nature. This limits their need to rather

63 Hertz, Prinzipien der Mechanik (1894), Vorwort; Poincaré, Science (1902), Pt. IV, Chap. IX
also stresses that Nature is to be regarded on the analogies of an organism because of its
many interconnections.

64 Maxwell, Matter & Motion (1877), §5
65 Maxwell, Matter & Motion (1877), §5
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simple mechanical models, with a homorphic or topographic representation. The
model would be expected, in Maxwell’s words, to resemble the material system in
spatial and other aspects. The cosmos-view of Nature creates an increased need for
different kinds of models, with homologous or algebraic representations. This is the
formal resemblance of the model with the material system, which Maxwell had in
mind.

Heinrich Hertz
(1857–1894)

Given such a more formal resemblance, the
question of what the model actually tells us about
physical reality highlights a representational as-
pect of knowledge. Heinrich Hertz states explic-
itly that knowledge is required through the use
of models. Hertz was a first-rate scientist and
a respectable philosopher. As a scientist Hertz
empirically demonstrated the existence of elec-
tromagnetic waves, predicted by Maxwell’s equa-
tions. Hertz established the reality of the electro-
magnetic field. With his experiments he provided
a confirmation of the philosophical view of the
interrelatednessof all phenomena.66 Asaphiloso-
pher, Hertz wondered about the representational
nature of models. There is no direct correspon-
dence between the model and the system mod-
elled. Different models of the same reality are

possible. The only requirement imposed on models is that ‘the consequences of
the models are again the models of the consequences.’ That means that the models
tells us something about the structure of reality but also that we can derive from
the models predictions about the future behaviour of the physical system under
consideration. Although the choice of a model does not give us a definite represen-
tation of Nature, since different models can be used to represent a physical system,
there are nevertheless some criteria, which allow an evaluation of models. These
evaluative criteria are validity (the conceptual coherence of the model), truthfulness
(the model relations express the physical relations of the material system) and use-
fulness or simplicity (the model must maximize its representation on a minimum
of principles). On the strength of these criteria Hertz distinguishes three models in
the history of science:

1. The Newtonian worldview is based on a system of mechanical principles and
the fundamental notions of matter, motion, time and space. But it assumes
‘action-at-a-distance’ between the material atoms.

2. The thermodynamic worldview replaces the concept of force by the concept of
energy. It is based on the concepts of energy, mass, space and time.

66 See Hertz, Prinzipien der Mechanik (1894), Introduction by J. Kuczera, 12–36
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3. Hertz favours a third picture, which only postulates three independent concepts:
time, space and mass. Only local action is admitted. Nature is seen as a system
of systems. It shifts the focus of physics from particles to fields.67

With the introduction of new models, representation changes its nature. The use of
various kinds of models is a recognition that new forms of physical understanding
are required for new views of Nature. As Hertz and Maxwell indicate, purely me-
chanical models of Nature no longer suffice. Relativity and quantum theory lead
to a loss of a purely mimetic representation of Nature. A certain direct form of
visualization, as scale models capture it, loses its effectiveness. But new more ab-
stract models will take their place. The behaviour of atoms and relativistic objects
can still be visualized, but not in a direct mimetic sense. The visualization takes an
indirect form. We model atomic and relativistic phenomena as if they behaved as
the model suggests. The indirect visualization takes a dramatic form in the tracks,
which subatomic particles leave in cloud and bubble chambers. The visual tracks
make no sense to the untrained eye. They have to be interpreted with the aid of
some theory.68

What is increasingly important, as Maxwell stressed, is that the models should
capture the formal resemblance between the real systems modelled and the repre-
sentation. The new models are also the harbinger of a new, more formal concept
of Nature. This is already anticipated in Kant’s distinction between a formal and
a material aspect of Nature. Newton’s laws of motion inspired the formal aspect of
Nature. With the emergence of the relativity and quantum theory the concept of
invariance begins to figure prominently in an even more abstract notion of Nature.
The Special theory of relativity leads to a four-dimensional reality, the quantum
theory to a particle-wave duality and non-locality. A step in the direction of the
invariance-view of Nature is Einstein’s notion of structure laws.

2.6 Fields, Structure Laws
and the Decline of the Mechanical Worldview

Maxwell’s equations are the fundamental laws, which represent physical fields. Ac-
cording to Einstein, they form a new kind of law – structure laws – because they
represent the structure of the field.69 The idea of a structure can be related to the
emerging view of Nature as an interrelated system. A structure in the real world
(an ontological structure) consists of the elements and relations, which make up
a natural system. For instance, a planetary system has planets as objects and is
sustained by, say, Kepler’s laws. A molecule is a natural system with a different

67 Hertz, Prinzipien der Mechanik (1894), Introduction; cf. Hund, Geschichte der physikalis-
chen Begriffe II (1978), 216–18; Popper, Quantum Theory (1982), Chap. IV

68 Galison, Image and Logic (1997)
69 Einstein|Infeld, Evolution of Physics (1938), 143; 236–7, 241–5, 289; Bunge, Causality (31979),

299–301; Friedman, Foundations (1983), 32–4; Weinert, ‘Laws of Nature’ (1993), ‘Laws of
Nature-Laws of Science’ (1995); D’Arcy Thompson, On Growth and Form (1942)
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structure. Its atoms are arranged in, say, a tetrahedral configuration. These systems
themselves can form larger networks, which again consist of objects and interre-
lated regularities. These regularities are expressed in the laws of science. The laws
express structural properties of physical systems. In the laws of science these struc-
tural properties are expressed as parameters, which not only state relations between
properties (mass, position, charge, density) but also between events (motion, cur-
rent, magnetism). As physical systems are related in the way the cosmos-view of
Nature spells out, the laws, which refer to them, are also related. They constitute
a network of relationships. This makes unification possible. The 19th century discov-
eries about the interrelatedness of electric and magnetic phenomena, expressed in
precise mathematical laws, bring home this idea of a structure of a field. According
to Maxwell, these phenomena are only aspects of an existent electromagnetic field.
A change in an electric field will produce a magnetic field; a changing magnetic field
will induce an electric field. A field, however, is a local phenomenon; it dispenses
with action-at-a-distance, which was typical of Newtonian mechanism. A further
difference is that the field concept is based on the postulate of a finite propagation
of the wave. As Maxwell deduced from his equations, electromagnetic waves spread
with the velocity of light. Newtonian mechanics has no such inbuilt constraints.
Because of the finite velocity of light and the local character of fields, Maxwell’s
equations tell the history of the field.

In Maxwell’s theory there are no material actors. The mathematical equations of
this theory express the laws governing the electromagnetic field. They do not, as
in Newton’s laws, connect two widely separated events; they do not connect the
happenings here with the conditions there. The field here and now depends in the
immediate neighbourhood at a time just past. The equations allow us to predict
what will happen a little further in space and a little later time, if we know what
happens here and now. They allow us to increase our knowledge of the field by
small steps. We can deduce what happens here from that which happened far away
by the summation of these very small steps. In Newton’s theory, on the contrary,
only big steps connecting distance events are permissible.70

For Einstein the emergence of the physical field concept, with its accompanying
structure laws, which describe the history of events in their immediate neighbour-
hoods, constitutes a break with the mechanical worldview. Structure laws should
represent all events in nature. The Special and the General theory of relativity, of
which Einstein was the creator, and quantum mechanics all employ structure laws.
For Einstein, the field would be the only reality in a future new physics.71

This was the future, for the time being the physical worldview had to content
itself with the duality of particles and waves. Nevertheless, in Einstein’s view the
mechanical worldview had already suffered a decline.72 As we have seen, the decline
of the mechanical worldview was precipitated not only by the discovery of physical
fields. The discovery of physical fields is itself only part of a groundswell of a new

70 Einstein|Infeld, Evolution of Physics (1938), 147; italics in original
71 Einstein|Infeld, Evolution of Physics (1938), 243; Popper, Quantum Theory (1982), Chap. IV
72 Einstein|Infeld, Evolution of Physics (1938), 69–122; Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962)
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view of Nature: the cosmos-view. The other contributory elements were Darwinian
evolution, thermodynamics and the discovery of atomic structure.

We have seen that any worldview consists of interwoven strands. The decline
of a worldview may affect its strands differently. Indeed, some of the strands of the
classical view proved to be tenacious. Determinism survived from the clockwork
view into the cosmos-view and from there into Einstein’s view of the physical field
as the new reality. This included Einstein’s view of quantum phenomena and the
Special theory of relativity. And Einstein, as we shall see in later chapters, was
not alone in clinging to determinism. Determinism even lingers on in quantum
mechanics. Other elements of the mechanical worldview, however, proved easier to
jettison and were replaced by new elements:

1. The atomism of the classical worldview is replaced by the idea of the system, of
which the field is one physical manifestation. The absoluteness of the classical
corpuscle as the ultimate unit of physical reality, with its primary qualities, is no
longer tenable. The atom is a system of systems like the cosmos as a whole. The
substance of classical particles, their mass, is no longer invariant. According to
Einstein’s famous equation E = mc2 mass and energy are equivalent. The mass
of a particle increases with its velocity. A particle can undergo chemical trans-
formations in which it transforms mass into energy and changes its chemical
identity. Furthermore, as the physics of the atom will emphasize, particles have
both wavelike- and particle-like aspects. Both the Special theory of relativity
and the quantum theory contributed to turn Kant’s Principle of Permanence of
Substance73 into a principle of invariance.

2. The notion of causation had a difficult conceptual history in the sciences. On the
one hand scientists were strongly influenced by the Lapalacean identification
of causation with determinism. On the other hand, experimental evidence at
the beginning of the 20th century showed that this identification could not be
retained. The reaction to this situation was threefold: some physicists clung to
the philosophical presupposition of determinism; others totally abandoned this
presupposition and replaced it by the notion of indeterminism; others still sep-
arated the notions of determinism and causation. They adopted a probabilistic
view of causation in conjunction with indeterminism (Chap. 5).

3. The fixity of time and space in the classical worldview is replaced by the idea
of the relativity of time and space. This is a direct consequence of our inability,
according to the Special theory of relativity, to determine in any absolute sense
when two events happen simultaneously. The inability to determine the simul-
taneity of events in an absolute or frame-independent sense has consequences
for our view of physical reality. It means that there is no universal now. We
have already noted that time, in the classical worldview, played a subordinate
part. Time was conceived as clock time, so that the duration of events could be
measured. But clocks only fulfil their purpose if their accuracy can be measured

73 According to Kant’s principle: ‘In all change of appearances substance is permanent; its
quantum in nature is neither increase nor diminished.’ Kant, Critique (1781), A 182; the
term ‘quantum’ appears in Kant’s original formulation.
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against the regularity of some natural process. Today the oscillation of certain
atoms forms this natural background. In Newton’s time, it was the regularity
of planetary motions. Newton suspected, quite rightly as it turned out, that no
natural motion in the universe would be totally stable. So he postulated the
existence of absolute and universal time. Newton gave the universe a clock. As
classical physics also adhered to determinism, time was not seen as a constituent
feature of the natural world. If the trajectories of all particles, big or small, are
already mapped out from past into future, it is as if all events had already hap-
pened. The Special theory of relativity seemed to further demote its physical
significance. We shall have to consider, however, that although time may be
relative, the physical world may not be timeless. But according to the Special
theory of relativity, Nature is nothing but a four-dimensional reality.

2.6.1 Four-Dimensional Reality

There is no sense of a universal now, independent of the location and motion of
observers. According to the Special theory of relativity observers are attached to
different reference frames, which have their own spatial and temporal coordinates.
Observers in different reference frames judge both the duration and simultaneity
of events differently. Then it seems that time cannot be part of physical reality.
At least this is how many physicists argued. For if observer O1, stationed on the
platform, cannot agree with observer O2, travelling on the train, whether the flashes
of lightning hit the opposite ends of the train at the same time or not, then the
notion of time may have little to do with physical reality. Perhaps it is just a human
illusion. Under this scenario, Einstein and others argued, the dynamic view of
reality in classical physics must be replaced by a static view of reality. Physical
reality is not one of becoming but of being. The world of classical particles was seen
as moving uni-directionally along a one-dimensional time axis and spreading in
three-dimensional space. The motion of a particle can be represented in diagrams
(Fig. 2.6).

This dynamic representation of reality is replaced by a static view of reality. In
this static view, physical reality just is, all events are already laid out from past to
eternity. Physical reality is like a film with all its frames in place. Time loses even its
subsidiary role in the physical world. Because humans cannot view the frames all at
once but must read them sequentially, the illusion of the passage of time is created.
The adoption of the static view is, according to Einstein, not a matter of choice. The
new discoveries, associated with the Special theory of relativity, impose this static
picture as the more objective one.

It appears therefore more natural to think of physical reality as a four-dimensional
existence, instead of, as hitherto, the evolution of a three-dimensional existence.74

In this static four-dimensional world, strict determinism reigns. We can think of
it as a map with all the events already inscribed. There is no strict separation

74 Einstein, Relativity (1920), 150, 144
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Fig. 2.6. A particle moving with constant speed in the positive x-direction. The third spatial
dimension (height) is not shown

between past, present and future. The world just is, with all the events placed on
the world map. This whole world lies before the eyes of a superhuman intelligence,
a Laplacean demon. From any one point in this world map, the Laplacean demon
can trace the future and the past. Any world stage implies its future and its past.
It is governed by strict laws, so that from the state of the world at one instant any
other state of the world at any other instant can be derived.

The classical world of atomic particles was located in three-dimensional space
and one-dimensional time. The atomic particles themselves, which Boyle regarded
as corpuscles, were the ultimate unchanging constituents of nature. Time and space
were independent of each other. This is indicated in the classical diagram by the
separation of the temporal and spatial axis. But if spatial and in particular temporal
measurements now depend on the state of motion of the observer, as the Special
theory of relativity teaches us, then this dynamic view will no longer be an adequate
representation of physical reality. It must be is replaced by a four-dimensional static
world of events. It is a space-time world. In this four-dimensional static world, space
and time are no longer separated. They are forged into a union because each event
has its own spatial and temporal measurements. An event is a location of an actual
or possible happening, which may involve material particles (as in a collision)
or simply the crossing of light rays. The location of an event, whether actual or
possible75, is indicated by its position in space-time. The world of events forms a four-
dimensional continuum.76 It is called a four-dimensional continuum for two reasons:

75 This means that some events become impossible, as for instance communication with
one’s past self or communication with aliens who reside in reaches of the universe, which
cannot be reached with the fastest signals.

76 Einstein |Infeld, Evolution of Physics (1938), 207. It should be noted that in this book
Einstein and Infeld speak of the time-space continuum rather than, as it is customary
today, of the space-time continuum. Echoing Einstein, H. Weyl writes that the physical
reality is ‘ a four-dimensional world’: ‘It is a four-dimensional continuum, which is neither
“time” nor “space”. Only the consciousness that passes on in one portion of this world
experiences the detached piece which comes to meet it and passes behind it, as history,
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(a) every event has its own spatial and temporal coordinates, since these depend on
the state of motion of the observer; time loses its independent existence (b) near
every event we can find neighbouring events, which can be reached by a finite
number of steps. Two distant events are linked by the intermediate events, which
lie between them. There is no action-at-a-distance. This claim was characteristic of
the field concept.

Structure laws characterize the field. The equations of the theory of relativity
are structure laws. Since time has lost its independence and universality, according
to the theory of relativity, and there is no action-at-a-distance, the field concept is
able to overcome the duality of space and time in the classical theory. “The theory of
relativity arises from the field problems.”77 According to field physics, the particle
view is no longer tenable. But according to the orthodox quantum view there is
a fundamental particle-wave duality.

In this chapter we have already observed that new empirical discoveries lead
to a remoulding of our notion of Nature. Hence science may have an impact on
our metaphysical views. The most powerful effect of the Special theory of relativity
concerns our notion of time. This theory not only demonstrates that temporal
measurements become relative to the state of motion of the observer. It also demotes
the notion of time from the status of a secondary physical entity in classical views to
its disappearance in relativistic views of Nature. Time becomes amode of perception
in the idealistic idiom. The apparent denial of the reality of time seems to associate
the Special theory of relativity with time-honoured metaphysical debates about
idealism and realism. What is of interest here – a recurrent theme in the book – is
that purely scientific and evidentially confirmed results are taken to have rather
direct philosophical consequences.

2.6.2 Metaphysical Aspects of Relativity

The Special theory of relativity deals with the question of temporal and spatial
measurements, which may be made between physical events. It is important to note
that the measurements can be recorded by suitable clocks. Human observers are
only needed to read the clocks. The theory also tells us that it is inappropriate
to imagine only one coordinate system for all events in the universe. Rather, each
event carries its own coordinate system (see Fig. 4.6, Chap. 4). These coordinate
systems provide spatial and temporal reference points. We can imagine them as
consisting of spatial and temporal axes through which the spatio-temporal position
of events can be uniquely determined. Thus, if we sit in a closed room, we can draw

that is, as a process that is going forward in time and takes place in space.’ See Weyl, Space
Time Matter (1921|1952), 217; italics in original. Similarly, Eddington derives from his study
of the theory of relativity a new view of ‘the nature of things’: ‘the real three-dimensional
world is obsolete’; ‘the four-dimensional world (. . .) is the real world of physics’. ‘All the
appearances are accounted for if the real object is four-dimensional, and the observers are
merely measuring different three-dimensional appearances or sections. . . ’; Eddington,
Space, Time and Gravitation (1920), 181

77 Einstein|Infeld, Evolution of Physics (1938), 244
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axes on the walls and the floor and thereby uniquely specify where each object in
the room is situated. An observer on a station platform and a traveller sitting on
a moving train will be attached to two different coordinate systems. If the train stops
at the station, the two coordinate systems become momentarily identical. When
the train accelerates away from the station, it constitutes a third coordinate system
till it reaches a constant velocity again. Thus coordinate systems may be stationary,
accelerating or moving at constant velocity, depending on the state of motion of the
event. It will always be possible to attached clocks to the coordinate systems. These
clocks can be used to measure the duration of events. Let an event E happen on the
platform. The platform observer will denote its duration by to. This is how long the
event took according to his watch. If the same event E is measured by a traveller
on a train moving past it with great speed, the traveller’s watch will record a longer
time interval, t1, for the same event (on the platform). The duration of an event,
measured from a fast-moving coordinate system will always appear longer than the
same event measured from a stationary system.

Let a bar be placed on the platform. The platform observer will measure it
and denote its length by xo. The traveller moving past at great speed will however
measure a different length for the bar, x1. An object measured from a fast-moving
coordinate system will always measure a shorter length than the stationary system.

Finally, let the bar on the platform be put on scales by the platform observer.
This observer will denote its mass by mo. Now let the train stop. The bar is put on
board. The train accelerates to a great speed. The mass of the bar will increase.

These are some of the scientific results. They were taken to have the force of
evidence to decide between the metaphysical theses of idealism versus materialism.
The connection between the scientific theory and the metaphysical doctrine lies
in the role of the observer. In the Special theory of relativity the observer, it is
claimed, becomes the sole bearer of the notions of time and space. This is due to the
discovery of the principle of relative simultaneity. We do not need a sophisticated
understanding of the doctrines of idealism and materialism to grasp how purely
metaphysical views could be drawn from the Special theory of relativity. Idealism
in the present connection is the view that the mind plays a dominant part in our
conception of external reality. The existence of this reality need not be denied
but it cannot be understood as it is ‘in itself ’. Rather the appearance of reality is
dependent on the structure of the human mind.78 This was Kant’s view: his system
is called transcendental idealism. Kant’s idealism adds the view that time and space
do not exist in the real material world but are forms of intuition. Materialism
is a view we have already encountered in Boyle’s corpuscular philosophy. The
world consists of matter and motion. Matter has primary qualities, which impress
on human observers secondary qualities. Sensations of cold and warmth, colour
impressions, sounds are all secondary qualities, which exist only in the human
mind.

78 The French physicist Bernard d’Espagnat, A la Recherche (1981) and Incertaine Réalité
(1985) defends a rather similar view when he introduces the concept of réalité voile in his
discussions of quantum mechanics.
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The debate about the metaphysical aspects of relativity was carried out in the
pages of Nature magazine. Herbert Wildon Carr (1857–1931) was the primary pro-
ponent of the view that the theory of relativity had led to a rejection of materialism
and forced us to adopt idealism as a general world-view. He observes that the im-
petus comes from science: a scientific theory has become responsible for a change
in way we look at the world.

It may be obvious at once that the mere rejection of the Newtonian concept of abso-
lute space and time and the substitution of Einstein’s space-time is the death-knell
of materialism (. . .). For the concept of relative space-time systems the existence of
mind is essential. To use the language of philosophy, mind is an a priori condition
of the possibility of space-time systems; without it they not only lose meaning, but
also lack any basis of existence. The co-ordinations presuppose the activity of the
observer and enter into the constitution of his mind.79

Carr relies on a classic move of the ‘relativist’: The measurement of temporal
and spatial dimensions becomes dependent on the state of motion of an observer
attached to a coordinate system. The finite velocity of the propagation of light
deprives observers of any absolute simultaneity of events. What Newton regarded
as an unshakeable conviction, namely that time and space belong to the furniture
of the material world, are seemingly relegated to the mind of the observer. This
spells the end of materialism.

The concrete unit of scientific reality is not an indivisible particle adversely oc-
cupying space and unchanging through time, but a system of reference the active
centre of which is an observer co-ordinating his universe.80

The role of the mind is enhanced. The Special theory of relativity supports idealism.
In the relativist universe, Carr argues, ‘substance and cause (. . .) are definitely trans-
ferred from the object to the subject of experience.’81 Needless to say, such ideas
provoked fierce opposition.82 The discussion, to which Carr dutifully replied, was

79 Carr, ‘Metaphysics andMaterialism’ (1921), 248; seealsoCarr, ‘TheMetaphysicalAspectsof
Relativity’ (1921), 809–11; Carr was the author of The General Principle of Relativity (1920).
The book received a favourable review in Nature 106 (1920), 431–2. Such discussions were
commonplace in scientific journals at that time. See for instance V. v. Weizsäcker, ‘Empirie
und Philosophie’ (1917), 669–73; Riezler, ‘Krise’ (1928); Fleck, ‘Krise’ (1929); Plessner,
‘Problem der Natur’ (1930; Jordan, ‘Positivistischer Begriff der Wirklichkeit’ (1934). It is
interesting to note that Philipp Frank could still write 30 years later: ‘Everyone reader of
magazines and even daily papers knows that the conversion of mass into energy has been
used to refute metaphysical materialism and to bolster up metaphysical idealism.’ Frank,
‘Metaphysical Interpretations of Science, Part II’ (1950), 90; for some newer discussions
see Dirac, ‘Evolution’ (1963); Harré, ‘Basic Ontology’ (1997)

80 Carr, ‘Metaphysics and Materialism’ (1921), 248; we find such an overemphasis on the role
of the observer in the Special theory of relativity also in Eddington, Space and Time (1920)

81 Carr, ‘The Metaphysical Aspects of Relativity’ (1921), 810
82 See Campbell,’ Metaphysics and Materialism’ (1921); Elliot, ‘Relativity and Materialism’

(1921); McClure, ‘Relativity and Materialism’ (1921); Jeffreys, ‘Relativity and Materialism’
(1921)
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somewhat unsatisfactory, because it traded on the ambiguity of the term material-
ism. But it is worth emphasising that physicists did draw philosophical conclusions
from their discoveries. Einstein and Eddington for instance accepted that time had
lost its role in the physical universe. Bohr and Heisenberg accepted that the notion
of cause had lost its role in quantum-mechanical explanations of the atomic realm.
And all the major contributors to the two great scientific revolutions of the 20th

century – the Special theory of relativity and quantum theory – accepted that the
classic notion of Nature would have to be revised. Scientific discoveries have impor-
tant philosophical consequences, of which many physicists were aware. An attempt
to assess the metaphysical consequences, if any, of the Special theory of relativity
(or any scientific theory for that matter) needs to proceed from the basis of the very
assumptions, on which that theories is based. An outstanding example of the kind
of epistemological assessment, which can legitimately be drawn from the Special
theory of relativity appeared in Volume I of a new scientific journal, published in
1923. It provides us with an important clue as to the new views of nature and reality,
which were emerging at this time. The journal was the Scandinavian Scientific Re-
view. The author of the assessment was a young Norwegian philosopher – Harald
K. Schjelderup.83 Schjelderup agrees that the Special theory of relativity leads to
a rejection of the mechanistic worldview. It eliminates temporal and spatial rela-
tions from the static four-dimensional world. But it does not lead to idealism. This
four-dimensional world exists without the presence of observers. Observers are
only required to slice the four-dimensional world into a 3 + 1 presentation: a world
of three spatial dimensions and one temporal dimension. This slicing depends on
the state of motion of the observer. But the reality of the four-dimensional world
is not affected by this slicing act. This world is not relative to the state of motion
of observers. Rather, there are certain ‘absolute’ objects in this four-dimensional
world, first introduced by Minkowski (1908). These objects are ‘absolute’ in the
sense that all observers will agree on them. They are space-time distances, or space-
time intervals as they came to be called. The four-dimensional world is one of pure
geometric relations. The motion of particles is expressed by their world lines, which
describe the trajectory of particles through the four-dimensional space-time. The
new physics geometrises the physical world. The physical world has a non-Euclidean
structure. Every event in the world is determined by a set of pure numbers (x1, x2,
x3, x4), which stand, abstractly, for spatial and temporal relations. They are on an
equal par. The geometry of space-time84 – the union of space and time – is funda-
mentally determined by the behaviour of light signals. If we ignore the existence of
matter and energy in the physical universe, as the Special theory of relativity did,
the light signals, which arrive at and are emitted from every event, form past and
future light cones. If we take the existence of matter and energy into account, as
does the General theory of relativity, then the world lines experience deviations.

83 Schjelderup, ‘The Theory of Relativity and its Bearing upon Epistemology’ (1923), 14–65.
The editor of Nature obviously found it important enough to have it reviewed: ‘Relativity
and Theory of Knowledge’, Nature 112 (1923), 377. The review was very positive.

84 See Liebscher, Einsteins Relativitätstheorie (1999)
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These indicate the curvature of space-time. The trajectory of particles is described
by the geometry of their world lines. The interaction of particles is described by the
intersection of world lines. The distance between events in space-time is described
by the space-time interval, which is the same for all observers. The geometry of
the theory of relativity is a ‘system of pure relations.’85 This insistence on abstract
relations is in full agreement with the earlier philosophico-empirical finding that
Nature is an interrelated system. Whether Nature is an interrelated system of clas-
sical three-dimensional objects, moving along the temporal axis according to the
laws of motion, or whether it is a system of geometric relations, does not change
the fundamental new insight: the interrelatedness of systems in the natural world.

Which view of Nature, of physical reality, emerges from such a system of pure
relations? ‘Not a reality of things, but one of laws and relations.’

The Relativity theory dissolves all “concrete realities” and substitutes mathematical
symbols for them. Not a concrete “matter”, which expands in space, is the reality
of physics, but the laws, which govern larger and smaller areas of the “world”, are
all that is permanent, and therefore the real “substances”.86

Carr’s conclusion is mistaken: the role of the mind is not enhanced by the theory
of relativity and this theory does not support idealism. The observer can always be
replaced by ideal clocks and rods, which will register the ‘relativization’ of tempo-
ral and spatial relations. Clocks will slow down or run faster, rods will shrink or
expand, depending on their state of motion or the presence or absence of matter. It
is true that the theory of relativity makes ‘a clean sweep of all naively realistic theo-
ries’87 since it imposes the abandonment of the mechanistic worldview. But it does
not embrace idealism. The geometric relations, describing the four-dimensional
space-time, are real. And the space-time intervals, which give us the space-time
distances between events in the Minkowski world, have the same length for all
observers. They do not depend on the state of motion of particular observers or
the clocks attached to their reference systems. Nevertheless a number of very em-
inent physicists embraced an idealist notion of time as the result of the discovery
of relative simultaneity. Schjelderup’s approach to an assessment of the philosoph-
ical consequences of the Special theory of relativity was correct: examine whether
the assumed consequences follow from the fundamental postulates of the theory.
Schjelderup found that idealism does not follow from the relativity theory. Equally,
we will argue in Chap. 4 that the Special theory of relativity does not show that the
passage of time is a mere human illusion.

2.7 The Demise of the Point Particle: The Wave-Particle Duality

Before we consider the modern abstract notion of Nature, according to which the
invariant is the real and the real is the invariant, we must turn to the contribu-

85 Schjelderup, ‘The Theory of Relativity’ (1923), 57
86 Schjelderup, ‘The Theory of Relativity’ (1923), 59; italics in original
87 Nature 112 (1923), 377; this quote is taken from the review of Schjelderup’s article in Nature.
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tions, which the quantum theory – the physics of the atom – has made to the
notion of Nature. We have seen that Einstein’s theory of relativity did not achieve
a complete replacement of the particle-view by the field-view, as a new notion
of Nature. For at the same time as the Special theory of relativity was launch-
ing its attack on the particle-view and the absoluteness and universality of time,
the physics of the atom was beginning to suggest further non-classical changes
to the notion of Nature: Nature was discontinuous, since it apparently allowed
quantum jumps. Nature was probabilistic rather than deterministic, since atomic
events were not uniquely predictable. Nature showed a Janus face, since at the
atomic level it displayed both particle- and wave-like characteristics. And Nature
was non-local, since it displayed strong correlations between widely separated
particles.

The Special theory of relativity makes events in a four-dimensional space-time
the central notion of a space-time view of Nature. The quantum theory of the
atom radically transforms the view of particles. All these 20th century changes to
the concept of Nature happen on the now well-established and accepted view that
Nature is an interrelated system. The Special theory of relativity and the quantum
theory are the two most revolutionary innovations of the 20th century. They changed
the classical view of Nature beyond recognition.

The quantum theory deals with atomic particles. It views the atom as a sys-
tem. As it turns out the atom is quite a complicated system, since it consists of
a nucleus and a varying number of electrons. The nucleus itself is composed of
neutrons and protons. These, in themselves, are made up of quarks. The atom
is not ‘uncuttable’ (as the Greek word ‘atom’ suggests). It can absorb and emit
energy. It can decay and in the process change its chemical properties. But the
atom is not simply to be regarded as a particle system. In fact, the atom has
a particle-nature and a wave-nature. It reveals its ‘natures’ in response to differ-
ent experimental situations but it has no essence. By an appropriate choice of
experimental situations the atom reveals either particle-like or wave-like charac-
teristics. The physicist must describe it in terms of a particle-wave duality.88 The
behaviour of atomic particles challenges our established views of causation and
determinism. Atomic particles even seem to defy the action-at-a-distance prohi-
bition of Einstein’s field-view. Instead of obeying the postulate of locality, they
seem to follow a rule of non-locality. At that time these notions served physicists
as a prop to come to grips with the quantum phenomena before them. These
early modes of understanding have today given way to new concepts, like en-
tanglement and decoherence. They suggest new ways of physical understanding
(Chap. 5).

88 See Jordan, ‘Erfahrungsgrundlagen der Quantentheorie’ (1929); Schrödinger, ‘Was ist ein
Elementarteilchen’ (1950); ‘Unsere Vorstellung von der Materie’ (1952). Planck considered
that the ‘material point’ as the fundamental concept of mechanics is not elementary
and may lose its ‘sense’ when speaking about electrons; see Planck, ‘Die physikalische
Realität der Lichtquanten’ (1927), 529; ‘Weltbild der neuen Physik’ (1929), 223; Pagels, The
Cosmic Code (1984); Falkenburg, Teilchenmetaphysik (21995); for work on non-locality,
see Maudlin, Quantum Non-Locality (22002)
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The classic model to visualize the strange characteristics of atomic particles
is the two-slit experiment (Fig. 2.7). It illustrates the particle-wave duality and the
puzzling non-local behaviour of the system.

I1

I12

I2

             I1+I2

Fig. 2.7. Two-slit gedanken experiment

An atom beam is fired at a screen with two slits, which can be opened and shut by
the experimenter. The experiment can induce particle-like behaviour in the atoms
by simply shutting one of the slits during a particular firing of the atom beam. Let
us say that during one run of the experiment slit2 remains shut. The atoms will
traverse slit1and form an intensity pattern on the screen, I1. If alternatively slit1
is shut the atoms will travel through slit2 and form intensity pattern I2. There is
nothing surprising: if the two screen with intensities I1 and I2 are superimposed, like
two transparencies, two clear dots will appear (I1 +I2). This is what we would expect
from two particles. If, for instance, for replaced the atom beam by a sand blast, again
keeping one of the shutters closed at a time, the sand grains would form the same
intensity patterns. The difference between sand grains and atomic particles appears
when the two slits remain open during the experimental runs. The sand grains will
behave like particles and form two separated intensity patterns, as we would expect
from particle-like behaviour. But this is not true of atomic particles, like electrons.
The experiment can induce wave-like behaviour in the atoms by simply keeping
both slits open during a particular firing of the atom beam. If an electron beam is
fired at the screen with the two slits open, we will observe the intensity pattern I1,2,
not I1+2. In other words, we will observe wave-like intensity patterns or coherence.
The troughs and peaks of the two waves, coming from the two slits, will cancel
each other out in certain areas of the screen and reinforce each other in other
areas of the screen. But the ‘particles’ enter the slits perfectly separated. How is this
coordination of the waves, this formation of peaks and troughs to be explained? How
does one particle ‘know’ what the other is doing? A non-local interaction seems to
take place, which defies our ordinary sense of causation. A principle of non-locality
obtains in the quantum world, in direct violation of the postulate of field physics.
In the double-slit experiment this non-locality occurs even when single photons
hit the screen – one by one they will form the characteristic interference patterns.
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For two-particle systems this phenomenon is increasingly called entanglement.
It is a central feature of all quantum mechanical experiments. Unfortunately, it
cannot be ignored, since the experimental evidence supports it. Atomic particles,
for instance, have an observable property called spin. A particle’s spin can be
designated by a quantum number: ±½h̄. Under suitable experimental conditions,
a pair of particles can be prepared in a common source, and then projected in
opposite directions towards measuring devices. The experimental arrangement
excludes the possibility of any interaction between the particles during their flight.
Nevertheless their spin states will display, under certain experimental conditions,
perfect anti-correlations. One particle will always have spin +½ and its partner
will have spin −½. The puzzling question is: how do these anti-correlations arise?
No ordinary causal mechanism can be cited. In a later chapter it will emerge that
the entanglement between quantum systems is the latest and most fundamental,
experimentally well-established evidence of the universal interrelatedness of all
objects in the universe. For it turns out that there is no wave-particle duality at the
fundamental level.

For the moment let us continue with the early interpretative responses to the
situation. The physical behaviour of the atoms seems to display a fundamental
indeterminacy. It is no longer possible to determine the precise trajectory of each
atom on its journey to the screens. Following the classical view of particles the
precise determination of the particle’s trajectory would require a precise location
in time and space. The problem with atoms is that such a precise determination
cannot be given simultaneously. The atoms can choose a number of trajectories – in
the two-slit scenario: go through slit1 or slit2 – but the researcher cannot predict,
which one they will choose. The researcher loses a Laplacean tool. Consider a beam
of atoms sent through a magnet (rather than two slits), as in the Stern-Gerlach
experiment (see Fig. 5.13, Chap. 5). The beam consists of bundles of atoms. As it
traverses the (inhomogeneous) magnet the beam will be split in two, in the simplest
scenario. Its split will be recorded on a screen: two dots will appear, one in the upper
part of the screen, one in the lower part of the screen. If we were to concentrate on
an individual atom in the beam we would not be able to predict whether it would
hit the screen in the upper or lower part. This is its fundamental indeterminacy.
Heisenberg put it into mathematical relations, which are sometimes known as the
uncertainty relations. A better term is indeterminacy relations, because Heisenberg
assumed that this indeterminacy was a fact of Nature, not just a human limitation
on what was knowable. It is clear that in the light of the indeterminacy relations,
the notions of determinism and causation will have to be modified. Heisenberg
and Bohr, amongst others, drew this lesson as the philosophical consequence of the
quantum theory. The Laplacean ideal of causal determinism fails.

The basic indeterminacy in the atomic realm leads to a fundamental revision
in the concept of Nature: Nature is probabilistic, not just our knowledge of Nature.
In classical physics it was assumed that Nature was deterministic but there were
limits to human knowledge. Therefore Laplace equipped his demon with superhu-
man intelligence. A bottle of perfume contains millions of molecules, say 6 × 1020.
Humans are incapable of predicting the trajectory of each of them, although each
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molecule’s trajectory is perfectly deterministic. For the Laplacean demon all these
trajectories are predictable – he could draw a map of all of them. This map would
contain all the world lines, which the molecules will ever trace. The Laplacean
map would anticipate Einstein’s static four-dimensional world. In quantum theory
it is the trajectory itself, which becomes probabilistic. This does not mean that
pure chance rules. In the two-slit and Stern-Gerlach experiments the particles have
a limited number of trajectories available, which they must follow. Some of these
trajectories are improbable. Others are more or less probable. These probabilities
can be calculated. But they take away the certainty of the Laplacean demon.

The indeterminacies, with which even the Laplacean demon would have to
contend, are due to the essentially probabilistic behaviour of quantum matter. The
indeterminacy makes for uncertainty. Further uncertainties accrue from the dis-
continuous character of Nature. It was a fundamental postulate of Greek science that
Nature made no jumps. Nature was continuous. Boyle banned the postulate Natura
non facit saltus as a principle of explanation from his corpuscular philosophy. Such
postulates strived on quasi-metaphysical beliefs to which there was no contrary
evidence. Then evidence came to light that Nature did, after all, make jumps. This
was realized even before quantum mechanics developed as a proper scientific the-
ory. Radioactivity provided the disturbing evidence. Heavy atoms decay, releasing
energy. When an atom decays it changes its chemical nature. But the moment of
decay is not predictable. And the cause of the decay is not discernible. Nature makes
quantum jumps in discontinuous steps. Energy is released or absorbed in multi-
ples of a known quantity, called the quantum h. The amount of quantum can be
calculated. This was the great discovery of Max Planck. An atom can only exist in
specifiable quantum states: usually a whole number times the quantum h. An atom
can absorb and emit photon energy but only in permissible bundles. When heavy
atoms are chemically transformed in radioactive decay, they can only decay into
certain permissible states; other states are forbidden.

Every car illustrates this contrast between continuity and discontinuity. A car
has a limited number of gears: on change of gear, the car ‘jumps’ from one state to
another. These are the permissible states: 1–2–3–4. There is no 1½ or 2¾ gear. These
are forbidden states. This is the mechanical aspect of discontinuity. But the car can
move at any velocity value, from zero to a maximum value – there are no forbidden
velocity states below the maximum. This is the classical aspect of continuity, to
which there is no equivalent in quantum mechanics.

If Nature is allowed to make ‘quantum jumps’, then the classical view of Nature
as a causal mechanism is threatened. This was quickly realized by Rutherford and
discussed by Planck and Bohr. If heavy atoms just decay radioactively and atoms
just absorb and emit photon energy, then the classical ideal of a causal trace from
the cause to the effect seems violated. Push-and-pull notions of causal mechanisms,
which fit at least some classical systems, fail spectacularly. As the evidence from,
say, the two-slit experiment does not provide us with a delineable trace from slit to
screen, the notion of causation may have to be modified.
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Interlude C. The Concept of Nature and the Fundamental Notions. The notion of
Nature is intimately bound up with fundamental notions like causation, determin-
ism, time and space. If the notion of Nature undergoes change as a result of new
scientific discoveries, it is to be expected that the fundamental notions face the
tribunal of evidence too. At the beginning of the 20th century, under the impact of
the two great scientific revolutions, Hermann Weyl stated:

The revolutions, which are brought about in our notions of space and time will of
necessity affect the conception of matter too.89

But we have already observed that change is differential. The notion of Nature
shifted from the clockwork- to the cosmos-view, yet retained a deterministic com-
mitment for a while. The remaining elements also came under scrutiny with new
discoveries. Maxwell, on the background of field physics, adopted a relational view
of time. Kant adopted an idealist view of time but on the background of the mech-
anistic worldview. The notion of causation began to totter under the impact of
radioactivity and Planck’s constant h but Einstein and others blamed the quantum
theory, not the Laplacean notion of causation. This is what we mean by the dialectic
of science and philosophy. This dialectic also affects the notion of physical under-
standing. Generally, the new view of Nature leads to a modification of visualization.
The freeing of human understanding from mechanical models and traceable causal
mechanisms meant that the visual and tactile representation of Nature became
outdated. Such mechanical representations are often based on analogue models,
which represent the unknown by the known. But the loss of mimetic visualization
also meant a gain in physical understanding. New, more abstract models could be
envisaged. These more abstract models are better vehicles for the increasing math-
ematization of Nature. Physical understanding and the notion of Nature cannot be
separated either. According to quantum theory Nature is probabilistic, discontinu-
ous, indeterminate, non-local and it displays a fundamental particle-wave duality.
Such unorthodox characterizations of Nature call for new forms of physical un-
derstanding, aided by new types of models. The dialectic leaves conceptual traces.
There are no sudden Kuhn-type conversions, no disruptive shifts in worldviews.
There are traditions and there are arguments.90 The shifts in the views on Nature
allows for a rational reconstruction, which is based on the conceptual traces left in
the interstice between science and philosophy.

The Special theory of relativity replaces the particle as the fundamental unit
by the event in space-time. It then abandons the notion of absolute and universal
time. The quantum theory deprives the particle of its last vestige of material sub-
stance. It is particle or wave, depending on the experimental arrangement. As all
scientific theories, the quantum theory faces the question of what it is in Nature

89 Weyl, Space-Time-Matter (1921|1952), 7. At the end of the century Ferris, The Whole
Shebang (1998), 245 observes that ‘science as we know it is built on cause and effect, space
and time.’

90 Weinert, ‘TraditionandArgument’ (1982); ‘ContraResSempiternas’ (1984);Galison, Image
and Logic (1997), §9.4 argues for a differential, intercalated progress of experimentation
and theory
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that endures. Kant had a name for it: the Principle of Permanence of Substance.
The Special theory of relativity shows that the quantity of mass is not constant:
it increases with velocity; and it is equivalent to energy. Einstein had shown that
mass and energy are intimately related: E = mc2. And it is precisely in the realm
of atomic phenomena that Einstein’s famous equation found its most effective area
of application. Mass can be transformed into energy and energy into mass. The
quantum theory also rejects the permanence of substance: atoms can decay and
quantum matter is discontinuous; the indeterminacy relations prevent a precise
spatio-temporal localization of an elementary particle in an atomic system. But
science cannot be built on shifting sand. If the traditional idea of a permanent
substance with its accidental properties has to be withdrawn from circulation, what
replaces it? What is invariant if it is not material substance? Both in relativity and
in quantum theory the invariant is expressed in mathematical relations. Due to
their reliance on Nature as a system of interrelations, both these theories capture
relational aspects of Nature in mathematical equations. Thus, the measurement
of the duration of events and the lengths of objects is relational, since it requires
a relation between the co-ordinate system (of an observer, or a clock or rod) and the
events to be measured. The measurement of particle-like and wave-like aspects of
atomic units in the two-slit experiment is relational since it requires the relation of
a measurement apparatus (and its co-ordinate system) to the event to be measured.
But given this apparent dissolution of Nature into relations, some invariance must
be found within these relations. It is the invariant, which becomes the candidate for
the real. On the basis of Nature as a cosmos, an invariance-view of Nature develops.
As Heisenberg expressed it in a characterization of the change, which the notion of
substance had undergone as a result of quantum mechanics:

When therefore we want to speak of the invariant in the flux of phenomena, the
invariant is only the mathematical form, but not the substance.91

In their insistence on the invariant as the real both relativity and quantum theory
converge onto a much more abstract characterization of Nature. Such an abstract
notion of Nature requires different kinds of models – they will necessarily be more
mathematical, since mathematical and geometric relations have taken centre stage.

2.8 Invariance and Reality

The feature, which suggests reality, is always some kind of invariance of a structure
independent of the aspect, the projection.

M. Born, ‘Physical Reality’ (1953), 149

91 Heisenberg, ‘Atomtheorie und Naturerkenntnis’ (1934), 70; author’s own translation.
See also Heisenberg, ‘Philosophische Probleme’ (1958), ‘Grundlegende Voraussetzungen’
(1959). This quote reveals Heisenberg’s concern with the observable relations in quan-
tum mechanics. The Invariance View goes further: the invariant mathematical form, if
confirmed, expresses an ontological structure.
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In the course of this chapter, we have observed how the image of Nature has
undergone not just one but several transformations. All these reconstructions of
the notion of Nature were the result of an interplay between philosophical theory
and empirical discovery. When the scientific revolution gets underway, the pre-
vailing view is that the cosmos is a vast organism. Nature is treated as a causal
agent. Metaphysical principles like Nature abhors the vacuum gloss over the lack of
explanatory value. As we have seen, many 17th century scientists and philoso-
phers adopt a nominalist attitude to the notion of Nature. This philosophical
work and the physical theories produce a new image of Nature as a clockwork
mechanism. But soon philosophical ideas begin to portray the cosmos as an in-
terrelated system. Scientific discoveries in due course confirm this new model.
Evolution, thermodynamics, field theories and the structure of atomic matter im-
pose this view of Nature as a system of interrelations. The theory of relativity
puts certain constraints92 on the connections between the interrelations in a sys-
tem. The first constraint is that the propagation velocity of any interactions in
the physical world has an upper limit in the velocity of light. This means that
it takes time for signals to travel between observers. There is no absolute refer-
ence system to which all observers could refer as the standard of space and time.
Rather, observers – whether real human observers or ideal clocks and rods –
have their own respective coordinate systems or reference frames. All inertial
reference systems are on a par with respect to the validity of the laws of mo-
tion. This is the principle of relativity93. Temporal and spatial measurements,
mass and energy determinations are therefore relational events: they are rela-
tive to the reference frames in which they are carried out. The different reference
frames attached to different observers are related to each other in an ordered
fashion. The most general expression of these ordered relations takes the form of
symmetry.

The quantum theory also put constraints on the interrelations between the com-
ponents of a system. The relativistic limit on the velocity of propagation equally
applies in the quantum world. With the indeterminacy relations, quantum mechan-
ics imposes a limit on the simultaneous precision of the position and momentum,
the energy and time of quantum systems. If the indeterminacy relations are facts
of nature and not just limits of human understanding, then the orbit of an electron
around a nucleus will not prescribe a precise, well-defined orbit. Rather, the electron
is said to swirl around the nucleus in shells without any precise spatio-temporal
orbit. Its orbit is probabilistic. There are also limits on the classical notion of a ma-
terial particle, since a particle may display wave-like features in strange non-local
interactions, as in the two-slit experiment. It is dualistic. And if the notion of a ma-
terial particle is still retained, it absorbs and emits energy in permissible photon
bundles. It makes quantum jump.

92 The notion of constraint is very important in understanding the nature of scientific
theories and models; see Galison, Experiments (1987), ‘Theory Bound and Unbound’
(1995); Weinert, ‘Theories, Models and Constraints’ (1999)

93 Einstein, ‘Elektrodynamik’ (1905); ‘Relativititätsprinzip’ (1907)
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With the dismantling of the classical view of Nature at the hands of the theory
of relativity and quantum theory, Nature becomes describable and explainable as
a network of mathematical relations. This is just as well, since the classical particle
view is no longer tenable and direct visualization has suffered at the hands of rel-
ativity and quantum theory. If there is no permanent substance, no absolute time
and space the invariant must be found in mathematical forms. We have already en-
countered numerous examples of the mathematical relations, which govern natural
phenomena. Many of these mathematical relations, however, vary between differ-
ent reference frames. It is difficult to see how frame-specific relations can mark
out reality. For what appears as a specific relation in one frame does not appear so
in another frame. What appears as a shortened rod from the point of view of one
reference frame will appear as a longer rod in another reference frame. The lifetime
of a particle appears shorter in one reference frame from what it appears in another
reference frame. Reality cannot depend on particular reference frames. What is real
must be what remains invariant across different reference frames. The constant is
the real, says Max Planck, independent of any ‘intellectual individuality’.94 Let us
try to illustrate the idea of frame-dependent reality.

1. Consider an object that is dropped inside a railway carriage. The carriage is
initially at rest but is then accelerated to the right. Imagine two observers. One is
on the ground: this observer sees the object fall straight down. Another observer
is in the accelerating railway carriage: to this observer the object appears to slope
downward towards the rear of the carriage; s|he will attribute the trajectory of
the object to a pseudo-force. As this pseudo-force is relative to a reference frame,
it cannot be ‘real’.

2. Einstein used a famous thought experiment to demonstrate that Newtonian
gravitational forces could be explained away. A large lab is suspended in empty
space with an experimenter inside. As there is no gravitation the experimenter
will float freely inside the lab. Let us now image that some ‘being’ suddenly
accelerates the lab uniformly upwards with the help of some rope attached to
the lab. The experimenter knows nothing of the ‘being’ in empty space. S|he
will therefore conclude that the lab is suspended, not in empty space, but in
a uniform gravitational field. S|he will experience the upward acceleration as
a gravitational force. The strange ‘being’ by contrast will feel that he has to exert
a force to overcome the inertia of the lab suspended in space to accelerate it. He
will experience the lab as an inertial mass. Einstein concluded from this thought
experiment the equivalence of gravitational and inertial mass.95 It became the
foundation stone of the General theory of relativity. According to the theory,
gravitation can be ‘geometrized’. What Newton considered as a gravitational
force, acting at a distance, becomes the local space-time curvature of a mass-
energy field. Newton’s gravitational force is not ‘real’.

3. According to the Special theory of relativity, different observers or clocks, at-
tached to different reference frames, measure different durations for the same

94 Planck, ‘Die Einheit des physikalischen Weltbildes’ (1908), 49
95 Einstein, Relativity (1920), Chap. XX
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events observed from their respective reference frames. They all disagree about
what events happen at the same time, if they happen to move with constant
velocity relative to each other. Time, therefore, is what clocks in these different
reference frames record. Different observers disagree about what their clocks
tell them. Therefore time is frame-dependent. In a review article on the General
Theory of Relativity, Einstein observed that this theory deprived time and space
of the last vestige of physical reality.96

4. In the view of many proponents of quantum mechanics, the observation of
particle or wave properties is dependent on the experimental arrangement. The
quantum system displays particle- or wave-like characteristics, depending on
the setting of the experimental apparatus. For many proponents of quantum
theory this meant that the quantum system, if undisturbed, does not possess
any intrinsic properties associated with particles or waves. Rather, in the course
of different measurements, mere potentialities jump into certain actualities.
This is a challenge to the metaphysician who wonders whether or not it is still
possible to speak about the ‘individuality’ of quantum particles. Even though the
physicist may not be charmed by such highbrow investigations, the dependence
of quantum mechanical phenomena on the measurement apparatus raises the
question of how to characterize quantum systems. Clearly, a classical description
is not longer feasible. A much more abstract approach is required. The quantum
system and its potential states are located in a mathematical configuration space.
The Schrödinger equation describes their dynamic evolution. The actualisation
of some of the potential states in experimental situations results in certain
measurement readings. This leaves us with the puzzle of how the system can
‘transit’ from potential to actual values (see Interlude E, Chap. 5). At this stage
we may want to turn from frame-dependent to frame-independent realities. In
doing so we have the chance of finding invariants. They will help us define the
structure of Nature’s systems.

Despite all the conceptual upheaval,which the relativity andquantumtheory caused
in the 20th century, on a very abstract level, a fundamental continuity remained: the
idea of invariance. The mechanistic worldview regarded time, space and substance
as absolute or invariant. These entities provided the backdrop, against which all the
changes in the material world could be studied. The modern view of Nature, due
to empirical discoveries, no longer regards time, space and substance as invariant
entities. It deals with events, processes and world lines. But they give rise to other
forms of invariance. Arthur Eddington saw this very clearly in 1920:

The relativity theory of physics reduces everything to relations; that is to say, it is
structure, not material, which counts.97

96 Einstein, ‘Die Grundlage der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie’ (1916), 86
97 Eddington, Space, Time and Gravitation (1920), 197, ‘The Meaning of Matter’ (1920),

‘Philosophical Aspect’ (1920); Schjelderup, ‘Theory of Relativity’ (1923). While Eddington
tended to the view that all we know is ‘structure’, a similar discussion about structural
knowledge of the external world was taking place in philosophy; see Russell, Analysis of
Matter (1927); Newman, ‘Mr. Russell’ (1928); Heath, ‘Contribution’ (1928). This discussion
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This assessment of the implications of the new physics for the view of Nature has
not changed, as reflected in David Bohm’s statement:

Einstein’s basically new step was in the adoption of a relational approach to physics.
Instead of supposing that the task of physics is the study of an absolute underlying
substance of the universe (. . .) he suggested that it is only in the study of relation-
ships between various aspects of this universe, relationships that are in principle
observable.98

Many relations become frame-dependent. Both the relativity and the quantum
theory contributed to the dissolution of the particle view. But just as the classical
substance underlay many of the observable changes, in the new view of Nature new
invariant relationships must underlie the frame-dependence of the relations. In
the classical view the substances were the bearers of the changes. In the new view,
the invariants must take over this role. The invariants guarantee the transparency
between the reference frames. Einstein’s principle is relativity, not relativism. The
historian of science Gerald Holton reports that Einstein was unhappy with the label
‘relativity theory’ and in his correspondence referred to it as Invariantentheorie.99

Instead of a “physics of matter”, we get a “physics of principles”.100 What are
the new invariants? As the focus of the next chapters is on the block universe and
on the question of the passage of time and as well as on the principles of causation
and determinism, we should illustrate the invariants with respect to these aspects.

Consider temporal and spatial measurements. Even if temporal and spatial
measurements become frame-dependent, the observers who are attached to their
different clock-carrying frames, like the respective observer on the platform and
the train, can communicate their results to each other. They can even predict
what the other observer will measure. The transparency between the reference
frames and the mutual predictability of the measurement is due a mathematical
relationship, called the Lorentz transformations. The Lorentz transformations state
themathematical rules,whichallowanobserver to translatehis|her coordinates into
those of a different observer (see Box 4.1, Chap. 4.2). For instance, if the length of the
object on the platform is lo, then the contracted length measured by the train-bound
observer will be l. Length l is simply lo multiplied by a certain factor. Spatial and
temporal relations are governed by the Lorentz transformations between inertial
reference frames. The Lorentz transformations allow an objective communication
between observer O1 on the platform and observer O2 on the train. By employing
the Lorentz transformations observer O1 will be able to calculate which interval
observer O2 will measure for the occurrence of an event; and vice versa.

has recently been revived in philosophy in a debate about the pros and cons of scientific
realism and structural realism, see Worrall, ‘Structural Realism’ (1989); Ladyman, ‘What
Is’ (1998); French, ‘Eddington’ (2003); French|Ladyman, ‘Remodelling Structural Realism’
(2002)

98 Bohm, The Special Theory of Relativity (1965), viii; cf. Barbour, The End of Time (1999),
65; Cassirer, ‘Zur Einsteinschen Relativitätstheorie’ (1921), Chaps. II, III

99 Holton, Einstein, History (2000), 132
100 Cassirer, ‘Zur Einsteinschen Relativitätstheorie’ (1921), 62
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We see: Temporal and spatial measurements are not invariant across different
reference frames. They are the result of the different perspectives, or co-ordinate
systems, of the observers involved. This perspectivism is due to the relegation of
spatial and temporal measurements to individual reference frames. It makes no
sense to ask for the real length of physical objects and the real duration of events in
a three-dimensional spatial perspective and one-dimensional temporal perspective.
A four-dimensional union of space and time has replaced the classical 3+1 view,
with its separate spatial and temporal dimensions. There is no interesting physical
reality in a three-dimensional world persisting in one-dimensional time. Reality
now belongs to the four-dimensional world.

(. . .) the four-dimensional world isnomere illustration; it is the realworldofphysics
(. . .) (. . .) an observer on the earth sees and measures an oblong block; an observer
on another star contemplating the same block finds it to be a cube. Shall we say
that the oblong block is the real thing, and that the other observer must correct
his measures to make allowance for his motion? All the appearances are accounted
for if the real object is four-dimensional, and the observers are merely measuring
different three-dimensional appearances or sections; and it seems impossible to
doubt that this is the true explanation.101

At least the observers can communicate with each other about their respective
measurements. That is why the Special theory of relativity leads to perspectivism,
not relativism. But they can achieve more than talk about their frame-dependent
perspectives. There are frame-independent invariant properties. There is an in-
variant relationship between events – space-time events –, which is the same for
all observers. This is the so-called space-time interval. It says that the space-time
interval, ds, for any two events in space-time is the same for all observers, attached
to different reference frames.102 Although the observers disagree about the spatial
and temporal distance between two events separately, since they carry different
coordinate systems, they will agree that the space-time interval between these two
events is the same. In the space-time interval, ds, we come across an important
invariant relation: from their different reference systems all observers measure the
same space-time interval between events in space-time. Can the invariance of ds
be made compatible with the idea of the block universe? The idea behind the block
universe is that the passage of time is a human illusion. This reflects the demotion
of the status of time in the Special theory of relativity. But if at least the space-time
interval between two events located in space-time is invariant, then this invariant
relation should express a reality in the space-time world, according to this criterion.
We shall say more about this invariance in Chap. 4.

Consider now quantum-mechanical relations. Just as spatial and temporal mea-
surements become frame-dependent in the Special theory of relativity, certain

101 Eddington, Space, Time & Gravitation (1920), 181; see Balashov, ‘Relativistic Objects’
(1999)

102 Sklar, Space, Time and Spacetime (1974), 260–4; Nahin, Time Machines (1993), 310–3;
Sexl|Schmidt, Raum-Zeit-Relativität (1978), 113–4; Eddington, Space, Time & Gravitation
(1920), 47–8, 70–1; Chap. 4 below
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relations in quantum mechanics are subject to a ‘similar’ perspectivism.103 Take an
atomic particle, travelling near the speed of light. The particle releases a photon at
an angle of 90◦ from the point of view of its reference frame (Fig. 2.8). At which
angle is the photon emitted from the point of view of an observer in a stationary
laboratory? The answer is: at 36.9◦ (Fig. 2.9).

Fig. 2.8. Emission of a photon, at the speed of light, c, at right angle from the direction of the
motion of the fast-moving particle, which travels at 4|5 of the speed of light

Fig. 2.9. Emission of a photon, as seen by a stationary observer in the laboratory. According
to the observer the photon is emitted by the fast-travelling particle at an angle at 36.9◦

The measurement of the angle is frame-dependent. We cannot say that the
photon is really emitted at 90◦, just as we cannot say, in the two-slit experiment, that
it is really a particle, which travels to the screen. Are there invariant relationships
in the atomic world? Energy and (angular) momentum are conserved. The laws of

103 We must be careful not to overstate the analogy. Where there are analogies, there are
disanalogies. In quantum mechanics we are dealing with a perspectivism of measure-
ment situations. Particle- or wave-, position- or momentum measurements are related by
Fourier transforms. The reference frames of the Special theory of relativity are linked by
symmetry transformations.
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nature are the same in all atomic reference frames. And atomic particles certainly
have invariant properties. The spin and charge of the electron, the energy of its
ground state and the electron rest mass are examples. There are fundamental
constants in the quantum world, like the proton|electron mass ratio, the speed of
light c and of course the Planck constant h. These quantities are still relational, since
they must be determined from a particular reference system. But they are frame-
independent, since their determination in different reference systems produces the
same quantities. They must be regarded as belonging to the basic furniture of
nature.

The Planck constant h plays a particularly important part in the indeterminacy
relations. According to Heisenberg, the indeterminacy relations express mathemat-
ical relationships about the structure of the natural world.104 According to these
relations it is not possible to determine simultaneously the location and momen-
tum of a particle, nor its energy and the duration, in which it will remain in this
energy state. The product of these uncertainties is always greater than the Planck
constant. Quantum mechanics can say little about the physical states of individual
atoms because of the universal validity of the indeterminacy relations. However,
given the devaluation of the particle view in modern physics, this retreat from the
individual particle is to be expected. The invariant relationships now appear on
a higher level. Quantum mechanics expresses formal relationships about the states
of quantum systems, not individual particles. These systems can take on potential
states, which are described in quantum mechanical equations. Mathematics de-
scribes the quantum systems in their full potentiality of states. Only some states
are actualised in measurements. The result is the probabilistic character of the
quantum-mechanical concept of Nature. Thus an electron has a greater probability
to be found in its ground state and a certain probability of being in a particular or-
bital shell. The indeterminacy relations prevent a more precise determination of the
electron’s whereabouts. We can regard the indeterminacy relations as an example
of an invariant relationship in quantum mechanics. We consider them here because
they also play an important part in considerations of causation and determinism
(Chap. 5). Indeterminacy means that there is no reference frame from which a more
precise determination of the location and momentum, the energy and time can be
achieved simultaneously.

Invariance expresses the idea that a probability space can be calculated within
which the atomic particle could be located with varying degrees of probability.
That means that from every reference frame it will be possible to calculate the same
probability state of the quantum system. And the atomic constants will be the same

104 Heisenberg, ‘Über den anschaulichen Inhalt’ (1927); ‘Schwankungserscheinungen und
Quantenmechanik’ (1926–7); ‘Die Entwicklung der Quantentheorie 1918–1928’ (1929); it
should be mentioned here that some, like David Bohm, have contested that the indeter-
minacy relations express fundamental facts about the structure of the quantum world.
For reasons mentioned before, we emphasize the role of the indeterminacy relations. An
accurate historical account would have to include the part, which the realization of the
non-individuality of quantum particles and the development of quantum statistics played
in the move towards an ontology of invariants.
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from the point of view of every reference frame. Insofar as we talk about the state
of the system with its many potential values, quantum mechanics can make fairly
precise statements. They are probabilistic statements about the whole system. These
probabilistic statements are lawlike. Invariance means that all observers will agree
on the probability space, which characterizes the possible states of the quantum
system as a whole.

Invariance attaches to the structure of possibilities of the quantum system, not
to concrete quantum objects. Having identified some invariants, we are nudged
towards an invariance view of reality.

The appropriate criterion for what is fundamentally real will (. . .) be what is invari-
ant across all points of view.105

What counts as physically significant, are the invariant frame-independent struc-
tures. As we make transitions from reference-frame to reference-frame, according
to mathematical rules like the Lorentz transformations, it is these invariant struc-
tures, which are conserved.

Strangely, the invariance view of reality seems to imply that frame-dependent
properties are not real. Observers in different reference frames will certainly regard
the behaviour of their respective clocks and rods as real phenomena. The labora-
tory observer will entertain little doubt that the angle of forward-radiation is real.
Observers in different reference frames seem to infer mutually inconsistent claims
about reality. These claims are derived from frame-specific appearances. A propo-
nent of the invariance view is however not forced into a denial that the appearance
is real. The colours we perceive are real to us. Yet they are just wavelengths to
the physicist. For theoretical purposes, physics is simply not concerned with what
happens in particular reference frames. All reference frames ultimately exist on an
equal par. The invariance view subtracts the frame-dependence from the reality
claims. Physics chases the physically real in a frame-independent sense. It seeks
to establish the underlying equations, which govern all reference frames. It is the
job of symmetry transformations to state how reference frames are related to each
other.

What about the problematic nature of time in the Special theory of relativity, the
troublesome wave-particle duality in quantum theory? These are observational and
experimental features, which destroyed the mechanistic worldview. The invariance-
view of Nature accommodates the relational and the formal aspects of the modern
view of Nature. It is a view on which both the relativist and the quantum physicist
can agree. And given the unavoidability of reference frames, the link between
invariance and reality imposes itself. In the following chapters we will investigate
the claims of the scientist-philosopher: whether time must disappear from the
physical worldview as merely frame-dependent, and whether the wave-particle
duality means that causation must also make its exit from the modern view of
Nature.

For the moment let us consider the invariance view in a little more detail. Both
the relativity and the quantum theory regard many properties as relational, that is,

105 Hooker, ‘Projection’ (1991), 493
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they are not invariant across different reference frames. But neither theory stops
there. The corollary of the relativity principle is that certain properties remain
invariant across some or all reference frames. The invariance view would regard the
invariants as physically real. It is closely connected with symmetry principles. For if
reference frames are related to each other by symmetries, then there are elements
of structure, which remain invariant. This is just what symmetry principles affirm.
Symmetry principles are of fundamental importance in modern science. They
state that certain, specifiable changes can be made to reference systems, without
affecting the structure of the reference system. Whether we perform an experiment
in a reference system in Paris or Tokyo, in the year 1900 or 2000, will not affect the
results of the experiment. These results are invariant under spatial, temporal and
rotational symmetries. As van Fraassen puts it: ‘Symmetries are transformations
that leave all relevant structure intact.’106

The invariance view of Nature consists of two sub-theses

The invariant is the real. This is a hypothesis about physical reality: what is frame-
dependent is apparently real, what is frame-independent may be fundamentally
real. To claim that the invariant is the real is to make an inference from the struc-
ture of scientific theories to the structure of the natural world. If we regard reference
frames as co-ordinate systems, then reference frames are human inventions. The in-
ference from what our theories tell us about the world to this world itself will always

Box 2.2: Reality as Kickability?

Why can’t we be more straightforward and call physically real what is ‘kickable’
(Popper, Quantum Theory, 1982; Hacking, Representing, 1983; Deutsch, Fabric,
1997, Chap. 4). This criterion serves its purpose. Many objects and entities are
‘kickable’, even if at a particular moment in time the technology lets us down.
At the end of the 19th century many scientists believed that atoms were not real.
The technology was not there to manipulate them. The problem with this view is
rather that science talks about the reality of phenomena and regularities, which
are not kickable, even in principle. The Big Bang is not kickable, nor is the
universe as a whole. Although laws of nature can be used to manipulate objects,
like molecules and electrons, the laws themselves are not kickable. We cannot
kick the Principle of Evolution, the Conservation of Energy or Space-Time. Yet
they represent structural regularities, which we want to call real. By contrast,
some things are kickable, yet some may not want to regard them as real. The
wave-particle duality can be manufactured in experiments, like the double-slit
experiment, yet some only regard the waves, others only the particles as real.
And of course we can kick relational properties. But we only get perspectival
realities.

106 van Fraassen, Laws and Symmetry (1989), 243; see also Rosen, Symmetry in Science (1995)
Chap. I: Symmetry is immunity to possible change.
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beconjectural. But this isnot to surrender to scepticism.For someofour conjectures
are better confirmed than others. The invariant structures of a well-confirmed
theory are therefore good and reliable indicators of what is real, irrespective of
human intervention. But they are only conjectural indicators. They depend on
the progress of science. In the Special theory of relativity, Minkowski space-time
structure is invariant. According to this criterion, it should be regarded as real. This,
however, leaves the claim open to certain interpretations. Does space-time exist
independently of material events, as an underlying structure of space-time points?
This would make it analogous to Newton’s absolute time. Or is space-time itself
constituted by spatio-temporal relations between bodies and events? This would
make it analogous to Leibnizian relationism. There is no invariant interpretation
of space-time. Nor is space-time invariant across different physical theories. In
the General theory of relativity, space-time becomes a dynamic entity. In today’s
quantum cosmology, it only emerges as a semi-classical approximation. Any claim
about the reality of space-time must be treated as hypothetical. Firmer evidence,
discussed below, is required before the status of space-time itself can be settled. But
this is just what this part of the invariance view holds. What remains invariant is
however the space-time interval ds.

The real is the invariant. In a physically interesting sense, the real is invariant across
different reference frames.107 It comprises the lawlike regularities, structures and
symmetries in the natural world. The real will always be frame-independent, since
the reality of the structures of the material world cannot depend on the adoption
of a particular reference frame. The laws of nature cannot vary randomly from
location to location, from time to time, from reference frame to reference frame.

The invariance view of reality asserts that the world consists of structures.
These ontological structures are represented in mathematical equations and
4-dimensional space-time diagrams. As a structure consists of objects and vari-

107 It appears that already Heraclit saw the agreement between sense perceptions of differ-
ent observers as a criterion of the real; see Schrödinger, Was ist ein Naturgesetz? (1987),
61. The thesis that the invariant is the real has been a common theme, since Einstein’s
theory of relativity demonstrated the significance of reference frames and the impor-
tance of transformation rules. Dirac considered that the ‘important things in the world
appear as the invariants (. . .) of these transformations,’ see Dirac, The Principles of Quan-
tum Mechanics (41958), vii, §8. Planck, too, regarded the constant in our worldviews as
the real; see Vorträge (1975), 49, 66, 77, 291; see also Poincaré, Science (1902), Pt. IV,
Chap. X; Cassirer, ‘Zur Einsteinschen Relativitätstheorie’ (1920), 12ff, 28ff, 34ff. The thesis
is a common theme in many publications: Born, Natural Philosophy (1949), 104ff, 125;
Born, ‘Physical Reality’ (1953), 143–9; Costa de Beauregard, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’
(1966); Wigner, Symmetries (1967), Pt. I; Sklar, Space, Time and Spacetime (1974), 359–71;
Friedman, Foundations (1983); 19, 320–34; Hooker, ‘Projection’ (1991), 491–511; Norton,
‘Philosophy of Space and Time’ (1992), §5.4; Maxwell, ‘Aim-oriented Empiricism’ (1993),
89, 100; Crombie, Styles of Scientific Thinking (1994), Vol. I, xii, 6ff; Vol. III, 1763; Cook,
Observational Foundations (1994), 80f; Morrison, ‘Symmetries as Meta-Laws’ (1995), 157–
88; Feynman, Six Not So Easy Pieces (1997), 29–30; Nozick, Invariances (2001), Chap. 2;
Maudlin, Quantum Non-locality (2002), Chap. 2
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ous relations between them, the invariance view is in good agreement with the
modern emphasis on systems.

Systems are fundamentally interrelated. The invariance view directs our at-
tention to frame-invariant realities. How do we know that a particular property
or feature is invariant? As was pointed out above, reference frames are related
by symmetries. It is these symmetries, which allow us to distinguish between
frame-dependent and frame-independent realities. A convenient distinction is that
between geometric and dynamic symmetries.108 Rotation, reflection, spatial and
temporal translations and space-time symmetries are typical geometric symme-
tries. They take events, things and properties as their objects. Gauge symmetries
like the charge-parity symmetry are representatives of the newer dynamic sym-
metries. They take electromagnetic, gravitational, weak and strong interactions
between elementary particles as their objects.

Perspectivism and invariance are two faces of symmetries. There are many
relational properties, which lay claim to a perspectival reality. But there are also
underlying structures, which give us the physically significant realities. At least
since the 19th century, with its discoveries of entropy, electro-magnetism, atomic
structure and Darwinism, we think of Nature as a system of interrelated subsystems.
So we must think of theories as reflecting this interrelatedness. The symmetries
play an important part in this interrelatedness. But why should we assume that if the
objects and relations are confirmed, the symmetry principles, which govern these
structures, are also confirmed? The symmetries tell us more than what the objects
and laws tell us.They tell us,whichquantifiablechangesaffect the systemsandwhich
do not. So they tell us that the empirical world is one of interrelated subsystems; the
interrelation is subject to quantifiable constraints. For if symmetries are immunities
to change, this change is not just an epistemological shift in our knowledge claims.
The change happens to physical systems. We can track the changes that happen to
physical systems through our investigations. Some changes affect the frame-specific
parts of the structures, as in time dilation. They leave the system invariant. Others
affect what was taken to be the frame-invariant parts, as in broken symmetries.
Broken symmetries demonstrate that the immunity is sometimes lifted. A broken
symmetry occurs when a change in the reference system changes a regularity
expressed in the laws of nature. The most famous example is the violation of
charge parity symmetry in weak interactions. This describes an experimentally
well-observed situation, in which decay patterns of elementary particles experience
exceptions. That is, in which expected decay patterns fail to occur.

The constants of nature109 are classic examples of the real. The velocity of
light, c, is invariant across different reference frames in the Special theory of rela-
tivity. Both stationary and moving observers will agree on the value they measure
for the velocity of light. It does not depend on their framework or on the direction

108 Wigner, Symmetries and Reflections (1967); Morrison, ‘Symmetries as Meta-Laws’ (1995);
Earman, World Enough (1989), 173; Rosen, Symmetry in Science (1995), 72–6; Mainzer,
Symmetries (1996), 277, 341–2, 357, 414, 420

109 Weinert, ‘Fundamental Physical Constants’ (1998)
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in which the measurement is made. As we shall see, the invariance of the velocity
of light is a fundamental postulate in the Special theory of relativity. Any argument
about the passage of time, as a reality or a human illusion, will have to take this fun-
damental postulate into consideration. The finite velocity of light also sets a limit
on the propagation of causal signals. Light spreads out from any event, forming
light cones. Within these light cones, causal chains are irreversible. They are the
same for all observers.

The Planck constant, h, is invariant across different reference frames in quan-
tum theory. Whether we adopt the framework of a fast-moving photon or that
of a stationary observer, the value of h does not change. The Planck constant h
plays an important part in considerations of causation and determinism in the
philosophical consequences of quantum theory. The constant h stands for the dis-
continuous and probabilistic character of the modern notion of Nature. Nature
appears to make quantum jumps as in radioactive decay. The causal conditions of
these quantum jumps are not known. Only the probability of decay for a collection
of atomic particles can be stated. This puts a severe strain on the classical ideal of
causal determinism. Physicists worried about the philosophical consequences of
the quantum theory for the notions of determinism and causation.

In Chaps. 4 and 5 we shall consider the two big questions, related to the two
great scientific innovations of the 20th century: are temporal and causal relations
real or unreal? But let us first consider how the invariance view of Nature affected
the notion of physical understanding. This much more abstract invariance-view of
Nature goes hand in hand with an increased mathematization of modern science.
It brought the role of models and the problem of physical understanding to the
fore. How is the mathematical symbolism related to the real world of physics?
What do the mathematical symbols mean? How can the mathematical relations be
understood in physical terms? As we shall see in the next section, the scientists
involved in the great scientific revolutions of the 20th century were keenly aware of
the need to clarify the notion of physical understanding.
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Physical Understanding

Beyond the knowledge gained from the individual sciences, there remains the task
of comprehending. In spite of the fact that the views of philosophy sway from one
system to another, we cannot dispense with it unless we are to convert knowledge
into meaningless chaos.

H. Weyl, Space-Time-Matter (1922), 10

3.1 Understanding and Fundamental Concepts

Concepts like understanding and meaning are usually associated with a particular
view of the Social Sciences. Social life produces and reproduces symbolic meaning.
Social scientists need to acquire an understanding of the inherent symbolic mean-
ing in social life. They do this, it is said, by adopting the viewpoint of a passive
participant observer. In this view, the role of the social scientist is seen as distinctly
different from that of the natural scientist. The object of study of the social sci-
entist is society, the network of social interactions. Society does not exist outside
the bracket of social interactions. The social sciences deal with the pre-interpreted
world of the social participants. The social scientist interprets a social world, which
already carries symbolic meaning. The symbolic meaning of the social world is pro-
duced and reproduced by the social actors. The study of the social world by social
scientists is a matter of human subjects studying other human subjects. It is a mat-
ter of symbolic dimensions meeting other symbolic dimensions, a subject–subject
relation.

The object of study of the natural scientist is Nature, the organic or inorganic
material world. In this objective sense Nature is not a human product. But, in
a symbolic sense, ‘Nature’ is a creation of human understanding. In their inter-
action with the material world, humans conceptualise Nature in an attempt to
understand its functioning. Models, theories and laws are the result. They reflect
in symbolic form what successive epochs understood by ‘Nature’. The concept of
‘Nature’ belongs to the category of fundamental notions with which humans repre-
sent the natural world. Humans also use fundamental concepts to explain how they,
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as humans, manage to comprehend the world around them. Do to this, humans
employ such fundamental concepts as determinism, indeterminism and causation,
time and space, mass and energy, motion and rest. They are fundamental in several
senses: a) at a basic level they are needed in every consideration of Nature;1 b) they
are also used to explain how humans acquire knowledge about the material world;
and c) they play a central role in everyday discourse. As human knowledge of the
lawful processes in the material world has increased tremendously, and sometimes
undergone radical change, the fundamental notions have been modified in the light
of new empirical discoveries.

Scientific discoveries have had an impact on the fundamental concepts used to
describe and explain the natural world. The meaning of the fundamental concepts
has departed from their meaning in everyday experience because the scientific
worldview has departed from everyday experience. But the everyday experience of
the material world is in many ways a reflection, albeit imperfect, of the scientific
view of this world. So in many ways the everyday usage of the fundamental concepts
is an approximation, albeit rough, to the scientific usage of these concepts.

Natural scientists face a pre-given natural world, not the symbolic, pre-
interpreted world of the social scientist. Natural scientists stand in a subject-object
relation to their object of study. Yet they use symbolic language to make sense of the
material world. Questions of understanding and meaning have been familiar to the
scientific enterprise throughout its history. Like the ancient Greeks, natural scien-
tists face a complex of often bewildering phenomena. First there is the question of
how the observable phenomena behave. The observational and experimental data
reveal patterns of regularity. Then there is the intriguing question of why the phe-
nomena behave in such particular patterns of regularity. In an attempt to answer
such questions, the natural scientist aims at understanding and explanation. Coper-
nicus defended his heliocentric hypothesis (1543) by pointing out that it provided
a more coherent understanding of the orbits of the planets than the geocentric
hypothesis. In his Novum Organum (1620) Francis Bacon proposed ‘directions for
the interpretation of Nature.’ In his interpretation of the phenomenon of heat Bacon
gave a clear indication of what later scientists would come to mean by understand-
ing in the natural sciences. Bacon reduced the phenomenon of heat to motion. Heat
was nothing but motion.2 The basic move is to go beneath the level of observable
phenomena (‘heat’) to a more fundamental level (‘motion’). Bacon’s programme
had no mathematical precision. This has changed since the Scientific Revolution.
But the basic move is still present in today’s attempts at understanding. Students
of quantum mechanics are familiar with the distinction between the mathematical
formalism of the theory and its physical interpretation. The interpretation of quan-
tum mechanics in terms of physical reality poses considerable problems. There
are rival interpretations. These often involve suggestions to revise the fundamental

1 This is how Franz Exner, Vorlesungen (1919), §§1, 37, 95 in a much-quoted book in the
early part of the 20th century characterises fundamental notions; see also Schlick, ‘Raum
und Zeit’ (1917), 21; Schlesinger, Aspects (1980), 3

2 Bacon, Novum Organum (1620), Book II, §20
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notions with which Nature has been traditionally described. As we have seen, the
notion of Nature has borne much of the brunt of these conceptual revisions. How-
ever, the question of how the mathematical symbols are to be interpreted physically
is much older than quantum mechanics. A perusal of the relevant literature quickly
reveals that the question of the meaning of mathematical symbols and equations
and their physical interpretation has accompanied the scientific work of scientists
for a long time. Scientists in the 17th century sought to explain the propagation of
light and gravitation across empty space by postulating the existence of an ether,
which filled space. In a characteristic passage Einstein wrote that the equivalence of
gravitational and inertial masses ‘had hitherto been recorded in mechanics, but it
had not been interpreted.’3 And it was Einstein’s interpretation of this equivalence,
which paved the way to his theory of general relativity. In the physical interpre-
tations of the mathematical symbols, the fundamental concepts play a significant
part. These concepts have acquired a history through the scientific revolutions of
the last 400 years. New discoveries about the material world have suggested to
scientists that the fundamental concepts have natural limits of applicability. It is
only as long as the material world does not throw doubts on the appropriateness of
these concepts that they remain unquestioned starting-points of conceptualisation.
But when the empirical evidence clashes with the fundamental concepts, scientists
awake to the philosophical dimensions of their work. Scientists naturally become
concerned with questions of meaning, understanding and interpretation. What do
these concepts mean in the work of scientists?

There is a common strand of thought running through the two great scien-
tific revolutions of the 20th century. The new discoveries associated with them
required a conceptual revolution. Either completely new concepts were required
(‘discontinuity’, ‘uncertainty’, ‘nonlocality’, ‘time dilation’, ‘length contraction’),
or a modification of old concepts (‘causation’, ‘Nature’, ‘time’). Sometimes well-
established concepts (‘determinism’, ‘simultaneity’, ‘absolute time’ and ‘absolute
space’) needed to be relinquished. This means that the fundamental concepts used
in the natural sciences depend, to a certain extent, on the empirical findings. With
characteristic clarity, Einstein expressed this dependency succinctly when he said
that logically, the fundamental concepts (‘time’, ‘space’, ‘mass’, ‘event’) were free
creations of the human mind, but that they had empirical roots.4 It is not surpris-

3 Einstein, Relativity (1920), 65; italics in original. See also Einstein, ‘Über den Einfluß der
Schwerkraft’ (1911), 73. Much later Dirac, ‘Evolution’ (1963), 53 stressed the ‘importance of
finding physical ideas behind the formalism.’

4 Einstein, Relativity (1920), 141. This discussion appears in Appendix V of this book,
which was added in 1952. Einstein shared the conviction that new concepts are required
by new experiences with Heisenberg, Physical Principles (1930), Chap. IV, §3, ‘Deutung’
(1955); Bohr, ‘Wirkungsquatum’ (1929), 483, 485 and Schlick, ‘Kausalität’ (1931), 145. Note
that Einstein, Heisenberg and Bohr fundamentally disagreed about the interpretation
of quantum mechanics, in particular the usefulness of such fundamental concepts as
locality and causation. In philosophy the dialectic between concepts and facts was taken
up by Ernst Cassirer, ‘Zur Einsteinschen Relativitätstheorie’ (1921), 20 who spoke of the
‘continuous oscillation between experience and concept.’
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ing that some of the leading scientific revolutionaries of the 20th century began
to think about the concept of understanding (Verstehen) in physics. After all, the
behaviour of atoms and fast-moving particles posed considerable challenges to the
comprehension of the natural world. Throughout the history of modern science,
innovative scientists have been willing to question time-honoured concepts in the
face of new experiences. It is the privilege of 20th century physics to have thrown
new light on the dialectic between facts and concepts.

Max Planck introduced the quantum revolution. The discovery of the quantum
of action (Wirkungsquantum), designated by the letter h, introduced discontinuity
into modern physics. Planck introduced the letter h in an equation for blackbody
radiation to make it compatible with the experimental evidence. As he had arrived
at what he called his ‘interpolation formula’ by way of an educated guess, Planck
was faced with the question of the physical meaning of his formula.5 For Planck
understanding took on a particular sense. It was not the ‘discovery’ of the quantum
of action, expressed in the constant h, but the assignment of a physical meaning
to this constant which was the ‘theoretically most difficult problem.’6 Planck in-
terpreted the quantum of action - which he had introduced into his distribution
law - not as a fictitious entity but as a real physical constant.7 Experiments quickly
showed that this interpretation was correct. It led to a radical rethinking of the
physical worldview and, as we shall see, to a rethinking of the fundamental notion
of causation.

Throughout his career, Werner Heisenberg was much concerned with ques-
tions of understanding and interpretation in the physical sciences. From his early
publications on quantum mechanics to his last essays on philosophy, he returned re-
peatedly to the concept of understanding in physics. Together with Einstein, Planck
and Born, he was one of the most philosophical physicists of his generation. It
was common practice among many of the founding fathers of quantum mechanics
and relativity theory to include philosophical discussions in their technical papers.
For Heisenberg understanding in physics meant the reduction of the complexity
of phenomena to a few basic and quite general concepts.8 The possession of such
concepts would allow the representation of the underlying unity in a great number
of phenomena. But crucially, the discovery of new phenomena would require the
revision of concepts, which had served well in the representation of old domains.
Heisenberg, like Bohr, stressed that Einstein himself had introduced a revision into
the concepts of space and time. The abandonment of concepts like causation, they
held, was similarly a consequence of the new discoveries in quantum mechanics.9 In
a more specific sense, then, Heisenberg held that understanding meant the ability

5 Planck, ‘Die Entstehung und bisherige Entwicklung der Quantentheorie’ (1920), 129
6 Planck, ‘Zur Geschichte der Auffindung des physikalischen Wirkungsquantums’ (1933),

27
7 Planck, ‘Die Entstehung und bisherige Entwicklung der Quantentheorie’ (1920), 131
8 Der Teil und das Ganze (1973), 46; ‘Philosophische Probleme in der Theorie der Elemen-

tarteilchen’ (1967), 410ff
9 Heisenberg, ‘Erkenntnistheoretische Probleme’ (1928), 21–28; ‘Die Rolle der Unbes-

timmtheitsrelationen’ (1931), 40–47; ‘Prinzipielle Fragen’ (1936), 108–18; ‘50 Jahre Quan-
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to detach oneself from old concepts when new domains of experience were under
consideration.

We have understood a group of phenomena when we have found the right concepts
for describing these phenomena (. . .) it is always the simplicity of the concepts
in comparison with the great wealth of complicated experimental material, which
convinces of their correctness. Usually in a new field many very different experi-
ments can be carried out; and if all these experiments allow a description by the
same simple new concepts, these concepts will finally be accepted as the correct
ones.10

Heisenberg explicitly rejects the identification of understanding with predictability.
Ptolemaic astronomy shows very clearly that understanding and predictability are
not the same. For Ptolemy, following Aristotle, the earth resided motionless at the
very centre of the universe. Ptolemy’s complicated meshing of geometric figures to
account for the apparent movement of the planets and the apparent rest of the fixed
stars provided some fairly accurate predictions. But his geocentric model offered
no genuine understanding, let alone explanation. The earth does not occupy the
centre of the universe and the planets do not move in circular epicycles, carried
on circular deferents, around it. Ptolemy made no claim that his model resembled
the real world. It may appear as if by understanding Heisenberg simply meant the
mathematical derivation of observable phenomena from fundamental equations.
But more is at stake. Mathematical analysis follows the formulation of new concepts.
Conceptual comprehension precedes mathematical elaboration.

Mathematical analysis can be an important help after the correct concepts have
been found, since it may then enable the physicists to draw precise conclusions and
to compare them with the facts.11

This procedure is nicely illustrated in the work of some of the great scientists. In
his Principia (1687) Newton revises the ordinary notions of space and time, held by
the ‘common’ people. His introduces his notions of absolute space and time before
he formulates his equations of motion. Einstein’s work shows that concepts like
‘the ether’, ‘preferred reference frame’, ‘absolute simultaneity’ and ‘absolute time’
needed to be abandoned or revised before the mathematical elaboration could
proceed. In 1913 Bohr blamed classical physics rather than Rutherford’s nucleus
model of the atom for the lack of progress in understanding atomic phenomena.

The physics of the 19th and 20th century paid a price for the introduction of new
concepts. An interpretation of the notion of understanding in terms of concepts
suitable to new experimental evidence meant a modification of visualization. It

tentheorie’ (1951), 354–60; ‘Philosophical Background’ (1964); ‘Änderung der Denkstruk-
tur’ (1969)

10 Heisenberg, ‘The Concept of “Understanding” in Theoretical Physics’ (1969), 337; cf.
‘Philosophische Probleme in der Theorie der Elementarteilchen’ (1967), 411–4. The impor-
tance of conceptual understanding prior to the mathematical elaboration of the problem
at hand is also stressed by one of the pioneers of loop quantum gravity; see Smolin, Three
Roads (2001), Chap. 9

11 Heisenberg, ‘The Concept of “Understanding” in Theoretical Physics’ (1969), 338
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is easier to visualise the atom as a planetary system than to grapple with the
abstract idea that it has no definite properties, like position, momentum, orbit.
Unfortunately, the evidence does not support the view that the atom is a planetary
system.Visualization requires adescriptionofphenomena in termsof causal spatio-
temporal relations. Macro-systems can be conveniently visualised. For instance,
a planetary scale model will do. But the atom resists such mimetic visualization.
The new concepts required for an understanding of the atom imposed severe limits
on a direct visual representation. It became a stock phrase in the writings of
physicists – whether they dealt with the relativity or the quantum theory – that
‘naïve visualizations’ had to be abandoned in physical understanding.12 But even for
atoms visualization is not impossible. It will have to be done by appropriate models.
The concepts required for the physics of the atom destroyed direct visualization. It
was not right to say that the atom is a minute planetary system. Only for purposes
of illustration could an analogy between the solar system and atoms be entertained.
A proper representation required what we will later call a structural model.

For Erwin Schrödinger the task of understanding was intimately connected
with human ability to construct conceptual models.13 Such mental constructions
assigned underlying structures to the observable phenomena. The complexity of the
phenomena could be coherently ordered by a Gestalt, even though not all aspects
of it was subject to observation and experimental checking. Although Schrödinger
uses the term Bild (picture, image), the primary aim of the conceptual models does
not seem to be direct visualization. Rather, some underlying order (Gestalt) is to
be assigned to the observable phenomena, which renders them understandable.
This underlying structure could be expressed in purely mathematical terms. Or
an analogy with some familiar structure may be suggested. Perhaps some ide-
alised configuration could represent the underlying order. Schrödinger’s notion of
conceptual model harbours a complexity, which goes beyond simple mechanical
models. It continues the considerations, which Maxwell and Hertz had set in motion
at the end of the 19th century.

It is easy to see that some care is needed in this connection. Not every con-
ceptual model will provide understanding. The geocentric worldview of Ptolemy
and Aristotle was based on an unrealistic geometric model. It was a useful analogy.

12 Pauli, ‘Relativitätstheorie’ (1921), vi; Heisenberg, ‘Über den anschaulichen Inhalt’ (1927),
172–3; Physical Principles’ (1930), Chap. I, §2; ‘Rolle der Unbestimmtheitsrelationen’ (1931),
40–2; Bohr, ‘Atomic Theory’ (1929), ‘Wirkungsquantum’ (1929); Popper, Quantum Theory
(1982), 45, 97

13 Schrödinger, ‘Conceptual Models in Physics’ (1928); ‘Die Besonderheit des physikalischen
Weltbildes’ (1947), 37–48. On the demise of visualization in modern physics see Čapek,
Philosophical Impact (1962), 378–9; Čapek holds (1962, 398) that the end of visualization
in modern physics means that the concomitant conceptual revolution is far more radical
than the Copernican revolution. But visualization did not end with modern physics. It
became more complex; on visualization from a modern perspective see Holton, Einstein,
History (2000), Chap. IV and Galison, Image and Logic (1997). Galison (1997, 22 Fn 30)
writes that ‘visualization is a contested form of demonstration as well as a contested form
of laboratory work’ in modern physics.
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But it failed to provide understanding. A more careful consideration of the role of
models is required to decipher their role in understanding.

Let us first observe that such philosophical concerns with the meaning of funda-
mental concepts and the physical understanding of the mathematical symbolism,
used in scientific language, are not confined to the philosopher’s ivory tower. In the
dialectic between facts and concepts, science harbours an inherent philosophical
dimension. Consider the following passage:

. . . one must distinguish sharply between the predictions made by a set of laws
and the mental images that the laws convey (what the laws “look like”). I expect
convergence only in terms of predictions, but that is all that ultimately counts. The
mental images (one absolute time in Newtonian physics versus many time flows in
relativistic physics) are not important to the ultimate Nature of reality.14

In this quote, astrophysicist Kip Thorne embraces an instrumentalist thesis about
what scientific theories say about the world. Apparently they represent very little
of the structure of Nature: ‘only predictions count’. Thorne places himself in a long
tradition of the realist-instrumentalist debate about the Nature of scientific theories,
which stretches back to the Greeks. The publication of the Copernican system (1543)
rekindled the debate. The question whether the Copernican system was a faithful
representation of reality or a mathematical convenience was finally settled 144 years
later when Newton published his Principia (1687). The instrumentalist Nature of
Thorne’s view is immediately apparent from a comparison with Schrödinger’s and
Heisenberg’s views on understanding. In their view the physicist is concerned
with the underlying order, expressed in terms of conceptual models or adequate
concepts, not just with predictions deriving from the models. For the realist, what
counts over and above the predictions, is whether the underlying order of the
conceptual model corresponds to the order of the real world. Physicist Alan Cook
defends such a realist view of scientific theories and the Nature of understanding.

Physicists make observations upon [the unique world of Nature], observations
which of themselves might be no more than curiosities, but it is the aim of physics
to put those observations into a rational scheme by which sense may be made of
them and of the natural world behind them.15

James Cushing, a physicist with an interest in the philosophical foundations of mod-
ern physical theories, has given some thought to the question of understanding in
the natural sciences. He distinguishes between the aims of explanation and under-
standing. Explanation is simply the formal derivation of particular statements from
general laws. This is Hempel’s DN model of scientific explanation. Universal laws
entail particular facts. There are alternative philosophical models of explanation.16

The causal model locates explanation in the detection of traceable causal patterns
in the physical universe. The structural model sees explanation in the assignment

14 Thorne, Black Holes (1995), 85–6; italics in original
15 Cook, Observational Foundations (1994), 96–7
16 Kitcher|Salmon, eds., Scientific Explanation (1989); Salmon, Scientific Explanation (1984),

Chap. I
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of structures to natural systems. Let us ignore the differences between these models
of explanation. They share the view that the explanation of some natural system, in
biology, chemistry or physics, requires both mathematical precision and a coherent
account of a wide range of phenomena. This includes a detailed analysis of struc-
tures, mechanisms and regularities. Such coherent accounts often produce precise
predictions. In a word, explanations are given by scientific theories.

Sophisticated theories, however, are not always available. Then understand-
ing can be obtained from some suitable model. Heliocentrism is a case in point.
Copernicus suggested a planetary model, which assigned a new structure to the
solar system. It was based on limited observational data, which dated back to the
Greeks. Fundamental problems remained: Is the shape of planetary orbits circular
and what keeps the planets in orbit? It took the combined efforts of Kepler, Galilei,
Hooke and Newton to transform this model into a coherent theory. A model does
not require the precision of a theory. It must at least be empirically adequate; i.e. it
must display consistency of the model structure with the empirical data. A model
ascribes a structure to a limited range of empirical data.

In Cushing’s sense understanding in physics means the assignment of ‘pic-
turable physical mechanisms’ and ‘processes that can be pictured’ to the formal,
mathematical aspects of physical theories. The formalism of statistical mechanics,
for instance, is given an interpretation in the kinetic model of gases.17 A volume of
gas is modelled as a collection of billiard balls. Schrödinger associated understand-
ing with the ability to develop conceptual models, of which mental ‘pictures’ were
only one form. Cushing associates understanding with the availability of picturable
models. More precisely, Cushing requires the availability of causal models to pro-
vide an understanding of physical processes. This call for visualization harks back
to the classical age of physics and its mechanical models. If no representable causal
mechanism, no picturable model of quantum relations can be found in the atomic
realm, then on Cushing’s account, there is no understanding of the atomic realm.
There is only a mathematical formalism in the form of the Schrödinger equation.

Such a view may be too stern, as Maxwell already pointed out. Causal models are
only one type of scientific model. Schematically, we can say that scientific theories
provide explanation whilst models provide understanding. This is because models
are subject to fewer constraints than theories. Newton provided an understanding
of optical phenomena by a corpuscular model of light.18 At least this corpuscular
model was consistent with a limited range of empirical data. Later Thomas Young,
in an early version of the double-slit experiment, showed that the ‘atoms’ of light

17 See Cushing, ‘Quantum Theory and Explanatory Discourse’ (1991), 341; Philosophical
Concepts in Physics (1998), 338–42; Folse, ‘Ontological constraints and understanding
quantum phenomena’ (1996), 121–36; Beller, ‘The Rhetoric of Antirealism’ (1996); Salmon,
Causality and Explanation (1998), 79–91. Contrary to Cushing, Salmon, Causality (1998),
9 sees scientific understanding as grounded in scientific explanation. For an up-to-date
discussion of computer simulations of statistical mechanics, see Carlson, ‘Modeling the
Atomic Universe’ (1999), 96–7 and Galison, Image and Logic (1997), Chap. 8 on Monte
Carlo simulations.

18 See Crombie, Styles of Scientific Thinking (1994) Vol. II, 1055
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could behave like waves and produce interference fringes. A wave model of light
offered an alternative understanding of optical phenomena. It too was consistent
with a limited range of empirical data.

To see the point of our distinction between understanding and explanation,
consider again the double-slit experiment. We noted that the interference patterns
defied our common sense of causation. Yet there have been many attempts in the
literature to account for the interference patterns. These models of understanding
may be based on different principles:

1. Bohr and Heisenberg exploited the indeterminacy relations and their accompa-
nying uncontrollable ‘kicks’;

2. Born’s interpretation of the wave function gave rise to the idea of probability
waves;

3. Feynman proposed his ‘sum-over-paths’ approach, the modern version of which
is Griffiths’ ‘consistent histories’ model;

4. De Broglie and Bohm preferred a ‘pilot wave’ theory;
5. Deutsch (1997) has recently mooted the idea of shadow photons and the multi-

verse;
6. The recent discovery of decoherence, which will play a significant role in the

subsequent discussion, has provided yet a different solution.

Many different models of understanding have been proposed. No explanation has
been reached. Yet each of these models is the source of a possible explanation. Like
no other scientific theory, quantum mechanics illustrates the need for models of
physical understanding. Even more importantly, as we shall see, it demonstrates
that new notions come in tandem with new ways of physical understanding.

As Bohr and Heisenberg emphasised, the nature of the atom imposed restric-
tions on human attempts at the visualization of the atomic realm. The atom does not
behave like a classical particle, whose ‘whereabouts’ are in principle knowable with
great precision. According to Heisenberg we need new concepts to represent new
facts. If we are willing to change our concept of causation, then a causal explanation
of quantum phenomena may be possible.

Between abstract theory and concrete phenomena, models provide understand-
ing of the material world. Models provide visualizations. But since the decline of
mechanical models, in the wake of the retreat of the mechanistic worldview, visual-
ization comes in many different shapes and forms. A popular form of visualization
is the analogue model. The atom may be modelled on the analogy with the solar
system. An electric current may be presented on the analogy with a system of water
tubes. Map analogies became prominent in the early literature on Minkowski’s ge-
ometrical interpretation of Einstein’s Special theory of relativity. The analogy aids
the visualization but does it aid the understanding? Probably not. This answer is
rooted in the nature of analogue models, as discussed shortly. Useful visualizations,
which really contribute to physical understanding, must be guided by appropriate
concepts. We must possess a good conceptual grasp before a helpful model can be
constructed. At one stage the atom was represented as a sphere of positive electric-
ity with electrons swimming in concentric rings around it. There was no nucleus.
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This was Thomson’s plum pudding model of the atom. Then Geiger and Marsden
discovered that, under suitable conditions, small particles could be deflected from
an atom. Rutherford provided an understanding of this phenomenon of scattering
by postulating the existence of an atomic nucleus. This was the nucleus model of the
atom. This example shows that useful models depend on the provision of empirical
data and the existence of appropriate concepts for the physical domain under in-
vestigation. There is a need to assign an underlying physical structure (molecular
or subatomic) to the detectable phenomena (the behaviour of gases or atoms) in
terms of which the measurable processes can be interpreted. Einstein characterised
understanding in physics in this way.19 Physical understanding is achieved when
appropriate models are available. Appropriate models must be compatible with the
evidence. The assignment of the model structure to the empirical data must be
reliable and justifiable.

Take the question of causation in the atomic domain. A classical notion of
causation based on the results of the Newtonian-Laplacean worldview would lead
to the denial of causation in quantum mechanics. Yet, as we shall see from empirical
discoveries, causal accounts abound in quantum mechanics. Or take the notion of
time. Its compatibility with relevant empirical evidence must be guaranteed by an
appropriate notion of physical time before the adequate modelling of relativistic
phenomena can succeed. Thus models play a vital part in physical understanding.
However, not all models will do. What, then, is a model?

3.2 Models

There have been many attempts by scientists and philosophers to distinguish vari-
ous kinds of models and to spell out their role in science.20 Quite generally, a model
can be constructed when a limited amount of data is available about some natural
or even social system. Typically, the data present the numerical values of a few
parameters – like pressure, P, and volume, V , or distance, d, and velocity, v – which
can then be related to each other in a model. Models are ideal tools for studying
the relationship between parameters, the interrelatedness of Nature. In the model,
the parameters need not be numerically specific. They can be indicated by symbols
like V , P, d, v and others. What really matters in the model is how they are related
to each other. To perform this role models have several important functions.

Models concentrate on a few manageable parameters and abstract from a num-
ber of interfering factors. The interfering factors are bracketed for the purpose of
modelling. This operation is called abstraction. These interfering factors may be
demonstrably negligible, in which case the model will justifiably ignore them. How-
ever, closer scrutiny may reveal that the abstracted factors have a non-negligible

19 Einstein, ‘Was ist Relativitätstheorie?’ (1919), 127
20 See Hesse, Models and Analogies (1966); Norton, ‘Science and Analogy’ (1980); Redhead,

‘Models’ (1980); Cushing, ‘Models’ (1982); Cartwright, Laws of Physics (1983), Nature’s
Capacities (1989); Morgan|Morrison eds., Models (1999); Weinert, ‘Theories, Models and
Constraints’ (1999)
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influence on the relationship between the parameters, in which case they need to
be incorporated in the model.

The real factors operative in the material world may be too complicated to
compute, in which case a model needs to introduce mathematical simplifications.
The models idealise the parameters to make their relationships computable in the
models. This is idealisation.21

Again, more complicated models may be able to reduce the idealisation of the
parameters. The inclusion of non-negligible factors and the reduction of idealised
parameters are called factualisation.

Let us model the solar system with its nine planets. The neglect of their moons
or some of their moons is an abstraction. If the model assigns circular orbits to the
planets, rather than ellipses of various degrees of eccentricity, this is an idealisation.
If it ispossible, via themodel, to studyhowtheplanets’parameters interactwitheach
other, the model performs a further function. It shows the interrelatedness between
these parameters. Kepler’s third law shows how the orbital period of a planet is
mathematically related to its average distance from the sun. This is systematisation.

The model’s ability to show how parameters may be interrelated and in which
way, allows most model to represent natural, social or economic systems. This
function is very important in science but also carries an important philosophical
message. Nature consists, as we have seen, not of unrelated empirical facts but of
systems of varying degrees of complexity. A system is constituted by a number of
components and the way they interact with each other. This interaction is often
expressed in the form of laws of Nature. The solar system is a good illustration
of what is meant by a natural system. The awareness that science had to deal
with interrelated systems rather than collections of individual facts was of major
importance in the history of modern science. It constituted one of the major changes
in the concept of Nature.

Humans have only a limited intellectual capacity to handle complex systems.
Of all the factors, which are operative in a given system, not all have equal weight
and importance. The possibility, which models offer to correlate a finite number
of parameters, to abstract from negligible ones and idealise others until they can
be computed, is of invaluable service. Humans also have a learning ability, which
allows them to render the models more complex, by incorporating more parameters
and in a less idealised form. Models can therefore be made to approximate the real
systems being modelled.

These are the functions of models: abstraction, idealisation, systematisation
and factualisation.

There are also various types of models. Most models have representational
functions. This is important for our gain in physical understanding. They capture

21 There has been a considerable amount of literature on abstractions, idealizations, fac-
tualizations in science: Krajewski, Correspondence Principle (1977); Nowak, Structure
of Idealization (1980); McMullin, ‘Idealization’ (1985); Brzeziñski et al., Idealization
(1990); Brzeziñski|Nowak, Idealization (1992); Herfel et al., Theories and Models (1995);
Cartwright, Dappled World (1999), ‘Models and the Limits of Theory (1999), §9.5; Sklar,
Theory and Truth (2000), Chap. 3
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structural aspects of the natural systems modelled. Typically, models either em-
phasise the spatial ordering of the components in the system – as for instance the
spatial distribution of the planets around the sun in the solar system – or place
more emphasis on the mathematical relationships between the parameters – as for
instance in the functional dependence of one parameter on another. When the mod-
els emphasise the spatial order, they represent the topologic structure of the system
modelled. When the mathematical relationship between the parameters comes to
the fore, the models represent the algebraic structure of the system modelled.22 In
sophisticated models, these two ways of representing may be combined.

In his understanding of ‘understanding’, Schrödinger referred to conceptual
models. But this is insufficient, as models may be mere analogies. Various types of
models have been distinguished in the literature – conceptual and practical models,
iconic, theoretical and simulation models – but a more detailed distinction is that
between analogue models, scale models, functional models and structural models.23

This classification can be further improved by distinguishing between analogue and
hypothetical models. Structural models can be subdivided into causal and geometric
models. Conceptual models must be added to this categorization. Not all models
contribute to understanding to an equal extent.

Analogue models represent the unfamiliar or unobservable in terms of the fa-
miliar or observable. The model suggests that there is an analogy between certain
elements of already known systems and some elements of unknown systems. Analo-
gies are either of a formal or material kind, they are negative or positive. There is
a material analogy between, say, the flow of electricity through a parallel electric
circuit and a system of water tubes. Both electricity and water flow through a sys-
tem – the positive analogy – but water molecules are not like electrons – the negative
analogy. There are also formal analogies between equations, but the material pro-
cesses expressed by them may be quite different. For instance, there is a formal
analogy between the classical wave equation, concerned with classical waves and
the Schrödinger equation, concerned with the behaviour of atomic particles. Usu-
ally no distinction is made between analogue models and hypothetical models.

22 This distinction between topologic and algebraic structures is due to Roman, ‘Symmetry
in Physics’ (1969), 363–69; see Weinert, ‘Theories, Models and Constraints’ (1999), 313–17.
Through a different route, Peter Galison, Image and Logic (1997) 19–20 arrives at a similar
distinction, i.e. that between the homomorphic form of representation ( a mimetic preser-
vation of form) and the homologous form (a preservation of logical relations between
events); see also de Beauregard, Time (1987), §1.1.1

23 This distinction is due to Fürth, ‘The Role of Models in Theoretical Physics’ (1969), 327–
40; on the role of modelling during the time of the Scientific Revolution, see A. Crombie,
Styles (1994), Vol. II, Pt. IV. In our discussion we reserve no privileged place for computer
models or simulation models because computers can simulate all the models discussed in
the main text. As structural models, computer simulations have, however, the advantage
of interrelating a much larger number of parameters than has hitherto been possible; for
a discussion of computer simulation, see Hughes, ‘The Ising Model’ (1999); on the use
of scale models and analogue models in the 16th and 17th centuries see Crombie, Styles
(1994), Vol. I, Pt. III, §§8,9; Vol. II, Pt. IV, §12
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Analogue models are based on formal or material similarity relations. They do not
involve idealisations of and abstractions from factors, which we expect to be oper-
ative in the system modelled. Early atom models were based on the analogy with
the solar system. Before Rutherford proposed his nucleus model of the atom, the
Japanese physicist Hantaro Nagaoka proposed a Saturnian model of the atom. But
the mere analogy does not assure that the real systems will resemble the analogue
model. This is clear from the geocentric worldview (Fig. 3.1). Analogue models
are a useful, if limited, step in an attempt to achieve physical understanding. They
suggest useful approaches to problem situations. However, we want more from
models than just analogies. We want the models to represent structural features
of the natural systems being modelled. To achieve real physical understanding we
need more sophisticated models.

Fig. 3.1. Geocentric account of planetary motion, based on an analogy with geometric circles
[Source: Sellers, Transit of Venus, 2001, 32; by permission of author and Mega Velda Press]

Hypothetical models – or as if models – incorporate idealisations and abstrac-
tions. They claim to represent the system modelled as if it consisted only of the
parameters and relationships stipulated in the model. The economic agent in ra-
tional choice theory is a hypothetical model. The Copernican model of the solar
system (Fig. 3.2) and representations of energy transitions in atoms (Figs. 3.3, 3.4)
represent hypothetical models in the natural sciences. They greatly idealise the
parameters – the orbits of the planets and electrons are circular – and abstract
from factors such as moons. However, we know that such idealised factors are
mathematical simplifications and that abstracted factors are present in the real
systems.

Scale models represent real-life objects either in reduced size (toy cars or plan-
etary models) or in enlarged size (a model of the Aids virus or the double helix of
the DNA molecule). The human skeleton is a scale model, which can be represented
as a real-life size model. Scale models are usually three-dimensional and require
a fairly precise knowledge of the operation of the system. Schematic drawings of
some engine or experimental apparatus may also be regarded as scale models.
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Fig. 3.2. The Copernican Model of the Solar System

Fig. 3.3. Hypothetical Model of the Hydrogen Atom

         Photon1

     Photon2

Fig. 3.4. Hypothetical Model of Some Permitted Electron Transitions, accompanied by
Photon Emissions, in a Hydrogen Atom
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Functional models, as the name suggests, represent the functional dependence
between parameters. The Carnot cycle of an ideal gas, relating volume and pressure,
or the supply and demand curves in economics, determining the price equilibrium
at the intersection of the two curves are illustrations of functional models. There
is no need to assign precise values to the symbols, which stand for the parameters.
What counts is the nature of the functional relationship between some parameters.
There is, for instance, an increase of temperature, pressure and density as a function
of increasing distance from the surface of the earth towards the core (Fig. 3.5). In
these models, the basis of understanding shifts from the topologic to the algebraic
structure.
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Fig. 3.5. The functional dependence of pressure on the distance between the earth crust and
the core

Structural models typically combine algebraic and topologic structures in or-
der to represent how some underlying structure or mechanism can bring about
some observable surface phenomenon. Structural models are very useful in the
representation of microscopic systems, like the atom. The Rutherford model of the
deflexion of a subatomic particle by gold atoms provides a good illustration of this
type of model (Fig. 3.6). On the strength of the experimental evidence, Rutherford
proposed a nucleus model of the atom. The existence of electrons was secondary in
this model. Rutherford’s central innovation was the postulation of a nucleus inside
the atom. This alone could account for the fact that 1 in 8000 projectiles fired at
a gold foil was deflected by more than 90◦. Famously, Rutherford is reported to have
said that this event was as surprising as seeing a 15-inch shell, fired at a piece of
tissue paper, rebounding off it.

In Rutherford’s model two particles, α and α′ (helium atoms, stripped of their
electrons), approach a nucleus and are deflected to different degrees, depending on
the size of the impact parameter b. The smaller b the larger the scattering angles
θ and φ. The particle α suffers a deflexion at an angle, θ, which is greater than
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Fig. 3.6. The deflexion of α-particles due to the atomic nucleus in gold atoms (based on
Rutherford’s original model)

90 degrees. This is a case of large-scale scattering. Through its choice of parameters
this model shows how the topologic structure of the encounter of an α-particles
with a nucleus will lead to a consideration of its algebraic structure. Rutherford
calculated the fraction of particles, which are scattered through various angles. This
then leads to various equations, which deliver the quantitative aspect of the model.
These two aspects combined make it a structural model. The observable behaviour
of the ionised helium atoms (α-particles) as they approach the gold foil – the
various degrees of scattering, the most likely degree and the number of scattered
particles through given angles – provide the underlying mechanism, which make
the observation understandable.

Bohr embraced the nucleus model and developed some postulates, which, al-
though they were ad hoc, gave the hydrogen model an algebraic structure. These
‘assumptions’ permitted Bohr the derivation of some well-known regularity con-
cerning spectral lines and the anticipation of some new, yet undetected spectral
lines in the ultraviolet and infrared regions of the spectrum. Bohr also derived the
energy levels of the hydrogen atom from his model. The Bohr model (1913), (1915),
(1918) represents the first structural model of the hydrogen atom.
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When a model combines topologic and algebraic structures, we have a structural
model. Variants of structural models are causal and geometric models.

Causal models often emphasise the operation of continuous, spatio-temporal
mechanisms, which link the causal factors to the production of the observable
effects. Pasteur’s germ model of disease is a typical example. To account for diseases
like rabies, Pasteur proposed the existence of micro-organisms, which were held
to be causally responsible for this disease. The causal model traced a causal chain
from the unobserved ‘germ’ to the observed disease and its symptoms.

Sometimes the existence of a continuous, spatio-temporal mechanism between
the cause and its effect is unobservable. This was one of the objections of field
physics against gravitation, which seemed to require action-at-a-distance. In the
atomic realm such causal tracing also proves to be impossible. No causal mechanism
is known today which could account for the ‘cooperation’ of particles in the double
slit experiment, which produce interference effects. Even modern variants of the
double slit experiment have failed to find causal, traceable mechanisms to account
for the spooky action-at-a-distance. This is true of the famous spin correlations,
mentioned above. When no traceable mechanism is available to link the effect to
a prior cause, philosophical commitments manifest themselves. Some will say that
the philosophical commitment to causation as a traceable mechanism is correct.
They are ready to pay the price: something must be wrong with the quantum
theory. Others are ready to challenge the philosophical commitment, appealing
to the strength of the experimental evidence. The evidence, they say, forces us
to change our philosophical commitment to causation, not the scientific theory.
If we cannot have deterministic causation, we must be content with probabilistic
causation. Then causal models are still possible in quantum theory. In the absence
of causal mechanisms, causal models in quantum mechanics will emphasize the
existence of a cluster of conditions, between which a conditional dependence exists.
In the double slit experiment (Fig. 2.7, Chap. 2.7) there is a conditional dependence
between the opening of the two slits and the appearance of interference fringes. In
the scattering experiments (Fig. 3.6), there is a conditional dependence between
the closeness of the incoming particle to the nucleus and the varying scattering
degrees.

Geometric models may just emphasize topologic structures, in which case they
are simply a form of hypothetical model (Figs. 3.2, 3.3). But even the most modest
geometric model usually comes with a coordinate system. It then becomes a simple
form of structural model, because it gives rise to algebraic structures (Fig. 3.7).

The most important use of geometric models, as a form of structural model,
occurs in the Special theory of relativity. One of the fundamental postulates of this
theory is that no signals can propagate in excess of the speed of light in vacuum.
This speed is finite. It takes time for signals to travel across space. We receive signals
from intergalactic space, which may have left their source many light years ago.
Consider an event E in the present of some observer O. From the present event E
light propagates into the future in the shape of a diverging light cone, which forms
the future light cone from the point of view of E. At E the observer O also receives
light signals from the past. They converge at E and form a past light cone. This cone
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Fig. 3.7. Location of a particle in three-dimensional space. Its location can be precisely
determined by attaching it to a coordinate system. Axes x, y, z project its position onto the
walls of the space

structure (Fig 3.8) results in the rich algebraic structure of Minkowski space-time,
which plays a central role in the conception of the block universe.

Under the proposed classification of models, conceptual models can take on
a more specific meaning than in Schrödinger’s considerations. In the natural
sciences, conceptual models permit scientists to introduce thought experiments
(Gedankenexperimente).24 In quantum mechanics the most famous example is the
double-slit experiment. The double slit experiment served Bohr and Heisenberg
to stress the particle-wave duality of the quantum atom. On the strength of this
gedanken experiment, they also argued that causation had lost its place in the
quantum world. The double slit experiment only became a real experiment in the
1960s. In conceptual models, the physically possible operations of natural systems
are investigated beyond the limit of what has been observed. The boundary of the
physically possible is stretched to the full extent of what the laws of nature will
permit. By exploring these boundaries, new insights are gained, new hypotheses
are formulated. As a young man Einstein asked himself what the temporal world
would look like astride a beam of light. He found that time would stand still. These
conceptual explorations ultimately led to the formulation of the Special theory of
relativity. Soon afterwards, Einstein again used a thought experiment – the one
about the experimenter enclosed in a lab, suspended in empty space – to develop
the equivalence of acceleration and gravitation and General theory of relativity.

Now consider the similarity between ‘conceptual’ experiments in science and
in philosophy. Descartes asked himself how much objective knowledge humans
could acquire of the natural world, if all our powers of reasoning and observation
could be doubted, if both our reason and our perception came under attack from

24 Norton, ‘Thought Experiments’ (1996)
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space

time

Fig. 3.8. Future and Past Light Cones in Minkowski space-time

the deceptions of a malicious demon. Kant begins his Critique of Pure Reason by
proposing a Copernican revolution in philosophy. Just as Copernicus had accounted
naturally for the apparent retrograde motion of the planets (Fig. 3.1), by exchanging
the sun for the earth at the ‘centre’ of the universe, so Kant hoped to provide a theory
of objectivity by making the human mind an active participant in the construction
of Nature. Gedanken experiments can of course be turned into true experiments,
as happened with the double-slit experiment. Conceptual models in philosophy are
not testable in this sense. They also lack the mathematical features of idealizations
and abstractions. But they are subject to approximations, which measure their
adequacy. For instance, we will argue that the conditional model of causation is
the most adequate model to express causal relations in quantum mechanics. It
is also true of conceptual models that they cover a limited amount of data, and
often face rival models. But there is no overarching theory, as we so often find
in physics, which relates the models falling into its domain. Still the similarities
between ‘conceptual experimentation’ in science and philosophy allow us to include
philosophical models in the category of conceptual models. Fundamental notions
like Nature, physical understanding, causation, time and space are developed in
philosophical models. So philosophy is conceptual model building.

A consideration of the various types of models used in the natural sciences offers
us a better grasp of the notion of physical understanding. Genuine understanding
requires that models be representational of the system under consideration. This
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requirement excludes analogue models. Although they provide heuristic under-
standing, even a positive analogy does not guarantee that it has a corresponding
relation in the natural world. There may be an analogy between, say, the camera
obscura and the human eye, but this observation does not suffice to demonstrate
how the eye is constructed. The analogue model must give way to a more represen-
tational model. For a model to be representational the structure it assigns to the
natural system being modelled must correspond to the structure of the real system.
The model uses algebraic and topologic structures or both to achieve the represen-
tation of the structure of the natural world. Through its representational nature,
the heliocentric model advanced understanding, whilst the geocentric model failed.
Although the early Copernican system retains the circular orbit of the planets, it
assigns a much better topologic structure to the planetary system than the geo-
centric model. The Copernican model (Fig. 3.2) is a hypothetical model, while the
Ptolemaic model (Fig. 3.1) is a mere analogue model. The Copernican model is not
very precise in its assignment of algebraic structure, due to its adherence to the
circle. The Ptolemaic model is mistaken in the representation of both the topologic
and algebraic structure. It does not offer real physical understanding.

This assignment of structure must be guided by appropriate concepts. In the
early Copernican system, an important concept is the centrality of the sun. In
the development of the heliocentric model by Kepler, Galileo, Newton, Laplace
and Kant, it is the notion of a deterministic evolution of the universe. This gives
rise to the view of a clockwork universe, in which the concept of absolute time
and the principle of causal determinism play essential roles. In the history of atom
models the notions of discreteness (Planck’s constant) and indeterminism provided
essential conceptual guidance.

Physical understanding is a question of degrees. Models are always restricted to
a limited set of data. They are governed by their four functions. Models can evolve.
As they grow from hypothetical to structural models, the degree of understanding
will increase. At crucial moments in the history of science, the fundamental notions
exhaust their applicability. They become inappropriate for a further understanding
of the phenomena. During such revolutionary periods, scientists and philosophers
begin to develop conceptual models, which attempt to recast the fundamental no-
tions. Scientists begin to speak the language of philosophy. Philosophers turn their
attention to the revolutionary discoveries. Inherited worldviews become question-
able. The delicate balance between facts and concepts is disturbed. Philosophical
challenges arise. Feedback loops emerge between science and philosophy.

3.3 Einstein’s Problem, Bohr’s Challenge and the Feedback Thesis

One measure of the depth of a physical theory is the extent to which it poses serious
challenges to aspects of our worldview that had previously seemed immutable.

B. Greene, The Elegant Universe (1999), 386

Prompted by the most recent discoveries in their respective fields, scientists pro-
vide new interpretations of the natural world and thereby contribute to its under-
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standing. If the discoveries are of a fundamental nature, conceptual consequences
arise. Scientists make philosophical contributions. The heartbeat of science is at
its most philosophical rhythm when major conceptual revisions or revolutions
are afoot. Then scientists feel the need to extend their reflections beyond the
search for mathematical equations. They desire to reach a level of understand-
ing, in which some physical meaning is assigned to the mathematical expres-
sion of the natural world. But scientific revolutions may also lead scientists to
a re-interpretation of the nature of the scientific enterprise. What is interesting
in this process, from a philosophical point of view, is that empirical facts filter
through to the level of conceptualisation and bring about changes in the way
the world is conceptualised. ‘Old notions are dissolved by new experiences.’25

The common territory between science and philosophy lies in this interaction
between facts and concepts. In re-interpreting the world in the light of new ex-
periences the scientist becomes an active participant in the shaping of human
views about the surrounding world. In the face of a ‘confusing amount of new
evidence’ from the atomic realm, Planck called for a new comprehensive physical
worldview. This is the role of the philosopher-scientist of which scientists are fully
aware:

History has shown that science has played a leading part in the development of
human thought.26

One of the basic tools of human thought in the process of understanding lies in
the provisions of models, based on appropriate concepts. Models are used to gain
understanding of the material world. Theories provide explanations. Under suit-
able conditions this leads to the natural sciences. Conceptual models can also be
used to describe and explain the ways humans can acquire knowledge about the
natural world around them. Under suitable conditions this leads to philosophy.
The interaction between facts and concepts and the interaction between science
and philosophy give rise to a fundamental tension, which will reverberate through-
out the pages of this study. The more fundamental their concepts are, the more
humans cherish them. But when the facts speak against the adequacy of the con-
cepts, something needs to give way. Throughout the history of science, scientists
and philosophers have often given up or modified the concepts in favour of the
facts. Dissatisfied with the everyday notions of time and space, Newton set forth
his notions of absolute time and space. Dissatisfied with the notions of absolute
time and space, Einstein set forth his notions of relativistic time and space. In many
of his writings, Einstein warned against the fixation on concepts. It would hinder
the progress of science. Concepts, which once ordered the phenomena adequately,

25 Born, Natural Philosophy (1949), 75
26 Born, Natural Philosophy (1949), 2; cf. Planck, ‘Die Stellung der neueren Physik’ (1910),

53; Eddington, Philosophy (1939), 8; Jeans, Physics and Philosophy (1943), 2; de Broglie,
Continu et Discontinu (1941), 7, 76. According to Heisenberg, ‘50 Jahre Quantentheorie’
(1951), 360 Planck’s formula shows that thinking, too, can change the world.
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were always in danger of becoming ‘thought necessities’ (Denknotwendigkeiten).27

Fundamental concepts like Nature, time and causation were dependent on expe-
rience. Therefore they were always subject to revision or rejection, depending on
their empirical adequacy. Such philosophical reasoning formed the backbone of
Einstein’s revolution in physics. However, Einstein was not consistent in his episte-
mological convictions. In his correspondence with Max Born on the interpretation
of quantum physics, he declared himself unwilling to give up the notion of causal
determinism. In a letter written to Born on April 29, 1924, Einstein refused to
abandon the notion of causation in the face of the quantum-mechanical evidence
available at that time.

The idea that an electron subjected to a beam could freely choose the moment and
direction of its jump is unbearable to me.28

Einstein considered that the demand for a causal explanation of the world had
a clear sense, even though it could not be strictly realised in practice.29 Like Planck,
Einstein rejected the idea that statistical laws would govern fundamental physi-
cal processes. In practice, though, our knowledge may amount to no more than
knowledge of statistical regularities. Einstein’s refusal to abandon Laplacean de-
terminism is reminiscent of the situation in statistical thermodynamics. Due to
our ignorance of how individual molecules move in a collection of particles, we
can only formulate statistical regularities about their collective behaviour. But we
assume that individual molecules are governed by perfectly deterministic laws. His
refusal to abandon the notion of strict causation placed Einstein in a long tradition:
the identification of causation with determinism. The originators of this tradition
were thinkers like Leibniz, Laplace and d’Holbach. Einstein refused to accept that
quantum mechanics had driven a wedge between the traditional identification of
causation with determinism.

Einstein’s ambiguous attitude towards the fundamental notions – his readiness
to reject the Newtonian notions of absolute and universal time and space and his
reluctance toabandontheclassicalnotionofcausation–points toageneralproblem.
Let us call it Einstein’s problem. When should fundamental notions be modified, if
not abandoned, in the face of experimental or observational evidence? How much
authority does the empirical evidence command over the fundamental notions?
There is always a precarious balance between the concepts and the facts. Their
interaction constitutes the common territory between science and philosophy. But
the one does not reduce to the other. We called this interaction the dialectic between
science and philosophy.

27 See Einstein, ‘Ernst Mach’ (1916), 102; ‘Über die Grundlage der allgemeinen Relativ-
itätstheorie’ (1916), 82; Relativity (1920), 136–43; ‘Space-Time’ (1929), 1070; Mittelstaedt,
Philosophische Probleme (1972), 41

28 Albert Einstein – Max Born, Briefwechsel 1916–1955 (1969), 116–7, cf. 44; cf. Figs. 3.3, 3.4
above.

29 Briefwechsel (1969), 44, 210, 269. Einstein’s adherence to the principle of causation has
attracted much discussion, see Pais, Bohr (1991), 119–20 and Subtle is the Lord (1982),
464–5.
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As we have already noted many scientists did not think of the interaction
between scienceandphilosophyas adialectic. They suggested that itwouldbebetter
to let the experimental facts do the talking and adapt the fundamental notions to
the established facts. The facts, then, would present important constraints on the
adequacy of the conceptual models.

It is by now a well-established practice in the philosophy of science to couple
philosophy with science, to pursue the philosophical concerns in the light of the
empirical facts. In his System of Logic (1843), John Stuart Mill illustrates this proce-
dure. After the exposition of his four methods of empirical inquiry, Mill proceeds
to discuss concrete examples of their use in the history of science. Mill’s proce-
dure is typical of much of the effort in the philosophy of science since the seminal
work of T.S. Kuhn (1960): back up the conceptual claims by winning support from
well-established scientific facts. The danger of this procedure lies in its potential
selectivity. The conceptual claims hang on the frame of a few case studies. From
the point of view of the present study there is another danger: the philosophical
presuppositions present in science are forgotten and ignored. Our study of the
notion of Nature has already revealed that the knot between the concepts and the
facts, philosophy and science is more complex. Niels Bohr has posed a demanding
challenge to philosophy:

The significance of physical science for philosophy does not merely lie in the steady
increase of our experience of inanimate matter, but above all in the opportunity of
testing the foundation and scope of some of our most elementary concepts.30

The philosopher is invited to move from the facts to the most fundamental concepts.
The physicists were aware that ‘old notions are discarded by new experiences.’ How-
ever, it is precisely Einstein’s problem to determine to which extent revolutionary
scientific discoveries have philosophical consequences. It is the job of the philoso-
pher to evaluate whether or not some of the fundamental notions do bend under
the weight of evidence, as the scientists claim they do. When we move from the facts
to the concepts, the most natural transition occurs from science to philosophy. The
most interesting collaboration emerges. The scientists question the fundamental
notions, on the strength of the evidence. The scientists claim that empirical evi-
dence can test and refute the fundamental notions. Heisenberg holds that due to
empirical discoveries not only the content but also the structure of our thinking can
change.31 New notions are set in place. A dual process is at work. New evidence often
does show the inadequacy of the old notions. In this sense new discoveries offer
constraints on the conceptual models of the fundamental notions. But the scien-
tist’s enthusiasm for the refutation of old notions may be too optimistic. Philosophy
does not yield so easily to the verdict of science. The philosophical consequences,
which the scientist draws from the new discoveries, may not follow – or may not
follow in the way imagined. It is the task of the following chapters to investigate
this question. The philosopher works with conceptual models of the fundamental

30 Bohr, ‘Quantum Physics and Philosophy’ (1958), 1
31 Heisenberg, ‘Philosophische Probleme’ (1967), 421–2, ‘Grundlegende Voraussetzungen’

(1959), 253
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notions. They need to satisfy the constraints imposed by the fundamental scientific
discoveries. Investigating and evaluating the philosophical consequences of great
scientific discoveries is the philosopher’s way of meeting Bohr’s challenge.

So the dialectic will take the following form. Philosophical presuppositions –
i.e. implicit or explicit assumptions like determinism – pervade scientific thinking.
New discoveries may highlight the problematic nature of these presuppositions.
Many scientists begin to wonder about the adequacy of the old conceptual assump-
tions. They draw philosophical conclusions from the discoveries. These are the
philosophical consequences, which need to be evaluated.

There is further reason why philosophers should take up Bohr’s challenge.
Why the dialectic between facts and concepts, between science and philosophy,
should be approached from the vantage point of some of the most fundamental
discoveries in the history of science. In the late 1970s, Max Jammer32 wrote a little
known paper spelling out the ‘philosophical implications’ of the new developments
in 20th century physics. With quantum mechanics and relativity theory in mind,
Jammer formulated his feedback thesis (Fig. 3.9). It is, as we can see, an elaborate
attempt to come to grips with Einstein’s problem and meet Bohr’s challenge. It is
a conceptual model, which expands on Born’s claim that old notions are discarded
by new experiences – a claim to which many of the leading scientists of the 20th

century subscribed.
In this revision of conceptual foundations lies the interaction between physics

and philosophy. But Jammer’s feedback thesis is too strong. It tries to meet Bohr’s
challenge but ignores Einstein’s problem. It leaves no freedom to the fundamental
concepts to resist the changes, suggested by the empirical facts. It ignores that the
fundamental concepts may serve as guidance for alternative models in empirical
research. It is true that scientific discoveries have always had philosophical con-
sequences. But concepts are not mere maids to facts. And facts are not simple
servants to concepts. There is an dialectic between concepts and facts, science and
philosophy, which calls for a revision of Jammer’s feedback thesis.

Its insistence on the role of philosophical presuppositions make Jammer’s thesis
partly true. Scientists from Newton to Einstein have presupposed an unanalysed
notion of causation, which has an essential Laplacean component. This notion
has undergone considerable conceptual changes as a result of empirical evidence
from the realm of quantum phenomena. This, in turn, has led to a revision of the
notion of causation, but without unanimous agreement amongst physicists and
philosophers. Just as scientists operated with a Laplacean notion of causation, so
they presupposed the Newtonian notion of absolute and universal time. This was
not a unanimous presupposition, since both Kant and Maxwell held alternative
views on time within the framework of classical physics. The notion of absolute and
universal time was found to be incompatible with the relativistic facts. Minkowski
initiated the notion of space-time. Generations of physicists to the present day have
been seduced by the idea that space-time led to the denial of temporal change in the

32 Jammer, ‘A Consideration of the Philosophical Implications of the New Physics’ (1979),
41–61
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Fig. 3.9. Jammer’s Feedback Thesis

physical universe. Becoming was a human illusion. Surprising as it may sound, the
‘relativistic physicists’ presupposed the Kantian idealist notion of time. The block
universe was the fundamental reality. Anticipating the solar eclipse of August 1999,
Eddington wrote in 1935:

The shadow of the moon in Cornwall in 1999 is already in the world of inference.33

But the block universe has never found favour with many philosophers. And some
physicists believe in the fundamental temporal nature of the universe. The notion
of space-time does not lead as straightforwardly to the denial of temporal change

33 Eddington, New Pathways in Science (1935), 92
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as has been assumed by physicists. Philosophical presuppositions must sometimes
resist the revision suggested by the empirical facts.

In this book we concentrate on the philosophical presuppositions and conse-
quences of great scientific discoveries, rather than their implications. The notion of
presupposition is well known to philosophers and historians of science. In the or-
ganismic, the clockwork and cosmos-view of Nature we have already encountered
examples of what R.G. Collingwood would call ‘absolute presuppositions’.34 Ac-
cording to Collingwood it cannot be affirmed of such presuppositions that they are
true or false, because they serve as anchor points of the prevalent thought systems
of particular historical epochs. The historical agents may not even be consciously
aware of their presuppositions. They possess, in their minds, logical priority. In
this sense Collingwood would probably regard our fundamental notions of Nature,
physical understanding, causation and time as further examples of absolute pre-
suppositions. It has often been observed that presuppositions play a pivotal role in
human thinking.

Every epoch has at its disposal a basic system of ultimate general concepts and
presuppositions, byvirtueofwhich itmasters andunifies themultitudeofmaterials,
which experience and observation offer. (. . .) If we regard the presuppositions of
science as arisen [rather than absolute], we recognize them as creations of thought.
If we recognize their historical relativity and roots, we open our eyes to their
incessant progress and their continuously renewed productivity.35

As Cassirer points out, we must be aware that presuppositions will change. Colling-
wood thought that

Peope are not ordinarily aware of their absolute presuppositions, and are not,
therefore, thus aware of changes in them; such a change, therefore, cannot be
a matter of choice.36

It is important to realize that presuppositions change. But it is even more important
to inquire how and why they change. Attending to the question of change and why it
comes about, leads us to the concentration on philosophical consequences of great
scientific discoveries rather than their implications.

There exist subtle connections between science and philosophy, which have
a bearing on the way humans conceptualise the wider cosmos and their access to it.
Inparticular there are important cases inwhich the scientificdiscoveries aredirectly
responsible for a change in the way humans conceive of rational schemes for the
orderingof their experiences. For this reason it isbetter to speakof theconsequences
rather than the implications embedded in great scientific discoveries. Consequences,
not implications, because the scientific community was actively aware of how the
current worldviews would be affected by its discoveries and how fundamental
philosophical notions, like causation, nature and time, would have to be redefined.
If conceptual change occurs, then presuppositions embedded in scientific practice

34 Collingwood, An Essay (1940), Chaps. IV, V
35 Cassirer, Erkenntnisproblem I (1922), v–vi; author’s own translation
36 Collingwood, An Essay (1940), 48
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become the conceptual consequences of the new discoveries. It is appropriate to
speak of consequences, because the philosophical outcome of a great scientific
discovery may be precisely that hitherto implicit assumptions about the nature of
reality or research have to be made explicit and modified for the sake of further
research. The assumptions expressed in the form of fundamental notions are no
longer compatible with the evidence.

What about the presuppositions? It is true that at any period of time fundamental
presuppositions underlie the thought systems of the day. But fundamental concepts
are not presupposed in Collingwood’s sense. First, scientists often explicitly state
their presuppositions. In the Principia Newton famously defined his notions of time
and space before he formulated his laws of motion. Robert Boyle worked out his
corpuscular philosophy. Kant and von Humboldt went to great lengths to defend
their cosmos-view of Nature. Second, scientists thematize their presuppositions
in the light of new discoveries. Einstein questioned the accepted notion of time.
Heisenberg questioned the accepted notion of causation. The assumptions, which
scientists make – whether in the form of the old presuppositions or in the form of
the new consequences – can guide, constrain and even mislead them. Gerald Holton

Fig. 3.10. Time Magazine (31 December 1999) declares
Einstein Person of the Century

calls the presuppositions the-
mata.37 Science, then, makes
thematic presuppositions in
the form of our fundamental
notionsandothers.These the-
matic presuppositions may
remain implicit till new dis-
coveries throwdoubton them.
They may be very explicit as-
sumptions of scientific think-
ing. They are neither true nor
false. They may be unveri-
fiable and unfalsifiable. But
they are more or less empir-
ically adequate. They are not,
as this study will show, incor-
rigible. They change as a re-
sult of new evidence. Such
presuppositions are concep-
tual models. They are not
strictly true or false because
conceptual models are com-
patible with different kinds of
evidence. Although we cannot
strictly falsify such assump-
tions, they may be empirically

37 Holton,ThematicOrigins (1973),TheScientific Imagination (1978),Einstein,History (2000)
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inadequate. Models must satisfy such a condition. But it would be a mistake to think
that the thematicpresuppositionsof theoldviewsofNaturebecomestraightforward
reformed philosophical consequences of the new discoveries.

Fig. 3.11. German Magazine Der Spiegel (13 December
1999) makes Einstein The Brain of the Century

The following chapters will
spell out the philosophical im-
plications of Einstein’s prob-
lem. We will try to meet Bohr’s
challenge and to revise Jam-
mer’s feedback thesis. What do
fundamental discoveries tell us
about the fundamental con-
cepts? How do standard philo-
sophical models of these no-
tions fare in view of their evo-
lution in the natural sciences?
Talk of fundamental concepts –
Nature, determinism, indeter-
minism, causation, time and
space, mass and energy - was
very prominent in the physi-
cal and philosophical discus-
sions of the great scientists of
the past centuries. Everyday
discourse not need necessar-
ily employ these concepts ex-
plicitly. People tell causal sto-
ries without using the notion
of causation. People invoke de-
terministic, if not fatalistic no-
tions without thinking of New-

ton and Laplace. People are familiar with the image of the clockwork universe
without knowing its origin. It is to be expected that the impact of the scientific rev-
olutions of the 20th century on the fundamental notions will eventually percolate
down to everyday discourse. This will no doubt happen in distorted form. And it
will take time. Eventually, however, the changes in worldviews and the fundamental
notions will make themselves manifest in everyday thinking (see Figs. 3.10, 3.11). In
a fast-changing world, threatened by environmental disasters and overpopulation,
it would be no mean achievement if people began to think of Nature as a cosmos, of
time as a relational concept and of causation without determinism and determinism
without causation. Let us consider what happened to the notions of time, causation
and determinism as they faced the verdict of experience over the last 100 years.
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The Block Universe

Until we have a firm understanding of the flow of time, or incontrovertible evidence
that it is indeed an illusion, then we will not know who we are, or what part we are
playing in the great cosmic drama.

P. Davies, About Time (1995), 278

4.1 Introduction

Nature is a system of interrelated systems. The laws of nature express the inter-
relatedness. Different laws of nature express different aspects of how the systems
are interrelated. What is real is what remains invariant across different reference
frames. On a basic conceptual level, other fundamental notions operate to describe
the functioning of Nature. These are the notions of time, space, causation and
determinism. As we shall see in the following chapters, these notions have them-
selves undergone considerable changes as the result of fundamental discoveries,
especially in the 20th century. Changes in the notion of time are associated with the
Special theory of relativity. Changes in the notions of causation and determinism
are associated with quantum theory – the physics of the atom. In this chapter we
concentrate on the notion of time, leaving a consideration of determinism and
causation for the following chapter. Notions like time, causation and determinism
are used at all times in physical theorizing, often as unquestioned presuppositions.
This is true also of the Special theory of relativity. While this theory had no reason
to question the notions of causation and determinism, it had every reason to ques-
tion the established notion of time. There are many aspects of the concept of time,
which come under scrutiny with the emergence of the Special theory of relativity.
Of special relevance for a consideration of the philosophical consequences of great
scientific discoveries is the claim, often made on the basis of the discoveries of
the Special theory of relativity, that the passage of time is a human illusion. The
physical universe is not subject to temporal change. There is no flux, only stasis. It is
called the block universe. Of particular interest from the point of view of this book
is not only that leading physicists adopted this position. Even more interesting is
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that these physicists, giants like Einstein and Eddington, interpreted the conception
of the block universe as an empirical consequence of the adoption of the Special
theory of relativity. We will consider the stages of the argument from its earliest
inception to later attempts to prove the unreality of time from the validity of the
Special theory of relativity. But the notion of time is complex. According to the
Special theory of relativity physical time is clock time. And this theory is a state-
ment about the behaviour of clocks in different coordinate systems. The conception
of the block universe, however, embraces features of the notion of time, which go
beyond the behaviour of clocks in different coordinate systems. It is best therefore
to introduce some of the fundamental features of the notion of time, as they slowly
emerged in the general cultural context and the specific context of the physical
sciences. It will also be convenient to review some of the philosophical models of
time, which are of particular relevance for an assessment of the conception of the
block universe. Our aim is threefold: (a) to understand how the conception of the
block universe emerged from the Special theory of relativity; (b) to assess whether
the unreality of time is an inevitable consequence of the adoption of the Special
theory of relativity; (c) to highlight the role of the Kantian, idealist view of time as
a philosophical presupposition in the notion of the block universe.

4.1.1 Models of Time

Human preoccupation with the notion of time goes back to antiquity. There are
very few areas of human experience, in which questions of time do not play some
role. Human fascination with time has been channelled into two main areas of
concern.

1. How is Time Measured? Very early civilizations, like the Egyptians and Baby-
lonians knew of subdivisions of the year and the month. From very early on
certain types of clocks – shadow clocks, water clocks – were in use. However,
a significant event in the history of time measurement occurred around 1271: the
invention of the mechanical clock. This quickly gave rise to much more precise
forms of time reckoning and led to modifications of social life. The first clocks
lost 1000 seconds per day. Modern atomic clocks are accurate to about one
second in a million years. (Typical modern wristwatches lose 10–20 seconds in
a year.) The modern notion of physical time, which had its origin in Galileo’s
fall experiments and Newton’s definition of mathematical time, is clock time.

2. What is Time? This is a much more difficult question to answer. A long line
of thinkers especially in philosophy and physics – Plato and Aristotle, Saint
Augustine, Galileo, Newton and Leibniz, Kant and Einstein – have made major
contributions in an attempt to answer this enigma. Whatever answer is given,
it will be more comprehensive than the notion of physical or clock time. The
question of how time is to be measured can be answered without a clear answer
to the question what time is. A philosophical inquiry into the nature of time
will seek some abstract and formal criteria, which allow at least a tentative
answer to the question about the nature of time. According to the findings in
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our chapter on Physical Understanding, it will be best to regard these answers
as conceptual models. So philosophical inquiry has led to a limited number of
conceptual models of time. In the history of queries about the nature of time,
we can distinguish between three prominent models.
• The Idealist View. In its pure and simple form, an idealist argument about

the nature of time arrives at the conclusion that time is nothing but a product
of the human mind. Physical reality itself is timeless. The passage of time is
a product of human awareness. As we shall see, it is convenient to distinguish
a subjective idealist view (Saint Augustine) from an objective idealist view
(Kant). For a discussion of the philosophical consequences of great scientific
discoveries, it is ironically the idealist view, which will arrest our attention.
For the proponents of the block universe were particularly swayed by the
Kantian model of time.

• The Realist View. According to this view time and space exist independently
of human awareness or human observation. And further that both time and
space possess an independent physical reality over and above the material
contents of the universe. In his Principia Newton endeavoured to provide
a more mathematical definition of time and space. Metaphorically speaking,
space becomes a vessel, a container within which the material objects of the
world are placed. Time then becomes a river, flowing at a constant rate, against
which the duration of material processes in the natural world is measured.
Newton makes space and time independent of material objects and events.
Einstein’s definition of time as clock time and his relativization of time to
reference frames stands in direct opposition to Newtonian time. Einstein’s
Special theory of relativity also quickly led, under the reinterpretation of
Hermann Minkowski (1908), to a union of the notions of space and time into
a more abstract notion of space-time. It will be necessary to review the basic
tenets of Newton’s mathematical notion of time. But it would be wrong to
think that the realist view has suffered a deathblow at the hands of Albert
Einstein. Questions about the reality of space-time continue today in a lively
debate. The old controversy between Clarke, a defender of Newton’s view,
and Leibniz-Mach has reappeared today in the guise of the substantivalism-
relationism debate.1

• The Relational View. In its most elementary form this view holds that space
is constituted by the physical existence of matter and energy in the universe.
Time is constituted by the succession of events in the material universe.
Time and space possess no independent physical reality. Rather it is the

1 This debate will not preoccupy us in this chapter, which concentrates on the question of the
block universe. The liveliness and technical sophistication of this debate can be witnessed
in the following publications: L. Sklar, Space, Time, Spacetime (1974); Friedman, Foun-
dations (1983); Earman, World Enough and Space-Time (1989); Butterfield|Hogarth|Belot
eds. Spacetime (1996); this volume contains many of the main contributions to this de-
bate published over the last 30 years; see also, Butterfield ed. Arguments of Time (1999);
Rynasiewicz, ‘Absolute versus Relational Space-Time’ (1996) and ‘Distinction between
Absolute and Relative Motion’ (2000)
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appearance of material processes, which constitute both time and space.
Before creation, as Leibniz put it – or before the Big Bang, as the modern
cosmologist would phrase it today – there is neither time nor space. Time
and space emerge with the appearance of material processes (or change) in
the universe. Thus, time and space exist independently of human awareness.
Humans form a notion of space through the observation of the geometrical
order amongst the material objects in the world. And humans form a notion
of time through the observation of change and the succession of events in the
universe.
We should be aware that the relational view commits us to a rather complex
notion of time and space. On a very basic level there is the topological order
of objects with respect to each other: objects lie close to each other or far
apart; they are arranged along a vertical or horizontal line; they lie at an
angle with respect to each other; they reside on a two-dimensional plane
or in a three-dimensional volume. Equally for the temporal order, in which
objects or events succeed each other. And in which the universe has a history
with possible different scenarios: a beginning and an end or a beginning with
no end or neither a beginning nor an end. On a very basic level, events are
ordered according to a ‘before-after’-relation. The extinction of the dinosaurs
lies before the construction of the Egyptian pyramids. This topological and
temporal order amongst objects and events exists independently of human
awareness. Time is a ‘before-after’-relationbetweenevents; space is a topolog-
ical relation between objects. The relational view requires that at least some
events have occurred and that at least some objects exist in the real world.
Thus time and space exist irrespective of human perception and conceptual
awareness.
When humans are added to the picture, the notion of time becomes more
complex. Humans observe the topological relations between objects and the
temporal relations between events. Due to their conceptual abilities, hu-
mans construct models of space and time: geometrical models of the local
neighbourhood and global properties of the universe; temporal models of
the succession of local events and the global arrow of time. With human
awareness come calendars and dates, geometries and clocks. Humans em-
ploy a fully-fledged notion of time. It will be important to keep these two
aspects of time apart. The before-after relation is a minimalist notion of time;
it is based on natural units of time and does not require human awareness.
The past-present-future relation is a maximalist notion of time; it is based on
a combination of natural and conventional units of time; it requires concep-
tual awareness.

4.1.2 Natural and Conventional Units of Time

Over the centuries people have developed different ideas about the nature of time.
A basic distinction is that between the archaic notion of cyclic time and the Judeo-
Christian notion of linear time. To understand how cultures could develop such
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different conceptions of time, it is important to distinguish between natural and
conventional units of time. Natural units of time are based on patterns of recurring
regularity in natural phenomena: temporal variations of the climate (winter and
summer, the yearly flooding of the Nile) and of plant and animal life (migration of
birds, flowering of plants, evolutionary processes); celestial phenomena (the orbits
of the planets around the sun). Some basic units of time – like the day and the
year – are natural ones. These can be expressed in precise units. For instance, the
equatorial rotation period of the earth is 23 hours, 56 minutes and 4.1 seconds – that
of Uranus is 17 hours. The tropical (or natural) year, the time occupied by the earth
in one revolution around the sun, has a length of 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes and
46 seconds.

Conventional units of time lead to socially useful yet arbitrary subdivisions of
a longer unit of time into smaller units. The subdivisions of the year into 12 months
and the number of days in a particular month are social conventions. The division
of the week into 7 days is arbitrary, so is the division of the day into hours, minutes
and seconds. The fixing of the beginning of the year on January 1 or the beginning
of the day at midnight are social conventions. No natural pattern of regularity
corresponds to the conventional units of time.2

Our models of time, even today, suffer from a certain amount of underdeter-
mination. Different models of time, like closed or open models of time, may seem
equally compatible with the available empirical data. Modern cosmology faces
a number of empirically undecided questions: Will the universe expand forever or
eventually contract? Is the Big Bang the beginning of the universe or only of our
universe? What is the nature of the Big Bang? A number of competing cosmological
models can claim empirical adequacy but at present no model exist, which could
account for all the evidence. Cyclic, circular and linear models of time face similar
questions.3

Although human models of time may forever remain empirically underdeter-
mined, some models will suffer more empirical underdetermination than others.4

It is clearly important for science to adopt models of time, which are compatible
with the empirical evidence. This was the physical motivation behind the trans-
formations, which the notion of physical time has experienced since its inception

2 According to a philosophical school called conventionalism, important aspects of the
Special theory of relativity, like the choice of the simultaneity relation, are also purely
conventional; see Reichenbach, Philosophy of Space and Time (1956), 129–35; Grünbaum,
‘Space, Time’ (1970); Sklar, Space, Time and Spacetime (1974), 287–94; Friedman, Foun-
dation (1983), 165–76; Norton, ‘Philosophy of Space and Time’ (1992|1996), 15–8

3 According to latest astronomical reports, the universe is flat and will expand forever; its
expansion may even be accelerating, see Nature 404 (27 April 2000).

4 Despite this aspect of conventionality in our notion of time, it is important to realize
that conventional units of time must not fall out of step with natural units of time. If this
synchrony is destroyed, the conventional units of time will announce the arrival of natural
or social events at the wrong time. The calendar could announce Christmas in spring and
summer in winter. In the 16th century the Julian calendar was falling out of step with the
tropical year. The Gregorian calendar was introduced in 1582 to rescue the synchrony.
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at the scientific revolution. The notion of physical time was first introduced by
Galileo, rendered abstract by Newton and revolutionized by Einstein. As the physi-
cal sciences provided new insights into the notion of time, the philosophical models
faced new constraints. If we accept that the philosophical models must heed the
constraints provided by the physical sciences, the question still remains how far
these constraints reach into the core of the philosophical models. According to Ein-
stein, Bohr and Heisenberg, philosophical notions should be checked for accuracy
against empirical findings. If, however, there is a true dialectic between science
and philosophy, the physicists’ conclusion that philosophical models of time, cau-
sation and Nature must surrender to empirical discoveries may be premature. Even
though the scientific revolutions provided new constraints, it remains to be seen
whether they also determined the philosophical consequences to be drawn from
them. The philosophical consequences spell out our view of the world in the light
of the scientific revolutions. But there is a difference between what our view of the
world must be and what it could be as a result of revolutionary discoveries.5

To approach this question from the right angle, it will be convenient to briefly
review the recent history of the concept of physical time and its entanglement with
philosophical notions of time.

4.1.3 Galileo’s Physical Time

Galileo Galilei
(1564–1642)

In Galileo’s fall experiments a newnotion of time emerges:
physical time. Physical time is measurable time. It appears
in the equations of motion as the parameter t. This ab-
stract unit t stands for a continuous, linear and measur-
able scale of temporal units. In the equations of motion t
could take any numerical value that could be read off an
ideal clock. In Galileo’s work physical time becomes clock
time.6 The purpose of the introduction of t is to make the
duration of a physical event, like the fall of an object from
a certain height, measurable. Galileo was not concerned
with the question of ‘why’ bodies moved but ‘how’ they
moved and whether this movement could be described
mathematically. However, Galileo was not in possession
of an instrument, which could measure the short time

intervals of falling bodies. To measure the times of falling bodies, he placed balls
on inclined planes and measured the times by indirect means (Fig. 4.1). He reports
that in many repetitions of the experiments no time differences were found, ‘not

5 Sklar, ‘Time, Reality’ (1981), 131 writes: ‘While our total world-view must, of course,
be consistent with our best available scientific theories, it is a great mistake to read off
ametaphysics superficially fromthe theory’s overt appearance, andanevengravermistake
to neglect the fact that metaphysical presuppositions have gone into the formulation of
the theory, as it is usually framed, in the first instance.’

6 Elias, Zeit (1988), 80, 82ff; Wendorff, Zeit (31985), 205–6; Burtt, Metaphysical Foundations
(1924), 91ff
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even 1|10 of a pulse beat.’ He then varied the lengths of the inclined planes and their
inclinations and always found that the lengths, L, were related to the squares of the
time, t, as:7

L ∼ t2 .

How were the times measured in the experiments? Galileo reports that a bucket of
water was used with a hole in its bottom, from which a thin water stream flowed
(Fig. 4.2). During each experiment a cup was placed under the water stream and
the water was collected. These small water samples were then weighed on precise
scales. From the differences in weight, the proportions of the weights were obtained
and the proportions of the times.

Fig. 4.1. ‘Fall’ experiments on inclined planes

Fig. 4.2. Use of ‘water clocks’

Thus, the famous parameter, t, which is so significant in science, had made its
appearance in physics. (Note that in Kepler’s third law T2 = A3, T refers to the
orbital period of a planet.) It expresses clock time or the measurable time, which
elapses between two physical events. In Newton, the notion of time is much more
systematic. While Newton’s equations of motion also use the parameter t, Newton

7 Galileo discovered a proportion between distance and time, which today is expressed in
the equation: s = (vto) + 1|2at2
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makes a much more systematic use of the notion of time. Newton incorporates his
peculiar notion of absolute time as a fundamental notion in his theory of motion.
Newton defines this notion in his Principia (1687) before the introduction of the laws
of motion. It can be interpreted as a mathematical notion of time. It is also important
in the history of the notion of physical time because it provided the foil, against
which Leibniz formulated his relational view. Einstein, in his discussions of the
relativity of time, makes constant references to Newton’s notions. The effectiveness
of Leibniz’s objections to Newton’s notion of absolute time is still a point of debate
today. The decisive rejection of Newton’s notion of time comes with Einstein. There
are in fact two aspects to Newton’s notion of time, which came under scrutiny.
Newton’s notion of time is both absolute and universal. It is absolute, because
Newton makes time independent of any material processes in the universe. It
is universal, because for Newton, as for every physicist and philosopher before
Einstein, all observers, wherever they are placed in the universe, measure the same
time and length intervals. With Einstein, the concept of absolute and universal
time is abandoned. Time becomes simply what a clock measures.8 As clocks behave
differently in different physical situations, time becomes relativized.

4.1.4 Newton’s Absolute and Universal Time

Isaac Newton
(1642–1727)

During his lifetime Newton made various statements
on the nature of time and space. This has given rise
to various, often hostile interpretations of his notions
of absolute space and time. In particular in his later
years, Newton tends to conflate theological consider-
ations with physical and philosophical discussions. In
the General Scholium, added to the second edition of
the Principia Mathematica (1713), he declares that ‘the
discourse (of God) from the appearances of things, does
certainly belong to Natural Philosophy.’9 Although New-
ton does not identify time and space with Deity, he does
make them dependent on the existence of a Deity:

8 Bondi, Assumption (1967), 41
9 Newton’s Mathematical Principles, Cajori Edition (1960), 546. Interpretations of Newton’s

notions of absolute space and time have varied considerably over time. Leibniz and Mach
took Newton to have defended some metaphysical ideas about time and space – the
container and river metaphors capture these metaphysical aspects – while commentators
in the 20th century, like Toulmin ‘Criticism’ (1959) and Strong ‘Newton’s “Mathematical
Way” ’ (1957) have tended to interpret Newton’s notions as theoretical concepts, which are
required for the formulation of Newton’s laws. See also Earman, ‘Who’s Afraid of Absolute
Space?’ (1970). Both parties have found textual evidence in Newton’s writings. Newton’s
later writings tend to support the metaphysical interpretations; Newton’s earlier writings
tend to favour the technical interpretations.
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He is not eternity and infinity, but eternal and infinite; he is not duration and space,
but he endures and is present. He endures forever, and is everywhere present; and
by existing always and everywhere, he constitutes duration and space.10

Further pronouncements in Newton’s Opticks (1706) that ‘space is God’s senso-
rium’11 led Leibniz to an outright attack on the metaphysical (unempirical) ele-
ments in Newton’s physical system. Ernst Mach also accused Newton of having
fallen under the influence of medieval philosophy and forsworn his empiricist
principles.12

However, these more metaphysical or theological reflections arose in a dif-
ferent problem situation from the one, in which the notions of absolute time
and space were first introduced. The original problem situation, in which these
notions make their first appearance, lies in Newton’s Mathematical Principles of
Natural Philosophy (1687), in which Newton expounds his theory of motion. As
Newton avows his commitment to empiricism in the same book,13 it is reason-
able to assume that Newton did not engage in idle speculation when he placed
his definitions of absolute time and space at the beginning of his treatise on
mechanics. These definitions are introduced even before the laws of motion are
formulated.

The best approach to Newton’s notions of absolute time and space is therefore to
inquire which conceptual job they are supposed to fulfil in the overall system of me-
chanics. After defining such uncommon notions as ‘matter’, ‘motion’ and ‘force’,
Newton observes that the ’common people conceive such quantities as “time”,
“space”, “place” under no other notions but from the relation they bear to sensible
objects.’14 That means that everyday notions of space and time are derived from
the experience of the co-presence and the succession of material objects and pro-
cesses in the macro-physical world. To avoid prejudices and errors, which may arise
from such conceptions, Newton decides to introduce some convenient distinctions
(Table 4.1).

Newton illustratesthese conceptual distinctions by way of an example: a ship is
moving westwards on the eastwards moving earth and a sailor is moving east on
the ship.

All these movements have respective velocities. For instance,

• The place, which the ship occupies on the surface of the earth, is moved towards
the east absolutely with respect to absolute space.

• The ship is moving westwards with a relative velocity, i.e. with respect to the
ocean floor.

10 Newton’s Mathematical Principles, Cajori Edition (1960), 545; see also Toulmin, ‘Criticism’
(1959), 220–1

11 Toulmin, ‘Criticism’ (1959), 221; Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 205, 207; Čapek,
Philosophical Impact (1962), 40

12 Mach, Mechanik (1976), 217, 222
13 Newton’s Mathematical Principles, Cajori Edition (1960), 398–400, 546–7
14 Newton’s Mathematical Principles, Cajori Edition (1960), 6
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Table 4.1.

Absolute or Mathematical Time Duration, with no relation to anything external.
Absolute time would exist even without any mate-
rial objects in the physical universe. According to
this view, absolute time could have existed before
the creation of the universe by a Deity or the Big
Bang. Image: the river of time. Approximation:
pendulum clocks, Jupiter’s satellites15, fixed stars

Relative or Common Time Some sensible or external measure of duration
by means of motion. Approximation: clocks and
calendars.

Absolute Space Immovable space with no relation to anything
external. Absolute space would exist even without
any material objects in the world. Image: a re-
ceptacle or container, within which material ob-
jects are placed; the physical properties of the
objects, like velocity, momentum and position
can be ‘measured’ with reference to the container
walls. Approximation: cosmic space.

Relative Space Some movable dimension or measure of abso-
lute spaces. Approximation: Celestial space, de-
termined by its position in respect of the earth.

Absolute Motion Translation of a body from one absolute place into
another (where ‘place’ is a part of space which
a body takes up). Illustration: the displacement
of a material body, not measured with respect to
other material bodies in the universe but with
respect to the ‘container walls’ of absolute space.

Relative Motion Translation of a material body from one relative
place to another. Illustration: the displacement of
a material body measured with respect to other
material bodies.

• The sailor moves eastwards on the ship with a relative velocity, i.e. with respect
to the deck.

• The sailor is moved truly or absolutely with respect to immovable space towards
the east.

15 Newton’s Mathematical Principles, Cajori Edition (1960), 6; Toulmin, ‘Criticism’ (1959),
16–7; Strong, ‘Newton’s Mathematical Way’ (1957), 415–25. Note, however, as Bondi, As-
sumption (1967), 49 pointed out (reporting a remark by Max von Laue) that the working
of the pendulum clock comprises the whole earth. This can be seen from the fact that
the period, T, of a pendulum depends not only on its length but also on the gravitational
constant, g, near the surface of the earth, i.e. T = 2π

√
l|g
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What is the conceptual function of these notions in Newton’s theory of mechanics?
Unlike Leibniz and Mach, many modern commentators regard them as ‘theoretical
constructs, whose existence must be presupposed in order to explain the phenom-
ena available at the experimental-observational level.’16 This is necessary because
the observable phenomena may lack the uniformity, required for a reliable notion
of time. Newton himself points out that there may be no uniform motion ‘whereby
time may be accurately measured. All motions may be accelerated and retarded.’17

It is known for instance that the speed of the earth’s rotation varies due to tidal
friction and seasonal changes.18

Newton was not aware of such rotational inaccuracies of the earth. But he rightly
suspected that reliance on physical motions may not be trustworthy. However, ‘the
flowing of absolute time is not liable to any change.’19 For Newton this notion of
time must be absolute – independent of physical events – and universal – the time
must be the same for all physical observers, whatever their location in the universe
and their state of motion.20 Newton defines the notions of time and space before
he formulates his laws of motion, because the laws of motion presuppose temporal
and spatial notions. Statements like

A body on which no net force is acting moves in a straight line at constant speed,

make no sense unless a reference frame is defined, relative to which the movement
of the body can be described as uniform and in a straight line.21 The fixing of
a reference frame is already important in everyday life. Image two people standing
face-to-face to each other. They receive the order to move to the ‘left’; if they
do not agree on the directions of ‘left’ and ‘right’, they will move in opposite
directions. Equally, a straight line drawn on the surface of the earth is ‘straight’ to

16 Sklar,PhilosophyofPhysics (1992), 23; cf. Jammer,Conceptsof Space (21969),Chap.4;Bondi,
Assumption (1967), 22–3; Toulmin, ‘Criticism’ (1959), §III; Earman, ‘Who’s Afraid’ (1970),
§III; Stein, ‘Newtonian Space-Time’ (1970); Burtt, Metaphysical Foundations (1924), 248–
55. To consider Newton’s notions of absolute space and time as theoretical constructs
leaves open the question of whether or not they have a referent, i.e. whether anything
in the physical universe corresponds to absolute space and time. For a discussion of this
question, see Friedman, Foundations (1984); Butterfield et al. (1996)

17 Newton’s Mathematical Principles, Cajori Edition (1960), 8
18 See Clemence, ‘Time and Its Measurement’ (1952), 264–6; Sexl|Schmidt, Raum-Zeit-

Relativität (1978), 28
19 Newton’s Mathematical Principles, Cajori Edition (1960), 8; see also Rynasiewicz, ‘Absolute

versus Relational Space-time’ (1996), §3; Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962), 35–8; Costa
de Beauregard, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 417 writes: ‘According to Newton’s
absolute space principle, there must exist an absolute spatial reference frame relative to
which all movements can be thought of as taking place.’

20 As Whitrow, Natural Philosophy of Time (1980), 34 (fn) points out the Special theory of
relativity changed the meaning of those terms; because of the relativity of simultaneity,
‘universal’ cannot mean ‘with respect to all possible frames of reference.’ However, the
question whether time or space-time can be absolute – independent of the existence of
physical events – is still a matter of debate today (see footnote 1).

21 See Macauley, ‘Motion’ (1910–11); Born, Einstein (1962), 54–58
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the surveyor’s eye, confined as the surveyor is to local purposes; but this line is not
‘straight’ from the point of view of an observer in space. Two lines may be parallel
at the equator. But because of the earth’s curvature, these two lines will cross at the
North Pole.22

Thus, the central notions, which appear in Newton’s laws of motion – ‘state of
rest’ or ‘rectilinear uniform motion’ – require reference to absolute standards or, as
Newton thought, reference to absolute space and time.23

It is not necessary for us to discuss the various thought experiments – the bucket
experiment and the two-sphere-experiment – by which Newton hoped to show that
there was at least indirect empirical evidence for the postulation of his absolute
notions. It is, however, important to realize that, with Newton, speculations about
the ‘absolute’ nature of space and time were given an empirical twist, since Newton
believed that there were observable forces (centrifugal forces in the rotating bucket),
which indicated the existence of absolute space.24

Discussions about Newton’s concepts of absolute space and time continue to
the present day. Reactions to Newton’s postulations can be put into two categories.

1. The notions of absolute space and time have been branded an unobservable and
superfluous metaphysical superstructure.25 It is true that the later Newton added
theological elements to his notions, first introduced in the Principia. But by
reconstructing Newton’s views as theoretical constructs needed for a solution of
the dynamical problems of relative motion, some of this criticism can be averted
(at least for our purposes). What is much more important is that criticism of
Newton’s notions led to an important alternative: the relational view of time
(Leibniz, Mach). This is important because it denies one of the assumptions in
Newton; that time and space, in an absolute sense, are independent of existing
things.

2. Newton’s notions do not just stipulate ‘absoluteness’, they also imply ‘univer-
sality’: every observer, in every reference frame, measures the same temporal
and spatial dimensions, as long as they detect absolute motion. For Newton
absolute and universal time and space are privileged reference systems, which
alone give the ‘true’ temporal and spatial extensions. Think back on the sailor
on the ship: his ‘true’ motion cannot be his relative motion with respect to
the ship or the ocean floor. His ‘true’ motion, Newton thought, must be re-
vealed by reference to absolute time and space. Unfortunately for Newton no
preferred reference frames have been found and, according to the Special the-
ory of relativity, cannot even exist. Einstein shows that the notion of absolute
and universal time makes no sense: (a) Einstein only accepts clock time, ul-

22 Born, Einstein (1962), 54; Thorne, Black Holes (1994), 108
23 See Norton, ‘Philosophy of Space and Time’ (1992|1996), 5–6
24 Sklar, Space, Time, Spacetime (1974), 165
25 Reichenbach, quoted by Earman, ‘Who’s Afraid of Absolute Space’ (1970), 287–8; Mach,

Mechanik (1976), 223; Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 205–6, 227; Toulmin, ‘Crit-
icism’ (1959), 213; Zwart, About Time (1976), 25; Sklar, Space, Time, Spacetime (1974),
Chap. III
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timately based on atomic oscillations; (b) observers even in inertial reference
frames do not measure the same time intervals for the same events; (c) they
do not measure the same lengths and (d) they do not even agree on when two
events happen simultaneously. Furthermore, the strict separation between time
and space, familiar from Newton’s formulations, classical physics and every-
day experience disappears. Instead, we require a notion of space-time.26 As we
shall see in a later section, the emergence of the notion of relative simultane-
ity of events and the interpretation of the Special theory of relativity in terms
of space-time, lay the foundations for the view of the block universe and the
unreality of time.

4.1.5 The Relational View of Time

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz
(1646–1716)

The relational view of time is due to the Ger-
man philosopher Gottfried Leibniz and was
defendedby theAustrianphysicistErnstMach.
To put it succinctly, we can say that it shares
with Newton’s views the idea that time and
space are universal, but it denies that they are
absolute. Time and space are universal in the
sense that all observers in all inertial (and non-
inertial) reference frames agree on the same
spatial intervals (length) and the same tem-
poral intervals (duration) between two events.
But the relational view rejects Newton’s strong
realism about space and time. Space and time
are not absolute in the sense that they require
no reference to the external material world. As
Leibniz says:

time is nothing apart from temporal things; instants apart from things are nothing;
time only consists in the successive order of things.27

Space and time, in themselves and outside the world, are imaginary. Space com-
prehends all places, just as time comprehends all durations; but places in space and
durations in time, unless occupied, are as ideal as space and time.28

26 See Friedman, Foundations (1983); Earman, World Enough and Space-Time (1989); Sklar,
Space, Time, Spacetime (1974); Butterfield|Hogarth|Belot eds., Spacetime (1996). A popular
exposition of these concepts and ideas can be found in Gamow, Mr Tompkins (1965), 15.
Note that in Newton’s own formulations, space and time are absolute, separately existing
entities. But Newton’s theory can be formulated in terms of space-time structure. In
a neo-Newtonian space-time structure, time is still an absolute entity but space no longer
is.

27 Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 212
28 Quoted in Benjamin, ‘Ideas of Time in the History of Philosophy’ (1966), 20
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With respect to the absoluteness of time and space – its ontological status –
a comparison of the realist and the relational view shows the following differences29:

Table 4.2.

Newton Leibniz

Space All things are placed in space as to the
order of their situation. The universe
has a receptacle.

Space is the order of co-existing things.
The universe is a receptacle.

Time All things are placed in time as to order
of succession. The universe has a clock.

Time is the order of the succession of
events or the order of things in relation
to their successive positions. The uni-
verse is a clock.

Thus, for Leibniz there is no place or time prior to creation: instants apart
from things are nothing and outside created things there would be no space, i.e.
no order of situations.30 Such a view has important implications for the human
determination of space and time. Time is an abstraction at which we arrive through
the observation of changes in the physical world. Space is determined through
a consideration of a body K in relation to other bodies A, B, C.31

Ernst Mach
(1838–1916)

The relational view makes an important distinc-
tion between physical time and human time. In terms
of the earlier distinction between natural and conven-
tional units of time, Leibniz explains the acquisition
of human time as an abstraction from the physical
‘before-after’-relation of events. The physical ‘before-
after’relation marks physical time. The conceptual ‘past-
present-future’-relation marks human time.

The relational view does not affect a reconstruction
of Newton’s notion of absolute time as mathematical time
as much as Newton’s metaphysical musings, which make
time and space appear as some ontologically independent

entity. We must realize, however, that the relational view, as defended by Leibniz
and Mach, is based on certain assumptions, which may themselves be questionable.

29 See Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 211, 212, 220, 237; Newton, Principia (1687), 8;
Whitrow, Natural Philosophy (1980), §1.10; Rynasiewicz, ‘Absolute and Relational Space-
Time (1996), 285–6; Langevin, La Physique (1926), Chap. V gives the following character-
ization: ‘l’espace est l’ensemble des événements simultanés – le temps est l’ensemble des
événements qui se succèdent en un même point.’

30 Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 212, 237; as we shall see later, Saint Augustine
married a relational with an idealist view of time, which also places the beginning of time
at the moment of creation.

31 Mach, Mechanik (1976), 217, 224; Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 260–1; Zwart,
About Time (1976), 26–33; Smolin, Three Roads (2001)
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• Mach’s view is based on an extreme form of empiricism, which will only accept
what is given to us by experience. Mach’s position may be regarded as a form
of Instrumentalism. It regards all theoretical accounts as convenient orderings
of the empirical data, with no claim as to the physical reality or unreality of the
postulated theoretical components. The empirical data are ordered according to
one overriding principle: simplicity.32 Mach’s instrumentalist philosophy exerted
a heavy influence on Einstein’s early thinking.33 Einstein’s notion of clock time
stands in the tradition of Galileo’s physical time.

• Leibniz’s objections are based on the metaphysical principle of sufficient reason.
This principle states that nothing happens without there being a sufficient reason
why it should be thus and not otherwise.34 As we shall see in the next chapter,
the French astronomer Pierre Laplace interpreted the Leibnizian principle as the
axiom of the universal causal concatenation of all events and thereby established
an influential identification of causation and determinism, which was cast into
doubt by the experimental findings of quantum mechanics. For Leibniz, the
conceptual job of this principle is to keep out notions like absolute space and
time. For if there were absolute space, then there should be a reason (apart from
God’s pure will) why bodies are placed in it in a particular spatial configuration
rather than another. If absolute space were a ‘container’, then we should be able
to find a physical cause why the bodies in it are not further to the north or the
south in terms of an imaginary coordinate system, painted on the walls of the
container. But according to Leibniz, it is impossible to state such a physical cause
or for God to have a reason. Equally for time.35 If there were absolute time, then
it would make sense to ask why God did not create the world a year or two later
or earlier. But there is no discernible reason why God should have moved the
succession of real events a few notches up or down some absolute but imaginary
time scale, consisting of empty and occupied instants. So once again, absolute
time cannot exist.36

Despite such ‘dubious’ metaphysical underpinnings, of which it would have to be
divested, the relational view of time makes some important observations. Firstly,
it helps to distinguish, more clearly than the idealist view (to be discussed later),
between human and physical time. Secondly, it identifies physical time with the
order of succession of physical events in the world. This emphasis on physical
change as the basis of time has a natural affinity with the notion of the transience
of time. Where there is material change, there is time, irrespective of the existence

32 Mach, Mechanik (1976), 226, 467; cf. Earman, ‘Who’s Afraid of Absolute Space’ (1970),
298; Sklar, Space, Time, Spacetime (1974), Chap. III

33 See Holton, ‘Metaphor’ (1965), 38–52; Thematic Origins (1973), Chap. II
34 Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 207, 211, 221; Earman, ‘Who’s Afraid of Absolute

Space’ (1970), 311
35 Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 212
36 For a discussion of Leibniz’s principle of sufficient reason see Newton-Smith, Structure

of Time (1980), 104ff; Sklar, Space, Time, Spacetime (1974), Chap. III; Barbour, ‘Relational
Concepts of Space and Time’ (1982|1996), 141–164; Maudlin, ‘Buckets of Water and Waves
of Space’ (1993|1996), 263–84
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of observers. Leibniz speaks of the order of successive events.37 What precisely is
this order? A proper answer to this question can be given, once we have worked out
Minkowski’s influential notion of space-time.

The relational view stands in stark contrast to the philosophical conclusions
drawn from the Special theory of relativity. For that theory seemed to suggest that
the passage of time was a human illusion. The physical universe was a timeless block
universe. So it was the idealist view of time, as we shall see, which carried the day
with the majority of physicists. Let us now turn to the Special theory of relativity
and the idealist view of time in order to see how their ‘alliance’ came about.

4.2 The Special Theory of Relativity
and the Idea of the Block Universe

4.2.1 The Special Theory of Relativity (1905) – Some Results

Albert Einstein
(1879–1955)

We have discussed changing conceptions of time and
the input of physics and philosophy to our notions of
time. Throughout these discussions we have assumed
that time remained the same for all observers. This as-
sumption is not only in agreement with our ordinary
understanding of time; it was given a theoretical under-
pinning in Newton’s notion of absolute time. Accord-
ing to Newton, there is an absolute temporal reference
frame, relative to which all movements can be thought
of as taking place. Equally, there is an absolute spatial
reference frame, which Newton calls absolute space.

As we have seen Newton’s laws of motion make no
sense without a specification of the temporal and spatial

37 Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 237. The relational view seems to be based on the
existence on actual events. Then the issue arises whether there could not be possible or
even empty moments of time and space. The question of possible orders of coexistence
and possible orders of successions naturally arises when it is assumed that Leibniz only
has the coexistence and succession of actual events in mind. But there is textual evidence
that he has not; see Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 220–1, 235, 237 and Benjamin,
‘Ideas of Time in the History of Philosophy’ (1966), 20. For further discussion see Sklar,
Philosophy of Physics (1992), 21–2 and Space, Time and Spacetime (1974), 168–73, 222–3;
van Fraassen, Time (1970), 99; Friedman, Foundations (1983), 63 erroneously restricts
Leibnizian relationism to actual events. Another problem frequently raised with respect
to the relational view is the possibility of empty moments of time. For a discussion
of this issue, see Newton-Smith, The Structure of Time (1980) and ‘Space, Time and
Space-Time’ (1988), 22–35; Teichman, ‘Time and Change’ (1993). The relational theory is
experiencing renewed interest, see Barbour, End of Time (1999), ‘Development of Machian
Themes’ (1999); Belot, ‘Rehabilitating Relationism’ (1999); Pooley|Brown, ‘Relationism
Rehabilitated?’ (2002)
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dimensions to which they refer. Newton requires some reference frames to have
a special status: they are inertial reference frames, in which the classical laws of
motion hold and which are dependent on the fundamental assumptions of absolute
time and space. According to Newton there are preferred reference frames, which
are those in which the laws of motion hold. These laws do not hold in accelerated
systems.

The most puzzling aspect of Einstein’s Special theory of relativity is that three
important features of space and time, which we normally take for granted, are cast
into doubt and are made dependent on the velocity of the motion of the reference
system, in which the observers find themselves.

1. The length of time observers measure for an event E varies according to whether
the observers are stationary or are in constant movement with respect to the
event to be measured. Generally, with respect to a stationary E, the duration
of E is always shorter for an equally stationary observer than for the moving
observer. From the point of view of the moving observer event E seems to take
longer. This phenomenon is called time dilation. It is equivalent to the state-
ment that moving clocks slow down by a factor of

√
1 − (v2|c2) or approximately

1|2(v|c)2, as seen from the system at rest (and vice versa).38 The duration of an
event, which takes place in the same reference system as the clock that measures
it, is called proper time.

2. The lengths of objects in the x-direction (the direction of movement) as mea-
sured by observers in different reference frames again vary according to whether
the observers are stationary or in movement with respect to the length to be
measured. Generally, with respect to a stationary object, the length of an object
in the x-direction is longer for an equally stationary observer than for the mov-
ing observer. From the point of view of the moving observer, the object seems
to shrink. This phenomenon is called length contraction. It is equivalent to the
statement that moving objects to the stationary observer appear to shorten by
a factor of

√
1 − (v2|c2) and vice versa.39 The length of an object, which is placed

in the same reference system as the measuring tape that measures it, is called
proper length.

3. Finally, moving and stationary observers do not agree on the simultaneity of two
events. Two events that are simultaneous (appear to happen at the same time)
in one reference frame are not simultaneous in another reference frame moving
relative to the first with constant velocity. To speak of time in the physical sense,
is, according to Einstein, to make statements about simultaneous events.40 To
say that event E happens at time t is to say that E is simultaneous with a certain
position of the clock hand on the clock face. This clock is stationary at the

38 Einstein, ‘Zur Elektrodynamik bewegter Körper’ (1905), 36
39 Einstein, ‘Zur Elektrodynamik bewegter Körper’ (1905), 35. Note that in 1960 calculations

showed that this is not how the objects appear to the observer: objects appear to rotate
by a certain angle; see Weisskopf, ‘The Visual Appearance of Rapidly Rotating Objects’
(1960); Terrell, ‘Invisibility of Lorentz Contraction’ (1959)

40 Einstein, ‘Zur Elektrodynamik bewegter Körper’ (1905), 27–9
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location of the event E (otherwise a moving clock would appear to slow down
from the point of view of E); and this stationary clock at E is synchronized with
another stationary clock (just as our everyday clocks are synchronized with, say,
the BBC pips, which in turn are synchronized with UTC – Universal Time Co-
ordinated). This idea of relative simultaneity (as opposed to Newton’s absolute
simultaneity) became the decisive feature of the Special theory of relativity in
the assertion of a block universe.

To understand these curious consequences of the Special theory of relativity for the
conception of time, we have to recall the two fundamental principles, on which the
whole of Einstein’s theory is based.

a) The generalization of the Galilean principle of relativity. According to Galileo
and Newton, all inertial reference frames, i.e. those that are either at rest or in
uniform motion with respect to each other, are equivalent with respect to the
validity of the mechanical laws. Einstein generalizes this principle to include
all the laws of nature: in two reference frames, moving uniformly with respect
to each other, all the laws of nature are exactly identical.41 Another way of
saying this is to say: the laws, according to which the states of physical systems
change, are independentof the systems,moving relative to eachother atuniform
velocity, to which the changes are referred.42 If, for instance, we have a stationary
observer and a moving rod, which the observer wants to measure, then it does
not matter which of the two systems we regard as stationary and in movement
respectively. From the point of view of the stationary observer, the moving rod
appears contracted in the x-direction (the direction of movement) by an amount
of

√
1 − (v|c)2. From the point of view of the moving rod, the observer seems

to rush past and appears contracted by the same amount. Absolute uniform
motion cannot be detected.

b) The other important principle relates to the constancy of the velocity of light
in vacuum (ca. 3 × 108 m|s). It is the same in all reference frames moving
uniformly to each other. It is neither dependent on the velocity of the emitting
body nor on the direction, in which the light ray is emitted. To fully appreciate
the significance of this result43, imagine a train, moving with a constant velocity
(v = 30 m|s) in the positive x-direction. A marksman, M, is positioned on the
roof of the train. M fires two bullets: one in the direction of the moving train,
another in the opposite direction. The bullets are fired with v′ = 800 m|s. This
scene is observed by an observer, O, at rest on the embankment of the rail
track. For M the bullet will have the same velocity in both directions. But O will
calculate different velocities for the bullets, as they are fired in the direction
of the train or in the opposite direction. In the direction of the train, O will
calculate: 30 m|s + 800 m|s = 830 m|s; in the opposite direction, O will calculate
800 m|s − 30 m|s = 770 m|s. Thus, O must take into account the velocity of the

41 Einstein|Infeld, Evolution of Physics (1938), 176
42 Einstein, ‘Zur Elektrodynamik bewegter Körper’ (1905), 29, 51
43 Russell, ABC of Relativity (1925), Chap. 3 provides further vivid illustrations
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reference frame,withinwhich theevent isobservedandO’s calculationproduces
a combined velocity of the event within its reference frame. O’s calculations are
an illustration of the classical addition of velocities theorem: V = v ± v′.
The observer on the embankment will calculate different final velocities
(830 km|s and 770 km|s) for the bullets. The marksman now exchanges his
rifle for a torch and shines a light in both directions. If we apply the addition of
velocity theorem, which worked in the case of the bullets, we arrive at a contra-
diction with the postulate of the constancy of light. If the value of c in vacuum
really is constant, then this must be the limit velocity of any physical signal.
Hence the addition of velocities theorem of classical physics must be wrong for
it would yield superluminary velocities, in contradiction to the constancy of c.
The old velocity theorem w = v + v′ must be replaced by a new theorem:

w =
v + v′

1 +
v · v′

c2

.

It yields the old theorem in the limit when v and v′ are much smaller than c.

With these postulates in place it is possible to consider how the everyday notions
of time and space and their sophistication in Newtonian mechanics yielded the
notion of time dilation, length contraction and the non-simultaneity of events in
reference frame, moving relative to each other.

As the notion of relative simultaneity became the cornerstone of the argument in
favour of the block universe, we will only consider the transition, brought about by
the Special theory of relativity, from absolute simultaneity in Newton’s worldview to
relative simultaneity in Einstein’s worldview. Consider the lack of synchronization
of moving clocks.44 How can we synchronize two clocks separated in space? We
could place observer C at a point midway between the two clocks situated at A and B.
C sends a light signal to A and B, where observers set the clocks to a prearranged
time when they receive the signal. The signal is reflected back to C with the same
velocity (Fig. 4.3).

The two clocks are in synchrony according to our definition if the time it takes
the signal to cover the distance C–A–C is the same as the time it takes the signal
to cover the distance C–B–C: tA − tB = tB − tC. That is, they measure the same time
interval for the transmissionof the light signal.45 Wecannowdefine the simultaneity

44 Einstein, ‘Zur Elektrodynamik bewegter Körper’ (1905), 28, 30; Tipler, Physics (1982),
941; Born, Einstein’s Theory of Relativity (1962), 225–32; Gamow, Mr. Tompkins (1965),
13–4; Feynman, Six Not So Easy Pieces (1997), Chap. III. Peter Galison, ‘Einstein’s Clocks’
(2003) argues that at the time of Einstein’s search for a solution of the distant simultaneity
problem, a material culture existed in Central Europe, which made the coordination of
clocks, as for instance required by rail travel, of great practical interest.

45 There may be an apparently simpler method: move clocks, which have been compared and
synchronized in one location, to different positions. This method does not work because
moving clocks run slowly according to the time dilation result of the Special theory of
relativity.
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A C B

Fig. 4.3. Synchronization of clocks

of two events in a particular reference frame. Two events in a reference frame are
simultaneous, if the light signals from two distant events reach an observer halfway
between the events at the same time.

But two events, which are simultaneous in one reference frame, S, will not
be simultaneous in another reference frame S′. Consider a moving train, with
observers A′, B′ and C′ situated at the front, back and in the middle of the train
respectively. The train is attached to reference frame S′. It moves past a platform,
reference frame S, with observers A, B and C positioned at the front, back and
middle respectively. Let the event be that the train is struck by lightning at the front
and back (A′, B′) (Fig 4.4).

Fig. 4.4. Determination of Simultaneity

How do different observers judge the ‘simultaneity’ of the event? Platform
observer C sees these two events at the same time, hence in S they are simultaneous.
Are these events simultaneous for C′ in reference frame S′? No! C′ sees the flash from
the front of the train before he sees the flash from the back of the train. C′ travels
forward to meet the flash from the front but moves away from the flash coming
from the back of the train. It will take longer for the flash from the back to reach C′
than it will take the flash from the front. C′ will therefore conclude that the events
are not simultaneous. For C′ the front of the train was struck before the back of the
train, since light has a constant velocity.
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4.2.2 The Special Theory of Relativity and Models of Time

The results of theSpecial theoryof relativity constitute important constraints,which
any philosophical model of time, if it is to be adequate, should fit. This requirement
is in line with Bohr’s challenge to philosophy. So far we have introduced the realist
and the relational view of time. How do these models of time fare with respect to
the Special theory of relativity?

• The absolute view of time, in the Newtonian sense, finds itself in direct con-
tradiction with the results of the Special theory of relativity. According to the
principle of relativity, absolute uniform motion cannot be detected. There is no
preferred reference frame according to which proper time and proper length
are the ‘correct’ temporal and spatial measurements. Nor is there something like
absolute simultaneity. The synchronization of clocks is also relative to the frame,
in which events are measured. Time, according to Einstein, is frame-dependent.

• According to the relationalview, time is theorderof successionof events. It shares
with Newton the view that all observers measure the same spatial and temporal
intervals. With the advent of the Special theory of relativity, this implication must
be dropped. All measurements of temporal and spatial intervals are relative to
the reference frames, in which these statements are made. It appears at first that
the relational view of time should fit in well with relative simultaneity, proper
time and proper length.46 It makes time dependent on the order of the succession
of events, as long as we add that the succession, duration and simultaneity of
event must be related to the reference frames under consideration.

At this point it is important to appreciate that this relativity of reference frames
does not make temporal and spatial measurements hopelessly relative. The Special
theoryof relativity is able topredictbyhowmuchsuchmeasurementsdifferbetween
different reference frames. The transformation theorems of the theory, the Lorentz
transformations, allow a transition between different reference frames.

Although the relational view seems to be a natural philosophical view to com-
plement Einstein’s clock time, this is not how physicists judged the connection
between the relativity theory and the philosophy of time. For the physicists the
relativity theory led to a static, timeless conception of the universe. The idea of
the block universe depends crucially on the relationship of the Special theory of
relativity with idealist views on time.

4.2.3 The Special Theory of Relativity – Some Early Reactions

Having formulatedhisSpecial theoryof relativity, Einsteinhaddeveloped thecentral
notion, which was to serve as a basis for the argument of the block universe.
This was the notion of relative simultaneity. But if the block universe really is
a philosophical consequence of the Special theory of relativity, Einstein was slow to

46 Zwart, About Time (1976), 28–33, 161–2; Friedman, Foundations (1983) argues against
Leibnizian relationism.
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draw it. So were the first exponents of the new theory. This situation is very different
from the philosophical excitement, which surrounded the second revolution at the
beginning of the 20th century. The discovery of atomic phenomena and the slow
emergence of a theory of quantum mechanics, as we shall see in Chap. 5, led to
an instant awareness on the part of the participating scientists that fundamental
philosophical issues were at stake. The quantum phenomena seemed to threaten the
classical notion of causation. Physicists were quick to notice the threat and to offer
remedies in various forms. The first publications on the Special theory of relativity,
by contrast, did not refer to the block universe as a philosophical consequence.
Technical articles on relativity began to appear in The Philosophical Magazine in
April 1907. In July 1914, Max Planck published an article in this magazine, which
makes a step towards an idealist interpretation of the notion of time as a result
of the Einsteinian revolution in physics: the determination of time, Planck writes,
has become dependent on the motion of the observer.47 In The Physical Review
articles on Einstein’s relativity theory began to appear in July 1910 (Volume XXXI).
In 1913, this journal published an article by R.D. Carmichael48, which, in its title,
held out the promise to discuss its philosophical aspects. But while the article
gives a clear exposition of the postulates of the theory of relativity and explains its
physical consequences: relative simultaneity, length contraction and time dilation,
it does not take the step from the motion-dependence of time determination to the
block universe. Its only timid philosophical suggestions concern ’the Philosophical
Controversy concerning the One and the Many’. The British journal Nature opened
its pages to the relativity theory in 1913 (Volume 90). At first this took the form
of numerous reviews of new books on the theory and of brief discussion notes on
articles, which had appeared in other scientific journals. In 1916 Arthur Eddington
began a series of articles on the General theory of relativity, in which he embraced
the idea of a block universe. This hesitant beginning burst into a climax in 1921
when Nature devoted a large part of Volume 106 to a discussion of relativity and its
various aspects. Einstein opens the discussion with a brief outline and the section
ends with the publication of a bibliography on relativity. It is an indication of the
revolutionary impact of the relativity theory that in 1910, J. Laub published the first
bibliography, in which more than 130 publications on the Special theory of relativity
are listed.49 It is clear from an examination of the scientific journals of the time that
Einstein’s theory found almost immediately numerous adherents.50

47 Planck, ‘New Paths of Physical Knowledge’ (1914), 65. This is a translation of a speech,
held in Berlin in 1913 under the title: ‘Neue Bahnen der physikalischen Erkenntnis’ (1913),
74

48 Carmichael, ‘On The Theory of Relativity: Philosophical Aspects’ (1913). A more interest-
ing connection between the theory of relativity and materialism, made by H.W. Carr in
the pages of the journal Nature (1920) was discussed in the chapter on Nature.

49 Laub, ‘Über die experimentellen Grundlagen des Relativitätsprinzips’ (1910), 405–411
50 This empirical fact throws some doubt on Kuhn’s often-quoted statement that a new theory

onlygainsa foothold in thescientificcommunity,when theproponentsof theoldparadigm
have died out. It is true that the theory of relativity had some persistent opponents, like O.
Lodge. But many of the great, established scientists, men like A. Eddington, M. von Laue,
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There were of course opponents like Oliver Lodge and satirists like Leo Gilbert.
O. Lodge did not question Einstein’s theory as a set of mathematical equations. He
wanted to reject relativity as a philosophy.51 The world was not merely a ‘being
but truly a becoming’, but this was to be understood in a pre-relativistic sense.
Lodge was a defender of the classical aether theory and regarded time and space
as unchangeable. The Minkowski universe presented to him a’ cold abstraction of
the space-time manifold’, which was repugnant to common sense. Consequently,
Lodge preferred the Lorentz-Fitzgerald mechanical contraction hypothesis to ‘com-
plicating time and space.’

The Special theory of relativity also inspired some to satire. Leo Gilbert calls the
relativity principle ‘the latest fashionable folly in science’.52 In his preface the author
states that ‘this book deals with one of the most interesting errors of mankind.’ It
derides, largely on the strength of common-sense arguments, the ‘forgery’, which
the Special theory of relativity allegedly commits with the notion of time. Gilbert’s
book received a rather positive review in Nature. The anonymous reviewer predicts
that the book will increase rather than lessen the general interest in the theory
of relativity. The review also gives a flavour of a common-sense revolt against the
counterintuitive consequence of the relativity theory for our notion of time.

That the more extravagant conclusions resulting from the extreme adaptations of
the principle should be held up to ridicule is quite wholesome, as it reveals the
weak points in the argument and prevents the unwary from carrying it too far. (. . .)
Our notions of time and space become almost interchangeable, and the “present
moment” becomes meaningless without considerable restriction so soon as relative
motion is involved.

Leo Gilbert burlesques these innovations with much humour and ingenuity, and
will no doubt largely prevent them being taken too seriously. Since Einstein himself
has practically abandoned the principle of the apparent constancy of the velocity of
light in all circumstances, and even his mathematical methods have failed to deal
with accelerated motion, there is little left of the imposing mathematical super-
structure, and what “craze” there was has given way before a sober appreciation of
an interesting speculation on its merits.

The reviewer was out of touch with the spirit of the scientific community. It is always
dangerous to appeal to common sense in the judgement of scientific matters. This
does not mean that scientific judgements should be accepted uncritically. Especially

M. Planck, A. Sommerfeld enthusiastically embraced the new ideas. The bibliography
at the end of this study demonstrates by the sheer volume of the published articles the
extraordinary interest in the new theory. A majority of writers endorsed the relativity
theory.

51 Lodge in Nature 106 (1921), 795; 93 (1914); 104 (1920), 543; 106 (1920), 325–6, 357–8; 107
(1921), 716–9, 748–51, 784–5, 814–5; 110 (1922), 446; 114 (1924), 318–21; in the German-
speaking world H. Driesch defended common sense against relativity. For instance Dri-
esch, Relativitätstheorie und Weltanschauung (21930), 81–2 declares, reminiscent of Kant,
that one time and Euclidean space are the noli me tangere of thinking.

52 Gilbert, Das Relativitätsprinzip (1914). This satire earned the author a favourable review
in Nature 93 (March 19, 1914), 56–57, from which some passages are quoted.
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when scientific judgements are used to make philosophical pronouncements, care
is required. There is no doubt, however, that physicists eventually formulated some
philosophical consequences of the Special theory of relativity, which gave renewed
prominence to idealist views of time. Historically, physicists arrived at the convic-
tion that the passage of time was a human illusion in two steps. For Einstein and
some of the most eminent proponents of his theory, the first step was the argu-
ment from the validity of the Special theory of relativity (relative simultaneity) to
the acceptance of the block universe as a philosophical consequence of relativity.
This step depended on Minkowski’s formulation of the concept of space-time, in
a speech in Cologne in 1908. This concept, too, quickly established itself and most
publications on the relativity theory make use of it. After some hesitation, Einstein
eventually saw its merits. The second step leads from the idea of a block universe
to the endorsement of an idealist view of time. Einstein did not make this step.
However, as we shall see, it is perfectly possible to defend an idealist view of time
without endorsing the block universe. But it is not possible to embrace the block
universe without accepting an idealist view of time.

To assess the impact of idealist views of time on the physicists of the 20th cen-
tury we shall retrace these two steps. First, then, the step from relative simultaneity
to the block universe. A proper discussion of this requires an understanding of
Minkowskian space-time. Although Einstein acknowledged the importance of the
notion of space-time, in his philosophical discussions, he made very little technical
use of it. Yet Einstein embraced the idea of the block universe, at least in his early
writings. Einstein’s thoughts offer us a non-technical introduction into the idea of
the block universe. Once we have grasped the idea, we turn to idealist views on time.
It will be useful to review the philosophical ideas of the two most prominent propo-
nents of an idealist view on time in the history of occidental thinking: Saint Augus-
tine and Immanuel Kant. But it is really the Minkowskian notion of space-time that
seems to support the view of the universe as a block universe. Idealist views of time
follow on its heel. The Minkowskian notion serves as a platform for an assessment
the Philosophy of Being. But it is also claimed that the space-time concept is com-
patible with a Philosophy of Becoming. Both philosophies have been heralded as the
philosophical consequence of the Special theory of relativity under the Minkowski
interpretation. Both philosophies must be evaluated within this framework.

4.2.4 The First Step: Einstein and the Idea of the Block Universe

In his famous article of 1905, which established the Special theory of relativity,
Einstein said nothing about the idealist view of time or the block universe. But with
relative simultaneity the paper establishes the result, which is central to the idea. In
1908, Minkowski announced the union of space and time in his concept of space-
time. After some initial hesitation, Einstein eventually accepted the fruitfulness
of this notion. Having shaking the traditional understanding of the uniqueness
of time measurements for all observers – an everyday conception, which Newton
had only tried to render more precise – he had freed himself from the grip of
philosophical preconceptions about time. But it took some time before Einstein
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committed himself in writing to the idea of the block universe. In his paper on
the General Theory of Relativity (1916), he writes ‘that the requirement of general
covariance deprived the notion of space and time of the last remnants of physical
reality.’53

Einstein had a quite different attitude towards the notion of causation in quan-
tum mechanics. He argued persistently that physical science could not abandon the
notion of causation. The notion of time, by contrast, was dispensable. We called
this Einstein’s problem: to which extent do scientific discoveries have philosophical
consequences? It is not just Einstein’s problem. It is a general problem residing
in the interstice between science and philosophy. On the one hand, philosophical
presuppositions must remain open to revision as a result of new discoveries (Bohr’s
challenge). On the other hand, philosophy must evaluate how far philosophical
concepts need to yield to empirical evidence.

In 1916 Einstein was philosophically ready to relegate the notion of time to the set
of physically dispensable notions. Ironically, at about the same time, he expressed
his allegiance to the classical notion of causation (Chap. 5). The more conservative
his response became to the budding quantum theory, the more radical his views on
time became. His shaky allegiance to the block universe appeared a few years later.
It came without argument and without idealist citations. His source is Minkowski,
not Kant. Other physicists – apart from von Laue, there were Eddington, Weyl
and later Gödel – did embrace Kant. For those who endorse the block universe,
idealist implications are difficult to keep at bay. Einstein did not realize this. As
his fame grew and he authored popular books and encyclopaedia articles on the
theory of relativity, Einstein never endorsed an idealist view of time. For instance
in his article on ‘Space-Time’ for the 14th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica,
Einstein makes the distinction between subjective time – the way each individual
experiences the succession of events (as we shall see, this is Saint Augustine’s
psychological time) – and objective time – the time order of external events. But
the assumption of a uniform time order for all observers had come under a cloud.
The assumption that the simultaneity of external events had absolute meaning for
events separated in space was demolished by the Special theory of relativity. As we
have seen, one of its postulates is the constancy of the velocity of light (in vacuum).
On the basis of this postulate,

53 The requirement of general covariance means that the general laws of nature must be ex-
pressed in equations, which are valid for all co-ordinate systems. Einstein, ‘Zur Grundlage
der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie’ (1916), §3; for more detailed discussions see Norton,
‘Philosophy of Space and Time’ (1992), §5.4.3; Friedman, Foundations (1983), Chap. II.2;
Costa de Beauregard, ‘Arguments for a Philosophy of Being’ (1966), 429. Some readers
may be tempted to object that the discussion of the block universe cannot be restricted to
the Special theory of relativity. My excuse is again that the problem of the block universe
emerged in the minds of physicists as soon as the principle of relative simultaneity had
been established. According to the General theory of relativity, what the Special theory
says about the world is a valid approximation at local space-time points. The discussion in
§4.3 of the present chapter indicates the role of time in the General theory and discusses
how time is treated in quantum theories of gravity.
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No absolute meaning can be assigned to the conception of the simultaneity of
events that occur at points separated by a distance in space (. . .). If no coordinate
system (inertial system) is used as a basis of reference there is no sense in asserting
that events at different points in space occur simultaneously. It is a consequence
of this that space and time are welded together into a uniform four-dimensional
continuum.54

From the illusion that the meaning of simultaneity is self-evident, the impression
arose that this four-dimensional continuum could be broken down – in the manner
of classical physics – into ‘the three-dimensional continuum of space and the one-
dimensional continuum of time.’ The theory of relativity destroyed this illusion.
And it showed that the concept of time was not fundamental for the description
of the physical world. The phrase ‘time of an event’ has no meaning, until it is
related to a reference-frame in which the event occurs. Every reference-frame has
its own particular time.55 And so the breakdown of the four-dimensional contin-
uum into three-dimensional space and one-dimensional time is the work of the
observer, attached to a particular reference frame. According to Einstein’s often-
repeated phrase of that period, physics becomes a sort of statics in a four-dimensional
continuum. Or, as he also put it:

From a “happening” in three-dimensional space, physics becomes, as it were, an
“existence” in the four-dimensional “world”.

Since there exists in this four-dimensional structure no longer any sections, which
represent “now” objectively, the concepts of happening and becoming are indeed
not completely suspended, but yet complicated. It appears therefore more natural
to think of physical reality as a four-dimensional existence, instead of, as hitherto,
the evolution of a three-dimensional existence.56

This is Einstein’s expression of the idea of the block universe.57 The distinction be-
tween past, present and future is suspended. There is only a timeless block of events,
eternally present. Yet happening and becoming are not completely suspended! It
was of course the worry about time, which inclined Einstein towards a static view
of the universe. One consequence of the Special theory of relativity was that time
was not universal. Every reference frame carries its own clock and observers at-
tached to these reference frames may disagree about temporal measurements and
the simultaneity of events. How will this affect the representation of physical reality?

Classical physics, before the advent of relativity threw the notion of universal
time into doubt, preferred a dynamic representation of physical reality. In such

54 Einstein, ‘Space-time’ (1929), 1073. Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962), 334–6 quotes
Whitehead as saying that there is no such thing as ‘nature at an instant’. The elimination of
the idea of a cosmic now represents, according to Čapek, ‘one of the most serious threats
to the classical Laplacean world scheme.’ See also Čapek, ‘Time-Space (1983)

55 Einstein, Relativity (1920), Chap. IX (26)
56 Einstein, Relativity (1920), Appendix II (122), Appendix V (150)
57 See Einstein, Relativity (1920), Chaps. XVII, XXVII; ‘Brief Outline’ (1921), 783; ‘Space-time’

(1929), 1072; Einstein|Infeld, Evolution of Physics (1938), 199–208; Nahin, Time Machine
(1993), 101–12, 137f, 208; Christenson, ‘Special Relativity’ (1981)
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a representation the position of a material particle changes with time. The time
and space axes are clearly separated and the motion of the particle is represented
as a line in a two-dimensional diagram (Fig. 4.5).

Fig. 4.5. Representation of a stationary particle (vertical line), a uniformly moving particle
(straight, inclined line) and an accelerated particle (curved line)

The assumption is that the time axis indicates the same time for all observers.
And it is precisely this assumption, which the Special theory of relativity has shown
to be mistaken. As the dynamic representation requires the objective splitting
of space and time axes, it has become inappropriate. With the disappearance of
absolute and universal time from physics, such a ‘division into time and space has
no objective meaning since time is no longer absolute’.58 It may therefore be more
objective to consider a static representation of reality. For the static representation
we need a space-time diagram. These diagrams were first introduced by Minkowski
to represent the famous union of space and time. Here are the core ideas: First, as
every reference frame has its own space and time coordinates, time and space can no
longer be separated as in classical physics. Results of the measurements of temporal
and spatial intervals are not the same for all observers. Second, there is an absolute
limit beyond which a material particle cannot travel. This limit is represented by the
constancy of the speed of light, c. Third, from every event light signals propagate
at a constant speed. To every event correspond 4 definite numbers. Three space
components – x1, x2, x3 – and a time components – t (also labelled x4). ‘Therefore:
The world of events forms a four-dimensional continuum.’59 Every observer assigns
different spatial and temporal coordinates to an event, depending on the state of
motion. But this is not the whole story. As we shall see later, Minkowski also showed
that there was some absolute measure involved, on which observers could agree.
This will be called the space-time interval, I. For the moment let us ask: How can an
event like the motion of a particle in such a space-time continuum be represented?

58 Einstein|Infeld, The Evolution of Physics (1938), 108; see also Frank, ‘Relativitätstheorie’
(1910)

59 Einstein|Infeld, The Evolution of Physics (1938), 107; italics in original
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We place the event into a four-dimensional space-time continuum and consider
how it would appear from the point of view of observers who are in different states
of motion with respect to each other. We can construct the diagrams in several
steps.60 As a first step let us ignore the existence of a limit, as it is defined by the
world lines of the light signals. The resulting diagram looks like a conventional
diagram (Fig. 4.5) but there is a significant difference: the unit on the time axis is
still seconds [s] but the unit on the space axis is light seconds [Ls] or the distance that
light travels in 1 s (300 000 km). And we speak of the lines as world lines – Fig. 4.6:

Fig. 4.6. The coordinates of two inertial systems S, S′ that are in relative motion to each other.
The rise of time axis t′ indicates the velocity of this inertial system with respect to S. The
steeper the world line, the smaller the velocity of the inertial system. The angle between the
two time axes (t, t′) must be the same as that between the two spatial axes (x, x′)

World lines are curves in space-time diagrams. They describe the motion of
particles or the propagation of light signals. In Fig. 4.6, the world lines of two
particles are indicated. In the first inertial system, S, the particle is at rest. The
second particle is attached to the inertial system, S′, which has a constant velocity
with respect to S. (According to the principle of relativity, the particle attached to S′
could also be regarded as being at rest. Then the particle attached to S would be
in constant motion with respect to S′.) We can now perform the second step and
include, as limit velocities, the world lines of photons. No material particle can
travel faster than the speed of light, c, according to the Special theory of relativity.
That means that no world line of a material particle must incline below the world
lines of the photons. As the space axis is given in light seconds and the time axis in

60 See Sexl|Schmidt, Raum-Zeit-Relativität (1978), §7.3; Sklar, Space, Time and Spacetime
(1974), 56–61; Nahin, Time Machines (1993), Technical Note 4; Joos, Theoretical Physics
(1951), Chap. X, §8; Reichenbach, The Philosophy of Space and Time (1958), §29
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seconds, a light particle, which travels one second in time will cover the distance
of one light second (300 000 km). So the world lines of light particles must form an
angle of 45◦ with respect to the time axis. That means that in system S the world line
of light signals, which are emitted from the origin, O, (t = 0, x = 0) diverge at an
angle of 45◦ into the future. They form a future light cone. Signals also arrive from
the past at the origin. They converge onto the origin at an angle of 45◦, constituting
the past light cone at O. How are the world lines of light signals to be represented
in S′? According to the Special theory of relativity, the velocity of light, c, is the
same for all observers, independent of their state of motion and independent on
the direction of the light source. That means that for observers in S′, the rise of
the world lines of light signals must be the same as for observers in S. A good
analogy – an analogue model – helps to visualise and understand this situation.

So, let us suppose that we are aboard an ocean liner and we want to have a graphical
record of our journey. The simplest thing to do is to take the map and at each hour,
say, put a point at the proper latitude and longitude where the boat is, and write next
to it the time. It is much more revealing, however, if we make a three-dimensional
model and put the dot not on the map but above the intersection of the proper
longitude and latitude. The perpendicular distance from map to point should be
proportional to the time elapsed from the departure. If we do this each hour and
finally connect all these points with a thin wire, the wire will contain in a graphical
form all the information about the journey.

This information shows not only the location of the boat, at a given time, but much
more. If the wire is straight, it tells us that the boat has travelled on a straight line
with constant speed. If the wire lies in one plane (normal to the map) but describing
a curve in this plane, the boat was travelling on a straight line though the speed did
change during the course, and so on.

Now if we take a particle instead of the boat and note mentally in a four-dimensional
space its position (x, y, z) at time t for each instant of time, we get a similar
plot. Each point of the plot specifies an event, and the resulting curve is called
the world line of the particle; it describes the history of this particle. The four-
dimensional continuum in which the plotting takes place is called space-time.
The immense importance of this concept is as follows: suppose that several dif-
ferent observers, each using a different inertial system of reference, are observing
the motion of a particle, and each is asked to construct a space-time diagram of
the motion. According to the Special theory of relativity, each observer will con-
struct exactly the same curve in space-time for the history of the particle. The
different states of motion of the observers (since they use different inertial sys-
tems of reference) will manifest themselves by the fact that the coordinate axes in
space-time, x, y, z, t (which localize an event in space-time relative to the inertial
system of reference used by the observer), will be different for different observers.
The relation between these axes is given by [the Lorentz transformation]. Thus
we can pass from one set of axes in space-time to another set by the Lorentz
transformation.61

61 Balzacs, ‘Relativity’ (1929), 98; see Box 4.1 below for the Lorentz transformations
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We can easily insert the world lines of the light signals into Fig. 4.6 and complete
the representation. This is shown in Fig. 4.7.

In such a static representation,there is no place for an objective becoming or an
objective now. The physical world just is. In the first phase of his career Einstein
contended himself to affirm the objectivity of the static picture and the block
universe. A further question did not occupy him: How do the impression of change
and becoming, of the flow of time arise? It did not occupy him yet. For Einstein did
eventually entertain doubts about the block universe. For instance, he remarked to
Rudolf Carnap, ‘that there is something essential about the now.’62

Einstein did not realize that to embrace the notion of the block universe is at the
same time to agree to an idealist account of the origin of time. For if the physical
world just is, then the impression of change, of becoming and the flow of time, must
be located in the mind of the observer. Idealist philosophies of time from Saint
Augustine to Kant drew this conclusion. Weyl and Eddington explicitly embraced
the idealist view of time, which is already implicit in the notion of the block universe.
ErnstCassirer andothers tried toassess the theoryof relativity in the lightofKantian
philosophy.63 Einstein’s views on this issue were so elusive that Nature published

Fig. 4.7. This is the same configuration as in Fig. 4.6. But this time the world lines of the
photons, emitted from O, are included. They form a diverging future cone and a converging
past cone on O

62 Davies, About Time (1995), 77
63 Cassirer, Zur Einsteinschen Relativitätstheorie (1921); A.C. Elsbach, Kant und Einstein

(1924); reviewed in Nature 114 (1924), 748. P. Carus, The Principle of Relativity (1913);
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a brief note, entitled ‘Einstein and the Philosophies of Kant and Mach’. The note
reports a verbal communication, which Einstein made at a conference of the Société
Française de Philosophie held in Paris in 1922. It confirms that Einstein always
eschewed the issue of idealism. Responding to a question from the philosopher
Brunschwicg, Einstein is reported to have replied:

Now there are two opposite points of view: Kant’s apriorism, according to which
certain concepts pre-exist in our consciousness, and Poincaré’s conventionalism.
Both agree on this point, that to construct science we need arbitrary concepts; but
as to whether these concepts are given a priori or are arbitrary conventions, I am
unable to say.64

The relationship between concepts and facts was essential to Einstein’s thinking.
In later life he came to believe that humans should use concepts freely but that the
adequacy of these concepts should be subjected to the scrutiny of empirical facts.
We have already noted Einstein’s vacillation in these matters: Newtonian presup-
positions of time were relinquished but not the Laplacean notion of causation. His
commitment to the block universe was also shaky. After the loss of his friend Besso
and shortly before his own death, Einstein expressed the idea of the block universe
or the static picture of reality in the following words:

For us believing physicists, the distinction between past, present, and future is only
an illusion, even if a stubborn one.65

But when he was invited to comment on Gödel’s connection between the theory
of relativity and the block universe, Einstein again eschewed the issue of idealistic
philosophy. Quite ‘aside from the relation of the theory of relativity to idealistic
philosophy’66 Einstein considers the question of the direction of time. Without
realising it, he injects a dynamic element into the static representation of reality
and therefore the block universe. Imagine we send a signal from A to B through P.
This is an irreversible process. On thermodynamic grounds he asserts that a time-
like world line from B to A through P in a light cone, takes the form of an arrow

reviewed in Nature 93 (1914), 187. H.W. Carr, The General Principle of Relativity (1920);
reviewed in Nature 106 (1920), 431–2. It was quite common at this time to discuss phi-
losophy in science journal. For instance, between 1913 (Volume 92) and 1924 (Volume
114) the journal Nature published numerous reviews of books on the theory of relativity
and philosophy. There are many examples of this practice with respect to fundamental
issues like causation, Nature and time. A general example is Crew, ‘The Debt of Physics
to Metaphysics’ (1910)

64 Nature 112 (August 18, 1923), 253; italics in original
65 Hoffmann, Albert Einstein (1972), 257–8; historical references to the idea of the block

universe are to be found in Nahin, Time Machines (1993)
66 Einstein, ‘Reply to Criticism’ (1949), 687–88; Planck showed that entropy is a relativistic

invariant, a point to which we shall return, see Einstein, ‘Über das Relativitätsprinzip’
(1917), §15; Heilbron, Dilemmas of an Upright Man (2000), 30–1. We will shortly see that
Eddington, too, came to doubt the reality of the block universe. According to Eddington,
Physical World (1929), 92 the problem with the Mindowski view was that it ‘leaves the
external world without any dynamic quality.’
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making B happen before P and A after P (see Fig. 4.8). This secures the ‘one-
sided (asymmetrical) character of time (. . .), i.e., there exists no free choice for the
direction of the arrow.’67 This is true at least if points A, B and P are sufficiently
close in cosmological terms. But the asymmetrical character of time is here based on
a fundamental earlier-later or before-after relation between physical events without
reference to an observer. There is an event, B, at which the signal is emitted. And
there is a later event, A, at which the signal is received. Einstein had claimed that
the static representation is more objective than the dynamic representation. Now
there is a subtle shift. He introduces elementary change – the motion of the signal
from B to A. It takes time for the signal to reach A. This means that world lines can
develop a history. In his reply to Gödel, Einstein thus gives an indication that the
loss of objectivity of the time axis need not lead to a static world. It is interesting
to note that in one of the first books on relativity in the English-speaking world,
published by E. Cunningham in 1915, a similar interpretation of the union of space
and time is suggested.

Fig. 4.8. Einstein’s consideration of the direction of time in response to Gödel’s idealistic
interpretation of the special theory of relativity. A time-like world line exists between events,
which lie within, not outside, the light cone

The motion of a moving point through all time is represented by a single curve, the
points on the curve being ordered to correspond with the succession of events in
time, but the interpretation of the curve as representing an ordinary motion is not
unique; it depends upon the choice of the direction in the four-dimensional region
which is chosen to be the time axis.68

67 Einstein, ‘Reply to Criticism’, 687; cf. Einstein, Relativity (1920), 139–41, where again
a distinction is made between a subjective concept of time and time as a sequence of
events in space and time. Cf. Prigogine, The End of Time (1997), 165.

68 Cunningham, Relativity and the Electron Theory (1915), §60. Robb, A Theory of Space
and Time (1914) analyses spatial relations in terms of the time relations ‘before’ and
‘after’. A ‘before-after’-relation of two instants is an asymmetrical relation. Similarly
Reichenbach, The Philosophy of Space and Time (1958), 183 holds that the world line at
space-time point P represents the flow of time at P; later (1958, 270) he adds that world
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The block universe may not be the philosophical consequence of a four-dimensional
view of physics. What does it mean to say, then, that past, present and future are
an illusion? What does it mean to say that the objective physical world simply is,
without happening and becoming? Does such a static world mean that every event
that will ever happen is determined to happen by its past? Is it not possible that
a world line, as that of Einstein’s signal sent from B to A, which is ordered according
to the ‘before-after’-relation, constitutes a temporal sequence, a slice of time, which
exists without human awareness?

Einstein consistently ignored the idealistic implications of the block universe.
It is perhaps not surprising that Einstein also grew more suspicious of the view of
the physical world as a block universe, once Gödel had claimed that the relativity
theory provided ’proof ’ of the idealist view of time. For Einstein, at least in his later
years, was a realist. This means that he was committed to certain philosophical
presuppositions. He believed in the reality of a spatio-temporal causal order of
the universe. And he believed that a causal order of nature was a deterministically
predicable order of nature. This is very clear from his contributions to quantum
mechanics. But how can such a causal, asymmetric order be compatible with the
idea of the block universe? Einstein was not such a naïve realist to think that the
spatio-temporal causal order of a real, external world was reflected, mirror-like,
in our scientific theories. In fact, he held that the fundamental concepts and laws
of a scientific theory were free inventions of the human mind. Furthermore that
‘a theory can be tested by experience but there is no way from experience to the
setting up of a theory.’69

Although Einstein embraced the block universe, as a philosophical consequence
of the Special theory of relativity, his allegiance stood on shaky grounds. Becoming,
change, happening and time are not completely abandoned.

(. . .) in respect of its rôle in the equations of physics, though not with regard to
its physical significance, time is equivalent to the space co-ordinates (apart from

lines ‘exhibit most clearly the singular character of time.’ With his geometrization of
physics, Minkowski inspired the notion of the block universe, but he himself, if pressed
on this point, may not have accepted this notion. Although in his lecture ‘Raum und Zeit’
(Cologne 1908) he speaks of a four-dimensional physics [(1909|1974), 57] in the same
talk he concedes that a ‘necessary’ time order can be established at every world point
[(1909|1974), 61]. Schlick also warned against reading metaphysical speculations into the
introduction of time as a fourth dimension in the four-dimensional representation of
the world: in the four-dimensional space-time manifold, ‘the system of all world lines
represents the temporal course of all events of the universe’. Schlick, ‘Raum und Zeit in
der gegenwärtigen Physik’ (1917), 181 [translated by the author]. This idea that the flow
of time can be read into the world lines of particles, under certain conditions, has been
taken up in modern discussions, see Dieks, ‘Special Relativity and the Flow of Time’
(1988), 456–60; Prigogine, End of Time (1997), Chap. 8.2; Friedman, Foundations (1983),
18, 34, where geodesics are introduced as histories of particle trajectories.

69 See Einstein, Mein Weltbild (1977), 115, 38–9; Einstein, ‘Autobiographical Note’ (1949),
89; Born, Einstein’s Theory (1962), 334. Holton, ‘Metaphor’ (1965) describes Einstein’s
pilgrimage from early positivism, influenced by Mach, to rational realism.
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the relations of reality). From this point of view, physics is, as it were, a Euclidean
geometry of four dimensions, or more correctly, a statics in a four-dimensional
Euclidean continuum.70

As a realist Einstein would require that our theories represent, in approximation,
the external structures of the universe. And the external structures represent fun-
damental constraints on the validity of the theories. The static representation of
physical reality in a four-dimensional continuum may be a more objective rep-
resentation, in view of the relativity of simultaneity. But Einstein never explicitly
argues that the static picture entails the block universe. Given his Popperian char-
acterisation of scientific theories as sophisticated conjectures, Einstein would have
had to find some arguments to be able to infer the block universe from the static
representation of physical reality. If the static representation of physical reality is
the better one, this must be testable against what we know about the physical world.
As we know from Chap. 2, the invariants of Nature play an important part in the
representation of reality. So we cannot accept the block universe as the philosoph-
ical consequence of the Special theory of relativity till we have examined all the
available evidence. Max von Laue sounded a note of caution when he pointed out
that Minkowski space-time was only ’a symbolic representation of certain analytic
relations between four variables.’71

We have gained an impression of the block universe and how it may arise from
the Special theory of relativity. But how can we show that a static representation of
physical reality entails a static world? In search of an answer to our questions, we
must turn to the philosophical views of some of Einstein’s most prominent con-
temporaries. Men like Weyl, Eddington and Jeans were not afraid of embracing the
idealist view of time, especially of a Kantian persuasion. They firmly believed in
a static physical world of being. The world of becoming was only a human illusion.
They made the step from a static representation to a static world. If physics demon-
strated the reality of the block universe, philosophy provided the philosophical
foundation to this view in the form of the Kantian philosophy of time and space.

4.2.5 The Second Step: Idealism and Determinism –
New Models of Physical Understanding

We have already observed that Max Planck hinted at an idealist interpretation of
the notion of time in the Special theory of relativity. Planck observed that ‘the
principle of the constancy of light had made an absolute determination of time,
i.e. one that is independent of the observer, utterly impossible.’ In one of the
first full-length studies of the Special theory of relativity, Max von Laue made
the step to idealism explicit. The relativity principle attributes a particular time
axis to each coordinate system. But this does not mean that our knowledge of the
external world has become mere opinion. Kant’s philosophy can be used to show

70 Einstein, ‘A Brief Outline’ (1921), 783; italics in original
71 von Laue, Das Relativitätsprinzip (21913) 51; author’s own translation; the first edition

appeared in 1911
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that although knowledge depends on the observer, this does not render knowledge
claims subjective. Einstein’s philosophical audacity lay in his destruction of the
traditional prejudice that a unique time axis existed for all reference frames.

However great the transformation is into which he forces our whole thinking it
harbours not the slightest epistemological difficulty. For time and space are, in
Kant’s terminology, pure forms of intuition; a scheme, into which we must order
the events, so that they take on objective meaning – in contrast to subjective, highly
accidental perceptions. It is therefore one of the conditions of the possibility of the
objectivity of experiential facts.72

For instance, two astronomers situated on planets in relative uniform motion to
eachotherwill attachdifferent timecoordinates to theirobservations.But these time
coordinates refer to different systems. And the so-called Lorentz transformations
(Box 4.1) allow a translation of one set of observations into another. It is, one may
add the analogy, like Celsius and Fahrenheit temperature scales used in different
countries. These can be translated into each other.

Box 4.1: The Lorentz Transformations
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Von Laue’s words show very clearly that the physicists did not operate in a philo-
sophical vacuum. Von Laue was the first but by no means the last physicist to appeal
to Kantian notions of time to spell out what they took to be the philosophical
consequences of the Special theory of relativity. Later Eddington, Gödel, Gold and
Weyl, amongst others, were to draw similar conclusions. Von Laue, however, does
not appeal to the block universe. He only stipulates compatibility between Einstein
and Kant. This compatibility takes the form of coexistence between physics and
philosophy. Relativistic physics showed, in the words of Hermann Bondi73 , that the
concept of a unique universal time had to be abandoned. Time is only what a clock
tells us. This was not alarming, as philosophy had already provided a conception

72 von Laue, Das Relativitätsprinzip (21913) 37. Max von Laue later declared that he only
arrived at a satisfactory understanding of the theory of relativity when he interpreted it
in the light of the Kantian doctrine of space and time; see von Laue, ‘Erkenntnistheorie
und Relativitätstheorie’ (1960), 61

73 Bondi, Assumption (1967), 41
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of time, which seemed to be compatible with the consequences of relative simul-
taneity. But Eddington, Weyl and others go further than von Laue: from relative
simultaneity to an idealist view of time and the block universe.

Let us briefly pause to summarise our findings.

Einstein Von Laue

Einstein takes it that the relativity of
simultaneity implies a philosophy of
being.Relative simultaneitymakes the
static picture of physical reality more
objective. The physical world can be
represented as a block universe. But
Einstein shies away from an endorse-
ment of an idealist view of time. With
his insistence on the irreversibility of
time, he even hints at a dynamic view
of time. Nevertheless, as we have ar-
gued, acceptance of the idea of a block
universe entails an idealistic view of
time. It also entails determinism.

Von Laue acknowledges the Ein-
steinian discovery of the frame-
dependence of time coordinates. But
the relativity of simultaneity does not,
for him, carry any implication of a phi-
losophy of being. Rather, space-time
diagrams are symbolic representa-
tions. However, the frame-dependence
of time coordinates implies an objec-
tive idealist view of time. Acceptance of
an idealist view of time does not imply
a block universe.

Epistemologically speaking, we can use our conceptual building blocks to con-
struct different views: (a) the Special theory of relativity and idealist view of time,
without the block universe (von Laue); world lines have a history and constitute
the flow of time; (b) more radically, the Special theory of relativity is taken to sup-
port the idea of a block universe, but then an idealist view of time is a necessary
consequence of this construction. In this vein, Gödel pointed out that the Special
theory of relativity provided ‘unequivocal proof ’ for the idealist view of time.74 The
idealist view of time holds, roughly, that temporal awareness is built into the human
mind either as a pure form of intuition (Kant) or that the passage of time appears
to the mind as a change in perceptions (Saint Augustine). As we shall see in the
next section, Saint Augustine developed a subjective idealist view of time, Kant an
objective idealist view. How can the idealist view of time at least find support, if not
proof, in the Special theory of relativity?

To see this connection, consider the views of Weyl and Eddington. We shall
witness a surprising connection between physics and philosophy.75 Minkowski was
the inspiration for the block universe. Kant was the inspiration for an idealist
conception of time amongst physicists. Kant’s idealist philosophy of time had been
a mere philosophical speculation. The theory of relativity seemed to invest it with

74 Gödel, ‘Remark’ (1949), Volume II, 557
75 This will not be the only connection between physics and philosophy. In the next chapter,

we shall see that Laplace’s philosophical identification of determinism and causation
provided the inspiration for physicists’ views on both causality and acausality in quantum
mechanics.
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scientific credibility. The theory of relativity, under Minkowski’s representation,
seemed to demonstrate that time did not belong to the physical universe. If the
events of the universe are stretched out to infinity, like the frames of a film76, then
time and change are a mere human illusion. The theory of relativity seems to have
a tremendous philosophical consequence: the physical world is mere being, the
human world is illusory becoming.

Of the physicists of Einstein’s generation, Weyl, Eddington and Jeans were the
most outspoken defenders of the view that the block universe was a philosophical
consequence of the discovery of relative simultaneity. Later generations continued
to claim that the Special theory of relativity demonstrated that physical reality was
static.

According to Eddington and Weyl, the theory of relativity has destroyed the
classical edifice of the natural world, which made time and space real features of the
physical world. The passage of time – becoming – was seen as the ‘real progression
of the world in time’. But the Special theory of relativity extirpates time and space
from the physical world and relegates them to the status of secondary qualities. Just
as colour does not belong to a physical object, but is the transformation of light
waves from an object into human perceptual awareness, so the perception of time
and space depends on the human conceptual apparatus. Kant was the first to show
that time and space were only forms of intuition. Now Kant had been vindicated by
Einstein’s revolution.

In the realm of physics it is perhaps only the theory of relativity which has made it
quite clear that the two essences, space and time, entering into our intuition have
no place in the world constructed by mathematical physics.77

76 The film analogy of the block universe has often been observed: the individual frames of
the film are stretched out, the past is as fixed as the future. Only the human observer must
view the frames in succession, thus creating the illusion of the passage of time. See Popper,
Open Universe (1988), 32–33; Nahin, Times Machines (1993), 103; Čapek, ‘Time in Relativity
Theory’ (1966), 434ff; Frank, Philosophy of Science (1957), 158; Wendorff, Zeit und Kultur
(1980), 464. The idea of a block universe is also reminiscent of the representation of
particle tracks in cloud chambers, the first of which appear around 1912 – ‘the pictures
are simple, silent and still; there is no evidence of motion.’ Yet these pictures are the result
of atomic motion. See Holton, Einstein, History (2000), 80

77 Weyl, Space Time Matter (1918|1952), 3, 227; Weyl remained faithful in his commitment to
theblockuniverseand its consequence: an idealist viewof timeandspace fora long time. In
a later paper, ‘Geometrie und Physik’, (1931), 49, Weyl agrees with Kant that time and space
are forms of intuition. See also Weyl’s contribution ‘Electricity and Gravitation’ (1921) to
Nature 106, 802–4 devoted to relativity. Only in his later life did Weyl tentatively move away
from the idea of a deterministic block universe. See Weyl, ‘Open World’ (1978) and Čapek,
‘Myth of frozen Passage’ (1965), 447f. It is significant in this context that Eddington opened
an article on relativity with the Kantian theme: ‘According to the principle of relativity
in its most extended sense, the space and time of physics are merely a mental scaffolding
in which, for our own convenience we locate the observable phenomena of Nature.’ See
Eddington, ‘Gravitation and the Principle of Relativity’ (1916), 328; emphasis added. For
similar statements see Eddington, ‘Gravitation and the Principle of Relativity’ (1918), 34.
Eddington was not the first British physicist to introduce this ‘continental’ theme. In
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The world of physical reality is a four-dimensional space-time structure, a union of
time and space. Reality

is a four-dimensional continuum, which is neither “time” nor “space”. Only the
consciousness that passes on in one portion of this world experiences the detached
piece which comes to meet it and passes behind it, as history, that is, as a process
that is going forward in time and takes place in space.78

Von Laue showed the possibility of endorsing a Kantian view of time without
commitment to a block universe. Cunningham indicated that the succession of
points on a world line constituted a history. This meant that a world deprived of
human time was not a changeless world. Following the relational view the history
of particles – their world line – would constitute time. With his considerations of
the arrow of time Einstein began to entertain doubt about the validity of the block
universe. But Weyl was much more radical. He relegated even history from the
realm of the physical world. Eddington completed this step. There is no change in
the physical world. All is static.

In a perfectly determinate scheme the past and future may be regarded as lying
mapped out – as much available to present exploration as the distant parts of space.
Events do not happen; there are just there, and we come across them. (. . .) We can
be aware of an eclipse in the year 1999, very much as we are aware of an unseen
companion to Algol. Our knowledge of things where we are not, and of things when
we are not, is essentially the same.79

an earlier article, E. Cunningham had already suggested that phenomena were ordered
‘under the categories of space and time’, so that ‘our measures of space and time are (. . .)
modes of thought (. . .). See Cunningham, ‘The Principle of Relativity II’ (1914), 408–9.

78 Weyl, Space Time Matter (1921|1952), 217; bold characters in original
79 Eddington, Space, Time & Gravitation (1920), 51; italics in original. With respect to the

eclipse in 1999, remember that this was written in 1920. In his review of Eddington’s
Romanes Lectures (1922), Cunningham (1922), 568–9 captures the spirit of Eddington’s
thinking very well: ‘The world is laid out before us as a changeless whole. Time and space
are no more. All is static. Dynamics has been resolved away.’ Again, as with Einstein and
Weyl, we find some ambiguity in Eddington about the passage of time. In a somewhat
obscure passage in The Nature of the Physical World (1929), Chap. V Eddington seems
to claim both that we have a ‘justifiable conception of ‘becoming’ in the external world’,
and that the passage of time is ‘a condition of consciousness.’ See also Sklar, Physics and
Chance (1993), 409–11 for a discussion of this passage. In another context Cunningham
writes: a four-dimensional static view of the universe ‘is inseparable from a mechanical
determinism in which the future is unalterably determined by the past and in which the
past can be uniquely inferred from the present state of the universe.’ Cunningham, The
Theory of Relativity (1923), 213, quoted in Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962), 159. With
respect to the view that the future is already determined (mapped out) it is important to
note that physicists at that time had a strong tendency to equate causation and determin-
ism. The following Eddington statement is indicative of this identification: ‘Ten years ago
every physicist of repute was . . . a determinist. He believed he had come across a scheme
of strict causation regulating the sequence of phenomena.’ Eddington, New Pathways in
Science (1935), 72–3
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In the jigsaw puzzle of these fundamental notions, relative simultaneity dovetails
nicely with an objective idealist view of time, without any commitment to the
block universe. But add the latter piece and you purchase more than a static view
of physical reality. An endorsement of the block universe does not only entail an
idealist notion of time, it also entails a commitment to determinism.

Eddington explicitly introduces the assumption of a deterministic world. De-
terminism (Box 4.3) is an essential ingredient of the picture of the block universe.
For Eddington the true analogy of the four-dimensional world, with its union of
space and time, was a solid block of paper. If the four-dimensional continuum can
no longer be objectively divided into past, present and future, since time depends
on the motion of the observer, and Now has no objective meaning, then, as J. Jeans
states, ‘the whole history of the universe, future as well as past, is already irrevo-
cably fixed (. . .) and inescapable determinism reigns.’80 We see here clearly, as we
observed before, how some of the fundamental notions evolved differentially. The
notion of determinism becomes really problematic with the discovery of quantum
events. We will discuss the notions of determinism and causation in the next chap-
ter. For the present discussion it suffices to note that Jean’s notion is not the only
alternative. Eddington and Jeans embrace a static view of determinism, according
to which there is no change in the physical universe. This is the block universe
captured in the analogy of the filmstrip or the particle tracks in a cloud chamber.
But Cunningham hints at an alternative, dynamic form of determinism. The world
lines propagate at a finite velocity: they have a history. The world lines undergo
a dynamic evolution, according to deterministic laws. But this involves interactions
between world lines, which may lead to unpredictable contingencies.

As the Minkowski space-time view was difficult to comprehend, physical un-
derstanding produced new models to present the four-dimensional world. The
map analogy became an important feature of the Special theory of relativity litera-
ture. Terms like light cone, lamination and slicing were also introduced to capture
the thinking behind Minkowski’s four-dimensional world. Let us consider these
attempts at physical understanding in turn.

• Maps. The history of the universe is a map of the world lines of all particles
through four-dimensional space-time.81 There is no indication of the flow of
time. World lines of particles at rest are presented as straight lines. Particles
moving with a constant velocity are indicated by straight lines but inclined at
an angle of less than 45◦ with respect to the stationary particles. Accelerated

80 Jeans, Physics and Philosophy (1943), 119 but see also Davies, About Time (1995), 278;
Bunge, Causality (31979), 65 and Bondi, ‘Relativity’ (1952), 660

81 Eddington, ‘Gravitation and the Principle of Relativity’ (1918), 17; Cunningham, ‘Einstein’s
Relativity Theory of Gravitation II’ (1919), 375; Weyl, ‘Geometrie und Physik’ (1931), 50;
Ames, ‘Einstein’s Law of Gravitation’ (1920), 206–216. A modern proponent of the map
analogy and its association with the block universe is Gold, ‘The Arrow of Time’ (1962),
403–410 and ‘The World Map’ (1974), 63–71.
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Fig. 4.9. Adapted from Misner|Thorne|Wheeler, Gravitation (1974), 6. ‘The crossing of straws
in a barn full of hay is a symbol for the world lines that fill up space-time.’ The events in space-
time are indicated by black dots. Only the intersections of world lines can claim physical
reality and are observable. The first event, from left to right, is the absorption of a photon.
The second event is the reemission of the photon. The third event represents the collision of
two material particles

particles are indicated by curves. Note that the knowledge of nature consists in
the knowledge of the intersections of world lines.82 (Fig. 4.9)
If we concentrate on a particular point of a world line, at a particular event in
space-time, we observe that light cones stretch out from each particular event in
space-time. One light cone opens up into the future, another into the past.

• Eddington’s solid block of paper83 captures the idea of a four-dimensional con-
tinuum and the observer-dependence of the separation of space and time. Each

82 Einstein, Relativity (1920), 95; ‘Zur Grundlage’ (1916), §3; Eddington, Space, Time &
Gravitation (1920), 87; ‘Gravitation and the Principle of Relativity’ (1916), 328; ‘Gravitation
and the Principle of Relativity’ (1918), 17; Ames, ‘Einstein’s Law of Gravitation’ (1920), 211;
Reichenbach, Philosophy of Space and Time (1956), §45; Schlick, ‘Raum und Zeit in der
gegenwärtigen Physik’ (1917), 181; Friedman, Foundations (1983), 24

83 Eddington, Space, Time & Gravitation (1920), 36, 51; ‘The Relativity of Time’ (1921), 803.
Eddington’s analogy of a solid block of paper has struck a chord with physicists. The
analogy was taken up by Born: ‘In itself the four-dimensional space-time continuum is
structureless. It is the mutual relations of the world points disclosed by experiment that
impresses a geometry with a definite metric on it.’ Born, Einstein’s Theory of Relativity
(1962), 335. Costa de Beauregard invites us to imagine ‘spacetime as a sort of book, the
pages of which are the layered spacelike surfaces ε (. . .), which our conscious ‘now’, or
‘attention to life’, is ‘reading’, each in turn, in the ‘right’ order.’ Costa de Beauregard,
Time (1987), 155. In Minkowski space-time, ‘all light cones have the same “width” and
are “tilted” at the same “angle”, Friedman, Foundations (1983), 186. See also Norton,
‘Philosophy of Space and Time’ (1992). In modern cosmology the term ‘foliation’ is used,
see Barrow|Tiper, The Anthropic Cosmological Principle (1986), 627
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observer, depending on the state of motion, will slice the block differently. The
lamination planes at different angles indicate the respective observer’s perspec-
tive on simultaneity. The Special theory of relativity only allows relative simul-
taneity. For any observer, events are simultaneous if they lie on a plane, which
lies perpendicular to the observer’s path through space-time. (Fig. 4.10)

Fig. 4.10. Lamination of space-time block by different observers

• Light Cones. The most popular representation of the geometry of the four-
dimensional world is that of light cones. Future-directed and past-directed light
cones issue from every event in space-time. The boundaries of the light cones
are formed by the light signals, which diverge from a particular event in space-
time or converge onto such an event. This makes sense, since it is a postulate of
the Special theory of relativity that no signal can travel faster than light. So the
world lines of the photons constitute the boundaries, which no other world line
of a material particle can cross. Light cones, which converge onto a given event,
constitute the past of this event. Light cones, which diverge from a given event,
constitute the future of this event. (Fig. 4.11)

Let us now concentrate on a particular event, E at the space-time point near the
Here-Now. Two observers, moving into their forward light cones, pass the event,
E. One observer is at rest, and the other observer is moving with constant velocity
relative to the first observer. Each observer must specify four data to describe
the event. The stationary observer will use the coordinates (x, y, z, t), the moving
observer will use the coordinates (x′, y′, z′, t′). What events these observers judge as
happening simultaneously is relative to their state of motion. (Fig. 4.12a,b)

As the simultaneity planes of the two observers do not coincide, the two ob-
servers do not judge the same events as being co-present with E. There is thus no
absolute sense of Now. Hence the separation of the four-dimensional order into
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Fig. 4.11. The Light Cone Structure of Space-Time

Fig. 4.12. (a) Stationary Observer and simultaneity plane to E. (b) Moving Observer and
simultaneity plane to E
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space and time coordinates depends on the state of motion of each observer. The
lamination of space-time yields different Nows. Space and time seem to be relegated
to the observer and the Special theory of relativity seems to vindicate the Kantian
view that temporal and spatial judgements have their source in the minds of the
observer.84

An idealistphilosophyof time lay ready for thephysicists toemploy in the service
of their purpose. The four-dimensional space-time continuum could be sliced at
different angles, depending only on the state of motion of the observer. This was the
consequenceof thenewnotionof relative simultaneity.The separationof thenatural
world into spatial and temporal components lost its objective meaning. It was
natural for the physicists to borrow philosophical elements from the larger cultural
backgroundtocomplete their relativisticworldview.Kantbecamethe inspiration for
an idealist conception of time amongst physicists. In fact, it is a logical consequence
of thedeterministic blockuniverse. In this strangeKant-Einstein-Minkowski jigsaw,
let us review the main tenets of an idealist philosophy of time.

4.3 Idealist Views of Time

4.3.1 Saint Augustine

Saint Augustin
(354–430 AD)

Saint Augustine’s reflections on the notion of time can
be interpreted as an early conception of an idealist view
on time. Saint Augustine was led to a discussion on the
notion of time by reflection on such questions as “What
was God doing before he made heaven and earth?” Saint
Augustine rejects this question as nonsense because he
argues that when there was no creation, there was no
time. But this answer then leads to the question, “What
is time?” Saint Augustine seems to have an interesting
suggestion in mind: for there to be time, there must be
some creation or, in other words, there must be some
material eventshappening.So,where there isa total void,
there is no time. God then is the creator of time for Saint
Augustine. But this only answers part of the question:
time is co-existent with creation but not co-eternal with

God. Given that some form of creation (= material universe) is necessary for the
existence of time, what is time itself? Saint Augustine gives a further clue: ‘no time

84 In his famous Cologne lecture on ‘Raum und Zeit’ (1909), §3 Minkowski had already
emphasised that the Here-Now separates events into a ‘before-after’-relation: events be-
longing to the past light cone necessarily occur earlier than events at Here-Now. Equally,
events belonging to the future light cone necessarily occur later than events at Here-Now.
So it is far from clear whether Minkowski would have accepted the block universe as
a consequence of the Special theory of relativity, even if he accepted an idealist view of
time.
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is co-eternal with God’ – he writes – ‘because God never changes; whereas if time
never changed, it would not be time.’ (Confessions, Book XI, §14) This seems to
imply that there is only time where there are physical changes. From this Saint
Augustine concludes:

• If nothing had passed, there would be no past time
• If nothing were going to happen, there would be no future time

• If nothing were, there would be no present time.

So time seems to reside in changing events or, in other words, in the passage from
future to past events. If the crucial aspect of time is the passage from future to past,
when does time actually exist? The past no longer exists and the future does not yet
exist. So maybe the only time, which really does exist, is the present.

But when is the present? As words cascade from a speaker’s mouth, his words
recede irretrievably into the past. Does the present than reside just in the words of
the speaker as he utters them at the moment of speaking? No, even the utterance
of one word takes time and involves a passage from the future to the past. Does
the present reside perhaps in the utterance of just one syllable? But even this takes
time. As long as some event has duration we can divide it into future and past. The
present, then, concludes Saint Augustine, has no duration.85

Still, Saint Augustine continues, we seem to be able to measure time. We are
aware of units of time or periods of time. But we cannot measure the past because
it has gone, nor can we measure the future because it has not yet arrived. The
conclusion is that we can be aware of time and measure it only while it is passing.
(Confessions, Book XI, §16) But how do we measure the present time, if it has no
duration (§21)?

Saint Augustine dismisses Plato’s suggestion that time is constituted by the
movement of heavenly bodies, because time continues even when there is no such
movement.Heappeals toapassage in theBible (Joshua 10:13) according towhich ‘the
sun once stood still in answer to a man’s prayer so that he could fight on until victory
was his, the sun indeed stood still but time continued to pass.’ (§23) In addition,
we always measure the movement of bodies in time, never time by reference to the
movement of bodies, including the sun. We seem to have a problem: we cannot
measure the duration of moments in the past or future because they have either
gone or not yet arrived. Nor can we measure the present because it has no duration.
Yet we do measure time.

Saint Augustine was right. During his lifetime the passage of time was measured
by the use of shadow clocks and water clocks (clepsydras). The mechanical clock
was not to be invented for almost another thousand years. Its uncertain origin is
dated between 1271 and 1300. Yet Saint Augustine’s solution to his puzzle makes no
appeal to shadow or water clocks. He arrives at the conclusion that time is measured
in each person’s mind. The measurement of time is not objective. Things and events
pass from the future into the past. What is measured are the impressions, which

85 This is of course very much a mathematical idea of duration: between any two numbers
we can insert other numbers, as long as we allow a sufficient rich set of numbers.
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things and events that pass leave on the perceiver’s mind. So we do not say, ‘past
time is long’, because the past no longer exists. We say that a long past is a long
remembrance of the past. And a long future is a long expectation of the future.
The duration of the present moment is captured by the attention, which the mind
devotes to it (§28). Saint Augustine uses the analogy of a passing sound – a noise – to
illustrate the passage of events from the future to the past. Imagine you stand on
a hill overlooking a tennis court some distance away. Two tennis players are hitting
the ball across the net. You will see them hitting the ball before you will hear the
hitting of the ball. Sound travels at a much slower velocity than light. When you see
the ball being hit, the sound still lies in your future. You cannot measure it. When
the sound waves reach you, you can register the sound. Then the sound passes into
the past. You will no longer be able to measure it.

Saint Augustine’s idealist view of time has severe limitations.

1. Time has no objectivity. There is no clock time. Yet Saint Augustine starts his re-
flections with the observation that there can only be time where there is physical
change. Events must be ordered according to a ‘before-after’-relation. Saint Au-
gustine’s idea that time resides in changing physical events anticipates Leibniz’s
relational theory of time. According to the relational view, as we have seen, time
is the order of succession of events. The human mind records the succession of
these physical events and thus forms a notion of time. Saint Augustine’s view
can be described as a relational-idealist view of time. He shares with Leibniz the
view that events are ordered according to an objective ‘before-after’-relation.
This relation does not depend on human awareness. But unlike Leibniz he lapses
into idealism because he surreptitiously replaces the ‘before-after’-relation by
the ‘past-present-future’ relation. The latter depends on human consciousness
because it depends on conventional units of time. But in this respect Saint Au-
gustine also differs from Kant. Saint Augustine makes the awareness of the
‘past-present-future’ relation dependent on individual minds, while Kant builds
it into the structure of the human mind.

2. SaintAugustine’s insistence that thepassageof events fromfuture intopast leaves
impressions on the minds of individual perceivers makes him the originator
of the concept of psychological time.86 Modern psychology has studied the
psychological experience of time as a function of both the influence of a person’s
age and the influence of chemical substances. This is an interesting discovery
but it does not answer Saint Augustine’s original question, ‘What is time?’

3. Saint Augustine’s assumption that time is mathematically divisible into infinity
has been questioned by modern physics. There may exist a shortest moment of
time – the Planck time. We do not have to accept Saint Augustine’s conclusion
that the present is durationless, and hence that time has no objective existence.
Saint Augustine’s finding that the present is durationless is based on the math-
ematical idealization of the infinite divisibility of time. But this is not an actual

86 Psychologists have found that the subjective impression of temporal duration can be
influenced by drugs and by the complexity of the signal, see Ornstein, On the Experience
of Time (1969); Fraser ed. (1966), Part III; Treisman, ‘The Perception of Time’ (1999)
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characteristic of physical time. It is thought that there exists a minimum physical
amount of time, i.e. a chronon. This sets the stage for temporal atomicity. Just as
there can be no continuous amount of energy but quanta of energy, so there can
be no infinite divisibility of time. There is a quantum of time whose magnitude
has been calculated to be 10−23 or 10−24 seconds. This would be the shortest
possible time.87 Latest theoretical calculations in a field called quantum gravity
put an even shorter limit on the quantum of time and add that there is also
a quantum of space.

Saint Augustine is led by logical reasoning to the conclusion that time cannot
exist as a feature of the physical world. Yet there are objective elements in our
understanding of time, which cannot be regarded as purely conventional.88 Thus it
is purely conventional that the day has 24 hours or that some months have 30 days.
But apart from these conventional units of time there are natural units of time,
which are independent of human conventions. The longest and shortest days of the
year, the summer and winter solstice, the orbit of the earth around the sun provide
natural units of time, on which many of the conventional units of time are based.
Saint Augustine admits that there is a succession of events stretching from the future
into the past (§27) and this leaves an impression on the mind. This succession of
events is objective. However this does not give us a metric to measure the duration
of time between two events. Saint Augustine suggests that the mind provides such
a time metric. This choice is conventional, since even in Saint Augustine’s time water
clocks and shadow clocks existed which could have given a rough measure of the
duration between two events. These were very primitive clocks but their accuracy
would have been better than the attention, memory and expectation, which serve
as metrics in Saint Augustine’s philosophy of time. The choice of the metric is
purely conventional but metrics differ in their accuracy. What is not conventional
is the occurrence of the events and that they are separated by intervals between the
earlier and the later event. Saint Augustine makes an implicit distinction between
two relations. There is the ‘before-after’-relation: there is change in the physical
world. This material change affects the human mind in that we become aware
of time. The past-present-future-relation requires human awareness. It belongs to
the domain of human conceptualizations. Saint Augustine locates this relation in

87 We arrive at the shortest possible time span by dividing the shortest natural length,
10−15, which corresponds to the diameter of the proton or electron, by the speed of
light in vacuum, i.e. 3 × 108 m|s. For more on the quantum of time, see Salecker|Wigner,
‘Quantum Limitations of the Measurement of Space-Time Distances’ (1958); Campbell,
‘Time and Change’ (1921), 1106 and ‘Atomic Structure’ (1921). Some physicists express
doubts about the existence of the chronon, see Davies, About Time (1995), 187; Čapek,
Philosophical Impact (1962), 230–8, 386 discusses some of the conceptual difficulties of
a ‘chronon theory’. According to recent calculations the quantum of time may be as
short as 10−43 seconds. The essential aspect in this approach to quantum gravity is the
discreteness of time and space at the Planck scale, see Smolin, Three Roads (2001), 62–3
and Chap. III.

88 See van Fraassen, Introduction (1970), 76–7; Zwart, About Time (1976), 4; Čapek, ‘Time in
Relativity Theory’ (1966), 434–54 and ‘Doctrine of Necessity’ (1951)
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the human mind. As Saint Augustine treats time as an extension of the individual
human mind, his notion of time becomes subjective. Saint Augustine’s notion of
time is a subjective-idealist view of time, since time is measured in individual minds
as a result of impressions left on them through passing events. He does not conceive
of the notion of physical time, which became prominent with Galileo and found
its ultimate expression in Einstein’s Special theory of relativity. According to the
notion of physical time, time is what our clocks measure. This is not a fully-fledged
notion of time, since it leaves out both psychological and social aspects of time. But
it is a thoroughly objective notion of time.

4.3.2 Immanuel Kant

Immanuel Kant
(1724–1804)

Kant defends an idealist view of time but not in the sub-
jective sense, in which Saint Augustine upheld it. Ac-
cording to Saint Augustine, time can only be measured
if the mind (of the individual) can record an impres-
sion left on it by the passing of external events. But he
failed to explain how the mind could be an accurate
chronometer for the external order of physical events.
He was a pioneer of the study of internal time.

Kant drew a distinction between the temporal order,
in which objects of the external world appear to the hu-
man mind, and the order of the noumenal world. Of the
latter he simply denies that we can have any knowledge –

the noumenal world is not knowable to us.

If we abstract from our mode of inwardly intuiting ourselves (. . .) and so take objects
as they may be in themselves, then time is nothing. It has objective validity only in
respect of appearances, these being things, which we take as objects of our senses.
It is no longer objective, if we abstract from the sensibility of our intuition, that is,
from that mode of representation, which is peculiar to us, and speak of things in
general. Time is therefore a purely subjective condition of our (human) intuition
(which is always sensible, that is, so far as we are affected by objects), and in itself,
apart from the subject, is nothing. Nevertheless, in respect of all appearances, and
therefore of all the things which can enter into our experience, it is necessarily
objective.89

Kant denied, against Leibniz, that the concept of time was derived from experience,
and he denied, against Newton, that time had any claim to absolute reality. In his
view, the concept of time does not inhere in objects but merely in the subject, which
intuits them. Time and space are pure forms of intuition.90 This position leads to
an objective idealist view of time.

89 Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (1781|1787), B51|A35
90 See Whitrow, Natural Philosophy of Time (1980), 49–51. Karl Pearson, The Grammar of

Science (1892) adopts a Kantian viewpoint when he declares that both time and space are
modes of perception. ‘Of time as of space we cannot assert a real existence; it is not in
things, but in our mode of perceiving them.’ Pearson, Grammar (31911), 211
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Kant proposed his view as a solution to the puzzle of time (and space) because he
foundboth theLeibnizianandNewtonianviewsunsatisfactory.TheNewtonianview
gave rise to the antinomy of time (Critique B454). The Leibnizan view presupposes
what it claims to demonstrate.

Leibniz gave an empirical explanation of how the notion of space and time
originate. Men consider that ‘several things exist at the same time and they find
in them a certain order of co-existence.’91 By implication, when they observe ‘this
order in relation to the successive position of bodies’ 92, they form the notion of
time.

Kant made some fundamental objections against empirical notions of time and
space, derived from experience (Critique B37–53). He says that the experience of
things or objects in a spatial and temporal order already presupposes the availabil-
ity of the notions of space and time. We can imagine a space without objects but no
objects without spatial arrangements. Equally we can imagine time without events
but no events without temporal arrangements. We have no empirical experience
of time and space per se; ‘they are not objects of experience but “transcendental
conditions” which make experience possible’93 Time and space are necessary con-
ditions a priori of the possibility of experience. Furthermore, time and space are not
general concepts. Kant says that we represent to ourselves only one space (Critique
A25) and one time (A32, A189).94 Time and space are pure forms of intuition.

Kant’s position amounts to two claims regarding time:

• The affirmation of the empirical reality of time. By this he means the objective
validity of time in respect of all objects, which may be given to our senses. All
objects we experience, we experience as temporally ordered.

• The denial of all claims as to the absolute reality of time. Kant denies that time
belongs to things absolutely or is a property of things. His main reason is that
time could not be observed as a property of things (A36), nor in itself (B56).

Kant observes that if humans are deprived of their sensibility, then the represen-
tation of time vanishes. This is not only an idealist view of time. It is an objective
idealist view of time. According to Kant time does not inhere in the objects but
merely in the subject, which intuits them (Critique A35). But all human subjects
possess this form of intuition. It is built into the structure of the human mind.

91 Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 230
92 Leibniz, Philosophical Writings (1973), 220, cf. Mach, Mechanik (91933), 217
93 Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962), 48
94 It is good to remember the Newtonian background to Kant’s philosophy. Kant denies that

time and space have absolute reality, in the Newtonian sense. Newton held that spatial
events took place within some spatial container, called absolute space; and temporal
events can be measured with respect to a river of time, which Newton calls absolute time.
According to Newton both absolute time and space exist irrespective of the occurrence of
spatial and temporal events. Kant shares with Newton the pre-relativistic idea that there
is only one space and one time. What Kant denies is that time and space exist irrespective
of the existence of human beings.
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Kant speaks of time or the representation of time. But how is time to be rep-
resented? It is clear that he excludes the subjective experience of time, as Saint
Augustine defended it. But does the representation of time mean clock time, human
time or merely some ordering of events according to the ‘before-after’-relation?
Clock time and human time have conventional aspects and are based on natural
units of time. If time and space are pure forms of intuition, does this simply mean
that a metric of time could not exist without human awareness? Or are we also
to deny that natural events are subject to a ‘before-after’-relation irrespective of
human awareness?

We can only have knowledge of the external world as it appears to the human
mind. And the human mind processes the appearances through the categories,
which ensure that subjective sense impressions become objective knowledge. In-
stead of claiming that time is nothing with respect to things in themselves Kant’s
position would have required of him to remain agnostic. Natural events in them-
selves may be subject to a ‘before-after’-relation, but within the Kantian view-
point, humans cannot know. But even the representation of time involves a genuine
‘before-after’-relation. A temporal order is produced through the application of the
category of relation [including substance, causation and reciprocity] to the appear-
ances. In pre-relativistic fashion, this temporal order is independent of the reference
frames of different observers.95 This application of the category of relation is to be
understood as follows.

• All appearances of succession in time are only changes in the determinations of
substance, which itself abides (A189|B233).

• All changes occur according to the law of causation, that is of the connection of
cause and effect (A189|B233). For Kant the law of causation is a rule, by which we
determine something according to the succession of time. The rule states: the
condition under which an event invariably and necessarily follows is to be found
in what precedes the event (B246).

• Finally, things can appear to humans as existing simultaneously, only insofar as
they interact with each other. Again, Kant would conceive of this simultaneity in
the pre-relativistic sense of absolute simultaneity.

Kant’s view of time is not clock time, nor is it human time in the sense of calendar
dates. It is an objective, mind-dependent metric of time, as the temporal order of
appearances is produced, objectively, through the application of the category of
relation.

Kant thought that the impossibility of perceiving both spatial and temporal
events without some pre-existing spatial or temporal form dealt a blow to Leibniz’s
empiricist explanation of the origin of these notions. He also considered that his
idealist view of time was confirmed by a consideration of the application of the
concept of time to the whole universe. Or by the treatment of time as a cosmological
concept, which far exceeds our experience. (Although Kant makes no reference to

95 Mittelstaedt, Philosophische Probleme (1972), 37; Kant, Critique B218ff (analogies of
experience)
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Newton in this connection, this could be a criticism of Newton’s absolute time
and space, understood as metaphysical concepts. Kant states repeatedly that ‘time
cannot be perceived in itself.’ [Critique B233]) Kant tried to show that a metaphysical
notion of time involved us in antinomies. (Antinomies are contradictions between
two theses, which in themselves are coherent. Only when conjoined do the theses
produce a contradiction.) To give a flavour of Kant’s reasoning consider both the
thesis

• ‘The world has a beginning in time, and is also limited as regards space’ (i.e.
finite in time and space),

and the antithesis

• ‘The world is infinite in both time and space’ (Critique B454ff).

Both can be consistently established in separation, but in conjuction. Kant con-
cluded that the concept of time was inapplicable to the whole universe, insofar as
this transcends our experience.96

Kant’s idealist view of time was motivated by his rejection of an empirical ex-
planation of the genesis of the notion of time (Leibniz) and by a consideration of
the inconsistencies, which arise when we deal with purely metaphysical or tran-
scendent notions. Leibniz and Mach saw in Newton’s notions of absolute space
and time only untestable speculations. Kant seems to have followed Leibniz in this
interpretation. This then led to his thesis that time and space were pure forms of
intuition. In his Principia Mathematica (1687) Newton is at pains to stress that his
notions of absolute space and time are subject to empirical testing. They do not lead
to direct empirical tests but they can be indirectly inferred from Newton’s thought
experiments. So Newton claims. We have already seen that instead of dismissing
Newton’s notion of time as an idle speculation, there are good reasons for treating it
as a philosophical presupposition for the formulation of his laws of motion. Kant’s
theory of objectivity is formulated in the framework of Newtonian mechanics, with
its assumption of absolute time and space. Although Kant rejected the absolute-
ness of time, he shared with Newton and all pre-relativistic thinkers the idea of
the universality of time. We represent to ourselves only one time and one space.
Einstein has taught us that this is the result of our myopia. We experience a world
of macro-objects. We deal with everyday experiences. The world of macro-objects
does not reveal the relativity of spatial and temporal intervals. Einstein’s discovery
that observers measure different temporal and spatial intervals, depending on their
reference frames, was taken by many relativists (as the proponents of the relativity
theory were once called) as further evidence of the correctness of the idealist view
of time.

In a certain sense Kant is right that material things or phenomena do indeed not
possess the temporal properties, which we ascribe to them. Phenomena do not carry
dates and do not possess the properties of past, present and future. But irrespective

96 See Whitrow, Natural Philosophy of Time (1980), 27ff; Falkenburg, Kants Kosmologie
(2000)
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of these temporal properties, appearances stand in temporal relations of succession
with respect to each other: some appearances arebefore, some appearances are after
others. If we replace Kant’s empiricist terminology of appearances and phenomena
by a realist terminology of material objects, or space-time events, then the rela-
tion of succession is independent of our perception or awareness of this temporal
relation. World lines have histories. In this sense, time does not vanish when hu-
man consciousness vanishes. According to our interpretation Kant’s idealist view is
equivalent to the refusal to accept the succession of events (‘before-after’-relation)
in the material world as constituting time.97

4.3.3 Transience: On the Passage of Time

The passage of time is relative; it depends on the observer’s velocity. (Scientific
American, January 2000)

Saint Augustine has defined the philosophical problem of time. Logical reasoning
about time seems to lead to the conclusion that time cannot exist. Saint Augustine
recognised that where there were events, there was time. John E. McTaggart pro-
duced a famous argument, and distinction, according to which he denied the reality
of time. According to McTaggart’s idealist view of time it makes no sense to attribute
the properties ‘past’, ‘present’, ‘future’ to physical events. Hence time is unreal.98

Here again we encounter a static view of time: events are ordered according to the
‘earlier-later’-relation. Events do not change with respect to being past, present,
future.99

McTaggart argued that there were two ways of talking about events in time.
A sequence of events ordered according to the ‘earlier-later’-relation (or ‘before-
after’-relation) will be called B-series. A sequence of events ordered by the degree
to which they are future, present or past will be called A-series. It is obvious that
the A-series depends on human conceptualisation. An A-determination of an event
ascribes a position in the A-series to a particular event – it ascribes a date to this
event. A-statements, unlike B-statements, have different truth-values at different
times. For instance, it will be true today to say that Scott will come tomorrow. But
tomorrow it will be false to say that Scott will come (the day after) tomorrow. These
changing truth-values do not affect B-statements. If A comes before B, then it is
logically impossible to reverse this order.100 So we have a contrast between two
different views of time.101

97 It is a matter of dispute whether Kant’s view of time contradicts the Special theory of
relativity, as Reichenbach affirms, or whether it is compatible with it, as Cassirer claims.

98 McTaggart, ‘The Unreality of Time’ (1908)
99 See Seddon, Time (1978), §§1, 2, 6; for further discussion, see Zwart, About Time (1976),

44–47; Whitrow, Natural Philosophy of Time (1980), 345–8, 370–1; Schlesinger, Aspects of
Time (1980),Chap. 2,3;Horwich,Asymmetries inTime (1987), 18–25;Nahin,TimeMachines
(1993), 72–4; Shimony, ‘Implications of Transience’ (1998); Weingard, ‘Space-Time’ (1977)

100 According to the Special theory of relativity this claim is restricted to time-like separated
events.

101 Seddon, Time (1978), §§7, 1
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Tensed View of Time Static View of Time

Events change with respect to being
past, present, and future. As a con-
sequence of changing their tempo-
ral properties, they change their A-
determinations.

Events just are. They do not become
past, present, and future. They al-
ways retain their particular B-deter-
minations with respect to all other
events.

But according to McTaggart102, the belief in temporal properties – that, for
instance, ‘past’ is a predicate of events – is incoherent. Temporal properties are
mutually exclusive and yet every event possesses all three at different times. Every
event at one point is future, then present, then past. This leads to an infinite regress:
we can always ask, ‘At what time does an event possess these properties?’

There is no change in the B-series: events will forever be ordered according to
the ‘before-after’-relation. McTaggart accepts that time requires change. If time is
real, events must change. But there is no change in the B-series. So events must
change with respect to A-determinations. But it is incoherent to believe that events
change with respect to A-determinations. So time is unreal.

These attempts are unsatisfactory, since apart from arguments of logical con-
sistency they do not pay heed to the constraints from science. Saint Augustine
reduces time to psychological time. McTaggart’s argument builds on the ambiva-
lence between the ‘before-after’-relation and the ‘past-present-future’-relation. We
may hope to say something about physical time and philosophical time. Psycho-
logical time is just the way the passage of time appears to the individual and this
may depend on psychological and biochemical factors. Physical time is clock time
according to Galileo and Einstein. Both notions are grounded in physical events.
Galileo measured time intervals for balls rolling on inclined planes against the
amount of water that would flow from a container during the ball’s trajectory. Ein-
stein used the transmission of light signals to synchronise clocks between distant
observers.

Can the past, present and future exist as well as the transitions between them,
without the presence of human consciousness? Or is this situation similar to the
one in which a physical event occurs – say the emission of waves of a certain range
of wavelengths – which only becomes a certain type of event – ‘music’ – because
of the presence of creatures equipped with higher forms of consciousness? In other
words: Is the passage of time a primary quality in the physical world or a secondary
quality in the mind of the observer?

The passage of time is a beguiling image. The image suggests that there is an
entity called time, a stream, which undergoes a continuous movement into the
future, leaving a riverbed of records in the past. In this image time is like an eternal
river, which marks the passage of time. This is essentially the Newtonian metaphor:
absolute, true and mathematical time, in Newton’s enduring phrase, ‘flows equably
without relation to anything external.’ In the Newtonianimage, time is a primary

102 Seddon, Time (1978), §9, see also Nahin, Time Machines (1993), 73; Schlesinger, Aspects of
Time (1980); Horwich, Asymmetries in Time (1987)
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quality. The universe has a clock. For Leibniz and Mach, too, time is a primary
quality, though not in the Newtonian sense. For Saint Augustine and Kant time is
a secondary quality. In the Special theory of relativity the passage of time became
inextricably entwined with the state of motion of an observer, more precisely of
a clock, attached to a reference frame. There are many rivers and they do not flow
‘equably’. In fact, the block universe interpretation seems to suggest that there
is no flow at all. The physical world is static, and the observers ‘create’ time by
slicing the world block according to their coordinates. In the Minkowskian image,
time is a secondary quality. But the Special theory of relativity is fundamentally
committed to the view that there is change in the physical universe. For physical
events propagate at a finite velocity, which is always smaller than the velocity
of light, c. The propagation of physical events at a limited velocity means that
there is a succession of events in the physical universe, which is governed by the
‘before-after’-relation. The very assumption of the finite velocity of light in the
Special theory of relativity seems to contradict the idea of the block universe. Saint
Augustine’s fundamental philosophical question: ‘What is time?’ and his inability
to give a satisfactory answer revolves around the distinction between the ‘before-
after’-relation and the ‘past-present-future’-relation. The Leibnizian identification
of time with the succession of events seems to commit us to the minimalist notion
of time based on the ‘before-after’-relation. Time is the order of successive events.
Then the perception of becoming and transition, the passage from past to future,
seem to require human awareness. When time is associated with human awareness
of time, as in the idealist view, the familiar temporal aspects of time – past, present
and future, transition and becoming – seem to constitute what is meant by time.
Conceptual awareness divides events into past, present and future and offers the
image of a passage of time from past to future. In this image time is a secondary
quality. But the passage of time can be construed as a primary quality. If time is
a succession of events in the physical world, a change from an earlier to a later state,
then this change of physical events constitutes the passage of time. And human
conceptual awareness only helps to differentiate these events first into past, present
and future and further into calendar dates. The events themselves do not change
with respect to being future, present and past. The date at which an event occurred
is not a further physical property, which must be specified. Events carry no dates.103

In the absence of any conceptualised awareness, events just seem to happen.
They seem to be related to each other along an ‘earlier-later’-line. Event A is earlier
than event B, which is later than event C. On such a scale, an event being much
later than some earlier event means that between these two events many other
events have happened – or t2 is not immediately preceded by t1. The existence

103 See Smart, ‘Time and Becoming’ (1980), 11 for further discussion of the indexical character
of the terms ‘future’, ‘present’, ‘past’; the concepts are anthropocentric in the sense that
they have significance only with respect to human thought. By contrast, terms like ‘earlier’
and ‘later’ and ‘simultaneous’ are devoid of all traces of anthropocentricity and apply to
the physical universe. See Smart, ‘The Space-Time World’ (1963), 131–148; also Smart,
‘The River of Time’ (1949), 483–94. For a modern discussion of these questions, see Le
Poidevin, ‘Time, Tense and Topology’ (1996), 467–81
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of natural clocks would give an indication of how much earlier. For instance, the
construction of the Egyptian pyramids is separated from the construction of the
Louvre pyramid by so many revolutions of the earth around the sun. There is no
need for a conscious observer. There are already natural clocks in the universe,
which order objects according to the ‘before-after’-relation. McTaggart pointed at
a fundamental flaw in the identification of time with the ‘before-after’-relation. It
seems to result in a static view of the universe.

Does the ‘before-after’-relation necessarily imply a world of static being? The
‘before-after’-relation gives us a tenseless way of speaking about the world. If
event E1 is before event E2, then it will remain so to eternity. But this does not exclude
physical change and becoming in the universe. Recall that world lines constitute
the history of events, and that events experience transitional states. For a proper
appreciation of the block universe, it is important to realise that ‘timelessness is not
the same as tenselessness.’104

The ‘before-after’-relationbetweeneventshasoftenbeenassociatedwitha static
view of the universe, as it is encapsulated in the idea of the block universe. This
may be an impoverishment of a physical view of the universe. Are present things
not also influenced by their past such that their past may at least partly affect their
present state? Think of evolutionary accounts of nature. Are there no transitional
phenomena in the physical world?105

All events are related by a ‘before-after’-relation but this does not preclude that
some events are related by much stronger links than ‘before-after’: causal links,
energy links, functional links – all these tell us more about how two or several events
are related than the ‘before-after’-relation. These are structural links existing in the
natural world. Leibniz, Kant and Mach may be right that there is no entity called
time, which, like a river, flows, independently of actual events. Nor are dates physical
properties, which events possess. McTaggart has shown that this assumption leads
to inconsistencies. This does not exclude the possibility of an intermediate position.
It denies that the ‘before-after’-relation must lead to a static picture.

If this is the case then it is important to realize that transitional changes between
system states are an important feature of physical and biological systems. The
past state of a system may have a significant influence on its present state. Kant’s
evolutionary theory of cosmic history argues this point. It assumes a deterministic
evolution of cosmic history from chaos to order through the workings of mechanical
laws. In today’s cosmological theories, the observable pattern of galaxies and their
dynamicevolution (Hubble’s law) isprojectedbackwards in time toaBigBangevent,
followed by an inflationary expansion. This raises the fundamental question of the
arrow of time. Darwinian evolution is a statistical model of how random genetic
changes in an organism and natural changes in the environment will favour some

104 Smart, ‘The Space-Time World’ (1963), 139; see also Shimony, ‘Implications of Transience’
(1998)

105 Benjamin, ‘Ideas of Time in the History of Philosophy’ (1966), 21 and Whitrow, Natural
Philosophy of Time (1980), §§7.5, 7.10 argue that the very essence of time lies in its
transience or that time has a transitional nature.
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species anddisfavourothers.Thepresent stateof theorganismwill havea significant
impact on its future success in an ecological niche. So the ‘before-after’-relation
can be enhanced by an incorporation of transitional changes without yet invoking
human awareness. Would there be an indication in such systems that a present
state is a transitional state?106 There are many transitional states in Nature (in
astronomy, physics, and biology) whose nature is governed by laws, which operate
independently of our knowledge of them. The history of physical systems leaves
traces. A biological system grows from infancy to maturity to death. Its present
state is shaped by its past state and its interaction with the environment, and it
evolves towards a future state. Its present state is marked externally by a date,
imposed by human convention, but also internally by its physical and biological
condition. Its transience is a function of its internal conditions. Its past conditions
projected it into its present condition; its present conditions will project it into
some, not completely determined, future condition. So there need be no conscious
anticipation of the future for its present state to be transitional. The recognition,
noted earlier, that world lines evolve along a history, includes such a transitional
view. At any point in time, the state of a physical system is in a transitional state
from an earlier to a later state. Only when natural systems suffer a maximum of
entropy or a biological death, does the transitionality cease to exist. The question is
whether the transition between states is completely determined by its earlier state.
If it is its trajectory into the future will then be completely deterministic. It would
be tempting to conclude that the future is already there: in Eddington’s words that
physical reality is a block universe. However, we have already encountered one
reason to assign a history to the world lines of particles: the very assumption of
the finite propagation of material events in the Special theory of relativity seems
to contradict the idea of a static, timeless universe. The succession of events or the
history of world lines already establishes time, according to the relational theory.
If the succession of events is deterministic, at least we get a dynamic, not a static
form of determinism. The proponent of the block universe may derive comfort
from the Laplacean demon: a sufficiently capable mind will see the past and the
future stretched out to eternity, as if it already existed. Eddington and Jeans, as
we observed, explicitly introduced a deterministic assumption into the view of the
block universe. Quantum theory, however, seems to suggest that the trajectory of
events is not completely determined by their past. If objective indeterminism lies
at the root of the physical universe, then there is room for objective becoming,
novelty and transience.107 We have to gain a better grasp of the idea of the block

106 Collingwood, Autobiography (1939), 98 characterizes transitional states in history in the
following sense: ‘If P1 has left traces of itself in P2 so that an historian living in P2 can
discover by the interpretation of evidence that what is now P2 was once P1, it follows that
the ‘traces’ of P1 in the present are not, so the speak, the corpse of a dead P1 but rather
the real P1 itself, living and active though encapsulated within the other form of itself P2.’
H.Bergson stressed thedual featureofpresentnesshavingnovelty andadynamic cohesion
with the anterior phases; see Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962), 338–41; see also Popper,
Quantum Theory (1982), 185f on transitions between quantum states without observers.

107 Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962), 333–8; see also Box 4.3 on determinism
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universe by looking at the conceptual tool, which enabled its renewed flourishing:
the Minkowski space-time interpretation of the Special theory of relativity.

4.4 Minkowski Space-Time

Spacetime contains a flowing “river” of 4-momentum.

Ch. Misner et al., Gravitation (1971), 130

Einstein destroyed the notion of absolute time: there is no preferred reference frame
in which the correct time for the duration of events can be read and in which two
events are really simultaneous. Einstein made the existence of time dependent on
the existence of measurable events – physical time is clock time. But it was the
German mathematician Hermann Minkowski who, in a lecture in Cologne in 1908,
drew the most radical conclusion for the understanding of space and time. As he
stressed, his conclusion was based on experimental evidence and led to a completely
new view of space and time. In a famous phrase Minkowski announced that the
notions of space and time, which hitherto had been separated (even in Einstein’s
famous 1905 paper on relativity), were to be united into a notion of space-time,
a notion that alone was to enjoy independence.108 Many prominent physicists then
used this notion of space-time, as we have already seen, to defend a static view of
the universe – or what has become known as the block universe. The notion of the
block universe commits its proponent, as we have argued, to an idealistic view of
time. Kant’s views on space and time, which existed in the philosophical heritage of
the early 20th century, gained renewed prominence when the physicists drew what
they took to be philosophical consequences of the discoveries associated with the
Special theory of relativity. The objective, idealist view of time, worked out by Kant,
seemed to fit like a philosophical glove to the notion of a block universe, inspired
by Minkowski’s union of space and time.

We have already given some graphical representation of this new notion of
space-time. Equipped with some further Minkowski insights, we can complete this
picture.

According to the classical physicist, observers in two different reference frames,
moving uniformly relative to each other, will assign different space co-ordinates
but the same time co-ordinate to the same event. Mr. Tompkins, enjoying dinner
on the train, will assign as space co-ordinates of this event the co-ordinates of
the carriage in which dinner is being served. Mr. Tompkins, say, sits at the table
opposite the bar. He will remain at this table during his dinner. The table remains at
the same place in the train carriage with respect to the bar. For an observer on the
embankment, however, Mr. Tompkins will begin and finish his dinner at different

108 Minkowski, ‘Raum und Zeit’ (1909|1974), 54. The idea was born before Minkowski – an
article in Nature 106 (1921), 693 attributes the idea to the Irish mathematician Hamilton.
Galison, ‘Minkowski’s Space-Time’ (1979) describes the emergence of Minkowski’s space-
time idea.
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spatial locations – the locations, which the train covers during its journey, while
Mr. Tompkins is having his dinner. Even for Mr. Tompkins the spatial co-ordinates
could change if he chose to measure the place of his dinner in different reference
systems. He would eat his soup and his dessert at the same table in the dining
carriage but at widely separated points of the railway track.109 How long does the
dinner last? Let us say Mr. Tompkins spends one hour at his dining table. Observers
positioned on the embankment who time Mr. Tompkins’s dinner will measure the
same time interval between soup and dessert as Mr. Tompkins.

However, according to the Special theory of relativity, temporal and spatial
intervals change when we pass from one reference system to another. In classical
physics it was sufficient to have one time co-ordinate, t, and a set of changing space
co-ordinates (x, y, z; x′, y′, z′), depending on the direction in which the object was
moving. But in relativistic physics, both temporal and spatial co-ordinates change,
so that the classical asymmetry between time and space co-ordinates disappears.110

Any description of any event requires, not only spatial co-ordinate set (x, y, z; x′, y′,
z′) but also temporal co-ordinate sets (t, t′).

Minkowski calls a spatial point existing at a temporal point a world point
(x, y, z, t form its value system). These coordinates are now called ‘space-time
coordinates’. The collection of all imaginable value systems or the set of space-time
coordinates Minkowski called the world.111 This is now called the manifold. The
manifold is four-dimensional and each of its space-time points represents an event.
Minkowski considered that at each world point, there existed a ‘substantial point’.
But this is misleading. Two light beams might interact and this would be an event in
space-time. Idealising even further, we could regard events as locations of possible
happenings.112 We want to be able to recognise an event at every moment of its
existence. Such an event will change in its spatial and temporal coordinates (these
changes are marked by dx, dy, dz, dt). As a picture of the ‘eternal existence’ of such
an event, as Minkowski says, we obtain a world line. If we do this for every event,

109 Gamow, Mr. Tompkins (1965), 15–6; Langevin, La Physique Depuis Vingt Ans (1923), 218,
310, 334; Einstein|Infeld, Evolution of Physics (1938), 206–8

110 Langevin, La Physique (1923), 279
111 Minkowski, ‘Raum und Zeit’, (1909|1974) 55. Minkowski’s vocabulary has changed since

his time. For excellentmoderndiscussionsof the space-timeworld, seeHolton, ‘Metaphor’
(1965); van Fraassen, Introduction (1970), 167–9; Sklar, Space, Time and Spacetime
(1974), 56–61, 251–60; Galison, ‘Minkowski’s Space-Time’ (1979); Sklar, Philosophy of
Physics (1992), Chap. 2; Norton, ‘Philosophy of Space and Time’ (1992|1996), 179–232;
Sexl|Schmidt, Raum-Zeit-Relativität (1978), Chaps. 7–9. An excellent early introduction
to this topic can be found in Langevin, La Physique Depuis Vingt Ans (1923).

112 Langevin, La Physique (1923), 274 defines an event as a space-time location at which
‘something happens or something exists’. Modern physicists agree. In their classic text-
book Gravitation (1971), 6, Ch. Misner, K. Thorne and J. Wheeler write: ‘Characterize
the point by what happens there! Give a point in spacetime the name “event”.’ See also
Reichenbach, The Philosophy of Space and Time (1928|1958), §45. Friedman, Foundations
(1983), 32 regards space-time events as the locations of actual and possible events. Ide-
alizing further, Sklar, Space, Time and Spacetime (1974), 56 calls events ‘the locations of
possible ideal events.’
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the whole world can then be resolved into such world lines. Minkowski adds that
physical laws can be understood as interactions between world lines.

To every event is attached a reference system, i.e. a system of temporal and
spatial axes.113 It is customary to describe these features of space-time, as if to each
reference system a group of observers was attached. (We shall follow this convention
where it does not obscure the points.) But this is not necessary, and can even be
misleading. The human observer can be replaced by ideal clocks and rods, without
altering the result of the theory in any way. Then every event is determined, with
respect to its position in space and time, by four co-ordinates given by a particular
reference system (x, y, z and t). If we have two events attached to a certain reference
system, then they will differ in space and time by differential spatial points, dx,
and differential temporal instants, dt. To a couple of events correspond a spatial
distance and a temporal distance.

Thus time can be defined by all the events, which succeed each other at a certain
point in space-time. And space can be defined by all the events, which happen
simultaneously on a plane parallel to the x-axis of the particular coordinate system.
This definition reminds us of the relational theory of time and space, due to Leibniz
and Mach, but with the important difference that the notions of absolute time and
space have been abandoned.

Minkowski speaks of the individualisation of time and space.114 How are the
world lines of particles, as seen by various observers who introduce their individu-
alised coordinate systems, to be represented graphically? The creation of individual
coordinate systems is what Eddington called the lamination or slicing of the four-
dimensional space-time world (Fig. 4.10). For an observer, in whose coordinate
system a particle is at rest (a stationary event), the world line of the particle must
run parallel to the time axis, t, always keeping the same x-value (the y- and z-axes
are neglected in each case). For such an observer, a uniformly moving event is
represented as a world line inclined at an angle from the t-axis. And an accelerated
event is represented as a curved world line. (Fig. 4.5)115

However, we have left out an important detail: according to the relativistic
understanding of the universe, no material particle can travel faster than the speed
of light. This aspect must be incorporated into these space-time diagrams. As we
have already seen, these diagrams are drawn with the speed of light as unity (c = 1).
Then a distance of 300 000 km per second on the x-axis equals the extension of
one second on the t-axis. This means that the world line of a photon is tilted away
from the vertical time axis by 45◦. Since c is taken to be a limiting speed, the
collection of possible world lines must never tilt more than 45◦ away from the t-axis
(Figs. 4.6, 4.7). If we add the other space dimensions and take the origin, x = 0, t = 0
of the diagram to be the Here-Now (from which world lines converge from the past

113 Langevin, La Physique (1923), 274ff; Nahin, Time Machine (1993), Technical Note 307;
Minkowski, ‘Raum und Zeit’ (1908), 56, 57f; Born, Einstein (1965), 251; Whitrow, Natural
Philosophy (1980), §§6.1, 6.2

114 Minkowski, ‘Raum und Zeit’ (1909|1974), 57
115 Minkowski, ‘Raum und Zeit’ (1909|1974); 57f; Nahin, Time Machines (1993), Technical

Note 4; Sklar, Space, Time, Spacetime (1974), 261–72
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and diverge into the future), then we obtain three regions. The upward region is
called the future light cone of Here-Now and the downward region is called the past
light cone of Here-Now. But there is also a region, which cannot be reached from
inside a particular light cone. It is called Elsewhere. This region cannot be reached
by material particles or signals confined to their light cones, for material particles
cannot cross the world line of the photons. This is a consequence of the Einsteinian
postulate of the constancy of light. It has an important consequence for the causal
connection of events. As every event can be reached by causal signals and can emit
causal signals, every event in space-time has its own light cone (see Fig. 4.13).116

Fig. 4.13. Representation of future and past in Space-time diagrams, where time-like connec-
tions are possible from the Here-Now. The Elsewhere regions lie outside the reach of causal
links and have a space-like separation from Here-Now

Events in space-time can be separated in two different ways:

1. When they have a time-like separation, the events are close enough together in
space and far enough apart in time so that signals or particles propagating more
slowly than the speed of light can get from one to the other and there is at least
a potential causal link between them.

2. When they have a space-like separation, they are too far apart in space and too
close together in time for any signal travelling at the speed of light or less to

116 Friedman, Foundations (1983), 126; Nahin, Time Machines (1993) 307
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connect them. World lines connecting them would tilt at more than 45◦ from
the vertical. They would represent world lines at speeds in excess of the speed
of light, c. There could be no causal connection between them at least in any
conventional sense.117

It is important to realise that where there is a causal connection between events
(time-like connection), the order of events is the same for all observers; only the
amount of time measured between these events will vary from observer to observer.
The reason for this invariant order lies in the existence of the Lorentz transforma-
tions (Box 4.1). As we shall see below, this will become one of the arguments against

Fig. 4.14. The Relativity of Time Order for space-like separated events

117 Nahin, Time Machines (1993), 306–16; Sklar, Philosophy of Physics (1992), 32f; de Beau-
regard ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 426f; Čapek, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’
(1966), 440–3; Friedman, Foundations (1983), 159–65; Mittelstaedt, Philosophische Prob-
leme (41972), Chap. I. A typical example of a space-like connection comes from quantum
mechanics. In quantum mechanical experiments certain spin correlations between pairs
of particles are observed. For instance, in the simplest case, if particle A has spin up, then
it will be observed that particle B has spin down. The spatial separation of the particle
pair is however too great for causal signals to be exchanged between them, which could
explain the ‘spooky’ distant correlations between their spin states.
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the notion of the block universe. Only when there is a space-like separation between
events, and hence no causal connection, can the time order be reversed for different
observers (Fig. 4.14, Box 4.2).118

Box 4.2:

What is meant by causation here? As we shall see in the next Chapter, prior
to the advent of quantum mechanics, physicists took causation to mean the
predictability of events in the future. In other words, they made no distinction
between causation and predictive determinism. Given the present condition
of a physical system in which the events take place, and the knowledge of the
general mechanical laws, which govern the system, it seems that the trajec-
tory of the events can be predicted with reasonable certainty. The laws take
the form of differential equations. We will call this as the functional view of
causation. As we shall see, Laplace, who identified determinism and causation,
popularized this view. This identification influenced generations of physicists.
We had already occasion to note that determinism and causation are not the
same (Chap. 2, Interlude A). Assiduous observations of the coming of the tides
on a beach would enable many observers to predict the tides at least for a few
days. But this does not mean that the observer can causally explain why the
tides arise. Equally, the causal explanation of atomic events does not mean that
the behaviour of these events can be predicted with deterministic certainty. The
Laplacean identification held such a firm grip on the physics community that
the philosophical convictions departed in opposite directions, once quantum
mechanics had cast doubts on the deterministic predictability of quantum sys-
tems. Einstein and Planck came to hold the view that the unpredictability of
individual atomic events meant that quantum physics did not properly under-
stand the atomic realm. Heisenberg and Bohr came to embrace the view that
the unpredictability of atomic events meant that the notion of causation did
not apply in the atomic realm. It was only when some physicists realised that
the notions of causation and determinism needed to be separated that causal
explanation of atomic events became envisageable. In the atomic realm causa-
tion comes without determinism. We will discuss this as the conditional view of
causation.

118 Sklar, Philosophy of Physics (1992), 37; Čapek, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 441;
Sexl|Schmidt, Raum, Zeit, Raum-Zeit (1978), 86–91; Bohm, Theory of Relativity (1965), 155–
60; Joos, Theoretical Physics (1951), Chap. X, §7; Arntzenius, ‘Causal Paradoxes’ (1990);
Nehrlich, ‘Special Relativity’ (1982). We observed already in a previous footnote that
Minkowski may not have been committed to the idea of a block universe. In his lecture
‘Raum und Zeit’ (1909|1974), 61 he points out that every world point in the past light cone
of Here-Now is ‘necessarily’ earlier than Here-Now and every world point in the future
light cone of Here-Now is ‘necessarily’ later than Here-Now. As far as I can see, von Laue,
Das Relativitätsprinzip (1913), 57 was the first to read Minkowski’s ‘before-after’-relation
in a causal sense. Here-Now can be causally influenced by events in the past light cone and
can causally influence events in the future light cone. Similar considerations can be found
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In Minkowski space-time diagrams, the simultaneity of events is represented
as the class of events, which lie parallel to the spatial axes of the respective
reference frames. In three-dimensional light cones, these become simultaneity
(hyper-)planes. The simultaneous events for any observer are those events, which
lie on a simultaneity plane, which must be drawn parallel to the space axes
and at an angle to the respective time axes of the observers. For stationary ob-
server O, event tA happens at the same time as event tB (Fig. 4.14). These two
events happen simultaneously at t = tAB. For O, the simultaneous events are
those, which lie parallel to the x-axis, that is, events tA − tB. For moving ob-
server O′, moving at uniform velocity with respect to observer O, the simulta-
neous events are those, which lie parallel to the x′-axis, that is, events t′B − tB.
These events lie at an angle α from the x-axis. These two observers will judge
the order of events differently. At tAB events tA and tB happen simultaneously
in reference system (x − t) but in (x′ − t′) event t′B happens before event t′A.
How is this curious reversal of time order possible? The answer is that events
tA and tB are space-like connected. Between simultaneous events there can be
no causal link because of the finite velocity of the propagation of causal sig-
nals. Let A be a football match and B live commentary of the match. In (x − t)
there can be no causal influence between these two simultaneous events. The
commentator must announce a goal after it has happened: tB and tA lie outside
each other’s light cone. In (x′ − t′) the commentator cannot yet report the goal;
for him it has not yet happened. The event t′A lies in the future light cone of
event t′B.119

If there couldbeacausal connectionbetween space-like separatedevents, signals
would have to move at speeds greater than the speed of light. This would allow us to
construct the case of a relativistic lottery swindle120 (Fig. 4.15). Consider Alice, who
follows the lottery draw on Saturday night. Alice occupies the co-ordinate system
(x, t). Her colleague Zoë moves with great velocity relative to Alice’s inertial frame.

in Weyl, Raum Zeit Materie (1921), 174–6; Eddington, Space, Time & Gravitation (1920),
50–1; Pauli, ‘Relativitätstheorie’ (1921), §6; Langevin, La Physique Depuis Vingt Ans (1923),
Chap. V; Reichenbach, The Philosophy of Space and Time (1958), §29. Thus Nahin, Time
Machines (1993), 117 ismistaken increditingM. Čapekwith thediscovery ‘that the temporal
orderingofpotentially causal events inboth the future andpastofoneobserver is invariant
for any other observer. . . ’. But, as we shall see, Čapek’s work was important in the criticism
of the block universe as a consequence of Minkowski space-time.

119 Sexl|Schmidt, Raum, Zeit, Raum-Zeit, (1978), 89–91. An analogy may help to understand
this reversal of time order. The British Prime Minister Tony Blair was at an EU summit
in Seville, Spain, when the England-Brazil match for a place in the quarter finals of the
Football World Cup took place in Japan (2002). Mr. Blair wanted to watch the match
live but with English rather than Spanish commentary. His aides set up a system, which
allowed him to watch the Spanish TV pictures with BBC commentary. There was only
one hitch. The BBC words arrived five seconds before the Spanish TV pictures. So when
Brazil scored the winning goal against England Mr. Blair learnt about the goal before he
saw the pictures (reported in The Sunday Times, June 23, 2002).

120 Sexl|Schmidt, Raum, Zeit, Raum-Zeit, (1978), 86f; cf. Sklar, Space, Time, Space-time (1974),
285; Friedman, Foundations (1983), 161–2
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Zoë’s reference frame is marked by her own coordinates (x′, t′). Alice and Zoë have
concocted a lottery swindle, involving strange radio waves, which travel at speeds
faster than light. Alice’s plan is to send the winning numbers to Zoë via superluminal
radio waves (wriggly lines). Because they are superluminal signals, outside her
light cone, Zoë receives the message at a point on her simultaneity plane, x′′. After
receiving thewinningnumbers,Zoë immediately returns themessage toAlice, again
using faster-than-light (superluminal) radio signals. Alice receives this message just
before the closing time of the lottery draw. She ticks the right number and wins the
jackpot. Allowing signals faster than light would lead to causal anomalies like this
one: sending messages into your own past. As Alice in this fictitious case is allowed
to send messages at speeds greater than the limit speed of light, and hence at speeds
forbidden by the Special theory of relativity, these radio waves are inclined at angles
below the co-ordinate system of her colleague’s co-ordinate system and travel into
Elsewhere. In other words, the lottery swindle involves space-like separated events,
yet causal (superluminal) signals are allowed to be exchanged. This would make
the lottery swindle possible.

These facts about Minkowski space-time will complicate the position of the
proponents of the block universe who are tempted by a philosophy of being. Such
a philosophy takes its inspiration from the slicing of the space-time world into what
Minkowski called the individualisation of time and space. A Kantian idealist view
of time seems to be the only philosophical consequence. However, as we argued
before, all the evidence must be taken into account before we can infer a philosophy
of being from Minkowski space-time. One complication for the philosophy of being
is the important distinction between time-like and space-like separated events. The
order of time-like connected events is the same for all observers.

There is another complication. In the chapter on Nature, we developed the
view that the invariant is a candidate for the real, while the real must be what
remains invariant across reference frames. This spells another complication for the
philosophy of being: the existence of an invariant in Minkowski space-time.

What remains invariant121 in relativistic space-timecanhoweverno longerbe the
spatial and temporal measurements separately. In classical mechanics, the spatial
distance and the temporal interval between two events, E1 and E2, are separately
invariant for each inertial frame. If S is the spatial distance between E1 and E2 in
system x, y, z, then, following Pythagoras: S2 =

(
x2 − x1

)2
+

(
y2 − y1

)2
+

(
z2 − z1

)2
. (In

differential terms: ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2). The temporal interval t2 − t1 = constant,
since in classical mechanics all observers measure the same temporal intervals
between events and the universe is governed by one universal clock. If we change
the reference system to x′, y′, z′, for instance by rotation, then the spatial coordinates
for the two events are different, but the distance between them remains the same:

121 Langevin, La Physique (1923), 306, 329ff; Costa de Beauregard, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’
(1966), 426; Čapek, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 440f ; Eddington, Time, Space &
Gravitation (1920), 70–6; Misner et al. Gravitation (1973), §13.4; Sklar, Space, Time, Space-
Time (1974), 261–4; for a numerical computation of the earth-sun space-time distance,
see Davies, About Time (1995), Chap. 8, §3
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Fig. 4.15. Alice’s superluminal lottery swindle in a fictitious world, in which causal signals
can travel faster than light

S′2 =
(
x′

2 − x′
1

)2
+
(
y′

2 − y′
1

)2
+
(
z′
2 − z′

1

)2
. (Indifferential terms: ds′2 = dx′2+dy′2+dz′2).

Again, t′2 − t′1 = constant.
In Minkowski space-time, the invariance does not belong to the spatial distance

and the temporal interval separately, because now events happen at space-time
points, for which each observer assigns different spatial and temporal coordinates.
However, there is another quantity called world interval I, or the space-time inter-
val ds, which remains invariant. This space-time interval ds does not dependent on
the inertial reference system, in whose coordinates it is expressed. The expression
is a measure of space-time distances between events. It is defined in the following
alternative ways:
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ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 − c2dt2

ds2 = +dt2 − dx2 − dy2 − dz2(c = 1)

I2 = s2 − c2(t2 − t1)2

I can be written in other forms, but this does not change the invariance of I.122

It is a consequence of the Special theory of relativity that different observers, if
in relative motion with respect to each other in space-time, will assign different
space and time coordinates to the same events. This view of the individualisation
of spatial and temporal coordinates led to the disappearance of the objective Now
and the adoption by a majority of physicists of a physical block universe and an
idealist view of time.

The observers attached to different systems, respectively, assign different indi-
vidual spatial and temporal separations for two events, but they measure the same
space-time interval, i.e. (ds)2 = (ds′)2.123 Minkowski expressed this idea in terms
of his postulate of the absolute world (or world postulate). It states that ‘only the
four-dimensional world in space and time is given by phenomena, but that the
projection in space and in time may still be undertaken with a certain amount of
freedom.’124 The four-dimensional space-time world exists absolutely and is not
dependent on observers. Only the lamination of the space-time block grants the
observer some freedom to introduce different reference frames.

If the invariant is a candidate for the real, as Minkowski with his world postulate
seems to assume, then the invariance of space-time intervals between events, on
which all observers agree, must be real, i.e. frame-independent, according to this
criterion. The space-time intervals, ds, give us geometric information about the
structure of space-time. The quantity, s, is the proper time of a clock moving along
with the world lines.

The time-like and space-like separation between events, mentioned earlier, can
be expressed in terms of the space-time interval, I.125 Using the metric ds2, time-like
world lines, in the interior of the light cones, have positive intervals, [ds2 > 0].126

122 See Minkowski, ‘Raum und Zeit’ (1909|1974), 58; Čapek, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966),
439f–40; Nahin, Time Machines (1993), 312 writes: (ds)2 = (dt)2 − (dx)2 − (dy)2 − (dz)2;

Whitrow, Natural Philosophy (1980), 272 writes: ds2 = dt2 − dx2+dy2+dz2

c2 . For a good
analogy of the invariance of the space-time interval, ds, see Spielberg|Anderson, Seven
Ideas (1995), 235

123 The physical significance of ds for time-like world lines is that it represents proper time;
see Sexl|Schmidt, Raum-Zeit (1978), 114; Whitrow, Natural Philosophy (1980), 277

124 Minkowski, ‘Raum und Zeit’ (1909|1974), 60; see Galison, ‘Minkowski’s Space-Time’ (1979)
for an interpretation of the world postulate.

125 Nahin, Time Machine (1993), 313; Čapek, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 440–3; Cook,
Observational Foundations of Physics (1994), 33, 35; Sklar, Philosophy of Physics (1992), 37;
Reichenbach, Philosophy of Space and Time (1958), 143–7; Costa de Beauregard, ‘Time in
Relativity Theory’ (1966), 425–30

126 Time-like world lines have positive intervals I, if we write ds2 = dt2 − dx2. However, there
is a degree of convention at work. If we choose to write ds2 = dx2 − dt2, then I2 < 0. The
same applies to space-like intervals.
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Space-like world lines, in the exterior of light cones, i.e. in Elsewhere, have negative
intervals, [ds2 < 0].

• If event E1 is the emission of a photon at one point in space-time, event E2 is the
absorption of that photon at some other point in space-time, then the interval
between them is always zero. It is always zero for any events connected by light.
The world line of any photon is said to have a null interval, which will always be
on the surface of the light cone: ds2 = 0. For a photon, travelling at the speed of
light, time stands still.

• When ds2 < 0, we find that the spatial separation between two events is greater
than their temporal separation. The two events stand in a space-like separation.
It is not possible to send a causal signal between these events so that they are
not causally connectible. For instance, events beyond the visible limits of the
expanding universe are so far away that any signals have not yet reached us.
There could be no exchange of causal signals between events on earth and such
distant events. Such a spatial separation does not need to occur on a cosmic
scale. In quantum mechanics, the physics of the atom, certain types of experi-
ments are set up, which involve space-like connected events. In these so-called
EPR experiments, which are also important in the consideration of causation in
quantum mechanics, subatomic particles or photons are sent along two differ-
ent arms of an experimental apparatus. In one such experiment, the particles
were approximately 12 metres apart.127 When measurements of certain physical
properties (polarization) are carried out on a particle in one arm, it is found that
instantaneously the particle in the other arm, 12 meters away, displays correlated
properties. This is puzzling because the two arms are too far apart for any causal
signals to be exchanged between the two particles. No causal signal can travel
faster than the speed of light: the spatial distance between the two arms is too
far for signals to be exchanged between the two particles whose properties are
correlated instantaneously upon measurement.

• When ds2 > 0, we find that the spatial separation between two events is smaller
than their temporal separation. The two events stand in a time-like separation.
It is possible to send causal signals between these events because their spatial
separation is small enough for a causal influence to propagate from event E1 to
event E2. These events are confined to the same light cone.

The Minkowski space-time diagrams have played a significant part in recent at-
tempts to justify or reject the block universe as a philosophical consequence of the
space-time conception of the universe. Many physicists have embraced the block
universe. A few have made an attempt to show that it really is a philosophical con-
sequence of the postulate of relative simultaneity and Minkowski space-time. For,
as we shall see, it is by no means certain that the block universe is a philosophical
consequence of the Special theory of relativity. What is certain, however, is that the
opinion of both physicists and philosophers is divided. For one camp the Special

127 Aspects, ‘ExperimentalTests’ (1982); todayEPR correlationsaremeasuredacrossdistances
of 12 kilometres.
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theory of relativity leads us to a philosophy of being. For another camp the Special
theory of relativity leads us to a philosophy of becoming.

4.4.1 Philosophical Consequences I: The Philosophy of Being

To accommodate everybody’s nows (. . .) events and moments have to exist “all at
once” across a span of time.

P. Davies, About Time, 1995, 71

Gödel pointed out that the Special theory of relativity with its notion of the relativity
of simultaneity offered ‘new and surprising insights into the nature of time.’ In
particular, he held that through this theory one obtained ‘unequivocal proof ’ for
the idealist view of time. How can this be? Gödel argued that the relativity of
simultaneity and, by implication, assertions of temporal successions lose their
objective meaning, ‘in so far as another observer with the same claim to correctness
can assert that A and B are not simultaneous.’128 If simultaneity is relative, the lapse
of time will be affected: it cannot ‘consist of an infinity of layers of “now” which
come into existence successively, in an objectively determined way.’129 Thus Gödel
denies, in agreement with modern physics, the Newtonian character of time.

Each observer has his own set of nows and none of the various systems of layers
can claim the prerogative of representing the objective lapse of time.

Although Gödel puts emphasis on the idealist view of time, as a consequence
of relative simultaneity, he also embraces, unlike von Laue, the block universe.130

For Gödel associates the idealist view of time with the aforementioned denial of
the objectivity of change. The passage of time is a subjective human experience.
Thinking back on our interpretation of Kant and Saint Augustine, this rendering of
the idealist view needs the following modification. The passage of time is subjective
in Saint Augustine’s sense if each observer records the passage of time in his or her
own mind; it is subjective in Kant’s sense if the human observer, as opposed to some
other differently equipped observer, measures the passage of time. Gödel takes the
Special theory of relativity to have provided ‘proof ’ of the ideality of time. The onus
of proof falls on the notion of relative simultaneity. We lose the objective division
of space-time into ‘events, which have already occurred’ and ‘events which have not
yet occurred’. This division is now effected by the observers who travel with relative
speed to each other and slice the static space-time world according to their state of
motion. Each space-time point has its own light cones. When viewed by an observer,
it has its own separation into past, future and elsewhere. Space-time is the world
of static events. There seems to be no process of temporal becoming. Everything is

128 Gödel, ‘Relativity and Idealistic Philosophy’ (1949), Volume II, 557; Čapek, ‘Time in Rela-
tivity Theory’ (1966), 438f; Costa de Beauregard, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 429f;
Sklar, Philosophy of Physics (1992), 37; Stein, ‘Paradoxical Time Structures’ (1970)

129 Gödel, ‘Relativity’ (1949), 558. Recall that for Kant there is only one time (Critique A189,
A110, B308) and it flows (B291)

130 Nahin, Time Machines (1993), 103ff
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already there. As we perceive the passing of time, we become conscious of ever more
of Minkowski’s world points (events) that lie on our individual world lines.131 For
Newton, time was a river that flowed equably and eternally in its riverbed, without
reference to anything external. Humans lead their existence on the banks of the
river, on which all objects are in relative motion. But experiments, this was Newton’s
hope, could at least indirectly determine the existence of absolute time. Minkowski’s
four-dimensional space-time world inspires the opposite analogy: The river of time
is stagnant. Humans now swim upwards the river, thus having the illusion of change
and becoming.132

Those who adopt this philosophy of being (Minkowski, Weyl, Eddington, Ein-
stein, Costa de Beauregard, Davies and Barbour) take space-time and its material
contents to be spread out in four dimensions. ‘Change is only relative to the per-
ceptual mode of living beings.’ Living beings are ‘compelled to explore little by little
the content of the fourth dimension, as each one travels a time-like trajectory in
space-time.’ But everything is already written, not only in the past cone but also in
the future cone. The future is already there. ‘Nature “will take” one of the alterna-
tives open to her, and it is this that we must imagine inscribed, even though we do
not know what “it will be”.’133 The philosophy of being comes with a commitment
to static determinism (Box 4.3).

This philosophy of being is not just a curiosity, beguiling a minority of physicists
just after the relativity revolution. Whilst a neutral observer may suspect that
philosophers would lend enthusiastic support to the philosophy of being, it is rather
the other way round. A long line of physicists endorsed the block universe, which
was only supported by a minority of philosophers. For the physicists the idea of
the block universe seems to hold a strange attraction. A younger generation of
physicists continues to see in the theory of relativity ‘proof ’ of the static view of
the universe: O. Costa de Beauregard, T. Gold, C.W. Riejdijk, P.W. Atkins, P. Davies
and most recently J. Barbour have all endorsed either an idealist view of time or
a fully-fledged version of the block universe.134

131 Nahin, Time Machines (1993), 107, 208, 137f
132 This analogy was suggested by Costa de Beauregard, Time (1987), 23; see also Frank,

Philosophy of Science (1957), 159. Costa de Beauregard, Time (1987), 150 is a firm believer
in the block universe: “Our awareness of time is such that ‘we’, at our conscious ‘now’, are
exploring ‘forward’ our personal time-extended history, as it exists all at once – ‘at once’,
of course, not being synonymous with ‘at the same time!’ ”

133 Costa de Beauregard, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 429–30; cf. Costa de Beauregard,
Time (1987), 159, ‘Burning Question’ (1980), 94–7

134 Gold, ‘The Arrow of Time’ (1962), 403–410, ‘Cosmic Processes’ (1966) and ‘The World Map
and the Apparent Flow of Time’ (1974), 62–72; Rietdijk, ‘A Rigorous Proof of Determinism’
(1966), 341–44 and ‘Special Relativity and Determinism’ (1976), 598–609; Atkins, ‘Time
and Dispersal’ (1986), 80–8; Davies, ‘Time Asymmetry and Quantum Mechanics’ (1988),
99–124 and About Time (1995); Barbour, The End of Time (1999). It should be noted that,
strictly speaking, Barbour does not derive the block universe from the Special theory. Nor
does he equate the denial of time with the denial of temporal becoming. Barbour derives
the idea of a block universe from the attempt to unify quantum theory and the General
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Those who adopt a philosophy of being must consider that physics has a direct
impact on our philosophical conception of the world. They hold that the inference
from the space-time representation of the world to a static space-time world is
legitimate. We have already seen that the Minkowski space-time conception of the
universe persuaded influential physicists like Eddington, Einstein, Gödel, Jeans and
Weyl of the superiority of a static view of the universe. The loss of the objective
division of space-time into past, present and future, Costa de Beauregard writes,
encapsulates ‘a small philosophical revolution.’135 The mighty prestige of physics,
buttressed by the empirical success of the theory of relativity, is brought to bear on
the philosophical notion of time. The Special theory of relativity seems to provide us
with the tool to ‘prove’ that the passage of time – temporal change and becoming – is
a human illusion.

The American physicist Thomas Gold does not even appeal to the notion of
relative simultaneity to argue that the flow of time is a subjective illusion. The four-
dimensional space-time representation of the world, introduced by Minkowski, is
enough to show the redundancy of the notion of the passage of time. Following
Einstein and Eddington, he suggests that the ‘physical world can be regarded as
a map of all the world lines of all the particles.’ The world lines have no arrows
in a forward direction. The laws of physics are time-symmetric. The asymmetry,
observed in complex systems, is a statistical effect, due to the large-scale motion of
the universe. Thus Gold takes the four-dimensional representation of the world to
be an objective statement about the physical world. As the passage of time does not
fit into this representation, the flow of time must be a subjective impression.

Such an inference from representation to objectivity would at least have to be
justified, especially as the tool of four-dimensional space-time is available to argue
for the establishment of a philosophy of being. A static world of being was already
inherent in the Laplacean deterministic universe. But this was more a metaphor
than a ‘proof ’. The difference between the classical ‘3+1’ view (3 spatial dimensions
clearly separated from the one temporal dimension) and the modern 4-dimensional
view is that now the static world seems no longer to be a metaphor but the philo-
sophical consequence of a well-confirmed scientific theory. The basic instrument
of proof is that the choice of simultaneity planes is dependent on the inclination
of the coordinate axes, which is a function of the motion of the reference system.
From the statement that simultaneity planes are relative to coordinate systems, sev-
eral authors136 have attempted to establish – rigorously – that the future is already

theory of relativity (see §4.3 below). According to this approach at a fundamental level
the universe is timeless. Time becomes an emergent property as we approach our familiar
macro-world; see Butterfield, ‘Critical Notice’ (2002).

135 Costa de Beauregard, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 429
136 ShortlyafterRietdijk’s ‘ARigorousProofofDeterminism’ (1966),HilaryPutnampublished

his paper ‘Time and Geometry’ (1967), in which the openness of the future is also denied.
These publications received a great amount of attention – see for instance Nahin, Time
Machines (1993), 119–20 [including further references]; Sklar, Space, Time and Spacetime
(1974), 274–5 and ‘Time, Reality’ (1981); Čapek, ‘Relativity and the Status of Becoming’
(1975); McCall, A Model of the Universe (1994), 33–4 and ‘Time flow’ (1995), 155–72;
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determined and that all past and future events are real. But how can it be proved
that relative simultaneity implies determinism and the eternal reality of all events
and therefore the block universe?

Box 4.3: Static and Dynamic Determinism

From a consideration of Einstein’s notion of the block universe we have learnt
that determinism may either be static – as envisaged in the block universe – or
dynamic, as in Cunningham’s view that world lines have a history, a view to
which the later Einstein inclined. Both are forms of ontological determinism
because they make claims about how the four-dimensional world is constituted,
irrespective of the knowledge states of human observers. According to William
James (ontological) determinism professes, “that those parts of the universe
already laid down absolutely appoint and decree what the other parts shall be.
The future has no ambiguous possibilities hidden in its womb; the part we call
the present is compatible with only one totality” (Quoted in McCall, Model,
1994, 12). In view of the arguments presented by the philosophy of being, we may
attempt the formulation of a dynamic ontological form of determinism.
A pure ontological definition of determinism can also be derived from the
four-dimensional representation of the Special theory of relativity: Minkowski
space-time. It characterizes determinism as a restriction on the availability of
trajectories, between two time slices t1 and t2, along which a physical system
will evolve, given the laws and boundary conditions, under which the system
operates. Ontological determinism must require that, given time slice t1, there is
only one unique trajectory for the system to get to t2 and beyond. The uniqueness
of the geodesics from past into future – the inertial world lines, whose shape
depends on the state of motion of the particle – can be determined from the
point of view of every relative simultaneity plane. The geodesics are governed by
the laws of motion, expressible in terms of differential equations. The time-slices
feed the boundary conditions into the equations. In this scenario, ontological
determinism is the unidirectional, linear, non-splitting tracing of geodesics onto
the canvass of space-time. At any spatio-temporal stage of the word line the
geodesics have a definite past and future. This unique history is the same in
all reference frames. An invariant exists in all reference frames: the space-time
interval ds, which expresses the ‘distance’ between two (time-like or space-like
connected) events. Interactions between world lines are permitted and do occur.

Jammer, ‘A Consideration of the Philosophical Implications of the New Physics’ (1979),
49; Stein, ‘On Einstein-Minkowski Space-Time (1968) and ‘On Relativity Theory and
the Openness of the Future’ (1991); Maxwell, ‘Are Probabilism and Special Relativity
Incompatible?’ (1985), 23–43 and ‘Are Probabilism and Special Relativity Compatible?’
(1988); Balashov, ‘Relativisitic Objects’ (1999). Predating these publications is Frank’s
rejection of a derivation of predetermined futures from Minkowski space-time, see his
Philosophy of Science (1957), 158–62; see also Jeans, Physics and Philosophy (1943), Chap. V;
Bondi, ‘Relativity and Indeterminacy’ (1952); Freundlich, ‘Becoming’ (1973); Lucas, Time
(1973)
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Box 4.3: (continued)

But as the laws of interaction are mechanistic, there is no probabilistic branching
of the geodesics. No observer, no predictive abilities have been mentioned. The
spatio-temporal stages of space-time, which show the history of geodesics, can
be measured by clocks, which are either attached to the trajectory (recording the
proper time of the system at successive spatio-temporal stages) or from external
clocks (recording a dilated time for the system undergoing linear translation).

The general idea is this137: Events, which exist now, must be regarded as real.
Saint Augustine already expressed our ordinary beliefs that past and future events
do not possess reality. The Special theory of relativity has, however, introduced
a complication into this view. The Now, even if we deny that it is purely subjec-
tive, has become frame-dependent. So we must introduce the coordinate system
of observer O, who will regard all events as real, which lie on O’s space-like simul-
taneity planes. These are all the events simultaneous with O’s Now. But what is
now for one observer will not be now for another. There will be a second observer
O′, in relative constant motion with respect to O (Fig. 4.16). If the observers are
space-like separated from the event, then the time order will not be unique for
them. The second observer’s reference frame can be made coincident with that
of O, by a convenient choice.138 That means that both coordinate systems can be
made to coincide at the origin. Both observers will be in each other’s present.
There will be many events, which are simultaneous and hence real for one ob-
server, which lie in the past or future for a second observer. Take an event E1,
which is already past for one observer but still in the future of the other ob-
server. This event cannot be determinate for one and indeterminate for the other
observer. It must be determinate for both observers. For what is real for one ob-
server must be real for another observer in his presence. Take an event E2, which
is now for one observer but lies in the future of the other observer. Then it is
real and determinate for one observer; so it must be real and determinate for the
other observer. Hence all events must already be determinate and equally real for
all observers.

Consider this argument in more technical detail. The space-time representation
of the universe is given in Fig. 4.16. It will always allow us to find a distant observer,
O1 for whom an event, which is now or future for some other observer O2, will
already exist in his past. O1 is in relative constant motion with respect to O2. They
synchronize their clocks at time t such that t1 = t2 = 0. Then O1 will consider certain
events to be simultaneous: those events, which lie on a space-like hyperplane, x1,
which lies at an angle α to O1’s time axis. Because O2 is stationary with respect to
O1, observer O2 will regard different events as simultaneous, since for this observer

137 See Weingard, ‘Relativity and the Reality of Past and Future Events’ (1972); Putnam, ‘Time
and Physical Geometry’ (1967); Sklar, ‘Time, Reality’ (1981), 129–30

138 Joos, Theoretical Physics (1951), 247; Minkowski, ‘Raum und Zeit’ (1909|1974), 61; Frank,
‘Das Relativitätsprinzip’ (1910), 488; Langevin, La Physique (1923), Chap. VI; Prigogine,
End of Certainty (1997), 168
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Fig. 4.16. Determinism and Relativity: For O1 event E is already in the past. For O2 E is still in
the future. As event E is determinate from the point of view of O1 it cannot be indeterminate
from the point of view of O2. For both it is equally determinate and hence equally real

the space-like simultaneity plane, x2, forms an angle of 90◦ with respect to O2’s
time axis. Then there will be an event, E, which will belong to the past for observer
O1, lying below O1’s simultaneity plane. The same event, E, will however reside in
the future of observer O2, lying above O2’s simultaneity plane. This has a puzzling
consequence for the ontological status of E. If E is determinate for observer O1,
since it lies in O1’s past, how can E be indeterminate for observer O2, even though
it lies in O2’s future? It seems that the proponents of the block universe provide
the only sensible answer. All events must be regarded as determinate and real at
all times. O2 cannot influence event E, although it lies in this observer’s future.
According to the Special theory of relativity, there is always an observer like O1

for whom each future event in O2’s frame of reference is already a past event. Our
ordinary conception must be mistaken. If an event is already determinate for one
observer, it must be determinate for all observers. Equally, if an event is already
real for one observer, it must be real for all observers. The physical world is a block
universe. The passage of time is a human illusion.

This result is counterintuitive, as so many implications of the Special theory of
relativity. It contradicts commonsense intuition. Intuitively, we regard the past as
frozen and unreal. But the future is open and equally unreal. It is subject to our
modifications, determinations and interventions. We regard the future as an area
of objective possibilities and becoming. Commonsense intuition can, however, not
be trusted.
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The ‘proofs’ of the unreality of time from the Special theory of relativity are in
the best tradition of the block universe. They presuppose that scientific theories
can decide philosophical questions, just as Bohr proclaimed.

In this instance, a four-dimensional representation of reality is used as a state-
ment about the nature of reality. On a realist understanding of scientific theories,
there is prima facie nothing wrong with this step: our models and theories de-
scribe and explain the structure of reality; the structure of the model represents
the structure of reality.139 But there is a snag. The structure of the ancient universe,
for instance, could be presented according to a geocentric or a heliocentric view,
but these representational alternatives alone did not yet tell us anything about the
structure of reality. In the face of representational alternatives the realist requires
further tests to ascertain, which of two representations is the better one. Minkowski
and Einstein claimed that the four-dimensional representation of the world was
superior to the ‘3+1’ representation. Yet, in the case of the Minkowski interpretation
of the Special theory of relativity both a philosophy of being and a philosophy of
becoming have been claimed to follow from the theory. Clearly, no empirical test is
available to decide between these two philosophies.

But we can examine the assumptions, which underlie the apparent proofs. In
the case of space-like connected events simultaneity between such events can only
be of a conventional, not of a fundamental kind.140 That is, by an appropriate choice
of coordinate systems, the temporal order between such events can be reversed. The
temporal order is not constrained by the Lorentz transformations. Such temporal
relations are merely conventional and cannot have physical significance.141 It is
true, of course, that what is real for one observer must be real for another observer.
(This is Putnam’s principle of the transitivity of relativity.) But the situation under
discussion is different. When Putnam’s principle is based on the conventionality of
temporal order between space-like connected events, no conclusion as to the reality
of these events follows. From the static representation no claim about ontological
determinism follows.

In an earlier chapter of this book, we found that a good criterion for the real was
the invariant. If we go by this criterion, the philosophy of being has some more justi-
fications to provide. For the temporal relations between space-like connected events

139 As Bohm, Special Theory of Relativity (1965), 180 observed, the Minkowski diagram “is
a kind of map of events in the world, which can correctly give us the order, pattern, and
structure of real events, but which is not in itself the world as it actually is. . . . Nevertheless,
a good map has a structure that is in certain ways similar to the structure of the world.”
(Italics in original)

140 Joos, Theoretical Physics (1951), 241; Čapek, ‘Relativity and the Status of Becoming’ (1975);
Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962), 188 declares that the succession of causally unre-
lated events has no operational meaning; cf. Frank, Philosophy of Science (1957), 158–64;
Godfrey-Smith, ‘Special Relativity’ (1979); Sklar, ‘Time, Relativity’ (1981); Prigogine, End
of Certainty (1997), 168–9

141 Weingard, ‘Relativity’ (1972), 119. Harris, ‘Simultaneity’ (1968) argues that the Special
theory of relativity underlines the indeterminacy of future events.
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are not invariant and can therefore, by this criterion of reality, not be candidates
for what is regarded as real.

By contrast, consider a dynamic representation. According to it, world lines
form histories due to the finite velocity of the propagation of all signals. A history
here is a succession of events. Such successions can be considered under causal and
entropic aspects. Then the only way we can have information about the existence
of things is either if they exist ‘now’, on our simultaneity axis, or if we find traces of
their past existence in our past light cone. There can be no causal connection with
events lying outside our light cone. We can therefore envisage the compatibility of
the Special theory of relativity with a philosophy of becoming.

Let us consider again the distinction between the ‘before-after’-relation and
the ‘past-present-future’-relation. It may take us to a philosophy of becoming.
Minkowski’s dissolution of the world into world lines, spatio-temporal events,
is a far cry from an observer’s impression of objective changes in the world. Most
observers have an objective sense of becoming. But according to the philosophy of
being what the observer sees as a coming into being is only a coming into human
conceptual awareness. Therefore the passage of time is a human illusion. As Adolf
Grünbaum142 stresses, what qualifies a physical event at a time t as belonging to the
present, to the Now, is that a mind possessing organism, M, experiences the event
at time t.

What qualifies a physical event at a time t as belonging to the present or as now is
not some physical attribute of the event or some relation it sustains to other purely
physical events. Instead what is necessary so to qualify the event is that at the time
t at least one human or other mind-possessing organism M is conceptually aware
of experiencing at that time either the event itself or another event simultaneous
with it in M’s reference frame. And that awareness does not, in general, comprise
information concerning the date and numerical clock time of the occurrence of the
event.143

Grünbaum’s position has often been associated with an endorsement of the block
universe. It is easy to see why: qualifying an event as belonging to the present
requires conceptual human awareness. But Grünbaum does not equate the existence
of a timeless universe with the existence of a changeless universe. We can envisage
a universe devoid of the ‘past-present-future’-relation, but this can still be adynamic
universe. Different notions of time are involved in this argument. If by the phrase
‘passageof time’wemean the ‘transientnow’, the transitionof events fromthe future
through the present into the past, then human conceptual awareness is required.

142 Grünbaum, ‘The Meaning of Time’ (1971); Čapek, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 437,
452; Whitrow, Natural Philosophy (1980), §6.1

143 Grünbaum, ‘The Meaning of Time’ (1971), 206–7; for a similar formulation see Grünbaum,
‘Are Physical Events Themselves Transiently Past, Present and Future?’ (1969), 146 and
‘Anisotropy of Time’ (1967). Grünbaum’s thesis produced a lively debate in the pages of
the British Journal for the Philosophy of Science; see Dobbs, ‘The “Present” in Physics’
(1969), 317–324 and ‘Reply to Professor Grünbaum’ (1970), 275–78; Ferré, ‘Grünbaum vs.
Dobbs: The Need for Physical Transiency’ (1970), 278–80. Baker, ‘Temporal Becoming’
(1975) provides a reflective discussion of this debate.
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But physical events may occur at certain clock times – clock times constituted
by natural processes like planetary motion. These are independent of conceptual
human awareness. Then they are ordered according to the ‘before-after’-relation.

It is of the essence of the relativistic account of the inanimate world as embodied
in the Minkowski representation that there is change in the sense that different
kinds of events can (do) occur at different times: the attributes and relations of an
object associated with any given world-line may be different at different times (e.g.,
its world-line may intersect with different world-lines at different times). Conse-
quently the total states of the world (when referred to the simultaneity criterion of
a particular Galilean frame) are correspondingly different at different times, i.e.,
they change with time.144

Grünbaum’s argument presupposes a basic distinction between an anthropocentric
notion of time – characterized by ‘becoming’, ‘transience’ and quite generally the
availability of calendar dates – and a physical notion of time. The latter is clock
time, characterized by the ‘before-after’-relation and the exchange of light signals.
This distinction already lies at the heart of the relational view of time: physical time
is the order of the succession of events; human time is the abstraction of a model
of time from the observation of temporal succession. But Grünbaum employs this
distinction as an argument against the block universe. The language of the passage
of time requires the existence of human conceptual awareness. It is tensed language:
‘past-present-future’. The language of physical occurrence does not require human
observers. It is tenseless language: ‘before-after’. Tenselessness therefore does not
equate changelessness.

As Leibniz pointed out, the minimalist notion of time turns into a maximalist
notion: the ‘before-after’-relation, which is based on natural units of time, is en-
riched with conventional units of time (seconds, hours, days, weeks, months and
years). Human conceptual awareness allows a slicing of the series of events into
past, present and future. Not only did the dinosaurs exist before the pharaohs, they
did so many years before them. Not only do we have, in Saint Augustine’s words,

144 Grünbaum, Philosophical Problems of Space and Time (21973), 325. We have already seen
that Cunningham, Reichenbach and Schlick asserted well before Grünbaum that world
lines acquire histories. In his chapter on the ‘Space-Time World’ J. Smart (1963), 138–40
also rejects the equation of tenselessness with changelessness. Such considerations have
a venerable history. Hugo Bergmann, Kampf um das Kausalgesetz (1929), §14 pointed
out that the notion ‘now’ had no legitimate place in physics, while past and future
were distinguished by the thermodynamic arrow of time. Grünbaum not only defends
a ‘temporal’ reading of Minkowski space-time diagrams, he also rejects the view that
Weyl was a proponent of the block universe. See Grünbaum, ‘The Meaning of Time’
(1971), 214 and Philosophical Problems of Space and Time (21973), 327–8. The fact is that
many physicists were simply unable to solve Einstein’s problem. Their views on what
the admissible consequences of the physical discoveries are, remain inconsistent. A close
reading of Einstein, Eddington and Weyl reveals, as we have seen, their commitment
to the block universe and their endorsement of an idealist notion of time. Only in his
later writings did Weyl consider the impact of quantum mechanics on the question of
determinism; see Weyl, ‘Open World’ (1976).
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a long remembrance of the past, we have numerical measures of how long ago a past
event happened.

Grünbaum’s insistence on the presence of human conceptualisation as a neces-
sary condition for the awareness of an event ‘coming into being’ or as ‘belonging
to the present’ trades on the systematic ambiguity in our notion of time. When
he attributes ‘timelessness’ to the physical world, he has the full-blown notion of
time in mind. Physical events do not carry dates as physical properties. But when
he holds that timelessness does not mean changelessness, he has the minimalist
Leibnizian conception of time in mind. Although events do not carry dates, they
succeed each other in a ‘before-after’-relation. And where there is change, accord-
ing the relational view of time, there is time, for there is an order of the succession
of events.145 In his quote Grünbaum alludes to a feature, which we have already
stressed. Transitional phenomena in nature exist, independently of the existence
of conceptual awareness. If the history of world lines and the transitional nature
of material existence are taken into account, the Minkowski representation of the
Special theory of relativity becomes compatible with a philosophy of becoming.

We have entertained some doubts whether the philosophy of being is a genuine
consequence of the Minkowski representation of the Special theory of relativity.146

To show that it is not a genuine consequence, it is not enough to present a philosophy
of becoming as a mere alternative. Rather, we have seen that a fundamental postulate
of the Special theory of relativity – the finite velocity of light – confers a history
on the world lines. The relativity of simultaneity, on which proponents of the
block universe base their arguments for a philosophy of being, is itself derivative of
this fundamental postulate. Between time-like connected events there is a unique,
irreversible, succession of events – the spatio-temporal distance between them can
never be zero or smaller than zero. Between space-like connected events, relative
simultaneity is merely a representational convenience and does not provide ‘proof ’
of a block universe.

Given the deficiency of a philosophy of being, its alternative must muster some
positive arguments to show that the Special theory of relativity is compatible with
a philosophy of becoming. These positive arguments cluster around the irreversibil-
ity of causal propagation, the transitional nature of time and the emergence of
novelty, and finally the idea of cosmic time.

The philosophy of being may not be the consequence of four-dimensional space-
time, yet it holds a powerful sway over the physicists’ minds. An answer to the

145 What Leibniz meant by the expression ‘order of the succession of events’ is made clear
by the Special theory of relativity: time-like connected events are irreversible but are
restricted to the interior of the observer’s light cones; space-like connected events are not
causally connected and can either see their order reversed or can be make simultaneous
with the origin of another observer’s coordinate system by an appropriate choice of the
coordinate system. See Joos, Theoretical Physics (1934), 247; Minkowski, ‘Zeit und Raum’
(1909|1974), 61

146 For some related and unrelated points about the inadequacy of the block universe, see
Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962), 385–6 and ‘Myth of Frozen Passage’ (1965); see also
Horwitz et al., ‘Two Aspects of Time’ (1988)
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question, posed in a newspaper column, whether the essence of life was time,
solicited the following response:

According to Einstein’s theory of general relativity, the universe that all life occupies
is a four-dimensional continuum in which the one dimension of time cannot be
separated from the three of space. More useful to the purpose is the distinction
between “time” and our consciousness of it.

Baffling as it appears to almost everyone not versed in contemporary theoretical
physics, it is far from unorthodox for scientists categorically to deny any meaning or
reality whatever to time (. . .). Our subjective sense of “nows”, “thens” and “futures”
is revealed as precisely that – solipsism and illusion with no place in the scheme of
things.147

4.4.2 Philosophical Consequences II: The Philosophy of Becoming

The Minkowski space-time concept may have far-reaching implications for the
comprehension of the world around us. In the minds of many physicists it demon-
strated that the passage of time was a mere human illusion. The physical universe
is static. All events, which will ever exist, are already real for some distant observer.
The combined authority of an older generation of physicists – Eddington, Einstein,
Gödel, Jeans, Minkowski, Weyl – and a newer generation – Costa de Beauregard,
Barbour, Davies, Gold and Rietdijk – has given the conception of the block uni-
verse scientific respectability. A highly successful scientific theory seems to prove
a philosophical point of view. Those who wish to embrace a philosophy of becoming
must deny that the block universe is the only rational consequence, which follows
from the principle of relative simultaneity. They must affirm that ‘to accommodate
everybody’s nows’ does not imply that ‘the division of time into past, present and
future’ is physically meaningless.148 In particular, they must throw doubt on the
idea of a proof of the conception of the block universe from the result of relative si-
multaneity. That means that all the conceptual and empirical facts about the Special
theory of relativity, and newer cosmological theories, must be taken into account
before we can accept a ‘proof ’ of the block universe. Some of these facts, however,
seem to be more compatible with a philosophy of becoming. Although the authority
of the master physicists discouraged a plea for a philosophy of being, at least some
physicists, like Paul Langevin in the 1920s adopted a dynamic interpretation of the
Special theory of relativity. Taking up Cunningham’s suggestion that world lines
have a history, Langevin added that this history was irreversible. The language of
irreversibility belongs to thermodynamics. As we have seen Einstein, too, reverted
to irreversibility to express doubts, towards the end of his life, about the idea of
a static universe. In the main, it seems to have fallen to philosophers to explore
the compatibility of the theory of relativity with the philosophy of becoming. As the

147 This comment appeared in Notes & Queries of The Guardian (25 January 2001). The article
is signed by Dr. Paul Underhill of the Open University. Paul Davies reiterates this view in
a recent article in the Scientific American (September 2002).

148 Davies, About Time (1995), 71 but Davies is tempted to adopt the block universe.
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crucial argument against the objective status of the transience of time is that the
relativization of simultaneity implies a relativization of the succession of events,
the task is to show that it does not follow from relative simultaneity that the suc-
cession of events loses its objective meaning.149 In other words, the relativity of
simultaneity does not mean that the succession of events is purely relative to an
observer’s viewpoint. A dynamic interpretation of the Special theory of relativity
leads to a philosophy of becoming.

Let us review some of the facts from the Special theory of relativity, which would
support a philosophy of becoming.

Consider first irreversible processes. In his objection to Gödel, Einstein had
pointed out that a time-like world line from B to A satisfied the fundamental ‘before-
after’-relation (Fig. 4.8). It is in fact a fundamental result of the Special theory of
relativity that the entropy of a system is frame-independent.150 The entropy of
closed systems is their universal tendency, loosely speaking, to develop over time
from a state of relative order to a state of maximal disorder. Frame-independence
of entropy means that from every reference frame the same tendency of closed
systems to increase their disorder will be observed. Entropic order is not reversible
by a convenient choice of reference frame. It is a difficult and separate question
whether entropy is the basis of the direction of time.151 Even if the arrow of time
cannot be identified with entropic processes, such processes are irreversible in every
reference frame. Entropic processes bear witness to change and the succession of
events from a lower to a higher state of entropy. This is an invariant of the theory
and can lay claim to being part of objective reality. By this criterion, then, the
transience of entropic states is evidence of real physical becoming, on which all
observers in every reference frame will agree.

Consider, secondly, the argument from the irreversibility of causal propagation.
The propagation of a signal from an earlier to a later space-time event is an irre-
versible process. The irreversibility of world lines not only means that they acquire
a history. It also means that there is an asymmetry between an earlier and a later
space-time event, such that causal signals can be sent from the earlier to the later
event.

Causal propagation only concerns time-like connected events. At least as far
as time-like connected events are concerned, their order of succession is the same
for all observers. Even proponents of the philosophy of being agree that between
time-like connected events, the ‘before-after’-relation is irreversible. Observers in
relative motion to each other cannot agree on the set of events, which they call
‘simultaneous’. But this does not mean, contrary to what Gödel affirms, that the no-
tion of simultaneity loses its objective meaning. As long as observers do not reside

149 Čapek, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 439ff, ‘Relativity and the Status of Becoming’
(1975); Whitrow, Natural Philosophy (1980), §§7.5, 7.6; Newton-Smith, Structure of Time
(1980), Chap. III (ii) and ‘Space, Time’ (1988); McCall, Model (1994), Chaps. I, II, ‘Time
Flow’ (1995)

150 Einstein, ‘Relativitätsprinzip’ (1917), §15
151 See Sklar, Philosophy of Physics (1992), Chap. 3 and Physics and Chance (1993); Savitt ed.,

Time’s Arrow (1995); Price, Time’s Arrow (1996)
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outside of each other’s light cones, they can make use of the Lorentz transformations
(Box 4.1) to communicate their respective temporal and spatial measurements to
each other. Equipped with the Lorentz transformations, each observer can predict
two things: a) the other observer’s temporal and spatial measurements for the du-
ration of events and b) the other observer’s determination of the simultaneity plane
of events. There is no subjective ingredient in these calculations.152 All observers
moving relative to each other at constant speed will agree on the same temporal
order – but disagree on the duration and simultaneity of events!

The succession of causally related events is a topological invariant, independent
of our choice of reference frame. The invariance belongs to the space-time interval
ds and concerns the relations ds2 = 0 (the null interval) and ds2 > 0 (the time-like
interval). In other words, as Langevin pointed out153, world lines of this kind are
irreversible. They may coincide in space, but cannot be made to coincide in time.
The order of events cannot be inverted by a change of reference system.

By contrast, in the case where ds2 < 0, the case of a space-like separation of
events without possibility of causal links, there is no definite order of succession
of events. These space-time events cannot belong to the same world line. They
are truly independent. By an appropriate choice of the reference system, they can
be made to coincide in time.154 It was the existence of space-like separated events,
which particularly motivated Rietdiejk and Putnam to attempt a ‘proof ’ of the
universal determinism and eternal reality of space-time events. We have already
observed that proponents of the philosophy of being place the burden of their proof
on the arbitrary reversibility of the temporal relations between space-like connected
events. From such conventionality no serious conclusions about the reality of events
in the physical world can be derived.

When two events are in each other’s absolute elsewhere, so that they can have no
physical contact, it makes no difference whether we say they are before or after
each other. Their relative time order has a purely conventional character, in the
sense that one can ascribe any such order that is convenient, as long as one applies
his conventions in a consistent manner. As we have seen, observers, moving at
different speeds, and correcting for the time∆t, taken by light to reach them from
a point at a distance r by the formula∆t = r|c, will arrive at different conventions
for assigning such event as before, after, and simultaneous with some event taking
place in the immediate neighbourhood of the observer. But as long as there is
no physical contact, which is the basis of the relationship of causal connection of

152 Langevin, La Physique (1923), Ch VI; Bohm, Special Theory of Relativity (165), 151. For sim-
ilar considerations, see Reichenbach, Philosophy of Space and Time (1957), 146; Stein, ‘On
Einstein-Minkowski Space-Time’ (1968), 12 and ‘On Relativity Theory and the Openness
of the Future’ (1991)

153 Langevin, La Physique (1923), 287; Čapek ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 440–7; Mit-
telstaedt, Philosophische Probleme (41972), Chap. I; Bohm, The Special Theory of Relativity
(1965), §§XXVIII, XXXI; Bunge, Causality (1979), §§4.2, 5.5

154 Langevin, Physique (1923), 285f; Reichenbach, Philosophy of Space and Time (1958),
Chaps. II, III; Čapek, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), 443f, 446–7, Stein, ‘On Einstein-
Minkowski Space-Time’ (1968), 5–12
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events, it does not matter what we say about which is before and which is after. On
the other hand, as we have seen, where such causal contact is possible, the order
of events is unambiguous, so that the Lorentz transformation will never lead to
confusion as to what is a cause and what is an effect.155

Both the proponents of the philosophy of being and the philosophy of being agree
on the fundamental postulate of the Special theory of relativity: the invariance of
the velocity of light in all inertial reference frames. This means that light cones,
emanating from events, have an invariant structure. Light cones do not tilt. And
it is agreed that physical trajectories or causal signals travel inside the light cones
between events.156 On the other hand, if we allow ‘space-like curves to represent
possible physical trajectories’, then well-known paradoxes arise: the lottery swin-
dle, involving superluminal signals between Alice and Zoë and the indeterminate
temporal order, which Rietdijk, Putnam and Weingard regarded as ‘proof ’ of the
block universe.

More can be said in favour of a dynamic interpretation of the Special theory of
relativity, especially if we attend to the transitional nature of events. This is a third
argument in favour of a philosophy of becoming.

The relativisation of simultaneity has led many physicists to the conclusion
that Now, the present, has no objective status. The transitional nature of time, the
concept of becoming and its relation to past, present and future has been located on
the level of subjective consciousness.157 But we begin to see that this view may draw
hasty philosophical conclusions from the theory of relativity. Entropic processes
are frame-independent and invariant. The asymmetric, causal propagation within
light cones is subject to a very basic ‘before-after’-relation, which does not require
conceptual awareness. According to the relational theory of time, such entropic and
causal successions of events constitute time.

The relational view of time sees the ‘before-after’-relation between events as the
fundamental sequence, which lies at the root of the notion of time. But a ‘before-
after’-relation may lead to a rather undynamic view of the universe. Events are
juxtaposed like beads on an abacus. In the four-dimensional view, the universe is
criss-crossed by world lines of particles, the intersections of which are the only ob-
servable phenomena. But physical systems have a past, which affects their present
and has implications for their future. As we argued earlier, physical systems go
through transitional states.158 The interaction of the components of a physical
system in its past state can lead to qualitatively new properties and states of the

155 Bohm, Special Theory of Relativity (1965), 159–60; Frank, Philosophy of Science (1957),
158–64

156 Friedman, Foundations (1983), 161; Whitrow, Natural Philosophy of Time (1980), §7.6;
Čapek, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’ (1966), §4

157 Whitrow, Natural Philosophy of Time (1980), §7.6; Čapek, ‘Time in Relativity Theory’
(1966), §9

158 We may think here of quantum jumps or the transition of quantum systems from prepa-
ration to measurement; cf. Costa de Beauregard, Time (87), Part IV and the contributions
in Savitt ed., Time’s Arrows (1995); Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962), 338–41; Popper,
Quantum Theory (1982), 185–6
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system.159 We are familiar with such transitional phenomena from our daily ex-
perience with the world around us. A seed grows into a young plant. The young
plant grows into a tree. At each stage, this growth process is in a transitional state
from a past state through a present state to a future state. Fossils records equally
tell a story of change and the succession of events. If such transitional phenomena
are taken into account, should we say that the ultimate significance of time resides
in its transitional nature?160

The transitional nature of time – in the sense of the relational view as the order
of the succession of events or spatio-temporal events and not as just a subjective
awareness of the passage of time – gives rise to the appearance of genuine novelty
in the universe.161 For the philosophy of becoming this is an important aspect of
a dynamic interpretation of four-dimensional space-time. In the static interpreta-
tion the emergence of genuine novelty plays no part, as the universe simply is and
becoming is a human illusion. The notion of physical becoming – transitional states
between physical systems, the emergence of novelty – is the litmus test of a dynamic
interpretation of space-time.

How can this transitional aspect of physical time – the emergence of genuine
novelty – be included in a dynamic interpretation of space-time? Those who believe
in the reality of temporal relations in the physical universe will turn to irreversible
processes as the root of the flow of time.162 The irreversibility is not exhausted by
the entropic processes, mentioned earlier. Entropic processes lead to a maximum
of disorder. The irreversible processes we have in mind here lead to genuinely new
systems of order. Traditionally, physicists have distinguished between the time-
reversible processes on the micro level of atomic particles and time-irreversible
processes on the macro level of everyday objects. They take the laws of nature to
be time-symmetric: the laws display no arrow of time. The temporal symmetry of
microscopic processes led them to believe that temporal becoming and the arrow
of time were macroscopic illusions. On a fundamental physical level, there was no
distinction between future, present and past because the laws, which govern such
systems, lack an arrow of time.

But if temporal asymmetry is shifted to the level of microscopic processes then
both temporal asymmetry and the emergence of novelty will exist at a much more
fundamental level. Such a shift is suggested by non-equilibrium thermodynam-

159 This is strongly argued by Bohm, Causality and Chance in Modern Physics (1957); Pop-
per, Quantum Theory (1982), §§23–25; from the point of view of thermodynamics, see
Prigogine, End of Certainty (1997)

160 Whitrow, Natural Philosopy of Time (1980), §7.5; Zwart, About Time (1976), 47–8; Bunge,
Causality (31979), §§4.2, 5.5; Dieks, ‘Special Relativity and the Flow of Time’ (1988), 456–
60; Prigogine, End of Certainty (1997); Popper, The Open Universe (1982), §§1, 11, 19, 26;
Smolin, Three Roads (2001), Chap. 4

161 Barbour, The End of Time (1999), 45, 69–70, 333; Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962),
Chap. XVII; Popper, Open Universe (1982), Chap. IV

162 Prigogine, End of Certainty (1997), Prigogine|Stengers, La Nouvelle Alliance (1979); see
also Haken, ‘Laws and Chaos’ (1995), 227–47; Savitt ed., Time’s Arrow (1995); Rosenberg,
‘Statistical Causality’ (1972|1974)
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ics. Instability and probability are not the result of our coarse-grained view of the
world, but are inherent features of the fundamental microscopic processes such
that “macroscopic irreversibility (is) the manifestation of the randomness of prob-
abilistic processes on a microscopic scale.”163 Classical physics deals with ‘simple’
mechanical systems, in which time could be a mere geometrical parameter. But
with the discovery of complex systems, time becomes an ‘emerging’ property.164

Irreversible processes produce self-organizing order: new dissipative structures.
Irreversibility leads to the flow of time.165

The notion of the flow of time is not meant in a metaphorical sense but in
a thoroughgoing physical sense: ‘the flow of time depends on a history of events.’166

This history of events is expressed in world lines but also in their interactions. This
intersection of world lines harbours the possibility of genuine novelty (dissipative
structures).

Recent developments in cosmology have provided a fourth argument in favour
of a philosophy of becoming: the possibility of cosmic time. The idea of the block
universe emerged as a result of the need to adopt relative simultaneity. When
reference frames carry clocks, which indicate different times depending on motion,
it may seem that the physical universe does not partake in time. Time and the
passage of time are a human illusion. But from the point of view of the General
theory of relativity, the Special theory is only an approximation. It applies to very
limited local parts of the universe. When the General theory is applied to the
universe as a whole, a cosmic time scale is permitted. Such a cosmic time scale
measures the history of the universe. However, all cosmological models have to
assume that the universe looks the same from every perspective (cosmological
principle).167 The cosmic background radiation, a cold afterglow of the Big Bang,
discovered in 1965, provides the physical basis for the conception of such a cosmic
time. The cosmic background radiation allows cosmologists to formulate a special
and unique reference frame, from which a global time ordering, with the universal
division of time into past, present and future would be possible. The requirement for

163 Prigogine, End of Certainty (1997), 60; there is strong experimental evidence for micro-
scopic chaos; see Gaspard et al., ‘Experimental Evidence’ (1998); Dürr|Spohn, ‘Brownian
Motion’ (1998); Sklar, Physics and Chance (1993), Chap. 7

164 Prigogine, End of Certainty (1997), 60
165 Prigogine, End of Certainty (1997), 160; see also Schlegel, ‘Time and Thermodynamics’

(1966); Watanable, ‘Time and the Probabilistic View of the World’, (1966). Dissipative
structures can be described as ‘systems capable of maintaining their identity only by
remaining continually open to the flux and flow of their environment; see Briggs|Peat,
Turbulent Mirror (1989), 139

166 Prigogine, End of Certainty (1997), 170
167 The idea of a cosmic or universal time is frequently discussed in relation to the discovery of

the cosmic background radiation and its implications for cosmology. See Barrow|Tiper,
The Anthropic Cosmological Principle (1986), 126, 194, 216 (fn 304), 601, 627; Costa de
Beauregard, Time (1987), 23–4, 127; Davies, About Time (1995), 128; Ferris, The Whole
Shebang (1998), 159; Shallis, ‘Time and Cosmology’ (1987), 71; Sklar, Space, Time and
Spacetime (1974), Chap. V; Liebscher, Einsteins Relativitätstheorie (1999), 105–6, 151
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such a unique reference frame, permitted by the General Theory of Relativity, is that
from its point of view the cosmic microwave radiation looks rather uniform in all
directions across the universe. Very slight variations or ripples have been measured
in the microwave afterglow168 revealing information about non-uniformities in the
very early universe, which produced the formation of stars and galaxies. Cosmic
time would give rise to two corrections in our views of time. On the one hand
it would correct Newton’s view of absolute time as being independent of material
processes and the same for all observers. Rather there is one unique reference frame
to which all individual observers would refer. On the other hand, it would correct
the Einstein-Minkowski view of relative time as being defined exclusively by the
reference frames, to which individual clocks are attached. It would still be true,
from the point of view of the Special theory of relativity, that there ‘are as many
times and spaces as there are Galilean reference systems.’169 But an inference from
the validity of the Special theory of relativity to the existence of a block universe
would not be legitimate. For it would be possible to refer all observers, who remain
attached to their individual reference frames, to a cosmic time and history.

The existence of such a cosmic time is also supported by recent discoveries
about the flatness of the universe and its eternal expansion. The 19th century image
of the Heat Death may come true after all. New cosmological data170 indicate that
the universe will expand forever and dissipate all the available energy into a cold
cosmic sea of radiation. There may have been a Big Bang but there will be no Big
Crunch. The universe expands in one direction. Once the expansion rate is known,
it will form the basis of a cosmic clock. Leibniz will have been vindicated. The
universe is a clock and it is made of cosmic matter.

It is interesting to note that Arthur Eddington, whom we encountered as
a staunch defender of the block universe, conceded the possibility of cosmic time.
Relativity theory, he wrote, ‘is not concerned to deny the possibility of absolute
time, but to deny that it is concerned in any experimental knowledge yet found.’171

This experimental knowledge seems to have been found now.
Eddington’s concession is in perfect agreement with the view of the scientist-

philosopher that philosophical notions should remain open to modifications due
to new experimental discoveries.

Why then did a long line of physicists embrace the notion of the block uni-
verse? The answer is that the Special theory of relativity was developed and adopted
in a cultural climate, in which determinism and the idealist view of time lay un-
questioned before the physicists’ eyes. They were presuppositions, which guided
physicists in their attempt to make physical sense of their discoveries. Moreover,
the Kantian model of time seemed to find empirical support in a central discovery
of Special theory of relativity: the relativity of simultaneity.

168 Rees, Just Six Numbers (2000), 117–21; The Once and Future Cosmos, Scientific American
(2002)

169 Pauli, Theory of Relativity (1921|1981), 14–5
170 Nature 404 (2000), 939–40
171 Eddington, Space, Time & Gravitation (1920), 163
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However, things are not as straightforward, as the proponents of the block
universe would make us believe. When more of the empirical and conceptual facts
of the Special theory of relativity are taken into account, the evidence seems to point
more in the direction of a philosophy of being.

4.4.3 The Emergence of Time

The Special theory of relativity has not solved the enigma of time. On the con-
trary, the problem of time has come into sharp focus in quantum cosmology and
quantum gravity. The need to develop a quantum theory of gravity arises from the
incompatibility of two fundamental physical theories: the Quantum theory and the
General theory of relativity. The desire for unification calls for the removal of this
inconsistency. The Special theory of relativity had left a fixed Minkowski space-time
structure, in the absence of all gravitational fields. As Einstein did not consider ac-
celerated motion or the effect of matter on space-time, an aftertaste of privileged
reference frames lingered on, against the intention of the generalized relativity
principle. In his General relativity, Einstein endeavoured to make the equations of
motion covariant. They had to be the same in all reference frames. At the same
time, instantaneous action at a distance, built into the Newtonian conception of
gravity, was anathema to Einstein’s field conception of physics. Einstein therefore
identified space-time with the existence of matter and energy fields in the universe.
Space-time becomes a dynamic entity, in which clocks and rods experience the ef-
fects of space-time locally. In dynamic space-time light cones are allowed to tilt, for
instance in the vicinity of Black Holes. The Lorentz transformations no longer hold.
Clocks run differently from neighbourhood to neighbourhood in dynamic space-
time. Photon geodesics are no longer invariant. The assumption of the constancy
of light in vacuum no longer holds universally. The space-time interval now reads
ds =

∑
στ gστdxσdxτ. The theory of general relativity makes space-time dynamic and

concentrates on the large-scale features of the universe. However, the theory breaks
down in extreme quantum conditions, near Black Holes and the Big Bang. Stan-
dard quantum theory deals with small-scale features of the universe but it retains
an external time parameter. Its fundamental equation is the Schrödinger equation.
As we shall discuss in Chap. 5 it describes the deterministic evolution of quantum
systems. But it relies on a traditional Newtonian or Minkowskian understanding of
time. To overcome the inconsistency between these two theories, space-time must
be quantized. The matter-energy fields are then subject to quantum fluctuations,
which are neither smooth nor continuous. Hence the external time parameter of
the Schrödinger equation can no longer be used. The smooth space-time structure
of the General theory of relativity gets distorted by the quantum fields. A quantum
theory of gravity – a theory of quantized space-time – has the advantage of unifying
gravity with the quantum phenomena. Things can get more ambitious. Quantum
cosmology treats the whole universe as a quantum system. Quantum theories of
gravity and quantum cosmology all face the puzzle of the existence of space, time
and space-time. Several contenders are at play.
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String theory has all the trappings of a Theory of Everything. It starts from
a fundamental quantum theory of strings. The canonical approach starts from
a quantization of the General theory of relativity. And some of its versions are set
up as quantum cosmology. Both approaches deal with such minute dimensions that
they leave a large hiatus between the familiar features of the classical world and the
unfamiliar features of the quantum world. Their task is to explain the emergence of
classical features from a deeper-lying reality.

Our concern is with time. From this perspective the work of string theory is dis-
appointing. The vibrational states of the fundamental strings in a multidimensional
space are said to produce the familiar properties of classical particles. But string
theory presupposes a fixed space-time background. The strings vibrate against this
background. String theory leaves space, time and space-time unexplained. In this
respect the canonical approach is a more audacious attempt. It comes in various
versions, two of which are philosophically interesting with respect to time.

Loop Quantum Theory.172 Its first step is to quantize general relativity. Then it
descends to the level of the unobservably small Planck scale. On this level we reach
the smallest possible units: the Planck length (10−33 cm), the Planck time (10−43 s),
as well as the Planck energy, mass and volume. These are discrete moments, which
cannot shrink further. They are therefore quantized but they are invariant across all
reference frames. As no fixed background of space and time is assumed, the world
becomes a dynamic network of processes. Motion and change are primary. Events,
not things, lie at the root of this relational universe. The Leibnizian ring of loop
quantum theory is not accidental. Only the ontology has changed. Leibniz spoke
of space as the coexistence of events, and of time as the order of this coexistence.
Leibnizian events were of course classical, macroscopic events. But if these macro-
events can be shown to originate in microscopic events, relationism reappears in
termsof fundamental quantumevents. In string theory, the fundamental entities are
one-dimensional strings and higher-dimensional branes. In loop quantum theory,
quantized loops constitute the fundamental entities. These quantized loop states are
dynamical and evolve in spin networks. The spin networks of quantized loop states
create space and time at the Planck scale. They are analogous to the coexistence of
events, which constitute space in Leibnizian relationism. The spin networks then
evolve, much like the Leibnizian events. As they evolve from one configuration to
the next, they constitute time. Time is therefore still the order of the succession of
coexisting quantum loops. The network of evolving relationships between quantum
events constitutes microscopic space and time.

In attempts to formulate a theory of quantum gravity loop quantum theory
is a minority approach. If it succeeded, it would be a fully relational theory of
space-time. But some obstacles stand in its way. First it is not a truly fundamental
new unifying theory. It may eventually be absorbed into a more powerful theory.
Its value lies in its attempt to provide a truly relational theory of space and time

172 Smolin, Three Roads (2001); Rovelli, ‘Quantum spacetime’ (1999); Butterfield|Isham,
‘Emergence’ (1999) and ‘Spacetime’ (1999) discuss the numerous difficulties involved
in these programmes.
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on the quantum level. Its commitment to relationism makes it philosophically
attractive. The human world, however, knows nothing of the atomic structure of
space and time. Space and time may be relational but they appear to be smooth and
continuous. Loop quantum theory needs to explain how classical space and time
emerge from the underlying quantum space-time.

The emergence of space, time and space-time is the central issue, which all
approaches to a quantum theory of gravity must tackle. The recently developed
programme of decoherence may offer some useful insights into the process of emer-
gence.173 Decoherence has become important both in reflections on the emergence
of space-time and the interpretation of quantum mechanics. To see howdecoherence
works, consider another version of the canonical approach, the quantum theory of
cosmology.

Quantum Cosmology. Its centrepiece is the Wheeler-de Witt equation, HΨ = 0,
which no longer contains any time parameter, t. This universal wave function de-
scribes a timeless superposition of matter-energy quantum states for the whole
universe. So the time of our familiar world and the space-time of the physicist
must be emergent properties. Such properties emerge at a new level, far beyond
the Planck scale. At this higher level they are no longer reducible to the quantum
fields, from which they originated. Familiar examples of emergent properties are
dissipative structures, chemical properties of molecules, human consciousness and
the evolution of life from inanimate matter. More mundanely, the solidity and shape
of a homemade cake are emergent properties. The emergence of time cannot be
a process in time, because such a way of speaking presupposes the existence of an
external temporal parameter, against which emergence could be timed. But it is the
emergence of space, time and space-time, which require explanation. Herein lies
the importance of the programme of decoherence. First there is a mathematical
procedure, in which the Schrödinger equation arises from the Wheeler-de Witt
equation by a mathematical process of approximation. The second element is deco-
herence. It explains the emergence of classical properties, like time, the localization
of macroscopic objects and the spatial structure of molecules, as a physical process.

The basic idea is this: for reason, which we will discuss in the next chapter,
quantum theory is the universally valid theory. Classical theories are only approxi-
mations. Adopting the language of quantum mechanics, decoherence assumes that
there is a universal entanglement of all objects in the universe. For present purposes
we can regard this entanglement as another example of the interrelatedness of all
physical systems in the universe. In the classical world, this quantum nature of
objects does not appear to human observers. Classical properties, which human
observers register, are the result of a dissipation of the quantum correlations into
the surrounding environment. This makes objects and their properties appear as
localized. The universal entanglement between quantum objects leaks out when
quantum systems are coupled to the environment. This physical process is called
decoherence. When quantum systems decohere, they acquire classical properties.

173 See Joos, ‘Classical Spacetime’ (1986); Zeh, ‘Emergence of Classical Time’ (1996), Direction
of Time (1992), Chap. 6.2; Kiefer, ‘Decoherence’ (1996), 146–56, ‘Decoherence’ (2000)
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In the next chapter we will see how this works for quantum systems. Classical
space-time emerges from a superposition of quantum states in a timeless quantum
world. This superposition of quantum states gets decohered through interaction
with environmental factors. This occurs because the environment performs a ‘con-
tinuous’ measurement on the superposition of quantum states. Relevant variables
(‘the system’) get separated from irrelevant ones (‘the environment’). Although the
universe possesses no environment, it is assumed that some variables (like mat-
ter states) can act as environment to the relevant variables, which constitute the
‘system’. It is only in these relevant subsystems that classical behaviour emerges.
According to the programme of decoherence, the irrelevant variables never really
disappear. They are not truly destroyed so that even classical systems remain corre-
lated. But these quantum correlations become observationally unobservable. When
classical particles and their properties emerge, space, time and space-time emerge
in a relational sense.

If space-time is an emergent property from a timeless quantum universe, does
this mean that space, time and space-time lose their true significance? Decoher-
ence ensnares us in a philosophically felicitous loop. On the fundamental quantum
scale, time does not exist. At least this is what the Wheeler-de Witt equation tells us.
(Loop quantum theory conceives of space and time as forming through evolving
spin networks at the Planck scale.) When space-time emerges through a process
of decoherence, it becomes available for treatment in Newtonian mechanics, the
Special theory of relativity and philosophy. Even though space-time is an emergent
property with no independent existence at the fundamental Planck level, any infer-
ence to an idealist conception of time is still mistaken. We do not spurn the cake just
because its shape and solidity are emergent properties. Physical and philosophical
time are not less worthy of consideration just because they emerge from a static
quantum world. For emergence is a physical process, explained through a process
of decoherence. ‘The practical role of time remains unchanged as long as there are
dynamic laws for relative motions.’174

If classical space-time emerges in the physical process of decoherence, Min-
kowski space-time must be a geometric representation (a map) of the homogeneous
distribution of matter-energy states throughout the universe. It cannot exist over
and above the material happenings in the universe. It is an approximation of a more
fundamental timeless quantum world. Space-time exists due to the emergence
of matter states, not due to the emergence of observers. We noted earlier that
spatial and temporal dimensions have only perspectival reality. Space-time itself,
in its Minkowskian instantiation, possesses invariance. But if space-time is only an
approximation, then this invariance is relative to the Special theory of relativity.
But this is acceptable: that the invariant is the real is no more than a claim about
reality.

174 Zeh, ‘Was heißt: es gibt keine Zeit?’ (2000); author’s own translation
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Causation and Determinism

“If Gessler had ordered William Tell to shoot a hydrogen atom off his son’s head
by means of an α particle and had given him the best laboratory instruments in
the world instead of a cross-bow, Tell’s skill would have availed him nothing. Hit or
miss would have been a matter of chance.”

A. Eddington, quoting Max Born in New Pathways in Science (1935), 82

5.1 Laplace and the Classical World

5.1.1 Rising Shadows

In 1874, as a young man, Max Planck went to Munich to consult the physicist
Philipp von Jolly about his prospects of a career in physics. Von Jolly saw no reason
to encourage the young man. Physics, he explained, had reached a high degree of
maturity. The recent discovery of the principle of the conservation of energy had
crowned its achievements.Mechanismhaddeveloped in the 17th centuryand thrived
to perfection in the 18th and 19th centuries. The development of electromagnetism
and thermodynamics had completed the magnificent edifice of physical knowledge.
With the principle of the conservation of energy physics had acquired its final,
stable form. According to von Jolly, no major new discoveries were to be expected
in physics. Admittedly, there would still some ‘specks of dust and bubbles’ to be
fitted into the edifice of physics but ‘theoretical physics was approaching a degree
of completion which geometry had possessed for hundreds of years.’1 Von Jolly
was not a man of great philosophical foresight. He did not see that field physics
and thermodynamics were undermining mechanics. Within a few years of his
advice to Planck, the science of physics was set to undergo even more profound
modifications. These revolutionary changes would have profound effects on the way

1 Planck, ‘Vom Relativen zum Absoluten’ (1924), 169; author’s own translations. In his 1871
inaugural lecture at Cambridge University, J.C. Maxwell expressed a similar view, so did
A.A. Michelson, Light Waves and their Uses (1903), 23–4.
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science and its results were interpreted. Planck himself was to become a scientific
revolutionary and a scientist philosopher. The understanding of new empirical
findings increasingly resisted their interpretation in terms of classical physics. The
edifice of physical knowledge was not complete. Planck, fortunately, ignored von
Jolly’s advice and continued his study of physics. Von Jolly’s confidence rested on the
extraordinary success of physics. Success makes blind. What von Jolly described as
‘specks of dust and bubbles’ were in fact new far-reaching discoveries. They would
affect the most fundamental notions of physics and have profound philosophical
consequences. The serious questioning of the notions of causation and determinism
at the beginning of the 20th century had its roots in the 19th century. In 1859, Gustav
Kirchhoff and Robert Bunsen introduced spectral analysis. In 1897, Joseph John
Thomson discovered the existence of electrons inside the atom. In 1900 Max Planck
postulated a new fundamental constant in the analysis of atomic phenomena. Only
a few years later, in 1902, Ernest Rutherford and Frederick Soddy formulated the
transmutation theory of radioactivity and formulated a statistical decay law for
radioactive elements. In 1913, Niels Bohr proposed a structural model of the atom,
which was based on Rutherford’s discovery of the atomic nucleus. And in 1917
Albert Einstein formulated his theory of spontaneous and induced emissions and
absorptions, in which chance entered in a fundamental way into the picture of the
physical world.

The atom, like light, changed the nature of physics. It also challenged, like
Einstein’s postulate of the finite propagation velocity of light, the philosophical
assumptions,whichhadprovided the framework for theconstructionof thephysical
world picture.

Many physicists contributed to the understanding and explanation of atomic
structure. For several decades their attempts to understand the atom was accom-
panied by serious worries about the nature of causation and determinism. Contri-
butions written in the great scientific journals of the day testify to the severity of
the impact of the new scientific discoveries on established fundamental notions. To
understand the philosophical consequences, which the cracking of the atom had,
we must first understand the nature of these discoveries. And we must understand
the conceptual presuppositions before we can consider the philosophical conse-
quences, which the scientists themselves drew from their discoveries. Causation is
one of the most prolific topics in philosophy. During centuries philosophers have
developed various models of causation, the best of them in conformity with at least
a limited selection of the scientific facts. This practice has led to a small number
of alternative models of causation. But causation is a difficult notion. Often, deeply
entrenched presuppositions about causation, presumably borne out by scientific
fact, have encouraged scientists and philosophers alike to hold unquestioned views
about the natural world. The notion of causation shows again that philosophical
presuppositions can both constrain and misguide us about Nature. Let us not take
the fundamental notions for granted. A careful study of the experimental evidence,
especially experimental facts about the atomic realm, may lead us to the most ade-
quate model of causation, at least for the purpose at hand. Such a model will have to
be compatible with the quantum-mechanical evidence. The evidence provides the
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constraints against which the various conceptual responses to the new discoveries
can be tested. We are dealing with Bohr’s challenge to philosophy. This sets the
agenda for this chapter.

5.1.2 Laplace’s Grip on the Classical World

If the whole prior state of the universe could occur again, it would again be followed
by the present state.

J.S. Mill, A System of Logic (1843), Bk. III, Chap. VII, §1

From the discovery of the laws of thermodynamics, the field concept, atomic struc-
ture and evolutionary theory to the formulation of the Special Theory of Relativity,
the modern world has witnessed the demise of the mechanistic worldview. As we
have seen, the cluster of elements making up the notion of Nature undergoes con-
ceptual change differentially under the strain of empirical evidence. One of the
unquestioned pillars on which the mechanical worldview rested is the identifica-
tion of causation with determinism. It is this identification, which survived, largely
intact, into the 20th century. We have discussed the conjunction of determinism and
the block universe. With the quantum theory this last pillar of the mechanistic and
even cosmic worldview begins to crumble.

Pierre-Simon,
Marquis de Laplace

(1749–1827)

One of the chief conceptual developments in
the wake of quantum mechanics – the physics of
the atom – is the separation of the notions of causa-
tion and determinism. Contrary to popular belief,
quantum mechanics does not abandon causation.
The common belief that quantum mechanics has
led to a world of acausality is due to a failure to
shed the classical identification of causation with
determinism.Thisbelief iswidespread. Itwasnour-
ished by on over-concentration on certain types of
experiments. It had the seal of approval of Heisen-
berg and Bohr, the most prominent proponents of
quantum mechanics. From the impossibility of de-
termining the exact present conditions of an atomic
system Heisenberg infers that quantum mechanics
shows definitely ‘the invalidity of the causal law.’2

In a review of the relationship between physics and
philosophy in the 20th century, the British physicist
James Jeans echoes this sentiment. ‘As discontinu-
ity marched into the world of phenomena through

one door, causality walked out through another.’3 In order to understand what
these authors mean by the demise of causation, we have to look at determinism.

2 Heisenberg, ‘Über den anschaulichen Inhalt’ (1927), 197
3 Jeans, Physics & Philosophy (1943), 127
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For Heisenberg and Jeans rely on an identification of causation with determinism,
which is largely due to Laplace. The ability to determine from the present state
of a physical system, in terms of specific parameters, its state at a later point in
time, in conjunction with the knowledge of lawful regularities under which the
parameters of the systems evolve, is one way of defining determinism. It is tacitly
assumed that this understanding also provides the meaning of causation. This leads
to a functional view of causation: one of the most influential models of causation
during the reign of the classical worldview. But one of the philosophical lessons of
the new discoveries is that the conceptual map of quantum mechanics allows for
the coexistence of the notions of indeterminism and causation. This leads to a new
model of causation, popular amongst scientists and some philosophers: the condi-
tional model of causation. Yet even today the notions of causation and determinism
are still frequently used interchangeably.4

Before we spell out the functional view of causation, let us look at its origins.
The functional model, the identification of causation with determinism, is a central
feature of classical physics and its philosophy. It has its origins with the founding fa-
thers of modern science and was eternalised by Laplace’s demon. In an often-quoted
passage, Laplace derives determinism – the ability of a superhuman intelligence to
predict future events – from the axiom of a universal causal concatenation of all
events. This axiom, which Laplace adopts from Leibniz, is the Principle of Sufficient
Reason. It states, in Laplace’s words:

The present events have a profound link with the preceding events, which is based
on the obvious principle that a thing cannot begin its existence without a cause,
which precedes it.5

This statement of the universal law of causation has had a respectable tradition in
philosophy. Leibniz maintains

That everything is caused by a determined destiny is as certain as 3 × 3 = 9. For
destiny consists of the interdependence of everything as in a chain, and will take
place infallibly as much so before it has occurred, as when it has occurred.6

4 See Cushing, Philosophical Concepts (1998), 288, 290; Spielberg|Anderson, Seven Ideas
(1995), Chap. 3; Pagels, The Cosmic Code (1994), 75; Penrose, The Emperor’s New Mind
(1990), 273–8; Margenau, ‘Probability’ (1978), ‘Causality’ (1978); Mittelstaedt, Philosophis-
che Probleme (1972), Chap. V; Nagel, Structure of Science (1961), Chap. X; Jeans, Physics
and Philosophy (1943), Chap. V; Eddington, New Pathways (1935), 74, 85; Rosenfeld, ‘Idea
of Causality’ (1942); Frank, Das Kausalgesetz (1932), 167f, 239, 249, 287, 293, 296; Frank,
Philosophy of Science (1957), Chap. 11; Schrödinger, ‘Indeterminism in Physics’, (1931),
53; Rae, Quantum Mechanics (21986), 210; Popper’s attitude is ambivalent. In one part
of Popper, Open Universe (1982), 149, causation and determinism seem to be identified,
although in earlier parts of the book (1982, 4, 19, 23) Popper asserts that the principles of
causation and determinism are not the same.

5 Laplace, Thèorie analytique (1820), Introduction; cf. Laplace, ‘La probabilitè des causes’
(1774) ; see also Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1961), Chap. VIII

6 Quoted in Mittelstaedt, Philosophical Problems (1976), 134–5
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For John Stuart Mill, the universality of the law of causation consists precisely
in the requirement that some cause (a set of antecedents) precede every effect
(consequent). Mill also saw a link between cause and effect. This could not be one
of invariable succession, since day and night follow each other invariably, yet the one
does not cause the other. Rather, Mill held that the link between cause and effect had
to be an invariable sequence of an unconditional kind.7 That is, the set of antecedent
conditions (cause) would, in all circumstances, uniquely lead to the appearance of
the consequent conditions (effect). Or the existence of the effect was conditional on
the prior existence of the cause. From the statement of this axiom, the Laplacean
principle of determinism does not yet follow. For it may well be that some cause
always produces the same effect (under the same circumstances, heat makes water
always boil at the same temperature), yet this says little about the future state of the
whole universe. To derive the predictability and retrodictability of future and past
states of the whole universe from knowledge of the present boundary conditions
and universal laws, Laplace must make a further assumption:

We ought to regard the present state of the universe as the effect of its antecedent
state and as the cause of the state that is to follow.

It is only under this further assumption of uniqueness of states that Laplace can
derive his version of causal determinism:

An intelligence knowing all the forces acting in nature at a given instant, as well as
the momentary positions of all things in the universe, would be able to comprehend
in one single formula the motions of the largest bodies as well as of the lightest
atoms in the world, provided that its intellect were sufficiently powerful to subject
all data to analysis; to it nothing would be uncertain, the future as well as the past
would be present to its eyes.8

This is an extreme version of the mechanistic worldview, which was developed by
Descartes and Newton, by Galileo and Boyle. It gave rise to the clockwork image of
the cosmos. Laplace was not alone in his assumption. Paul Thiry d’Holbach, one

7 Mill, Logic (1843), Bk. III, Chap. V, Sects. 2,6
8 Laplace, Théorie analytique (1820), Introduction, VI–VII; the translation is quoted from

Nagel, Structure (1961), 281–2. Recall that for the French physiologist Claude Bernard,
Introduction (1865), 69, 87–9 determinism is an absolute principle of science. By it he un-
derstands ‘the absolute and necessary relation between things’ in animate and inanimate
matter. As may be expected, this Laplacean determinism has attracted numerous discus-
sions. See, for instance, Du Bois-Reymond, Über die Grenzen des Naturerkennens (1872);
Russell, ‘On the notion of cause’ (1912); Schrödinger, ‘Indeterminism in Physics’ (1931);
Frank, Das Kausalgesetz (1932), Chap. II; Cassirer, Determinismus und Indeterminismus
(1936), 134–60; de Broglie, Continu et Discontinu (1941); Born, Natural Philosophy (1949);
Nagel, The Structure of Science (1961), Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1961), Chaps. VIII,
IX; Chap. X; K. Popper, Open Universe (1982); Earman, A Primer on Determinism (1986),
6–8; Cushing, Philosphical Concepts (1998). For useful formulations of determinism and
indeterminism see Salmon, Causality and Explanation (1998), 115–6. For qualifying state-
ments on the uniqueness condition see Maxwell, Matter and Motion (1877), Sect. 19 and
Bunge, Causation (1979), 50
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of the leading figures of the French encyclopédistes presented the cosmos precisely
as a network of interlocking causes and effects. ‘The universe’, he wrote, ‘reveals
to us an immeasurable and uninterrupted chain of causes and effects.’9 The chain
metaphor, which serves d’Holbach to emphasize the interrelatedness of Nature,
is replaced, in the cosmic view of Nature, by the idea of interlocking systems.
The chain metaphor reinforces the uniqueness condition. The identification of
causation with determinism is only possible under this extra assumption that ‘the
same cause always leads to the same effect’. Whilst we may primarily have thought
of determinism as predictive ability, it now becomes causal determinism. If the
universe is indeed a vast system of an ‘immeasurable and uninterrupted chain of
causes and effects’ and if posterior events are causally uniquely dependent on prior
events, then no other form of determination is possible. Laplace and d’Holbach took
the interpretationof classicalphysicsa stepbeyondthephilosophicalunderstanding
of its founding fathers: from predictive to causal determinism (Box 5.1). Predictive
determinism can be presented as an argument scheme, with two premises and
a conclusion.

P1 The initial conditions of a physical system are given in terms of a number
of specific parameters characterising its motion (acceleration, momentum,
velocity, spatio-temporal location)

P2 The system will be subject to lawful regularities, especially as specified in
Newton’s mechanics and its extension to other domains of classical physics.
Differential equations are of particular importance.

∴C Under these two premises, the past and future trajectories of the system are
uniquely specified, in the sense that their probability of occurrence is one, if
there are no other disturbances on the system. If an observer has knowledge
of P1 and P2, the observer will be able to make fairly precise predictions about
the trajectory of the system.

Note that this characterisation makes no reference to any causal influences on the
system’s dynamic behaviour. The laws lay down the trajectory of the system (for
instance a planet orbiting the sun), without specifying any particular cause for
this determinate behaviour. Causal determinism is the stronger view10, adopted by
Laplace and d’Holbach. It adds a further premise to the argument.

P3 The unique trajectories of the systems are produced by a network of inter-
locking causes and effects such that successive stages of the universe are the
unique effects of anterior states; in turn the posterior states become unique
causes of further posterior states, lying in the future.

Laplace’s version of determinism vacillates between predictive and causal determin-
ism (Box 5.1). From the causal concatenation of cosmic events, Laplace shifts the
focus to their predictability, once the demon is introduced. It is Laplace’s predictive
rather than his causal determinism, which has become the focus of many criticisms
in the 20th century.

9 d’Holbach, Système de la Nature (1770), Chap. 1
10 See Bunge, Causality (1979), 4; Earman, Primer (1986), 4–6
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Box 5.1: Forms of Determinism

When we think of determinism a choice offers itself: should we adopt predictive
or ontological determinism? Predictive determinism is about the cognitive abil-
ities of competent observers to predict the future states of the world. Ontological
determinism is about the type of state the world will be in, irrespective of the
knowledge of competent observers, given that it is in a particular present state.
We can make these characterizations more precise. To characterize predictive
determinism, let us introduce the idea of predictors [Popper, ‘Indeterminism’
(1950), Open Universe (1982)]. Predictors are predicting machines with the abil-
ity to calculate the future and past states of the world from present conditions.
Predictive determinism makes the calculating abilities of predicting machines
(predictors) to acquire knowledge about the system’s future evolution an es-
sential feature of determinism. Insofar as the cognitive abilities of competent
observers can be treated as approximations to the predictors, they also, like
the predictors, should have the ability to predict all their futures states. This
requires the knowledge of boundary conditions and the differential equations,
which govern the system.

Laplace’s version of determinism can be construed as predictive or causal
determinism. Laplace’s famous demon is an example of predictive determinism,
since he appeals to a superhuman intelligence to which neither past or future are
uncertain. The demon can predict successive states of the universe – or the world
lines of particles – because for the demon it is as if they already had left their
traces on the canvass of space-time. But since Laplace bases his superhuman
intelligence on the assumption that ‘we ought to regard the present state of the
universe as the effect of its antecedent state and as the cause of the state that
is to follow’, he also assumes a causal version of determinism. This allows him
to identify causation and determinism. But just as the assumption of a demon
may be rejected as untestable, so the stipulation of causal determinism is too
narrow, since determinism is not necessarily causal.

It may be argued that cognitive abilities of humans are too unreliable or
variant to result in a satisfactory definition of determinism. An ontological defi-
nition of determinism dispenses with the human observer. Causal determinism
is a form of ontological determinism. It should be cleansed of all assumptions
of causation for these notions must be kept apart. We could define ontological
determinism such that

the variables of state for S are just the variables in the small subclass of mutually
independent variables in terms of which the remaining ones can be defined.
Accordingly, the set of laws L constitute a deterministic set of laws for S relative
to K, if given the state of S at any initial time, the laws L logically determine
a unique state of S for any other time [Nagel, Structure (1961), 281]; K is a definite
class of properties; S is a system of bodies in isolation from other bodies. For
a definition of ontological determinism in terms of possible worlds, see McCall,
Model (1994), 12–3; Earman, Primer (1986), 13–4
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Box 5.1 (continued)

This is not strictly speaking an ontological definition of determinism, since it ap-
peals to ‘definitions’ andmathematical or logical determinations.Thisdefinition
could be true of a model world, whilst the real physical world is indeterministic.
The Schrödinger equation makes a deterministic statement about the trajectory
of a quantum system but the outcome of quantum-mechanical experiments is
probabilistic. In the last chapter (Box 4.3) we attempted a characterization of
ontological determinism in terms of world lines.

Given such an ontological form of determinism, we can make further dis-
tinctions [see also Čapek, ‘Doctrine of Necessity’ (1951)]:

a) A static form of determinism. This is Laplace’s causal determinism. For the
Laplacean demon the world is a map on which all events and their coor-
dinates are already entered. There is no distinction between past, present
and future. This is an extreme form of determinism, since both the emer-
gence of novelty and the passage of time are denied. It is a forerunner of the
conception of the block universe.

b) A dynamic form of determinism. The state of the universe is ‘fixed’ forever
from past to future, because deterministic laws restrict the trajectories of
particles to unique trajectories, given the initial conditions of their state.
Nevertheless, the world dynamically evolves from state to state. This is
precisely the view Kant and Laplace offered of the dynamic evolution of the
universe. It is equivalent to the view that world lines have histories.

Walter Nernst (1922), Richard von Mises (1930, 1931) and Philipp Frank (1932)
objected to the extreme idealisation of a superhuman being, needed for the formu-
lation of the Laplacean view. This superhuman spirit or demon needs to be able
to determine the precise initial conditions and the exact form of the equations
for a system of particles. This is beyond human capacity. The force laws, applying
to most phenomena in the material world, are far more complicated than those
of celestial mechanics. Laplace admits that a human mind remains far removed
from the attainment of such an ideal, although certain approximations could be
achieved in astronomy. Karl Popper (1982), however, interprets the Laplacean de-
mon as a super-human scientist, surpassing a human scientist only by degrees of
predictive ability. Popper then tries to show that the calculating precision, required
to exercise Laplacean predictability, cannot be achieved in principle. Ernst Cassirer
(1936) felt that Laplace had meant his ‘formula’ only as a metaphor and that, at
any rate, it mixed discursive elements (knowledge of forces and momentary posi-
tions) and intuitive elements (comprehension of the future and the past) in a single
formula. Louis de Broglie (1941, 59–61) raised three difficulties for Laplacean de-
terminism: (a) the assumption of precise predictability is unrealistic, due to the
universal interaction between all bodies in the universe; (b) all our observations
and measurements are subject to error and (c) the atomic realm imposes inherent
limits on the precision with which the parameters of atoms could be known simul-
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taneously. David Bohm (1957, 158–60; see also Prigogine|Stengers 1979, Chap. II.4)
emphasised the inadequacy of Laplacean determinism on the ground of outside
contingencies and chance fluctuations, as well as the emergence of qualitatively
new causes, new laws and new contingencies in the infinity of time. Ernest Nagel
(1961, 281–3) accused Laplace of having committed a non sequitur in his claim
that for the superhuman spirit nothing would be uncertain, since a mechanical
system may undergo changes due to non-mechanical properties, which cannot be
predicted from a mechanical point of view. Laplace could counter, of course, that
all non-mechanical properties are reducible to mechanical properties, at least for
the superhuman spirit.

While these objections show in various ways the limits of Laplace’s conception
of what came to be seen as predictive determinism, there is a further objection,
which grows out of the heart of the Laplacean assumptions. As we have seen above,
Laplace accepted Leibniz’s Principle of Sufficient Reason, which anticipated the
meaning that the law of causation would take for Mill: ‘Every event must have
a cause.’ The whole anterior state of the universe causes the subsequent state of the
universe to move along one trajectory, at the exclusion of all others. This makes
sense in a clockwork universe: the hands of the clock move steadily forward from
one position to the next in one direction. If this premise is denied, as it must
be according to quantum mechanics, then Laplace’s assumption of the unique
causal concatenation of all events breaks down. On the one hand, the discovery of
radioactive decay raised serious doubts about whether the present state of decay
of an atom could be causally related to its antecedent state. On the other hand, the
present trajectory of an atom may leave it with a number of probabilistic chances
concerning its future trajectories. A fundamental quantum indeterminism may
rule at the root of things. If the evidence does not warrant the statement that every
event must have a cause or at least that every cause leads to a unique effect, then
one of the premises of Laplace’s argument is denied. The derivation of Laplacean
determinism must fail.

Nevertheless the association of determinism with predictability has proved
useful to the mechanistic worldview. Predictive determinism, even in classical
physics, need not require the predictability and retrodictability of the future and
past states of the whole universe. Natural systems, like the solar system, can be
isolated from the rest of the universe to derive a limited knowledge of their future
or past spatio-temporal states. Even then it only describes an idealisation. The
boundary conditions cannot be known to an infinite degree of perfection, and
the universal laws themselves relate parameters in degrees of idealisation and
abstraction. The idealised picture is: From the knowledge of boundary conditions
and the governance of universal laws it should be possible to make predictions about
the future spatio-temporal location of the system under consideration. Equally it
should be possible to retrodict past spatio-temporal states. Heisenberg describes
this predictive determinism as the principle of Newtonian physics11 (Box 5.2):

11 Der Teil und das Ganze (1973), 52
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Box 5.2:

Initial Conditions & Universal Laws −→
Predicting the State of the System in the near Future

Initial Conditions & Universal Laws −→
Retrodicting the State of the System in the near Past

Paradigm cases are provided by astronomy. 1) Voyager 2 was launched on
August 20, 1977. On its journey it crossed the orbits of Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus at
a distance of 100 000 km. Finally, it flew past its target, Neptune, on August 25, 1989
at a distance of less than 5000 km. The calculations of the orbits of Voyager 2 and
Neptune are clear cases of prediction and essential for the success of this mission.
2)Neptune’sdiscoveryprovides an illustrationof retrodiction. Theplanet’s existence
had been calculated by two mathematicians, Urbain Leverrier in France and John
Adams in Britain. Using their data, Johann Galle in Berlin discovered it in 1846. But
Galle was not the first to perceive it.

Neptune was first seen by none other than Galileo, 234 years earlier. Calculations
of Neptune’s orbit show that it should have been very close to Jupiter in the sky in
January 1613. Galileo’s journals have entries showing that he observed an object in
the vicinity of Jupiter near Neptune’s predicted position on December 27, 1612, and
again on January 28, 1613, when Galileo detected a small motion of Neptune with
respect to a nearby star.12

Given the extraordinary success of classical physics and the powerful grip of the
Laplacean identification of determinism and causation on scientists and philoso-
phers alike, it is not surprising to see that the preferred philosophical model of
causation of the classical period is the functional model of causation.

5.1.3 The Functional Model of Causation

Laplace appealed to Leibniz’s Principle of Sufficient Reason, and, in one fateful
quote, made the influential identification of causal and predictive determinism.
Later scientists, like von Helmholtz, Planck and Heisenberg, were influenced by
Kant’s notion of causation.13 Consequently, they regarded causation as an a priori
category, which was prior to all our experience of the world. But although Kant made
causation a category of the mind, he did not break the bond between causation and

12 Zeilik, Astronomy (1988), 219
13 See von Helmholtz, quoted in Warren|Warren, Helmholtz on Perception (1968), 201, 208;

Planck, ‘Kausalgesetz und Willensfreiheit’ (1923), 139–68; Heisenberg, Der Teil und das
Ganze (1973), Chap. 10, ‘Philosophische Probleme in der Theorie der Elementarteilchen’
(1967), 414–22. Kries, ‘Kants Lehre’ (1924) assesses Kant’s views about time and space
for modern physics. Bergmann, Kausalgesetz (1929) assesses Kant’s view of causation in
the light of quantum mechanics. A more recent discussion of Kant’s views of time and
causation with respect to modern physics is Mittelstaedt, Philosophische Probleme (1972).
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determinism. Echoing the Newtonian-Laplacean heritage, Kant stipulates that the
notion of causation requires

that something A should be such that something B follows from it necessarily and
in accordance with an absolutely universal rule.

To the synthesis of cause and effect there belongs a dignity, which cannot be
empirically expressed, namely that the effect not only succeeds upon the cause,but
that it is conditioned by it and entailed by it.14 We have already seen in the Chapter
on Nature that Thomas Young, Hermann von Helmholtz, Claude Bernard and James
C. Maxwell shared this view of determinism or causation as the ultimate maxim of
science.15

The fundamental notions responded in a differential manner to the new dis-
coveries. These notions must be adequate. The epoch of quantum mechanics has
demonstrated, as von Mises put it, that the ‘causal principle is changeable and will
have to be subjected to the demands of physics.’16 Not everyone agreed. So it is not
surprising to find a proponent of the functional view of causation on this side of
the quantum revolution. Einstein (1927) equated physical causation with the ex-
istence of differential equations. Russell, too, argued for a replacement of the law
of causation in science by purely functional relations and differential equations.
For Russell causal laws provide the ability to make inferences between events in
four-dimensional Minkowski space-time. ‘The law of causality (. . .) is of a bygone
age, surviving, like the monarchy, only because it is erroneously supposed to do no
harm.’17

The central notion of the functional view of causation is the differential equa-
tion. This is basically an equation, which involves an unknown function and its
derivatives, i.e. the rate of change of this function with respect to some variable
(such as time or distance).

The expression

v =
x

t

is not a differential equation because it does not express the rate of change of the
unknown function, v, with respect to x. But we can easily transform this expression
into a differential equation by indicating the rate of change of v with respect to t, as
follows:
14 Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (1787), B124; italics in original. This quote is partly the

author’s own translation. For further discussion of Kant’s notion of causation with respect
to modern physics, see Cassirer, Determinismus (1936)

15 The functional view of causation, with its proximity to determinism, was also prevalent
amongst the founders of modern science; see Burtt, Metaphysical Foundations (1924);
Crombie, Styles (1994)

16 von Mises, ‘Kausale und Statitistische Gesetzmäßigkeit’ (1930), 146 (italics in original);
see also Jordan, ‘Kausalität und Statistik’ (1927), 105. English translation: ‘Philosophical
Foundations of Quantum Theory’ (1927), 566

17 Russell, ‘On the notion of cause’ (1912), quoted by Mackie, Cement (1980), 143; see Rietzler,
‘Krise’ (1928)
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v =
dx

dt

The reduction of the notion of causation to the existence of differential equations
seems to offer several advantages. First of all, differential equations play an essential
part in thephysical sciences. Second, the rateof changewith respect to timecaptures
the essential antecedence condition of causation and gives the causal dependence
a mathematically precise form. Why differential equations are superior in this
respect from ordinary (linear) equations can easily be gleaned from the following
example.18 If we take Newton’s second law

F = ma

it is difficult to recognise any causal features in this formulation. The problem is
that this statement is symmetrical. It can be read from left to right – a force, F,
exerted on a mass, m, will lead to the acceleration, a, of this mass. It can also be
read from the right to the left – a mass, m, with acceleration, a, produces a force, F.
But it is easy to transform this expression into a differential equation, and thus into
a causal form according to the requirement of the functional notion of causation:

a =
dv

dt

F = m
dv

dt
F

m
=

dv

dt

In these expressions the force, F, can be regarded as the cause, which brings about,
as its effect, a change in the rate of change of velocity, v, with respect to time, t. This
expresses the causal dependence, according to a certain mathematical statement, as
required by functionalism. This antecedence of the cause over the effect is expressed
in the differentiation of velocity with respect to time.

This functional treatment of the notion of causation has another important
consequence. A mathematical dependence can be established between differential
equations such that one can be shown to follow mathematically from the other. For
instance, Newton showed that Kepler’s third law could be derived from his inverse-
square law of gravitation. But it is also possible to demonstrate mathematically that
Kepler’s third law implies that the gravitational force between two bodies varies
inversely with the square of the radius between their centres. That is, Newton’s
law of gravitation is a mathematical consequence of Kepler’s law. Born regarded
the possibility of such mathematical derivations as the basis of the conception of
causation in physics. ‘For it is (. . .) the first and foremost example of a timeless
cause-effect relation derived from observations.’19 How, on the functional view, do
18 See Frank, Kausalgesetz (1932), 142–46; Zilsel, ‘Asymmetrie’ (1927), 285; Cassirer, De-

terminismus (1936), 345. Bunge, Causality (1979), 74–98 for a general criticism of the
functional view of causation.

19 Born, Natural Philosophy (1949), 129–32
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we causally explain, say, the orbit of a planet around the sun? According to Kepler’s
third law, the orbital period, T, of a planet P around the sun (or alternatively of
a satellite or the moon around the earth) is related to the average distance, A, of
that body from the sun (or the earth) by the relation

T3 = A2

(where A is measured in astronomical units, i.e. 1A equals the earth-sun distance).
If Kepler’s third law for planets (or satellites) mathematically entails Newton’s law
of gravitation, Fg, then Newton’s law adds an important component. Kepler’s law
in itself is a functional law, which lacks the causal components. These are added by
Newton’s law. The gravitational force, Fg, is the cause of the planet’s acceleration
towards the sun (or of a satellite or the moon towards the earth). The planet ‘falls’
towards the sun and the moon ‘falls’ towards the earth. The force, exerted by the
mass of the sun, becomes the cause, which brings about the effect – the ‘fall’ of the
planet (Fig. 5.1). On this account, planet P is shown moving according to Newton’s
first law in a straight (dashed) line, with constant velocity, v. But P is also subject
to a central force, Fc, from S, which makes it fall towards S with acceleration a. The
unbroken circle indicates the actual, idealized, orbit of the planet. It is the vector
product of the joint operation of the two other factors, the central force and the
inertial motion. The circular line, the shape and size of the orbit, are the effect of the
composite cause, existing of the set of laws and the cluster of initial conditions. In
this classic example of a causal story, some of the traditional features of the notion
of causation are satisfied. The presence of the massive gravitational body, S, and
smaller body, P, in rectilinear motion with respect to S, constitute the antecedent
conditions. For a causal account of the present orbit it is not important to inquire
into the temporal origin of the factors making up the causal antecedents. The joint
antecedent conditions satisfy a conditional priority over the effect. The presence of
the set of laws expresses a form of physical dependence of the planetary orbit on
the force exerted by a massive gravitational body.

Fc

Direction of inertial motion,
in the absence of other forces,
according to Newton’s First
Law

S

v

Planet P

Fig. 5.1. A classic case of causal explanation – idealized, planetary orbits
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What about a causal mechanism? In the traditional worldview of mechanism,
causation required some fundamental features: a set of antecedent and subsequent
conditions, a mechanical link or trace between these sets of conditions, a local
interaction between cause and effect and a dynamic production of the effect. Newton
made no serious attempt to explain how gravity could actually ‘reach out’ to the
planet, in inertial motion, and pull it into an orbit. It is only a causal account,
if we are not too specific about the gravitational pull of body S across the vast
distance between S and P. As a causal story is not complete. In this classic example
contiguity or the locality condition poses a problem, because gravitation seems to
act at a distance.

The step from causation to determinism follows easily from the reduction of
causation to differential equations. First there is the idea of lawful regularity, as
expressed by Kant and others. This idea can be made precise by associating lawful
regularity with the existence of differential equations. As we said, differential equa-
tions are concerned with the rate of change of one variable with respect to another.
In particular they give the rate of change of one parameter with respect to time.
They are therefore ‘ideal’ vehicles of predictability, which is one form of determin-
ism. Once causation is reduced to temporal dependence – how parameters evolve
along the temporal dimension – it becomes identical with predictive determinism.

In the view of functionalism we then arrive at the causal form of physical law.20

Philip Frank, a scientist philosopher par excellence, provides an excellent account of
functionalism.AsFrank states: ‘Thecausal laws inphysicshavea formsuch that they
present the temporal changesof the state variables as certain functionsof thepresent
values of the variables.’21 If we introduce the measurable quantities u1, u2, u3. . .un,
and some functions Fj(u1, u2, u3. . .un) such that these functions mathematically
describe a change in these variables by the use of differential equations, the causal
law takes the general form:

duj

dt
= Fj(u1, u2, u3. . .un)

[where u1, u2, u3. . .un are the state variables of a physical system at time t0, e.g.
velocity, position etc. and the differential equations, the functions Fj, state the rate
of change of the state variables with respect to t0.] Have we made any progress? This
characterisation of the ‘causal’ law is close to the characterisation of determinism.
It is a small step from this characterisation to the denial of causal relationships
in quantum mechanics. For what if such a rate of change of the state variables
cannot be satisfied? Something is missing from the functional view of causation.
Even though the rate of change of a quantity with respect to time has been built
into the definition, it detracts us from the original causal situations, which rely on
a conditional dependence of the effect on the causal conditions.

The functional view of causation leaves out too many features.

20 Frank, Kausalgesetz (1932) 145–6; Rosenfeld, ‘Idea of Causality’ (1942), ‘Causality in
Physics’ (1971)

21 Frank, Kausalgesetz (1932), 144–5; author’s own translation
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� It tends to regard predictability as a criterion of causation, due to its proximity
to the characterisation of determinism.

� It reduces the priority of the cause over the effect to a mere temporal relation-
ship. But causal priority is not merely temporal. As Kant pointed out, the ‘great
majority of efficient natural causes are simultaneous with their effects (. . .) If
I view as a cause a ball which impresses a hollow as it lies on a stuffed cushion,
the cause is simultaneous with the effect.’ According to Newton’s third law if, say,
a hand exerts a force on a wall then the wall exerts an equal and opposite force
on the hand. The causal impact of the hand on the wall is not temporally prior
to the causal impact of the wall on the hand. But there is an independence of the
cause with respect to the effect. Or the hand’s causal effect on the wall is condi-
tionally prior to the wall’s causal effect on the hand. If the hand had not pushed
the wall, the wall would not have pushed the hand. As Kant emphasises, what
we have to reckon with is ’the order of time, not the lapse of time.’ Even when
the cause is simultaneous with the effect, we still ‘distinguish the two through
the temporal relation of their dynamical connection.’22 Temporally, the causal
conditions must be put in place before the effect can arise. But even though the
causal conditions are in place, the effect may not be triggered. There could be
intervening factors. But if the effect does materialise, then it is conditionally
dependent on the cause (even though temporally simultaneous).

� There is another, more serious shortcoming of the functional view of causation.
It pays no attention to the cluster of causal conditions, which may precipitate
or prevent the effect. It ignores the specific form of physical dependence of one
set of factors (the effect) on another set of conditions (the cause) – in the ideal
case, the causal mechanism. It does not tell causal stories.

This becomes apparent when we revert to the discussion of Kepler’s third law. Even
though it can be shown, mathematically, that Kepler’s law entails Newton’s law of
gravitation, so that the sun exerts a force, which makes a planet ‘fall’ towards it,
this, essentially, leaves out why the planet actually stays in orbit. To explain why
planets stay in orbit around the sun, why satellites and the moon orbit the earth,
a causal story must be told.

A causal story is a causal account, specifying a conditional dependence. It
typically refers to a cluster of initial conditions, whose presence or absence may
have an influence over the occurrence of the effect, and a set of laws, which provide
the structural regularities, linking the conditions constituting the cause with the
factors constituting the effect.

As we shall see, once the quantum revolution had taken hold, at least some
physicists abandoned the functional view of causation. They adopted what may be

22 Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (1787), A 203. For a modern discussion, see von Wright,
Causality (1974), 63–8. Zilsel, ‘Asymmetrie’ (1927), 280–6 distinguishes between inde-
pendent and dependent variables and points out that these cannot be distinguished in
ordinary functional laws, like Kepler’s third law. H. Driesch, Relativitätstheorie (1930),
84–5, 90, who argued against the notion of relative time, also offers some interesting
critical remarks on the functional view of causation.
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termed a conditional view, which cuts through the identification of causation with
determinism and opens up the possibility of a probabilistic notion of causation.

5.1.4 Keeping Causation and Determinism Apart – Classical Style

We shall see soon that quantum mechanics drives a wedge between causation and
determinism. But the separation of these two notions could already have been ob-
served in classical physics. It is only the philosophical presupposition (causation =
determinism), which prevented scientists into the 20th century to see this distinc-
tion. Consider Kepler’s planetary laws. Using the laws of Kepler, it is possible to
determine the orbit of a planet, in the future or in the past. But in these determina-
tions the concept of causation plays no role. Kepler’s third law, for instance, permits
the determination either of the orbital period of a planet (equally a satellite) around
the sun or of the average distance of the planet from the sun. In a simplified form
the law states that

P2 = A3

in words, the orbital period, P squared, equals the average distance, A cubed. So if
a planet has a period of, say, eight years, it will have an average distance from the
sun of four times the earth-sun distance. Knowing either of these two parameters,
it is possible to determine the other. But we would not say that the temporal period
(8 years) causes the average distance. Nor would we say that the average distance
causes the orbital period, since average distance is an algebraic, not a physical
property. The Keplerian equation states a mathematical equality between orbital
period and average distance, from which the one can be determined in terms
of the other. But the question of causation does not arise. Clearly the ‘precise’
determination of future or past states of a system from a present state under the use
of universal laws, as required by determinism, does not presuppose any knowledge
of a causal dependence between the factors involved. This can be seen from another
example.

At the same time, as Kepler developed his 3 planetary laws, the Dutchman
Willebrord Snell (1591–1629) discovered the law of refraction, which now bears his
name. Snell’s law is a further example of a law in classical physics, which could
have shown that causation and determinism are not the same. The law states the
determination of the refracted beam from the knowledge of the incoming beam
and vice versa. The law states the mathematical equality

n1 sin φ1 = n2 sin φ2

between incoming and refracted beam (Fig. 5.2). Again, the notion of causation does
not enter theequation.There isnoconditionaldependence,no temporal asymmetry
between cause and effect expressed in this law. The incoming beam does not cause
the refraction. It can be asked: ‘What causes the planets to perform Keplerian
elliptical orbits’? ‘What causes light beams to follow Snell’s law’? The appeal to
the law of universal causation will not suffice. Surely, amongst all the factors which
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Fig. 5.2. An illustration of Snell’s law. The apparent position of a coin (light shape), as it
appears to the observer due to refraction in the water. The observer is positioned in such
a way that he or she would not be able to see the coin (dark) at the bottom of the container
before it is filled with the water

make up the antecedent state of the universe, some will be relevant, others irrelevant
to the present behaviour of a particular system. Rather than a grand principle like
the ‘law of causation’ a more specific model of causation is required. For instance,
William Herschel discovered Uranus in 1781. When the orbit of Uranus was plotted
back to 1690 and compared to the calculated orbit according to Newton’s laws slight
deviations appeared.23 Some unknown planet was disturbing the orbit of Uranus.
Neptune’s existence was inferred from the observed determination of Uranus’s
orbit. Neptune causes Uranus to deviate from its Newtonian path. Furthermore this
deviation can be precisely calculated due the causal influence of Uranus’s orbit on
Neptune. Here more is said than that the orbit of Neptune is determined and that
its past and future trajectories can be calculated from appropriate laws. A specific
causal dependence is invoked to account for the deviation, which Neptune’s orbit
suffers in the presence of Uranus.

In Kepler’s laws and Snell’s law we find examples of deterministic relations, in
classical physics, without any causal component. What is more – a further point
against the functional view – these are not even differential laws. We can also reverse
the situation. Then we get causal relations without deterministic components. To
see this, consider spectral analysis.

Spectral Analysis was established by Gustav Kirchhoff and Robert Bunsen in
1859. Spectral analysis promised to be a method with tremendous potential. It al-
lowed inferences from the optical spectrum of chemical elements to the chemical
composition of the sun – and even the age and distribution of geological forma-
tions – which could not be based on direct observation. The two researchers found
that chemical elements produced characteristic spectral lines – bright lines of light
in particular colours or wavelengths – when held in the flame of the Bunsen burner.
Sodium (Na), for instance, produces two particularly bright yellow lines, which
can be detected in a spectroscope. Each chemical element produces a characteristic

23 Harwit, Cosmic Discovery (1981), 65; Zeilik, Astronomy (1988), 219–23
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pattern of colour lines, which it shares with no other. The spectral lines of chemical
elements are passports to their identity. From the observation of the particular
bands of bright lines in a spectroscope it is possible to identify the chemical ele-
ment, which produces it. Such bright lines are called emission lines. When common
salt is put into a flame, the spectrum of sodium shows two characteristic bright
yellow lines.

Kirchhoff and Bunsen rightly suspected that spectral analysis would make it
possible to ‘go beyond the limits of the earth, even the solar system.’24 When the
spectrum of sunlight is analysed by these methods a sequence of colours from
short wavelengths in the blue region to long wavelengths in the red region appears.
However, this spectrum is marked by characteristic dark lines, which appear in
the blue, green and yellow region of the solar spectrum. Such dark lines are called
absorption lines, because the light seems to have been removed from these narrow
bands. Kirchhoff and Bunsen were particularly interested in two dark lines (D lines)
in the solar spectrum, which appear in the yellow region. They coincide with the
two yellow lines of sodium. In their experiments they were able to produce the
D lines of the solar spectrum artificially in the spectrum of an element, in which
these lines did not normally occur. They came to a startling conclusion:

We may assume that the bright lines corresponding with the D lines in the spectrum
of a flame always arise from the presence of sodium; the dark D lines in the solar
spectrum permit us to conclude that sodium is present in the sun’s atmosphere.25

From the point of view of causation, this was a puzzling conclusion. What caused
the absorption of the D lines in the solar spectrum? Why were the D lines in the solar
spectrum dark? Today, an explanation in terms of Bohr’s model of the atom, with its
discrete energy levels could be given. But Kirchhoff could not operate at such a deep
level of causal explanation. Kirchhoff explained the appearance of dark D lines in
the solar spectrum by the difference in temperature between the hot interior of the
sun and the cooler gases of its surrounding atmosphere. The continuous spectrum
of the sun (with no breaks in it) travels through the cooler transparent gases
surrounding it. The cooler transparent gases cause the absorption lines in the solar
spectrum.26 Kirchhoff was therefore in a position to affirm that the famous D lines
in the solar spectrum were produced by the presence of sodium in the atmospheric
gases surrounding the interior of the sun. More generally, Kirchhoff was aware
of a causal dependence of the spectrum on the chemical elements. The positions,
which the coloured lines occupy in the spectrum, he writes,

determine [i.e. identify] a chemical property, which is of the same unchangeable
and fundamental nature as the atomic weight of materials, and they can therefore
be determined with an almost astronomical accuracy.27

24 Kirchhoff|Bunsen, ‘Chemische Analyse durch Spectralbeobachtungen’ (1860), 187
25 Kirchhoff, ‘The Fraunhofer Lines’ (1859|1935), 355
26 Kirchhoff, ‘Emission and Absorption’ (1859|1935), 357; see Zeilik, Astronomy (1988), 78
27 Kirchhoff|Bunsen, ‘Chemische Analyse’ (1860), 185; see the qualifying statement in Pais,

Inward Bound (1986), 168; for a general analysis of determinism in classical physics, see
Earman, Primer (1986), Chaps. I–III
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The chemical elements cause characteristic spectral lines. Kirchhoff and Bunsen
clearly tell a causal story. It carries a certain degree of determination – the de-
termination of the wavelengths emitted and absorbed by chemical elements. Yet
it lacks the precise determination required by determinism. There is no appeal to
a grand principle of causation. Causal stories are open-ended. On one level of causal
explanation it is possible to stipulate that the presence of sodium in the cooler gases
surrounding the sun’s interior cause the appearance of D lines in the sun’s spectrum.
But on another level it will be asked why chemical elements produce spectra in the
first place. In 1860 such further questions were beyond the reach of physics. The
atom’s structure had to be unveiled. Quantum mechanics had to be born before
such deeper lying causal questions could be asked and answered.

So as with all forms of explanation there are different levels of causal expla-
nations. On one level it is sufficient to say that hot water causes a sugar lump to
dissolve. On another level this is an unsatisfactory answer for it remains an out-
standing question why sugar but not oil is dissolved in water. Such questions must
be answered on the molecular level.28 There is a hierarchy of causal explanations.
Causal stories abound in science and everyday life in the absence of deeper levels.
And when in the 20th century the level of atomic and subatomic phenomena was
reached, Laplace’s hope that even themotionof the lightest atomscouldbepredicted
with certainty was finally shattered. So was the idea of the causal concatenation of
all events. With the discovery of atomic decay, Mill’s universal law of causation
came under a cloud of suspicion. At this moment, the bond between the notions
of determinism and causation weakened. But in the heyday of classical mechanism
Laplacean hopes of causal determinism could at least be upheld. So even the ex-
istence of causal stories without precise determination – say, spectral analysis, as
well as Harvey’s explanation of the circulation of blood, Guericke’s experiments
on the mechanical force of a vacuum, Hooke’s explanation of planetary orbits and
Newton’s explanation of colours – held the promise that the precise determination
was still to follow. This was the nature of the argument employed by d’Holbach and
Laplace. From a postulation of a universal causal chain of events they inferred the
possibility of precise predictability.

Soon new discoveries would show that such a programme could not be carried
out. Evidence of causal situations transpired, which lacked the degree of deter-
mination required by determinism. But even from the precise determination of
the states of systems it does not follow that a causal determination is involved.
The new discoveries, which preceded the emergence of quantum mechanics, led
to a questioning of both Laplace’s major premise and his conclusion. Quantum
mechanics confirmed that the axiom of a causal concatenation of all events was
doubtful and that the demand for a precise determination of the succeeding states
of a system, in terms of individual parameters, cannot be satisfied. But this left
room for a conditional view of causation in the face of indeterminism.

28 See, for example Gerstein|Levitt, ‘Simulating Water’ (1998); Eberhart, ‘Why Things Break’
(1999); Mill, A System of Logic (1843), Bk. III, Chap. IX, §3 on the cause of dew. Causal
stories are incomplete and open-ended, see Lewis, ‘Causal Explanation’ (1986)
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5.2 New Discoveries – New Ideas

Often fundamental presuppositions in science arenotquestioned till they clashwith
well-established facts. Or they disturb the coherence of a theory. Such assumptions
frequently reveal themselves in the use scientists make of fundamental notions.
Often they are inherited from philosophy. This was the case with the Kantian
notion of time and it is the case with the Laplacean identification of causation and
determinism.

New discoveries may eventually lead to a questioning of the fundamental no-
tions. This happened with the notions of causation and determinism. The 19th cen-
tury saw the development of thermodynamics, electromagnetism, the Darwinian
revolution and the discovery of atomic structure. These confirmed the cosmos-view
of Nature. The new discoveries, which led to the physics of the atom, had a decisive
influence on the reformulation of the notions of causation and determinism by
scientists in the early part of the 20th century. This was due to the need to under-
stand the new discoveries. The established fundamental notions caved in under the
cumulative impact of the new discoveries.

5.2.1 Planck’s Constant

Max Planck
(1858–1947)

A particularly emminent contribution, with far-
reaching implications for the understanding of the
concept of physical law and the understanding of cau-
sation and determinism was Planck’s introduction of
a new fundamental physical constant. The Planck con-
stant, h, was originally introduced as an ad hoc device
to save a mismatch between theory and experience.
Although Planck calls h a natural constant in his orig-
inal publication,29 its value at the time (1900) was not
independently established. Rather Planck formulated
an empirical law for energy distribution in blackbody
radiation, then inserted known data from other re-
searchers into the new formula to work out the value
of h. Planck at that time was not sure whether h was
just a fictitious unit or whether it incorporated a state-
ment about the material constitution of the physical

world. Indirect and direct measurements soon confirmed that h was a new funda-
mental physical constant. The ad hoc assumption had turned into one of the most

29 Planck, ‘Zur Theorie des Gesetzes der Energieverteilung im Normalspectrum’
(1900|1972), 8. Planck already uses the letter h. Given the ad hoc nature of Planck’s
introduction of h, the surprising agreement of the magnitude of this value at which Planck
arrived (6.55 × 10−27 erg. s) with the modern value (6.626 × 10−27 erg. s) speaks in favour
of Planck’s hunch that he had indeed found a new fundamental constant. Planck’s original
doubts as to the status of h are described in his acceptance speech for the Nobel prize in
physics: ‘Die Entstehung und bisherige Entwicklung der Quantentheorie’ (1920), 131
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important physical discoveries in the 20th century. It engendered a revision of the
physical worldview. The Greek metaphor that nature does not make jumps (natura
non facit saltus), which had taken the form of continuity of functions in classical
mechanics, gave way to the fundamental idea of discontinuity – expressed in the
Planck constant – which characterises the precise mathematical analysis of atomic
processes. With the introduction of the idea of discontinuity, Planck became the
founding father of quantum mechanics. Everyday experience instils in us a belief
in the continuity of physical processes. A car can be driven at a continuous velocity
scale from zero to some maximum speed. A body can have a continuous mass from
zero (the rest mass of the photon) to some maximum value. But an atom cannot
acquire continuous values for its various parameters. For instance, it has discrete
energy levels and discrete orbits.

Planck was aware that his discovery of discontinuity in microphysical processes
would have important philosophical consequences. Unlike Kirchhoff, Thomson
and Rutherford he considered these philosophical consequences during his most
creative years as a physicist. To introduce the problem situation and appreciate
the revolutionary nature of the solution, which included the postulation of h, the
constant of discontinuity, Planck suggested a helpful analogy.30 Imagine a lake
in which the water has been whipped up by the wind. Waves will move from
one shore to the other. When the wind dies down the waves will continue for
a while. Slowly, however, a transformation will take place from ordered waves
to an unordered calm lake, from ordered molar energy to unordered molecular
energy. In the ordered visible waves many molecules have a similar velocity. Once
the waves have calmed, the molecules will be in an unordered state with many
different velocities. Now imagine a cavity, in which light and radiation are reflected
between the walls. Such laboratory cavities, which became experimentally available
at the end of the 19th century31, are often called black bodies because radiation is
allowed to enter from outside through a hole and then has little chance of escape.
As with the water waves, it may be suspected that radiant energy in a cavity will also
experience a slow transformation from ordered long infrared waves to unordered
short ultraviolet waves. Infrared waves have longer wavelengths than visible light;
ultraviolet wavelengths are shorter than visible light. On the analogy with the
water waves the infrared waves are expected to disappear and be transformed into
ultraviolet waves. This expectation would be in accordance with classical theory.
But observation of the actual behaviour of radiation inside a black cavity did
not agree with the expectation. The radiation distribution in the cavity reaches
a maximum of intensity near the visible region of the spectrum, then falls off
sharply through the visible region and tapers off towards the infrared on the other
side of the curve (Fig. 5.3). It is the sharp peak of the curve towards the ultraviolet
region, which is totally unexpected from classical theory (Fig. 5.4). Because the

30 Planck, ‘Neue Bahnen der physikalischen Erkenntnis’ (1913), 74–5; for a more fancyful
analogy see Greene, Elegant Universe (1999), 91–3

31 Otto Lummer and Ernst Pringsheim were the first physicists to use such cavities for the
study of radiation, see Kuhn, Black-Body Theory (1978), 11
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data at short wavelengths do not fit the expected curve from classical theory, this
failure has become known as the ultraviolet catastrophe. To make the theory fit
the curve, Planck introduced the hypothesis that energy can only be absorbed and
re-emitted in discrete bundles of energy or quanta. This discreteness was expressed
by the constant h, which, as Planck put it, ‘was at first totally hanging in the air.’32

Furthermore, the energy of each quanta, ε, is determined by its frequency, ν. In
Planck’s notation the element of energy of the quantum is written in the form ε = hν.
This reasoning leads to an explanation of the fit between theory and experimental
data brought about by Planck’s formula. The atoms in the wall of the cavity absorb
and re-emit the radiation in the cavity. But they do so according to the pattern
expressed in Figs. 5.3, 5.4. This can be understood from Planck’s formula: ε = hν.
Expressed in terms of wavelengths (λ), this reads ε = hc

λ , where c is the velocity
of light and h is Planck’s constant. As c and h are constants, the energy becomes
proportional to the wavelength: ε ∝ 1

λ . According to the Rutherford-Bohr model of
the atom, atoms have discrete energy levels. In the ultraviolet region, the frequency
of radiation is high (1015–1016 Hz) and the wavelengths short (10−7–10−8 m). The
atomscannot easily absorband re-emit the radiation. Forfixedamountsof energy, ε,
there is a shortest wavelength, which can be excited. This explains the sharp drop
in the curve in the ultraviolet region. In the infrared region, where the frequency
of radiation is lower (1012–1014 Hz) and the wavelengths are longer (10−4–10−6 m),
the problem is reversed. Here the atoms can lose energy only to higher-frequency

Fig. 5.3. Spectral distribution at different temperatures found in experiments. At very short
wavelengths, in the ultraviolet region (UV), there is no emitted intensity. At very long
wavelengths in the infrared region (IR), the radiation intensity again falls off. The failure of
classical theory to explain the peak in the visible region (Vis) of the spectrum is called the
ultraviolet catastrophe. Source: Spielberg|Anderson, Seven Ideas (1995), 266, by permission
of John Wiley & Sons

32 Planck, ‘Zur Geschichte der Auffindung des physikalischen Wirkungsquantums’ (1913),
27; author’s own translation
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Fig. 5.4. Spectral distribution or radiant intensity as a function of wavelength. According
to the classical Rayleigh-Jeans view the spectral distribution goes off to infinity, leading to
the ultraviolet catastrophe. Planck’s curve (dotted line) fits the experimental results. Source:
Krane, Modern Physics (1983), 64, by permission of the author

atoms, if they can emit the right amount of energy. Their energy is low (wavelength
is inversely proportional to their energy), so that higher energy atoms are less
‘ready’ to accept these amounts of energy. There will be some longest wavelength,
which can be emitted. There is a very low probability that radiation at either very
short or very long wavelengths will be excited in the cavity. This leaves, as the curve
shows, a most probable radiation distribution, where the atoms can absorb and
re-emit energy.33

This discussion already anticipates the essentially probabilistic nature of expla-
nation, which was to become the hallmark of Planck’s revolution in science. The
radiation distribution in the cavity is a probabilistic statement. To speak of the
emission and absorption of discrete quanta by the atoms in the cavity wall is to
speak about what they are most likely to do.

As early as 1908 Planck was aware of the philosophical consequences of the
new discoveries. He saw a disturbing split in the unity of the physical worldview –
between the old dynamic laws and the new statistical laws, between apparently
deterministic behaviour in the macro-world and apparently indeterministic be-
haviour in the micro-world. Only statistical statements could be made concerning
the behaviour of radiation in the black body. If only average values of parameters
can be calculated, nothing can be known about the individual behaviour of the el-
ements. More seriously, two different types of causal connection between physical
states had to be admitted: an absolutely necessary link and a merely probabilistic

33 Planck, ‘Neue Bahnen’ (1913), 75; ‘Entstehung’ (1920), 129; see Cushing, Philosophical
Concepts (1998), 274, 278; Spielberg|Anderson, Seven Ideas (1995), 263–69; Krane, Modern
Physics (1983), 61–6
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link between cause and effect.34 In 1908 Planck remained a lone voice till some
other decisive discoveries completed the case against the classical view.

5.2.2 Radioactive Decay

The radioactive decay law was the next step on the road to a questioning of the
notions of causation and determinism. The formulation of this law in 1902 was the
work of Ernest Rutherford and Frederick Soddy. It was preceded by some feverish
activity in the physics community, totally unanticipated by von Jolly in 1874. In
November 1895, Röntgen discovered X-rays (light of very short wavelength). In 1896,
Becquerel discovered radioactivity and in 1897 J.J. Thomsondiscovered theelectron.
These important discoveries were milestones in the passage of physics from the
classical period to the modern period. They paved the way for the formulation of
quantum mechanics – the physics of the atom. But these discoveries did not yet
give any reason to doubt the validity of the classical notions of determinism and

Ernest Rutherford
(1871–1937)

causation. For in these early years of the dawn of
the new physics, researchers would consistently try
to understand the new phenomena in terms of the
models of classical physics. But the Rutherford-
Soddy theoryof radioactivity and the formulationof
their decay law were a different matter. Here was an
apparently causal account – Rutherford and Soddy
called their paper ‘The Cause and Nature of Ra-
dioactivity’ – which failed to offer any deterministic
specifications of a causal mechanism. And the decay
law was a statistical law. The theory explained that
radioactivity was an atomic phenomenon, which
was accompanied by chemical changes. By emit-
ting charged particles – beta particles (electrons) or
alpha particles (helium nuclei) – one chemical ele-
ment was transformed into another. These changes
therefore had their seat within the atom and not

on the molecular level. The change in the chemical elements was caused by the
emission of these subatomic particles. This theory could also explain the observ-
able series of changes in which chemical elements cascaded from longer-lived into
shorter-lived elements. But what in turn caused the emission of the particles itself?
The radioactive elements, the theory continued, ‘must be undergoing spontaneous
transformation.’35 The transformation theory did not stipulate a particular cause
inside the atom, which would be responsible for the emission of, say, an alpha par-
ticle at a particular time and thus bring about a chemical change. Like Kirchhoff ’s

34 Planck, ‘Einheit des physikalischen Weltbildes (1908), 41; ‘Dynamische und Statistis-
che Gesetzmäßigkeit’ (1914), 81–4; ‘Physikalische Gesetzlichkeit’ (1926), 195. Schrödinger,
What is Life (1967), 92–4 makes probabilistic laws the fundamental laws of nature.

35 Rutherford|Soddy, ‘The Cause and Nature of Radioactivity I’ (1902), 493; italics added.
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spectral law, it gives a causal explanation at one level but fails to specify a causal
mechanism at a deeper level. In terms of the classical notion of determinism the
transformation theory did not give rise to the precise prediction of emission events.
By contrast the theory proposed a formula, which stated the probability value of an
alpha- or beta particle being emitted from a certain element after a certain amount
of time. This statistical formula has become known as the decay law. In the original
words of Rutherford and Soddy, ‘if I0 represent the initial activity and It the activity
after time t,

It

I0
= e−λt

where λ is a constant and e the base of natural logarithm.’36 The statistical nature
of this law can be illustrated, using Rutherford’s original data, as in Fig. 5.5.

Fig. 5.5. Rutherford’s Curve

Unlike the next generation of physicists, which was to provide the theoretical
foundations to these new discoveries, Rutherford did not draw any philosophical
consequences, which may have followed from the statistical nature of the decay law.
Like Planck’s radiation law, the decay law introduced a new type of law into physics.
But it had no immediate philosophical impact. Nevertheless, the evidence that the
new discoveries would have philosophical consequences was mounting.

5.2.3 Spontaneous Emissions

Spontaneous emissions are one last scientific discovery to be discussed before we
can consider how the scientists reacted philosophically to the threat hanging over
the notion of causation. In 1917 Einstein showed that Planck’s quantum hypothesis

36 Rutherford|Soddy, ‘The Cause and Nature I’ (1902), 482; for a modern discussion, see
Weinberg, The Discovery of Subatomic Particles (1993), 109–21
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and Rutherford’s law of radioactive decay could be united into one model. It is this
contribution, which implanted in Einstein’s mind the worry about the seemingly
acausal nature of quantum-mechanical processes. And it left him permanently
dissatisfied with quantum mechanics. As so often during these decades of feverish
scientific activities, the rigorous mathematical treatment of a topic is interwoven
with brief philosophical flurries about the fundamental notions. This was sufficient
to plant a grain of doubt and, as we shall see in the next section, did not grant the
great scientists any peace of mind. Formally, Einstein’s contribution was concerned
withanew,moreelegantderivationof thePlanckradiation law.Fromthisderivation,
Einstein hoped to throw some new light on the poorly understood mechanism
by which matter could absorb and emit radiation. Such questions had not been
addressed in a new model of the atom: the Rutherford-Bohr nucleus model. But

Niels Bohr
(1885–1962)

Einstein’s work also went beyond the habitual con-
cern with the exchange of energy in transition pro-
cesses, which is central to the nucleus model. There
was an additional question to be addressed: ‘Does
a molecule suffer an impulse when it emits or ab-
sorbs energy ε?’37 Just as a shooter experiences a re-
coil from firing a gun the question was whether
an atomic particle, which emits energy, experiences
a recoil. Einstein’s answerwas that theparticle,when
it emits or absorbs radiation in the transition from
one stationary state to another, experiences a recoil
momentum of magnitude ε|c (where ε = hν and c is
the velocity of light). The central point is that such
elementary processes as the emission and absorp-
tion of radiation can only be consistently described
by the quantum theory, if they are considered ‘to be
perfectly directional’. That means that the emission

of radiation from the ‘molecule’ is not to be thought of, as classical theory would
suggest, as a spherical wave going out in all directions. Einstein distinguished two
processes: spontaneous emissions in which the atom, without excitation from an ex-
ternal source, suddenly emits radiation of energy equal to εm − εn with frequency ν;
and induced absorption and emission, which occur when the atom is placed in a ra-
diation field such that the work done on it by the radiation field induces transitions
from a higher energy level, εm, to a lower energy level, εn, (emission) or from εn

to εm (absorption). In the latter case the momentum recoil is determined by the
direction from which the radiation beam strikes the atom. There is a causal com-
ponent. The worry occurs in the case of spontaneous emissions, in which the atom
emits radiation without the presence of an external cause. The emission process
is directional but how is this direction determined? Einstein’s answer became the
source of the doubt about causation looming large in discussions on the foundation
of quantum mechanics.

37 Einstein, ‘On the Quantum Theory of Radiation’ (1917), 65
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Outgoing radiation in the form of spherical waves does not exist. During the
elementary process of radiative loss, the molecule suffers a recoil of magnitude hν|c
in a direction which is only determined by ‘chance’, according to the present state
of the theory.38

Einstein saw it as a weakness of the theory that ‘it leaves the duration and direction
of the elementary processes to “chance”.’ As is clear from his correspondence with
Born,Einstein resisted theapparently acausal viewof thenatureof atomicprocesses.
He declares himself unwilling to give up the notion of strict causation.39 It should
not be forgotten, however, that the identification of determinism and causation,
due to Laplace and d’Holbach, constituted a powerful paradigm, which befitted the
hopes and aspirations of the mechanical worldview. There is the possibility that
this Laplacean identification may have misled Einstein, along with many others,
into thinking that quantum mechanics heralded the abandonment of the cherished
notion of causation (understood, implicitly, as causal determinism). Even physicists
like Bohr and Heisenberg, who wholeheartedly embraced the demise of the notion
of causation in quantum mechanics, fell victim to the same mistaken identification.
This will be shown in Sect. 5.3.2.

5.2.4 Awakening Doubts and the Rutherford-Bohr Model of the Atom

It is impossible to trap modern physics into predicting anything with perfect
determinism because it deals with probabilities from the outset. A. Eddington, New
Pathways in Science (1935), 105

The worry about causation began to make itself felt. Curiously, it was Rutherford,
whose philosophical instinct had remained idle when the introduction of the decay
law could have awoken it, who raised the issue of causation in a letter to Bohr (1913).
Reflecting on Bohr’s nucleus model of the atom, Rutherford wrote to Bohr:

There appears to me one grave difficulty in your hypothesis which I have no doubt
you fully realise, namely, how does an electron decide with what frequency it is
going to vibrate at when it passes from one stationary state to another? It seems to
me that you would have to assume that the electron knows beforehand where it is
going to stop.40

This was not the first awakening of the causation issue. In 1908 Planck had already
expressed concern about the applicability of classical notions to the atomic realm.
The issue was not to remain dormant for long. The quantum jumps of atoms
were to inspire Sommerfeld and others to propose a new teleological conception
of causation. It briefly preoccupied physicists. Then other philosophical models
followed. Before we turn to the philosophical consequences, which the scientists
themselves drew from these discoveries, let us briefly consider the main features of
the Rutherford-Bohr model.
38 Einstein, ‘On the Quantum Theory of Radiation’ (1917), 76
39 Einstein-Born Briefwechsel (1969), 44, 117
40 This passage is quoted and discussed in Pais, Inward Bound (1986), 212 and Niels Bohr’s

Times (1991), 153, as well as in Cushing, ‘Background Essay’ (1989), 2
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Starting in 1909 Geiger and Marsden in Manchester carried out scattering
experiments on gold atoms. A high-velocity projectile like an α-particle (a doubly
ionised helium atom) is fired at a thin sheet of gold. Geiger and Marsden found that 1
in 8000 projectiles were scattered back at angles greater than 90◦. (See Figs. 5.11, 5.12
in Sect. 5.3.4 below). These were unexpected, amazing results because the common
assumption at that time was that atoms consisted of rings of electrons in a sphere
of positive electricity with no nucleus. This model of the atom was due to Thomson
and is often referred to as the plum pudding model. It was the genius of Rutherford to
realise that the scattering experiments of his colleagues Geiger and Marsden could
not be explained on the plum pudding model. If the atom is like a plum pudding and
the α-particles are like bullets, then the analogy illustrates that the plum pudding
could not return any bullet in the direction of its source. If we shot a great number
of bullets at a plum pudding and miraculously some of them were scattered at
angles greater than 90◦ we would suspect that there was something buried inside
the plum pudding, which was causally responsible for the behaviour of the bullets.
This is precisely the argument, which Rutherford used. There must be a nucleus
inside the atom, which has properties able to scatter the α-particles in the manner
observed by Geiger and Marsden. Rutherford’s proposal of a nucleus model (1911)
was a major step forward in the understanding of atomic structure. Bohr (1913)
developed this model mathematically. By making some fundamental assumptions
about the nature of the atom, which were in radical opposition to established views
in the physical sciences, he was able to show that puzzling observable phenomena,
like the radiation distribution in black bodies and the scattering experiments, as
well as others, could be explained mathematically from the Rutherford-Bohr model.
As he developed his theory, Bohr made a number of assumptions, two of which are
important for the understanding of the causation issue.41

I. The first assumption is that atomic systems can only exist in stable energy
states, in which no emission or absorption of energy takes place. Each state is
characterised by a certain value of energy. The energy values of different states
are discontinuous. Such states of the atomic systems are called stationary states.

II. Atomic systems can ‘jump’ between different stationary states by emitting or ab-
sorbing energy in termsof radiation.These jumpsare called transitionsbetween
stationary states. When radiation is emitted the system sinks to a lower discrete
energy state εn. When radiation is absorbed during a transition the systems
jumps to a higher discrete energy state εm. The radiation which passes through
these transitions is homogeneous (‘unifrequentic’) and possesses a frequency ν,
which is determined by the relation εm − εn = hν. That is, the radiation must
correspond to the energy difference between the allowed states of the system.

Bohr’s model of the hydrogen atom combines Planck’s discovery of the universal
constant, h, thebearerofdiscreteness,withRutherford’s inference to the existenceof

41 Rather than quoting Bohr verbatim, I have reconstructed these two assumptions from the
following two Bohr papers: ‘On the Quantum Theory of Radiation and the Structure of
the Atom’ (1915), 395–6; ‘On the Quantum Theory of Line-Spectra’ (1918), 97–8
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anucleus fromthe scatteringdata.Although in the late 1920sBohrwouldbecome the
staunchest defenderof theacausal understandingof thephysics of the atom, in these
early scientific papers there is only a ‘general acknowledgement of the inadequacy
of the classical electrodynamics in describing the behaviour of systems of atomic
size.’42 There is as yet no recommendation that the classical principle of causation
had to be abandoned and replaced by the principle of complementarity. Between
1913, when Bohr proposed his first quantized atom model, and 1930 scientists began
to think very actively about the philosophical consequences of the new discoveries
for the fundamental notions of causation and determinism. This philosophical
productivity is accompanied by immense scientific progress in the understanding
of atomic phenomena.

5.3 Scientists Draw Philosophical Consequences

Indispensable est la philosophie.

B. d’Espagnat, Incertaine Réalité (1985), 1

In his scientific biography of Einstein, Abraham Pais makes the claim that Einstein
was the first to understand that the traditional notion of causation was under threat
from the new developments in atomic physics.43 We have seen that Planck, in fact,
deserves the credit for having first raised the question of the philosophical con-
sequences of the new discoveries. Although Einstein does not mention the notion
of causation in his 1917 contribution, his critical observation that the moment and
direction of emission is left purely to ‘chance’ is seen as a gap in the quantum theory
of radiation. As quantum theory could state no cause for the direction of emission,
he concluded that it was incomplete. After his groundbreaking contributions to
relativity theory (1905, 1916), Einstein continued to provide proof that he was philo-
sophically alert to the new developments in physics. But from Einstein’s ambiguous
philosophical attitude emerged, what we called ‘Einstein’s problem’. Why was it
right to abandon the Newtonian notion of absolute time, but wrong to give up the
notion of causal determinism against all the evidence?

Einstein’s unwillingness to abandon such a fundamental and time-honoured
notion as causation was not unique. Especially the older generation of physicists
found it difficult to jettison the notion of causation. Max Planck was one of them.
Likemanyof thegreatphysicists,who laid the foundationsof thephysicsof theatom,
Planck was keenly interested in philosophical questions. During his scientific career
he wrote many papers combining physical and philosophical considerations, which
reflect the emerging adaptation of the physical worldview to the new discoveries.
One concern was the defence of realism against Mach’s positivism. In modern terms,
realism means the belief that scientific theories capture, by degrees of idealisation
and approximation, the structure of a material world. The degrees of idealization

42 Bohr, ‘On the Constitution of Atoms and Molecules’ (1913), 2
43 Pais, Subtle is the Lord (1982), 5–6
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and approximation are captured in the models, which physicists construct on the
basis of observational and experimental phenomena. The scientific theories are at
best true of models, not of the real world. The nature of the real world is revealed
through controlled interaction with it. The mathematical structure of the theory
displays, through robustness of the tests, the ontological structure of the world.
This world is taken to exist independently of human consciousness. If the natural
world, according to the classical view, is a chain of causes and effects, then a closely
related concern is the question of causation. One complaint Planck had against
the statistical treatment of the behaviour of gases was that it led to two different
forms of the causal link.44 The familiar macro-processes of Newtonian mechanics
and Laplacean astronomy obeyed dynamic laws, which were strictly causal. The
new phenomena, like the conduction of heat, friction, diffusion, were subject to
statistical laws, which gave only rise to probabilistic predictions. But underlying the
statistical behaviour of a collection of molecules was a microscopic structure, which
was held to be causally responsible for the collective behaviour. At the micro-level,
atoms and molecules behaved in a perfectly deterministic manner. At least, this was
the accepted wisdom.45

There is a considerable difference between the statistical nature of the collective
behaviour of gases and molecules and the statistical nature of quantum-mechanical
phenomena. The statistical nature of thermodynamics is compatible with the as-
sumption of strict deterministic behaviour of the single molecules in the ensemble.
The statistical laws reflect only our ignorance of the properties of the individual
molecules (velocity, position), which would in principle permit a precise deter-
mination of their individual paths. The statistical nature of quantum mechanical
phenomena is a much more complicated affair. It is more complex, because it de-
pends on the interpretation, which is attached to the theory. If we adopt the orthodox
interpretation, we are encouraged to hold that a) quantum systems do not possess
particular properties like position and momentum before they are measured, b)
the indeterministic nature of quantum phenomena is due to the ‘collapse’ of the or-
dered, deterministic evolution of the quantum system, according to the Schrödinger
equation, in the act of measurement. The act of measurement forces the wave func-
tion into the particular, measured state. We shall see later that these assumptions
have become questionable. In 1914 a well-developed theory of the atom had not
yet been constructed. Only the Bohr model of the hydrogen atom was available.
Planck therefore naturally assumes that causal determinism was an indispensable
assumption of the scientific enterprise. And he expects that the statistical laws will
in the end be reducible to strict dynamic (causal) laws.

But like Einstein a few years later, he is strangely aware that atomic phenomena
may pose special difficulties. Ignoring his own discovery of the quantum of action,
he uses the decay law of Rutherford and Soddy to express his concern. What induces

44 See Planck, ‘Die Einheit des physikalisches Weltbildes’ (1908), 41f and ‘Dynamische und
statistische Gesetzmäßigkeit’ (1914), 81ff

45 For a discussion of the foundational problems of thermodynamics and statistical me-
chanics, see Sklar, Physics and Chance (1993)
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one uranium atom to disintegrate all of a sudden while a second uranium atom in
its immediate vicinity continues to persist in its state?

Indeed, even to meddle here with the assumption of a causal determination by
the dynamic law seems hopeless at the moment especially as all attempts through
external interference, for instance the increase or decrease of temperature, to gain
an influence on the course of the radioactive phenomena have led to no result.46

In 1908 Planck had raised the issue of causation with respect to statistical laws; then
once again, in 1914, with respect to the apparently acausal manner in which decay
processes seemed to occur. From this moment on and due to the new discoveries,
the adequacy of a fundamental notion was in doubt. The empirical evidence posed
a threat to the status of the fundamental notions on the conceptual map. Many
physicists participated in the discussion, with many different proposals. We will
sketch the main solutions. The responses of physicists and philosophers can be
divided into three types.

The conservative response was to retain the notion of causation and its identi-
fication with determinism. This was the attitude of Planck, Einstein and von Laue.
But it demanded a heavy conceptual price. The notion of causation lost its effec-
tive role in the understanding of quantum mechanical phenomena. It evaporated
to a heuristic principle of research. There was, however, an epistemological gain.
Quantum mechanics could be treated as an incomplete theory, leaving room for
alternative formulations.

The radical response was to renounce the notion of causation. This was the
attitude of Bohr, Heisenberg and Pauli. This approach reasons from the indeter-
minism of quantum events to their acausal character. A long list of scientists and
philosophers has followed their lead. This radical response has penetrated public
awareness. But the well-publicised renunciation of causation in quantum mechanics
is based on the mistaken identification of causation and determinism. The concep-
tual price to be paid is the relinquishment of two of the most fundamental concepts
in the history of physical thinking.

The philosophical response was that quantum mechanics did not relinquish
the notion of causation. Rather, it points the way to a finer conceptual distinction
between causation and indeterminism. This main insight was worked out by Born
and de Broglie. For a brief period, Sommerfeld’s proposal to enlarge the notion of
causation gained some currency. But the main point of the philosophical response
was the recognition that the Laplacean identification of causation and determinism
had to be abandoned. It was incompatible with the evidence. Quantum mechan-
ics suggested a notion of causation without determinism. Like no other scientific
theory quantum mechanics is beset by the problem of interpretation. While the
mathematics is clear, the conceptual issues are confused. The physicists’ philosoph-
ical reactions are cast in terms of their conceptual understanding of this unusual
situation. Many of the technical notions, which were once common currency in the
understanding of quantum mechanics – especially those associated with the ortho-
dox interpretation, on which the radical response is based – have lost their value

46 Planck, ‘DynamischeundstatistischeGesetzmäßigkeit’ (1914), 83; author’sowntranslation
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in the eyes of physicists. Current research has retreated from key concepts like the
collapse of the wave function, the complementarity principle and the indetermi-
nacy relations to the more reliable notions of entanglement and decoherence. They
are more reliable because they are grounded in experimental results. As the story
unfolds, Interludes will serve as stopovers to reformulate the physicists’ concern in
the newer language.

5.3.1 Conservative Response

The conservative response was the most hostile to the budding theory of quantum
mechanics. It never questioned the evidence, only the interpretation of the evidence
in terms of the Bohr-Rutherford structural model of the atom. This response simply
identifies causation with determinism and, like Laplace’s demon, shifts the focus
from causal to predictive determinism. In his Guthrie Lecture, held before the Phys-
ical Society of London in 1932, Planck proposed to define the meaning of causation
as a ‘lawful connection in the temporal course of events.’47 Predictability served
as the criterion of causal determination. ‘An event is causally determined when it
can be predicted with certainty.’48 This is basically the functional view of causation.

47 Planck, ‘Kausalität in der Natur’ (1932), 250 and ‘Kausalgesetz und Willensfreiheit’ (1923),
143

48 Planck, ‘Kausalität in der Natur’ (1932), 252. Amongst modern physicists and philosophers
Planck was not the only one to associate causation with predictability. Schlick, ‘Kausalität’
(1931), §§1–8 defines physical causation as the lawful dependence between events and uses
confirmation of predictions as the criterion of causation. The use of predictability as a cri-
terion of causation was quickly criticised. Although he uses different examples, M. Strauss,
‘Komplementarität und Kausalität’ (1936), 336 shows that predictability is neither a suffi-
cient nor a necessary criterion of causation. As was pointed out above, knowledge of the
orbital period of a planet and of Kepler’s third law allows a determination of its average
distance from the sun. Predictions can be made from temporally related events. Details
of the ticking of a clock on earth and knowledge of the equations of relativistic physics
allow us to determine precisely the amount by which a clock in a satellite, orbiting the
earth, will differ from the clock on earth. Yet there is no causal connection between these
two clocks. Therefore predictability is not a sufficient condition for causation. Nor is it
a necessary condition. If a beam of atoms is sent through a certain type of magnet, as in the
Stern-Gerlach experiment (Fig. 5.13), the beam will be split in half. This splitting can be
demonstrated by mounting a photographic plate behind the magnet, on which the atoms
will leave recorded marks (blackening). The magnet is the cause of the splitting but there
is no precise predictability: there is a 50% chance that an individual atom will impinge
on the upper part of the plate and a 50% chance that it will impinge on the lower part.
For similar considerations see Jordan, ‘Kausalität’ (1927), 105, ‘Philosophical Foundations’
(1927), 566–7 and Bunge, Causality (1979), §3.3.2. As we shall see this approach is very
different from that of de Broglie, Continu et Discontinu (1941), 59 who defines physical
determinism, with Laplace, as rigorous predictability (‘prévisibilité rigoureuse’) of the
phenomena (present initial conditions & laws → future initial conditions). But de Broglie
distinguishes determinism from causation in quantum mechanics. It would be a mistake
to think that the identification of causation with determinism is a thing of the past, see
the literature cited in footnote 4.
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Planck realised of course that due to measurement errors no physical event could
ever be precisely predicted. But amongst the two conclusions, which presented
themselves – either to take statistical laws or dynamical laws as ultimate – he opted
for determinism. The consequence is that causation (≈ predictive determinism)
can only be upheld as a model-like idealisation. Causation becomes a category of
thought, of transcendental nature: apresupposition in scientific thinking.49 Human,
macroscopic observers must content themselves with ‘chance and probability’, only
a microscopic observer, who shares the cognitive abilities of the Laplacean demon,
can detect everywhere ‘certainty and causation’. Planck never abandoned the quest
for a causal understanding even of quantum-mechanical systems. He even predicted
confidently that the quantum hypothesis would lead to quantum-mechanical equa-
tions, which could be regarded as a ‘more exact formulation of the causal law.’50

Planck’s epistemological position on causation remained modelled on the statisti-
cal nature of phenomena in thermodynamics. The observable statistical properties
of gases, of heat and ultimately of subatomic particles could be related to an un-
derlying dynamic causal structure, in which each constituent possessed precise
microscopic properties, which determined its behaviour.

The irony of the matter is, however, that Planck was much less conservative in
his philosophical positions than Einstein. His response to the threat to causation
was thoroughly conservative. But he realised that the quantum-mechanical evi-
dence demanded a modification of the conceptual system somewhere. The younger
generation was ready to relinquish the notion of causation. Planck relinquished
the notion of the Newtonian point particle and developed, already in the 1930s,
a position of nonlocal holism, which is reminiscent of current interpretations of
quantum mechanics. First, consider the situation in classical mechanics.

It used to belong to the presuppositions of causal physical thinking that all events
in the physical world – by which I mean, as always, the physical worldview, not
the real world – could be presented as composed of local events in various single,
infinitely small space volumes. And every single one of these elementary events was
determined in its law-like course by the local events in the immediate spatial and
temporal neighbourhood, without regard for all other elementary processes. Let us
illustrate this with a concrete, sufficiently general case. Let the physical object under
consideration consist of a system of material points, which move in a conservative
force field with constant total energy. According to classical physics every single
point is in a particular state at every point in time; that is, it possess a particular
position and velocity and its motion can be exactly calculated from its initial state
and the local properties of the force field in space, which it passes during its motion.

But all this has changed with the advent of quantum mechanics.

All this is very different in the new mechanics. (. . .) A useful presentation of the
lawful behaviour is only obtained when the physical object is considered as a whole.

49 Planck, ‘Kausalgesetz und Willensfreiheit’ (1923), 154–62; ‘Physikalische Gesetzlichkeit’
(1926), 184; Meyer, ‘Kausalitätsfragen’ (1936)

50 Planck, ‘Kausalgesetz und Willensfreiheit’ (1923), 154–6; ‘Die Physik im Kampf um die
Weltanschauung’ (1935), 292
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According to the new mechanics every single material point of the system is, so
to speak, to be found in a certain sense simultaneously in all points of the space
available to the system (. . .).

You see: what is at stake is nothing less than the notion of the material point, the
most elementary notion of classical physics. The previously central significance of
this notion must be sacrificed.51

(. . .) the elements of the new worldview are not the material corpuscles but the
simple harmonic material waves corresponding to the physical system under con-
sideration. (. . .) There is no question of indeterminism.52

Although Planck is ready to replace the particle view for a field view of Nature,
his determinist impulses are too strong for him to want to abandon the principle
of determinism – if not on the experimental level, at least on the mathematical
level. On the one hand, Planck accepts the inherent indeterminacy in all quantum
systems, expressed in the Heisenberg principle. For instance, the blackening of
a photographic plate, on which a beam of atoms impinges, does not permit an
unambiguous inference to all the details of the process under investigation. But
this aspiration of precise determination on the experimental level arises from
an adherence to the classical worldview. It is not compatible with the physics of
the atom. Nevertheless, measurements on quantum systems show certain effects
(blackening on photographic plates), which are conditionally dependent on a given
experimental set-up.

On the other hand, the doctrine of determinism can be saved, if we consider
mathematically the whole state of a quantum system (not that of its individual
constituents). The demand for determinism must then be shifted from the concrete
experimental situation to an abstract mathematical formalism – the Schrödinger
equation. This equation mathematically describes the deterministic evolution of
the quantum-mechanical system. It is specified by a wave function, ψ. This wave
function cannot be observed directly, unlike some of the observables in quantum
mechanical experiments (like spin and polarization).53 Nevertheless the wave func-
tion and its mathematical properties (like superposition) are needed to describe
the motion of atomic systems and predict their behaviour.

The powerful influence of the Laplacean spirit prevented Planck from ever
making this distinction explicit. There is a price to be paid for this refusal to
relinquish the notion of strict causation. Causation becomes a heuristic principle
of research, an ideal, whose only hope of realisation resides in the assumption of an
ideal Laplacean spirit.54 There is a perfect analogy between Planck’s microscopic

51 Planck, ‘Das Weltbild der neuen Physik’ (1929), 214–5; author’s own translation; see also
Planck, ‘Lichtquanten’ (1927)

52 Planck, ‘Das Weltbild der neuen Physik’ (1929), 223; author’s own translation
53 Planck, ‘Das Weltbild der neuen Physik’ (1929), 224; ‘Kausalität in der Natur’ (1932),

261–2; ‘Physik im Kampf um die Weltanschauung’ (1935), 285–300; ‘Determinismus und
Indeterminismus’ (1937), 334–49; Cushing, Philosophical Concepts (1998), 298

54 Planck, ‘Kausalität in der Natur’ (1932), 265. In a similar vein von Laue, ‘Kausalität’
(1932), and ‘Heisenbergs Ungenauigkeitsbeziehungen’ (1934) argued that from the new
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observer of the atomic world and Laplace’s macroscopic observer of the universe.
Both have to be equipped with the same capacity to encompass all the initial
conditions necessary for solving the dynamic causal laws. The consequence is that
human ability to emulate these ideals pales to insignificance.

Like Planck and von Laue, Einstein was willing to pay the price for the com-
mitment to determinism. Einstein took issue with Born’s rather measured and
philosophical response to the conceptual problems. In the margins of Born’s book
Natural Philosophy of Cause and Chance (1949), Einstein jotted down his objections:

I know very well that with respect to the observable, causality does not exist; I regard
this as a definite piece of knowledge. But in my opinion it should not be inferred
from this that the theory has to rest on fundamental laws of a statistical nature.55

Einstein took causation to be such a powerful motivating principle of research
that quantum mechanics should not be made to rest on statistical notions. It is in
this context that we see Einstein’s more conservative attitude. Planck was willing to
concede toquantummechanics a revisionof the conceptual structureof thephysical
worldview. He pinned his hope on a new ontology. But when it came to quantum
mechanics Einstein was unwilling to abandon any classical notions. Not only did he
want to retain a classical notion of causal determinism. He was unwilling to concede
that quantum mechanical particles may not possess definite properties at definite
times, independent of the act of measurement. In quantum mechanics, there are
puzzling correlations between spin properties of particles, observed in certain
laboratory set-ups. These correlations have been dubbed ‘action-at-a-distance’,
because the particles are so far apart that no detectable causal influence has been
observed. If accepted, this leads to a form of non-local interaction. Planck accepted
this holism and called for a consideration of the physical object as a whole. Today
this phenomenon of correlated properties of widely separated atomic particles
is described as entanglement. It is experimentally well established but defies our
traditional view of causation. As we have seen on the chapter on Nature, Einstein
was vehemently opposed to the idea of action-at-a-distance. In his correspondence
with Born, he wrote:

For the relative independence of spatially distant objects (A and B) there is a char-
acteristic idea: an external influence on A has no immediate influence on B; this is
known as the ‘principle of proximate action’, which is only systematically applied
in field theory.56

evidence and the importance of statistical laws in quantum mechanics ‘no epistemological
renunciation of the causal interpretation of individual events should be inferred’.

55 Born-Einstein, Briefwechsel (1969), 217; author’s own translation
56 Briefwechsel (1969), 226; Einstein’s famous snide on ‘spooky action-at-a-distance’ appears

on page 210. B. d’Espagnat, Conceptual Foundations (1971), 114 gives the following for-
mulation of the locality condition: ‘If a physical system remains, during a certain time,
mechanically (including electromechanically, etc.) isolated from other systems, then the
evolution in time of its properties during the whole time interval cannot be influenced
by operations carried out on other systems.’ Because direct causal influences between
these spin correlations can be excluded, some authors prefer to call the phenomenon
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Recent experiments in quantum mechanics do not agree with the two ideas ex-
pressed by Einstein in his correspondence: that causal relations are not observable
in the quantum realm and that some form of ‘action-at-a-distance’ between two
spatially separated photons should not be incorporated into the physics of the atom.
These non-local correlations between spatially separated particles are routinely ob-
served. It is true that they cannot be understood in terms of causal determinism. But
once the bond between determinism and causation is broken, quantum mechanical
experiments, as we shall see below, can be interpreted causally.

As we have already remarked there are several important features, which are
traditionally associated with the notion of causation: the temporal priority of the
cause over the effect (antecedence); the regular, perhaps law-like link between cause
andeffect (Hume’s constant conjunction); and the localproximityof causeandeffect
(contiguity). Sometimes, the traceability of the link between the cause and the effect
(causal mechanism) is postulated. It is the aspects of contiguity, known as locality in
discussions of the interpretation of quantum mechanics, and causal mechanism to
which Einstein appeals in his correspondence with Born. Einstein had no objection
to the essentially statistical character of quantum mechanics as long it could be
regarded as a statement about the ensemble of particles. He assumed, however, that
the particles themselves obeyed dynamic laws and possessed definite properties.57

The acceptance of quantum mechanics as a working model implied that it may not
be possible for quantum mechanical systems to state with precision and without
exception, that the same effect always followed the same cause. Einstein found this
consequence acceptable, in practice. But the nature of the quantum-mechanical
evidence seemed to require conceptual changes to the physical worldview – non-
locality or action-at-a-distance and acausality – which Einstein found distasteful.

The transformation of the principle of causation from an achievable to an un-
achievable aim of scientific research was the conceptual price, which was demanded
by a graft of the quantum mechanical evidence onto the conceptual structure of
an Einsteinian field view. There was also a heuristic bonus. The heuristic gain
from an adherence to the classical notion of causation, not in the Humean but the
Laplacean sense, was an encouragement of causal interpretations of quantum me-
chanics. David Bohm, for instance, appealed to some feedback thesis (reminiscent
of Jammer’s thesis) to justify the search for alternative interpretations of quantum
mechanics.58 (Box 5.3)

‘passion-at-a-distance’; see Redhead, ‘Factorizability’ (1989), 145–52 and ‘Nature of Real-
ity’ (1989b), 440

57 Briefwechsel (1969), 270ff; see also Einstein|Podolsky|Rosen, ‘Quantum-Mechanical De-
scription’ (1935). It is interesting to note that in Einstein|Tolman|Podolsky, ‘Knowledge
of Past and Future’ (1931), 780 the authors try to show, by the construction of a para-
dox, that ‘the principles of quantum mechanics actually involve an uncertainty in the
description of past events which is analogous to the uncertainy in the prediction of future
events.’

58 Bohm, Causality and Chance (1957), 97–99
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Box 5.3:

Discovery of New Facts =⇒ Refinement of Well-Established
Concepts

Fundamental, Rich Concepts =⇒ Discovery of New Facts

We see how the notion of causation plays its role as a thematic presupposition.
It led Einstein to a rejection of quantum mechanics as a fundamental theory. It
encouraged Bohm to look for an alternative interpretation of quantum mechanics.
One side of the dialectic is that the discovery of new facts leads to a refinement of
well-established concepts. But the concepts should not be made slaves to the facts,
the other side of the dialectic should not be forgotten. Adherence to rich concepts,
like causation, could eventually lead to the discovery of new interpretations of
quantum mechanics and even to the discovery of new facts.

Bohm’s appeal to hidden variables was designed to avoid the radical response of
Heisenberg and Bohr to the problem of causation. To re-establish causation, Bohm
appeals to a quantum-mechanical sublevel in which new kinds of forces and causal
laws govern. Their function is to reproduce the quantum-mechanical evidence
from numerous experiments, without accepting the orthodox conception of lawless
fluctuation at the level of individual quantum events. Bohm’s version of quantum
mechanics aims at reducing indeterminacy from Heisenberg’s ontological level to
a mere epistemological level. At a quantum mechanical sublevel the individual
processes have well-defined space-time trajectories and properties.59

We see that the notion of causation is not disposable baggage in the physical
understanding of quantum mechanics. If a functional view of causation is retained,
with its associated predictive determinism, quantum mechanics must be seen as
incomplete. This encourages a search for deeper levels, at which causal, perhaps
even deterministic relations can be found. Einstein would have encouraged Bohm
in his endeavour to provide a causal interpretation of quantum mechanics. Bohm,
though, falls short of embracing Laplacean determinism, since ‘every real causal
relationship, which necessarily operates in a finite context, has been found to be
subject to contingencies arising outside the context in question’.60

There is a conceptual alternative to the conservative response. Let us retain
the Laplacean presupposition and identify causation with predictive determinism.
Imagine that Planck’s microscopic observer fails to determine the initial conditions
of atomic particles and to trace dynamic laws for their evolution. We would conclude

59 Bohm, Causality and Chance (1957), Chap. I. Bohm comes very to close to a conception of
conditional causation, which will be developed later as the most adequate model of causa-
tion in view of quantum-mechanical evidence. On Bohm’s version of quantum mechanics,
see Cushing, Philosophical Concepts (1998), Chaps. 23, 24.3; Toretti, Philosophy of Physics
(1999), Chap. VI. A newer attempt to provide a causal interpretation of quantum me-
chanics is given by Vignier|Dewdney|Holland| Kyprianidis, ‘Causal particle trajectories’
(1987), 169–204. Although the authors use the term ‘causality’, they mean ‘physicalistically
deterministic reality’ (1987, 190).

60 Bohm, Causality and Chance (1957), 3, 13
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that causation was absent from the microscopic world. This move would reverse
the conservative response and turn it into a radical response.

5.3.2 The Radical Response

The observer is like the comedian with an armful of parcels; each time he picks up
one he drops another.

A. Eddington, New Pathways in Science (1935), 100

The radical response, too, works on the assumption of an identity between causation
and classical determinism. But instead of suspecting quantum mechanics of being
incomplete, it rejects classical mechanics and the fundamental notions, which are
part and parcel of this view. In terms of Einstein’s problem the conservative response
adheres to fundamental notions, like causation and determinism, and refuses to
listen to the persuasiveness of the new facts. Proponents of the radical response, like
Heisenberg and Bohr, also concentrate on only one side of the dialectic. By contrast,

Werner Heisenberg
(1901–1976)

they allow the quantum-mechanical facts to deter-
mine the fateof the fundamentalnotions. In termsof
Einstein’s problem theyadhere to thenewfacts, accu-
mulated since Planck’s constant and the radioactive
law, and refuse to listen to the echo of the inher-
ited fundamental notions. The new discoveries give
rise to new concepts, of which the notion of cau-
sation is not part. Both attitudes are similarly in-
debted to the identification of causation and deter-
minism. To the conservative response the ‘truth’ of
causationmeans the invalidityof theorthodox inter-
pretation of quantum mechanics. To the radical re-
sponse the indeterminacy of quantum-mechanical
relations means the end of causation.

The indeterminacy relations, developed by
Heisenberg in 1927, provide the cornerstone of the
radical response. In thisotherwisemathematicalpa-

per, Heisenberg concludes with a brief discussion of the philosophical consequences
of his interpretation of quantum mechanics. The major consequence is, of course,
that quantum mechanics shows ‘conclusively’ that the principle of causation is un-
tenable. Heisenberg formulates this principle in the statement: ‘If we know exactly
the determinable properties of a closed system at a given point in time, we can calcu-
late precisely the future behaviour of the properties of this system.’61 How reminis-
cent this statement is of Laplace! It is evidence of our claim that the radical response

61 This statement is constructed out of two similar formulations, which Heisenberg offers
in ‘Über den anschaulichen Inhalt’ (1927), 197, 174–79 and ‘Kausalgesetz und Quanten-
mechanik’ (1931), 179–81. Heisenberg’s term Unbestimmtheitsrelationen is often trans-
lated in physics textbooks as uncertainty relations. Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962),
311, Bohm, Causality and Chance (1957), 85–86 and Salmon, Causality and Explanation
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is indebted to the identificationof causationwithdeterminism. Ifwe consider, James
Jeanswrote, that ‘500millionatomsaredue todisintegrate in thenext second’, then it
cannotbedetermined, evenwithaknowledgeof thepresent conditionsof individual
atoms or their past histories, which ones will disintegrate first. We seem to have ‘an
event without a cause.’ As a philosophical consequence, Jeans stated that causation
seemed to have been removed from our physical world picture. Even a Laplacean
spirit would not be able to calculate the disintegration rate of individual atoms.

From the state of the matter at one instant, it is impossible in principle to discover
what the state will be at a future instant.62

This, however, is the classical identification of causation with determinism. The
Laplacean spirit holds a powerful sway over modern minds. The causation princi-
ple becomes untenable in the quantum-mechanical realm because the antecedent
conditions, needed to calculate the future evolution of the properties of a system,
cannot be satisfied, if the indeterminacy relations hold in the quantum world.

However, the quantum world also forbids the satisfaction of the consequent, as
Heisenberg stressed soon afterwards.63 The physical behaviour of anatomic system
can in general not be precisely calculated. For instance, even if we can specify an
atomic region, ∆x, say of length 10−10 m, the probability of finding an electron, in
its ground state, inside a specified band of size (0.09 to 0.11) × 10−10 m is approxi-
mately 40 percent. This is an illustration of the often-expressed view that quantum
mechanics only leads to statistical statements about the behaviour of quantum sys-
tems. Sometimes we get luckier. Consider the Stern-Gerlach experiment: a beam
of atoms travels through a non-uniform magnetic field. In the simplest case each
atom in the beam has a 50% of being deflected upwards or downwards by the field.
There are certain experiments, which can be performed on quantum mechanical
systems whose statistical outcome can be determined more exactly.64

(1998), 261 have pointed out that the term indeterminacy relations is more appropriate,
since orthodox quantum theory takes these relations to be an expression of the indetermi-
nate nature of quantum particles and not just human inability to measure their properties
with precision. To readers of modern technical or popularised physics texts, the inclusion
of aphilosophical discussion, as inHeisenberg’spaper, seems incredulous. Itwas, however,
common practice in the first forty years of the 20th century, as we have already observed
in the discussion of the block universe. It will be illustrated further in this chapter.

62 Jeans,Physics andPhilosophy (1943), 149–50; see alsoFrank,Kausalgesetz (1932),Chap.VII.
A contemporary physicist arrives at much the same conclusion as Jeans, namely that the
decay law spelt the end of classical causation. Note, however, that his conclusion is based on
the understanding of a classical notion of causation as being identical with determinism:
where strict prediction fails, causation disappears. See Pais, Inward Bound (1986), 121,
Niels Bohr’s Times (1991), 82

63 Heisenberg, ‘Kausalgesetz und Quantenmechanik’ (1931), 36–38; ‘Die Rolle der Unbe-
stimmtheitsrelationen’ (1931), 44–45

64 In the two articles, referred to in the previous footnote, Heisenberg mentions the Stern-
Gerlach experiment and the passage of light quanta through two prisms with a variable
angle between them.
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The indeterminacy relations were once considered fundamental to quantum
mechanics. Today they are often circumvented. In the indeterminacy relations the
precision with which paired operators can be measured is inversely related. The
indeterminacy relations comprise two situations65: (a) Imagine we attempted to
determine exactly the location, x, of an electron in an atom. This could be done by
shining a light on it. Our attempt will be accompanied by a discontinuous increase
in the imprecision with which its momentum, p, can be known. The more precise
the location of the electron is, the less precise is its momentum and vice versa.
The precision is dependent on the wavelength of the light, with which the atom is
observed. The smaller the wavelength of the observing light, the more precise the
determination of the location. But the change in the momentum of the electron
is the greater, the smaller the wavelength of the observing light.66 If ∆x is the
uncertainty with which the location, x, can be measured and ∆p is the amount of
uncertainty with which the momentum can be stated, then the product of these two
operators is always greater than the Planck constant. In symbols:

∆x∆p > h .

(b) A similar inverse relationship applies to the pair energy, E, and time, t. The
precision with which the energy states of a particle can be measured increases with
the amount time, t, which is available for the measurement. If an infinite amount
of time is available the energy of the system can be measured exactly. Thus, for
short-lived particles, the energy cannot be known precisely.67 But precision in the
determination of energy, ∆E, is paid for by the corresponding imprecision in the
phase of the atomic motion. This is a measure of the amount of change of the state of
the system during time,∆t. It would remain completely unknown if E were known
precisely.68 In symbols:

∆E∆t > h .

No experiments can ever be performed, which will result in indeterminacy below
the limits expressed in these equations.

In more rigorous discussions of these relations, it is pointed out that these pairs
of operators, which represent the observable variables, do not commute. We have

65 Two further forms of the indeterminacy principles can be stated: one refers to the indeter-
minacy of angular momentum and angular position, the other refers to the indeterminacy
of the moment of inertia and the angular velocity; see Čapek, Philosophical Impact (1962),
290–3.

66 This can be seen from the de Broglie relation (λ = h|p or p = h|λ), where h is the Planck
constant.

67 See Tipler, Modern Physics (1978), 194. Ground state energies are known precisely, because
the atom remains in its ground state indefinitely, if no transitions occur. Recall from the
end of Chap. 4 that time is not strictly speaking an operator in quantum mechanics. It is
a background parameter without observables.

68 See Heisenberg, ‘Schwankungserscheinungen’ (1926–27), 502–6; ‘Über den anschaulichen
Inhalt’ (1927), 177; Physical Principles of Quantum Theory (1930), 39–46
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just seen what this means. Physically, the determination of the pair x and p can
not be performed independently of each other, nor can the determination of the
pair E and t; mathematically, the product of the spread in the indeterminacy of two
non-commuting operators will always be greater than zero.

Bohr agreed with Heisenberg that the indeterminacy relations were responsible
for the collapse of the classical ideal of causation in the quantum world. As usual,
the classical ideal of causation was seen as the complete determination of a physical
system in terms of its well-defined properties. But Bohr went further than Heisen-
berg. Rather than just renouncing the notion of causation, leaving a vacuum in
which the celebrated ‘acausality’ of quantum mechanics could nestle, he argued
that the notion of complementarity was a generalisation of the notion of classical
causation.69 The culprit was the Planck constant h. Complementarity means that
quantum mechanics needs to employ both the particle picture and the wave picture
to make statements about the behaviour of quantum mechanical systems. But the
employment of each picture comes at a price: a loss of information concerning
properties associated with the alternative picture. The observer is like Eddington’s
comedian with an armful of parcels. Energy, E, and momentum, p, are associated
with particles and allow space-time co-ordination. Periods of vibration, t, and
wavelengths, λ, are associated with waves extended in space. In order to obtain any
information at all, there must be an interaction between the system of particles and
the measurement instrument. This interaction, however, produces uncontrollable
changes in the measured quantum system. As it turns out these uncontrollable kicks
are just features of the orthodox interpretation. The following dilemma arises for
two alternative experimental situations70 (Box 5.4):

Box 5.4:

I. Determination of the spatio-temporal location of atomic particles
⇒ Loss of the precise value of the dynamic variables (energy|momentum)

II. Determination of the value of the dynamic variables (energy|momentum)
⇒ Loss of the precise value of the spatio-temporal paths of the particles

The dilemma arises from the indeterminacy relations. The determination of the
location of an electron in the atom, ∆x, leads to an unavoidable fuzziness in the

69 Bohr, ‘Quantum Postulate’ (1927), ‘Atomic Theory’ (1929), ‘Wirkungsquantum’ (1929),
‘Kausalität and Komplementarität’ (1936), ‘Quantum Physics and Philosophy’ (1958). Sup-
port for this interpretation came from Pauli, ‘Raum, Zeit und Kausalität’ (1936) and
‘Physikalische Realität’ (1957); Heisenberg, Principles (1930) Chap. IV, §3, Heisenberg,
‘Atomphysik und Kausalgesetz’ (1952). For Pauli, Bohr and Heisenberg the notion of de-
terminism as regards atomic phenomena had altogether lost its sense. Pauli, ‘Raum, Zeit’
(1936), 743 discusses an example.

70 Bohr, ‘Kausalität’ (1936), 295–6; Pauli, ‘Raum, Zeit’ (1936), 742; see also Heisenberg, Prin-
ciples (1930), Chap. I, §1. It should be noted that in modern welcher Weg experiments,
discussed below, such uncontrollable changes can be avoided, see Dürr et al., ‘Origin’
(1998); Scully et al., ‘Quantum optical tests’ (1991).
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value of its momentum,∆p. And this means, according to Bohr, ‘a complete rupture
in the causal description of its dynamical behaviour.’ By contrast, ‘the determination
of its momentum always implies a gap in the knowledge of its spatial propagation.’71

One reason why the radical response rejected determinism was that it simply
argued on the basis of the Laplacean identification of causation and determinism.
On the analogy with the fate of the notion of absolute time in Einstein’s theory
of relativity, Heisenberg and Bohr were keen to stress the inadequacy of classical
notions in the quantum domains. To show the inadequacy, they basically concen-
trated on only two kinds of examples, which would illustrate the limited usefulness
of classical notions.72 Radioactivity or the natural decay of certain atoms figured
prominently in their discussions. The ‘disintegration of atomic nuclei without ex-
ternal cause’ showed the failure of the notion of causation. No initial conditions
can be specified, which could be shown to have a causal effect on the moment
and direction of decay. The antecedent conditions of the atom before the moment
of decay display no causal priority. The decay law does not specify a conditional
dependence of the effect on the cause. Is it possible that the known conditions of
radioactive decay amount to an incomplete knowledge of the decay process? No,
says Heisenberg, from other experiments it is known that the atom possesses no
further properties, which could specify the direction and moment of decay.

Even more revealing for the defence of the Copenhagen interpretation of quan-
tum events is the use of the double-slit experiment. The double-slit experiment is
designed to show the complementary nature of quantum systems. For a complete
description of quantum events, both the wave picture and the corpuscular picture
are needed. Both convey only partial information. As we have seen, Bohr, Heisen-
berg and Pauli felt that the complementarity principle was a natural successor to the
classical causation principle. There is a complementarity between the space-time
description and the causal claims. Quantum mechanics permits the specification of
location, ∆x, or time, ∆t alternatively, but each time the energy components, ∆p
and∆E, which could have completed the dynamic or causal picture, becomes im-
precise (Box 5.4). The price is a renunciation of a continuous causal, spatio-temporal
description of atomic processes.

What is at stake can be shown by a consideration of the double-slit experiment,
which for a long time existed only as a Gedankenexperiment.73 Imagine a photon
or electron source emitting particles towards a black or metal sheet. There are two
slits in the sheet. Behind the sheet a photographic or electron detector is placed.
Although the photons or electrons are considered to be particles of which some

71 Bohr, ‘Quantum Postulate’ (1928), 584. This is the replacement of the ideal of causation
with the notion of complementarity, embraced by Bohr and Pauli.

72 See Bohr, ‘Quantum Postulate’ (1928), 589; ‘Atomic Theory’ (1929), 104, 108; Heisenberg,
Physik und Philosophie (1959), 68; Der Teil und das Ganze (1973), 142–3

73 Heisenberg, Physik und Philosophie (1959), 34–5; Naturbild (1955), 29–30. Modern discus-
sions of the double-slit experiment can be found in Feynman, Physical Law (1965), Chap.
6; Pagels, Cosmic Code (1983), 129–30; Cushing, Philosophical Concepts (1998), 299ff; Dürr
et al., ‘Origin’ (1998); Scully et al., ‘Quantum optical tests’ (1991); Deutsch, Fabric (1997),
Chap. I.
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of the physical properties are known, they leave wavelike traces or interference
patterns on the detector (see Fig. 2.7).

When both slits are open, the atomic particles behave just like waves, seemingly
co-ordinating their behaviour. Should we attempt to determine through which slit
individual photons have travelled, the interference pattern will be destroyed. The
waves are extended in space and seem to defy the requirements of a ‘causal’, spatio-
temporal description. Their non-local interaction may lead us to think that the
wave nature of quantum systems does indeed violate the notion of causation.74

The aim of the radical response was to emphasise the differences between
classical and quantum mechanical approaches to the natural world. According to
Bohr and Heisenberg the contrast between classical physics and the quantum theory
could conveniently be summarised as in Table 5.1.75

The classical association of causation with determinism allows the proponents
of the radical response to conclude that the notion of causation has lost its place on
the conceptualmapofquantummechanics.Acausal descriptionof atomicphenom-
ena – the disintegration of atomic nuclei without an external cause, interference

Table 5.1. Classical versus Quantum Theory, according to the Radical Response

Classical Theory Quantum Theory

Either Or

– Description of Phe-
nomena in Space
and Time

– Mathematical Laws
– Causation (= Deter-

minism)

Classical Description of
Phenomena in Space and

Time

But

Indeterminacy Relations
↓

Indeterminism of Quantum
World

St
at

is
ti

ca
lR

el
at

io
ns

Mathematical Equation (i.e.
Schrödinger equation) in

abstract Hilbert space
(Determinism)

But

Classical, Physical
Description of Phenomena in

Space-Time Impossible
(Acausality)

74 In 1961 C. Jönsson, ‘Electron Diffraction at Multiple Slits’ (1974), 4–11 carried out the
double-slit experiment on electrons for the first time in the laboratory. This type of exper-
iment has subsequently been refined and repeated. A modern version of this experiment
is the so-called welcher-weg or which-way experiment. It allows a determination of the
trajectory of particles, without involving the indeterminacy relations, see Dürr et al.,
‘Origin’ (1998); Scully et al., ‘Quantum optical tests’ (1991). Recall from Chap. 3 that there
are several ways of understanding the double-slit experiment.

75 This table in slightly amended form in Heisenberg, Principles (1930), 65 and ‘Die Rolle
der Unbestimmtheitsrelationen in der modernen Physik’ (1931), 46. See Bohr, ‘Quantum
Postulate’ (1928), 580–82. The amendment is significant for it reveals the vacillation of
proponents of the radical response between causation and determinism. In his Principles
Heisenberg uses the expression ‘Causal relationship expressed by mathematical laws’
instead of the expression ‘Mathematical Equation (Determinism).’
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patterns in double-slit experiments – had become impossible. Quite generally, the
determination of a causal chain, leading from a cause to an effect, was impossi-
ble because of the necessary gap in the knowledge of some of the variables. This
knowledge, however, was required for a causal account.

Einstein objections to the quantum theory were based on the association of the
concept of causation with one of its standard features, contiguity or locality. When
Bohr speaks of the ‘causal description of the dynamical behaviour’ of the system76,
he appeals to another feature of the concept of causation, the causal link. What Bohr
deplores is the loss of the traceability of individual causal lines from a cause, C, to
an effect, E. It is the loss of a determinate causal link between a cause and its effect.
But Bohr has inherited Laplace’s view of causal determinism. So he concludes that
an indeterminate link between C and E must mean a loss of causation in quantum
mechanics.

Is this conclusion inevitable? In their later years, Bohr and Heisenberg reveal
a shift in their philosophical thinking. If quantum mechanics can be regarded ‘as
a rational generalisation of the causal space-time description of classical physics’,77

is it not conceivable that an indeterminate, yet causal link exists between C and E?
Shining light of a certain wavelength on the atomic system, for instance, helps to
determine the location of the electron, but changes its momentum unpredictably.
This interference is a causal process. The causal interference changes the prior state
of an atomic system to a posterior state. The effect of the interference on the system
is revealed to us by a gain of causal information. That is, a conditional dependence
can be established between a set of antecedent conditions (cause) and a set of
subsequent conditions (effect) it produces in the system.

It is a testimony to their continued philosophical awareness that both Bohr
and Heisenberg, in their later writings, began to separate the notions of causation
and determinism. Determinism was an ideal form of the causal relationship. This
model of determinism had to be abandoned in quantum mechanics. The principle
of complementarity took its place. But there was still a causal account at play for
‘the experimental arrangement and the irreversibility of the recordings concerning
the atomic objects ensure a sequence of cause and effect.’ This conforms, as Bohr
says, to ‘elementary demands of causation.’78 Heisenberg, too, came to suggest
an understanding of the notion of causation, which was in conformity with the
demands of quantum mechanics. This, for Heisenberg, was an example of how
scientific findings had an immediate impact on philosophical notions.

Causation here does not mean that from identical initial conditions identical events
must necessarily follow for the future. We know from quantum theory that such
a conception of causation is too narrow. Rather the term causation is taken to
mean that the relation between cause and effect, the possibility of which already
follows from the existence of laws of nature, in the first place expresses a relation

76 Bohr, ‘Quantum Postulate’ (1928), 584
77 Bohr, ‘Quantum Postulate’ (1928), 589
78 Bohr, ‘Quantum Physics and Philosophy’ (1958), 1, 5
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between the events in one spatio-temporal point and succeeding events in another
spatio-temporal point, which is in immediate proximity to it.79

Heisenberg appeals to features like lawlike dependence of the effect on the cause,
locality and temporal succession, often associated with the notion of causation.
He implies that some of these features may well be compatible with the empirical
findings of quantum mechanics.

We can be fairly certain today that locality is not a feature of the quantum
world. Numerous experiments have demonstrated that quantum systems are en-
tangled. For instance, curious correlations exist between spin or polarization states
of quantum systems, which do not depend on the distance between the systems.
This entanglement comes in degrees and is a matter of experimental manipula-
tion. It is not compatible with the requirement of locality. It holds the promise
of new technological innovations. The philosophical lessons drawn from such ex-
periments, already pointed out by Planck, is that non-locality must be a feature of
reality. But we should not conclude, on the strength of a mistaken identification of
causation with determinism, that the quantum world is acausal. Rather, the exper-
imental evidence must guide our assessment. This approach is in agreement with
the philosophical response.

Quantum mechanics had clearly brought about an upheaval in the fundamental
notions, with the help of which physicists tried to make sense of the material
world. The Laplacean presupposition had led the conservative and radical response
in opposite directions. The radical response was more willing to abandon the
fundamental notion of causation than the conservative response. Then there was
the increasing amount of evidence. The redrawing of the conceptual map after the
quantum revolution proved to be much more difficult than a similar redrawing
after Einstein’s Special theory of relativity. The Special theory of relativity led to an
agreement concerning changes in the notion of clock time but left disagreement
about the ontological status of time: is it real or is it an illusion? The difficulties in
the redrawing of the conceptual map after the quantum revolution was partly due
to the lack of conceptual clarity about the understanding of quantum mechanics
(including the notion of causation), partly to the bewildering empirical discoveries,
which cried out for conceptual understanding. Nevertheless, distinctive features of
the notion of causation were considered, if not jointly at least separately. Slowly,

79 Heisenberg, ‘Grundlegende Voraussetzungen’ (1959), 253; author’s own translation.
Heisenberg, who in his early writings had announced the end of the law of causation
‘as a definite prediction’ (see his ‘Erkenntnistheoretische Probleme der modernen Physik’
[1928], §II and ‘Kausalgesetz und Quantentheorie’ [1930]), here considers a revised notion
of causation, which is compatible with quantum mechanics. In his book, Das Naturbild
der heutigen Physik (1955), 24–32 he holds that a narrow conception of causation as causal
determinism is incompatible with quantum mechanics. This is essentially the attitude of
the philosophical response. Heisenberg often stressed the interrelation between science
and philosophy and considered that the results of natural science could be used to de-
cide philosophical problems empirically. See Heisenberg, ‘Atomphysik und Kausalgesetz’
(1952) and ‘Philosophische Probleme’ (1967), 421–22
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tentative models of causation for quantum mechanics began to emerge. The notion
of non-locality or entanglement exercised the physicists’ minds.

Interlude D. Entanglement and the States of a Quantum System. In the 1920s,
several physicists proposed the notion of non-locality as a way out of the dilemma,
which quantum mechanical phenomena had posed for the notion of causation.80

Discontinuous absorption and emission processes were the culprits. Einstein had
identified the particles, involved in the interaction between matter and radiation
as photons or light quanta. To deal with the puzzle of the chance character of
the direction of the emitted photons in spontaneous emissions (in transitions
from εm to εn), Einstein had declared the quantum theory incomplete. This attitude
permitted him to retain a strong notion of causal determinism, despite the verdict
of the experimental results. On the basis of the nature of how atoms absorbed
and emitted discrete bundles of energy (quanta) other physicists even suggested
a teleological model of causation.81 This would be in conformity with the view
that the fundamental notions had to undergo conceptual revision, if the empirical
results required it. But which part of the conceptual scheme should the revision
target? As we have seen, Planck attributed a central position to the classical notion
of causation within the conceptual scheme. If it is to agree with the empirical
results, any conceptual adaptations will have to affect other parts of the conceptual
scheme. Planck was ready to jettison the Newtonian point particle. The light quanta
were not to be modelled as spatially located Newtonian corpuscles but as spatially
spread wave packets. This view has an implication for the conception of causation
on which at least some of the physicists (Planck, Sommerfeld, Schottky) agreed.
The assumption of spatio-temporal locality had to be abandoned. The existence of
light quanta and quantum jumps required the introduction of a notion of spatio-
temporal non-locality. The preference in the classical model of causation for the
antecedent conditions, which in conjunction with general laws would determine the

80 The first seems to have been Schottky, ‘Das Kausalgesetz’ (1921). He is the discoverer of the
Schottkydefect. (Thisdescribes adefect in crystals,whenan ionmoves to the surfaceof the
crystal and leaves a vacant position inside.) The same idea was proposed by Sommerfeld,
‘Quantentheorie’ (1924), ‘Atomphysik’ (1927) and ‘Grundlegende Bemerkungen’ (1929)
and Planck, ‘Lichtquanten’ (1927), ‘Weltbild der neuen Physik’ (1929), 206–27 and ‘Die
Physik im Kampf’ (1935), 285–300. Planck’s ‘Lichtquanten’ (1927), 531 adds that nonlocal,
teleological causation would not change the essence of the principle of causation, only
its form. The proposal was attacked by Stark, ‘Axialität’ (1930), 718–22. It received little
sympathy from Zilsel, ‘Asymmetrie’ (1927), 284 and Schlick, ‘Kausalität’ (1931), 159–60.

The reader should be aware that the philosophy of quantum mechanics has produced
a variety of notions of locality: Einstein locality ≈ no ‘spooky’ action at a distance; Bell
locality ≈ factorizability of joint probabilities; Jarrett locality ≈ parameter independence;
see Cushing|McMullin eds., Philosophical Consequences (1989); Cushing, Quantum Me-
chanics (1994), §4.4; Maudlin, Quantum Non-Locality (2002). In the main text we use
non-locality in the sense of entanglement between the states of quantum systems in time-
like or space-like separation; with decoherence a different sense of entanglement will be
introduced.

81 Sommerfeld, ‘Grundlagen der Quantentheorie’ (1924), 1049
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consequent conditions, had to be given up. In quantum jumps, light quanta seem
to be affected by both the antecedent and the consequent conditions. Recall that
Rutherford, in his letter to Bohr, expressed grave concerns about the assumption
that the electron knows beforehand, where its jump will lead it. If an atom makes
a transition, say, from a higher energy level (εm) to a lower level (εn) it must
emit photons whose energy is equal to the energy difference between εm and εn.
Schottky imagines that the photons must extend ‘feelers’ so that it ‘knows’ where it
is supposed to go.82 It seems that the course of a quantum event, like the transition
between quantum states, becomes dependent on both the anterior and the posterior
states. In order to calculate the probability of a transition between antecedent and
consequent states of the atom, both states must be included in the calculation.83

The notion of causation of the 20th century must no longer be restricted to the initial
statebutmust account for thefinal state asadeterminingmoment.Quantumphysics
creates a new form of causation, which is different from mechanical compulsion and
accounts for the multiplicity of the quantum transitions. The question no longer
is, ‘Given the initial state in all its details, which one is the final state?’ The exact
knowledge of the initial state is not sufficient for the posing of this question. The
question is, ‘Given a certain knowledge of the initial state, i.e. its energy or quantum
numbers, and a general knowledge of the possible final states, what is the probability
of a transition from that initial state into one of these final states?’ The consequent
state is therefore no longer necessarily but only conditionally determined due to
a certain predictability of the permitted possibilities.84

We need not worry, as others have done85, about the re-introduction of final causes
into modern physical theory. The decisive aspect of the teleological model is the
intimation of two aspects of a probabilistic conception of causation for quantum
mechanics:

I. Traditional features of causation, e.g. locality, may be abandoned, without
jeopardising the adequacy of the notion of causation in the atomic realm.
Non-local interactions are part and parcel of the quantum world. The problem
is that the traditional notion of causation leaves no room for non-locality.
This entanglement expresses a correlation between, say, two quantum systems.
Standard examples are spin or polarization states of such systems. Consider an
experiment, in which a photon pair is prepared in a common source, after which
the two photons fly in opposite directions along the arms of the interferometer.
The objective of the experiment is to measure the polarization states of the
photons. The French physicist Alain Aspect carried out such experiments in
1982. The novel feature of Aspect’s experiments was that the photons were

82 Schottky, ‘Kausalproblem’ (1921), 509
83 Sommerfeld, ‘Atomphysik’ (1927), 234; Hund, Geschichte Vol. I (1978), 10, Vol. II (1978),

147–8, 160
84 Sommerfeld, ‘Bemerkungen’ (1929), 868; author’s own translation
85 Frank, Kausalgesetz (1932), §26; Stark, ‘Axialität’ (1930), 718–22. For a general discussion

of teleological ideas and action principles in the history of physics and cosmology, see
Barrow|Tipler, Anthropic Cosmological Principle (1986)
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space-like separated. The experimenters could therefore be certain that no
familiar causal message had been exchanged between the photons. When the
measurements are made along the same direction, strictly correlated outcomes
are measured (either both photons pass the filter or are absorbed by it). When
the polarization states are measured by analysers at different angles, α, the
relative probabilistic distribution of outcomes will be:

p(1|1) = p(0|0) = 1
2 sin2 α

p(1|0) = p(0|1) = 1
2 cos2 α (5.1)

Schrödinger called this type of correlation ‘entanglement of our predictions or
of our knowledge’ concerning the quantum states of the photon pair.86 This
kind of entanglement is now such a common feature of experiments around
the world that we should note several of its properties, which go well beyond
Schrödinger’s original conception.
(a) It is kinematic: it is an observable fact of the quantum world, which can

be expressed in quantitative relations like (5.1). Its dynamic cause is still
unknown.

(b) It is not restricted to two quantum systems, or to subatomic particles.
The next step was the entanglement of three photons in so-called GHZ
entangled states (after Daniel Greenberger, Michael Horne and Anton
Zeilinger). But nowadays, small collections of atoms can be entangled. The
entanglement of molecules is only a question of time.

(c) It can be edited: the polarization states of photons can be entangled by
degrees. Imagine that the two arms of the interferometer are equipped
with polarizers, which can be set at different angles. Then different kinds
of interference patterns will be recorded. A dip can be transformed into
a peak. Or intermediate forms of interference patterns can be manufac-
tured. The interference patterns, which are the physical manifestation of
quantum entanglement, can be suppressed and restored, according to the
experimentalists’ desire. In this way entanglement, as the discussion below
of which-way experiments will demonstrate, can even be used to circum-
vent the Heisenberg indeterminacy relations. It is important to note that
the degree of entanglement does not depend on human observation.

(d) It no longer serves as the prime example of the paradoxical nature of the
quantum world. Rather, entanglement is a physical resource which can
already be technologically exploited in quantum computation, quantum
cryptography and quantum teleportation.87

86 See Schrödinger, ‘Die gegenwärtige Situation’ (1935), 827. Schrödinger speaks of a Ver-
schränkungderVoraussagen.He regardedentanglement as thedecisive featureof quantum
mechanics. The notation (1|1), (0|0) etc. generally refers to excitation, polarization or spin
states.

87 A vast amount of literature on entanglement and its aspects is now available, see for
instance Aczel, Entanglement (2001); DiVincenzo|Terhal, ‘Decoherence’ (1998); Nielsen,
‘Simple Rules’ (2002); Polzik, ‘Atomic entanglement’ (2002); Tegmark|Wheeler, ‘100 years’
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(e) The entanglement between correlated states of quantum systems – Schrö-
dinger’s Verschränkung – should be distinguished from the entanglement
of quantum systems with their environment. This second sense of entan-
glement is central to the programme of decoherence – our next stopover.
The distinguishing mark of entanglement in the first sense is the existence
of interference term; that of the second sense is the irreversible loss of
interference terms to the environment.

II. Indeterminism may be compatible with a probabilistic notion of causation.
A particular consequent state of the quantum system does not follow, by ne-
cessity, from an initial state. Rather, a probabilistic distribution of consequent
states follows from the potential initial states of the quantum system. Conse-
quent conditions are related to antecedent conditions by a probabilistic form
of conditional dependency. This does not apply to individual particles but to
quantum mechanical systems. The fact that ‘a probabilistic distribution of con-
sequent states follows from the potential initial states of the quantum system’ is
due to the interaction of the quantum system with the measurement apparatus.
This statement enshrines all the problems of the interpretation of quantum
mechanics. To see this, let us investigate the states of a quantum system.

We have already discussed that the modern view of Nature involves systems, rather
than point particles. The atom is a system as Thomson and Rutherford discovered.
But it is not a system in the traditional sense. According to the Rutherford-Bohr
model, the atom is a quantum system with peculiar idiosyncrasies. To see how the
notion of probabilistic causation emerged from the experimental work and to take
a step towards the philosophical response, three different cases of the ‘states’ of
a quantum mechanical system, like an atom, need to be distinguished.88

In the first case, the system is undisturbed. The evolution of its potential states is
described mathematically by the Schrödinger equation. The system will develop in
a deterministic and continuous manner in accordance with this equation (or some
mathematically equivalent representation). But it would be a mistake to regard this
equation as a statement about the differential change of real physical values, which
the system possesses at all times. Rather, it is taken to represent the allowedpotential
states open to the system. The point is that the deterministic development of the
system only exists in an abstract mathematical Hilbert space. The Schrödinger
equation describes the evolution of quantum systems in this abstract configuration
space. It is a differential equation about the temporal evolution of thepotential states
of the quantum variables in a quantum system. These variables are represented by

(2001); Terhal|Wolff|Doherty, ‘Quantum Entanglement’ (2003); Zeilinger, ‘Fundamentals’
(2001), ‘Quantum Teleportation’ (2002), Einsteins Schleier (2003)

88 See Heisenberg, Physical Principles (1930), Chap. IV, §2; Strauss, ‘Quantentheorie und
Philosophie’ (1960), 170–1; Maxwell, Comprehensibility (1998), 267; Earman, Primer
(1986), Chap. XI. Precise treatments are given, for instance, by Heisenberg,Physical Princi-
ples (1930), Chap. IV, §1, 2; Hughes, Quantum Mechanics (1989), Pt. I, §§2,3 and d’Espagnat,
Conceptual Foundations (1971), Chap. 6; van Fraassen, Quantum Mechanics (1991); Unruh,
‘Time’ (1995); Joos, ‘Decoherence’ (1996), §§2.3, 3.3; Mainzer, Symmetries (1996), §5.21
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operators. There is a special class of Hermitian operators, whose function it is to
represent physical observables. The equation is deterministic by specifying the rate
of change of the dynamic variables of the quantum systems with respect to time.
No actual values can be known about it until some interaction has taken place. It is
the determinism of a mathematical scheme. Born expressed this succinctly:

The motion of particles follows the laws of probability, but the probability itself
propagates in accordance with the causal law. That is, such that the knowledge of
the state in all respects in a particular moment determines the distribution of the
state in all later times.89

This quote reveals the thinking of the early Born, when he still accepted the radical
response. Later, as we shall see in a moment, he contributed to the philosophical
response. Born’s statement reflects Table 5.1. In the world of experiment, we can
only have stochastic knowledge about the motion of particles. But in an abstract
mathematical space, the Schrödinger equation is the causal (read: deterministic)
law, which determines the Laplacean evolution of the potential quantum states. As
Dirac pointed out, a particularly important property of quantum systems in a pure
case90 is the superposition of their component states. In the first instance the super-

89 ‘QuantenmechanikderStoßvorgänge’ (1926), 804.This characterisation is repeatedalmost
verbatim in Born, Natural Philosophy (1949), 103. J. Jeans, Philosophy and Physics (1943),
Chap. VI makes a very similar point when he stated that ‘causality disappears from the
events themselves to reappear in the knowledge of events.’ See also Eddington, Philosophy
of Physical Science (1939), Chap. VI

90 Hermann Weyl introduced the distinction between pure case (reiner Fall) and mixed case
(Gemenge). Mathematically, a pure case is represented by a vector or wave function. The
representation of a mixed case requires a density operator. Today a uniform representation
of pure and mixed cases is achieved through the use of statistical operators.

Physically a pure case occurs when some operator of a quantum system possesses an
eigenvalue with certainty. For instance, once the inhomogeneous magnet in the Stern-
Gerlach experiment has split the atom beam into two parts, it is certain that atoms in the
upper beam possess, say, the value +1, while those in the lower beam have the value −1.
The most important characteristic in the present context is that pure cases lead to coherent
superpositions, with their unmistakable interference fringes. When interference patterns
are observed, say between photons, their paths are indistinguishable. The experimenter
cannot know in principle through which arm of the interferometer the respective pho-
tons have travelled. The degree of indistinguishability is directly related to the degree of
coherence.

Mixed cases are sometimes called incoherent superpositions. That is they do not display
interference patterns so that the paths of their respective components are distinguishable.
The experimenter can therefore tell through which arm a particular photon travelled. It is
the distinguishability, which destroys the interference. Mixed states can be formed out of
any other states; for instance two electron beams, pointed in slightly different x-directions,
or a two-system entangled spin state, measured with polarizers tipped at different angles.
It is the distinguishing mark of mixed states that their component states are only known
probabilistically. If we adopt Dirac’s symbol for a quantum state, | 〉, and |ϕ1〉 and |ϕ2〉 are
two different states of an ensemble of electrons, then there is a state |Ψ〉 = a|ϕ1〉 + b|ϕ2〉,
where a, b are probability coefficients, with |a|2 + |b|2 = 1. See Weyl, ‘Quantenmechanik’
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position principle is due to a mathematical property of quantum mechanics, called
linearity. If a quantum system can exist in possible states, say, |Φ〉 and |Θ〉, then
it can also exist in a superposed new state |Ψ〉 = α1|Φ〉 + α2|Θ〉, formed from its
components (where α1, α2 are proportionality constants). Many new states can be
formed in this way. Let a system exist in a state |spin-up↑〉 and a state |spin-down↓〉,
then it can also exist in a superposition of spin states |S〉 = α1|↑〉 + α2|↓〉. This is
a general property of quantum systems. So a quantum system can also be found
in a superposition of energy or polarization states. Any polarization state can be
formed from a superposition of horizontal and vertical polarization states. The
superposition of such a two-state system can be extended to the superposition
of entangled systems. But the superposition principle is not just a mathematical
property of the linearity of quantum mechanics. It has predictable consequences.
Consider again an atom beam, which is sent through an interferometer and split
into two parts. No attempt is made to measure the result. Instead the split beams
are recombined. The recombined atoms will interfere constructively and display
the familiar interference effects. In order to explain this result, it has to be assumed
that the atoms, during their journey, exist in a superposition of translational states.
Schrödinger91 argued that the linearityofquantummechanics allowed theconstruc-
tion of ‘burlesque’ cases. For instance, we should in principle expect macroscopic
superpositions of the form

|cathere〉 + |catthere〉
|catalive〉 + |catdead〉 .

In the macroscopic world of human experience, such superposed macroscopic
effects are never observed. Their correlations leak into the environment. The aim
of the programme of decoherence is to explain how this happens.

In the second case, the system is disturbed but the disturbance remains unob-
served. This happens whenever atoms decay, collide in nature, travel through an
interferometer, or when they interact with their environment. This interaction can

(1927); Hughes, Structure (1989); van Fraassen, Quantum Mechanics (1991); Toretti, Phi-
losophy of Physics (1999). D’Espagnat, Foundations (1971), Chap. 6 distinguishes mixed
states further into proper and improper mixtures. An improper mixture is a superposition
of pure states, which occur with a certain proportionality, which is not known prior to
measurement. A proper mixture is a statement about the observer’s state of knowledge of
the quantum system, with attendant probability values.

91 The example refers to the famous cat paradox, which Schrödinger introduced in his paper
‘Die gegenwärtige Situation in der Quantenmechanik’ (1935), 812. A cat is trapped in
a sealed steel chamber. A ‘hellish device’ threatens its well-being. The device consists of
a small radioactive substance, mechanically linked to a vial of cyanide. In the course of an
hour there is an equal chance that one of the atoms or none will decay. If an atom decays,
it will trigger the release of the cyanide and kill the cat. But the observer cannot know
what has happened before the steel chamber is opened for examination. Before this act of
measurement the cat exists in a superposition of being alive and dead. It is often forgotten
that Schrödinger employed this paradox as an argument against a realistic interpretation
of the wave function.
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be regarded as a form of measurement. It is again the whole state of the quantum
system that is determined by its initial conditions and the type of disturbance that
has taken place. The disturbance flips the state vector into a different direction. This
second case is sometimes called the pre-measurement stage.92 The quantum system
is coupled to the measurement apparatus but no reading of the measurement result
occurs. This is the situation envisaged in Schrödinger’s cat paradox. As long as no
observer opens the steel chamber to check whether the cat is dead or alive, the wave
function of the whole system is in a coherent superposition of

1√
2

∣∣atomundecayed

〉 |catalive〉 +
1√
2

∣∣atomdecayed

〉 |catdead〉 .

The quantum system, here represented by the cat, is entangled with the rest of the
environment, represented by the atom and the cyanide.

Amore realistic illustrationof entanglement, thepre-measurement aswell as the
measurement stage exist in the so-called welcher Weg (or which-way) experiments.
These are sophisticated versions of the double-slit experiment. They have been
performed in laboratories since the 1990s.

Which-way experiments offer a way of finding out about the passage of particles
without involving the indeterminacy relations. The idea of a which-way experiment
can be introduced in two steps.

Consider first the atom interferometer without the storing of which-way infor-
mation. A beam of atoms, A, is passed through a standing light wave, which splits
the beam into a transmitted beam, C, and a reflected beam, B (Fig. 5.6). The first
standing light wave is switched off: Beams B and C each move horizontally (B to the
left d|2, C to the right d|2). After a time interval tsep, they enter a second standing
light wave, which again splits the beams (B → D, F; C → E, G). On a recording
screen, the pairs of overlapping beams form a classic spatial interference pattern
(Fig. 5.7).

Now consider the storage of which-way information in this experimental ar-
rangement (Fig. 5.8). This is done by interfering with the internal electronic states
of the atoms, using microwaves. These hyperfine states experience phase shift as the
result of the application of the microwaves. The transmitted and reflected beams are
converted to different states, |2〉, |3〉 respectively, which reveal the paths (B or C),
which the atoms have travelled. The result of storing the which-way information is
significant: the interference patterns are destroyed (Fig. 5.9). In the classic double-
slit experiment nothing could be known about the passage of the particles so as to
preserve the interference patterns. The which-way experiments carry information
about the internal states of the atoms. These internal electronic states are then
used as which-way detectors or particle-like information. (Alternatively, polarisa-
tion states of photons can be used as which-way detectors.) The result is always
the same: When the which-way information is stored in the internal atomic state,
the interference patterns disappear (Fig. 5.9). There is more: When the which-way

92 Mittelstaedt, Philosophische Probleme (1972), Chap. III, ‘The Problem of Decoherence’
(2000), 154–7
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Fig. 5.6. Scheme of an atomic interferom-
eter. Source: Dürr et al., ‘Origin’ (1998) 34,
by permission of the authors and Nature

Fig. 5.7. Spatial interference pattern.
Source: Dürr et al., ‘Origin’ (1998) 34, by
permission of the authors and Nature

Fig. 5.8. Storage of which-way information. Source: Dürr et al., ‘Origin’ (1998) 35, by permis-
sion of the authors and Nature

Fig. 5.9. Disappearance of interference fringes as a result of storing which-way information in
the internal atomic state. Source: Dürr et al., ‘Origin’ (1998) 35, by permission of the authors
and Nature

information is erased again, the interference patterns reappear. The crucial point
of the experiment is that the indeterminacy relations cannot be held responsible
for the disappearance of the interference pattern. The momentum kick from the
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microwaves is far too small to account for the disappearance of the fringes. And the
atom remains ‘de-localised’ during its whole passage through the interaction.

The correlations between the which-way detector (the internal atomic states)
and the atomic motion, which destroy the interference, are a form of entanglement.
It is not the entanglement of the microwave fields with the atoms, which causes
the loss of interference. The microwave fields do not ‘transfer enough momentum
to the atom to wash out the fringes’. What ‘causes’ the loss of interference is the
entanglement between the which-way detectors and the atomic motion.93 So it is
environmental entanglement with a microscopic environment. This is a form of
decoherence but it is reversible. The physical manifestation of this entanglement is
the physical distinguishability of alternative particle paths. As soon as the possibil-
ity of distinguishability exists – when which-way information is stored in the atoms
or photons – the interference effects are destroyed. However, when the pathways of
the photons are indistinguishable the interference effects reappear. This is achieved
through a quantum eraser.94 A quantum eraser is a device, which destroys the
which-way information just before the atoms hit the recording screen. This erasure
of path information restores the interference patterns. The quantum eraser reverses
this type of decoherence. Both the storage and the erasure of path information have
a strong causal nature. It is a question of quantum editing. The appearance of the
interference effects and the form of the interference pattern are dependent on the
way and the degree to which the pathway information is erased.95 To achieve this,
two polarizers are placed in front of the detectors, but after they have left the output
port of the interferometer. This restoring of the interference pattern (after the era-
sure of which-way information) displays the same ‘spooky’ non-local cooperation
between the particles as in the famous EPR-type experiments. Quantum editing
and therefore partial interference patterns occur when the two polarizers in front
of the detectors are set at different angles.

In the studyofwhich-wayexperiments thenotionof entanglement96 replaces the
indeterminacy relations. The relationship between which-way information and the
appearance and disappearance of interference patterns is clearly a causal relation.
There is a conditional priority of antecedent over subsequent conditions: the storing
of which-way information is prior to the loss of interference and the erasing of
which-way information is prior to the restoring of the interference effects. There is
a physical dependence of the effects (appearance or disappearance of fringes) on the

93 Dürr|Nonn|Rempe, ‘Origin’, (1998), 33–7. A good description of this experiment, with
useful illustrations, is given by Buchanan, ‘End’ (1999), 25–8; see also Zeilinger, Einsteins
Schleier (2003).Note thatmathematically the interference is representedby the cross terms
‘Ψ∗

1 Ψ2 + Ψ∗
2 Ψ1’ in the state vector. It is the disappearance of this term, once which-way

information has been stored, which indicates the loss of interference.
94 See Kwiat|Steinberg|Chiao, ‘Observation’ (1992), 7729–7739; Davies, About Time (1995),

171; Seager, ‘A Note’ (1996); Zeh, ‘Programme of Decoherence’ (1996), 23
95 Kwiat et al., ‘Observation’ (1992), 45
96 Zou|Wang| Mandel, ‘Induced Coherence’ (1991), 321. The notion of entanglement is used

frequently in experimental contexts to give a causal account of the observed phenomena,
see Kwiat et al., ‘Observation’ (1992), 7729–7739
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causal conditions: the editing of interference fringes is dependent on the degree of
which-way information.97 There is a clear correlation between the appearance and
disappearance of the interference patterns on the one hand, and the entanglement
between internal and external degrees of freedom of the particles (or between the
measuring apparatus with the system wave function) on the other. Note first that
there is no particular role for the observer in this conditional dependence. It is
the physical process of storing the which-way information in the internal particle
states and not the actual reading out of this information by the experimenters,
which destroys the interference effects. Second, the interference patterns can be
retrieved by erasing the which-way information in the particles on two spatially
separated arms of the interferometer. Significantly, welcher Weg information must
be erased in both spatially separated particles. If it is erased only on one arm of
the interferometer, the interference effects will not re-appear because one of the
photons still retains welcher Weg information.

There is a third case, which causes many problems.98 The third case takes the
form of a measured interaction with the system and the recording of the result. This
situation involves the much-discussed measurement problem in quantum mechan-
ics. Von Neumann distinguished between the unitary evolution of the potential
quantum states according to the Schrödinger equation (Case 1) and the registering
of an actual recorded value in the act of measurement (Case 3). Relying on the
double-slit experiment for elucidation of the problem, Heisenberg had proposed
a Gedankenexperiment in which a γ-ray microscope is used to determine the path-
way of an electron through the slits. It is assumed that this position measurement
forces the system to transit abruptly from a coherent superposition of the spa-
tial wave packets to a mixed state of two definite position values on the screen
without interference effects. This has often been dubbed the collapse of the wave
function. This is a problematic assumption for several reasons: (a) If a collapse
of the wave function does take place, quantum mechanics requires two different
forms of dynamics – one for the deterministic evolution of the quantum system
in accordance with the Schrödinger equation and one for the collapse of the wave
function; (b) if there is ‘collapse’, it happens for unknown dynamic reasons; (c) this
remains a problem whether the wave function is regarded as a mere calculation
device – a Gedankending, as Schrödinger concluded from the cat paradox - or as
a mathematical representation of the structure of quantum systems. For in both
cases the ‘jump’ from potential to actual values calls for an explanation. If the wave
function is understood in an instrumentalist sense, it is difficult to explain dynam-
ically how one actual value of the observable is chosen in the measurement process.
If the wave function is understood in a realist sense, a strong demand arises to
provide an equally realist dynamic account of the choice of one particular value.

97 Kwiat et al., ‘Observation’ (1992) stress that interference can be lost and regained in
degrees, which is dependent on the state of the entanglement!

98 Sklar, Philosophy of Physics (1992), 170 Fig. 4.4; Rae, Quantum Physics (1986), Chap. 2;
McCall, Model (1994), Chap. 4; Mittelstaedt, Philosophische Probleme (1972), Chap. III;
Mittelstaedt, Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics (1998); Toretti, Philosophy of Physics
(1999)
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At this juncture, the famous indeterminism of quantum mechanics enters the
scene. According to the radical response it is due to uncontrollable ‘kicks’, which
the quantum system receives from its interaction with the measurement device.
This leads to Bohr’s attempt to replace the traditional notion of causation with
his concept of complementarity. To learn about the position of an electron at the
slits Heisenberg’s γ-ray microscope must kick it with a bundle of photons. Its
momentum spread will increase. So its classical trajectory cannot be determined.
As the which-way experiments show, however, the indeterminacy relations can be
circumvented. Decoherence offers an alternative interpretation. The wave function
does not collapse. Environmental entanglement reveals the pathway information.
Quantum indeterminism is not to be lodged in quantum jumps.

From the point of view of the notion of causation, the third case is problem-
atic, at least if we adopt the Laplacean notion of causation. No precise knowledge
of the initial conditions exists, so that the subsequent conditions cannot be pre-
dicted deterministically. The motion of particles, as Born said, follows probabilistic
laws. But do we conclude from this sense of indeterminacy that these processes are
acausal? Not according to the philosophical response. We could allow for a proba-
bilistic notion of causation, which would be incorporated into a conditional model.
Let us bracket the fundamental level of quantum indeterminism till we discuss
the programme of decoherence. For the purpose of a causal description of the fa-
mous experiments of quantum mechanics, the macroscopic level of probabilistic
causation is sufficient.

5.3.3 Philosophical Response

Philosophy without science is empty. Science without philosophy is muddled.

Paraphrasing A. Einstein, ‘Reply to Criticisms’ (1949), 684

The philosophical response carefully separates determinism and causation and
holds that quantum mechanics is compatible with a refined notion of causation.
Max Born and Louis de Broglie, who both made fundamental contributions to
quantum mechanics, are the principal authors of the philosophical response. As
in the scientific writings of Planck and Einstein in the 1910s, and the scientific
publications of Bohr and especially Heisenberg from the 1920s onwards, so Born’s
scientific articles of that period freely move from mathematical calculations and
physical interpretations to philosophical deliberations. In a number of publications
Louis de Broglie tried to show that there was a mutual dependence between the
progress of physics and the conceptions of natural philosophy. This deserves em-
phasis to dispel the usual impression that scientists ‘wax philosophical’ when their
creative periods are over.

Born, at first, followed the line of argument pursued by Heisenberg and Bohr.
Considering the collision of a free electron with an atom, he comes to the con-
clusion that this interaction cannot be construed as a causal relation. Heisenberg’s
consequent is not satisfied. The effect of the impact cannot be precisely determined.
Quantum mechanics gives no answer to the question, ‘In what state is the system
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after the collision?’ It provides a probabilistic answer to the question, How probable
is a given effect?’ This raises the problem of determinism. Born recommends its re-
nunciation in the quantum world, because quantum mechanics says ‘nothing about
the course of individual events.’99 However, we often make causal statements, which
contain no information about the course of individual events. Kirchhoff affirmed
that the famous D lines in the solar spectrum were caused by the presence of sodium
in the atmospheric gases surrounding the interior of the sun. Darwin affirmed that
favourable modifications in a group of organisms were the cause of an increased
survival rate of members of that group. Gibbon affirmed that barbarism and reli-
gion were the cause of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire. Such statements
contain causal stories but at different levels of specification. Some of the features,
with which causation is traditionally characterised, are discernible in these exam-
ples. The locality (contiguity) condition is satisfied by the presence of sodium in the
atmospheric gases of the sun and by the Darwinian stipulation that modifications
are favourable in local environments. The causal priority (antecedence) condition
is equally satisfied, since the observation of the absorption line follows the pres-
ence of sodium and the improved survival rate follows the presence of favourable
modifications. There is in these cases also a lawful regularity between cause and
effect. The demand for a causal mechanism, however, is not satisfied. Kirchhoff
was not in a position to spell out in detail how the presence of sodium could be
causally responsible for the absorption lines. Nor was Darwin able to specify how
favourable modifications in organisms were preserved from generation to genera-
tion through inheritance. Historians and social scientists can only describe a set of
most likely factors as the cause of an event. Still even though these causal stories
remain incomplete, as they contain no precise specification of causal mechanisms
(‘the course of individual events’), they refer at least to some kind of dependence
of the effect upon the cause. Kirchhoff was aware of a causal dependence of the
spectrum on the chemical elements. Darwin frankly admits ‘our’ ignorance of the
cause of mutations in individual organisms. Yet, without the benefit of knowledge
of Mendel’s laws, he suspected that ‘disturbances in the reproductive system’ of the
parents chiefly contributed to the ‘plastic condition of the offspring’.100 Although
this hypothesis is vague, the essential point is that Darwin suspects some causal
dependence between the preservation of favourable modifications in the children
and their possession by their parents. Much has been learnt about the causal de-
pendencies of absorption and emission lines in the electromagnetic spectrum and
the inheritance of favourable and unfavourable modifications in organisms. In the
case of Kirchhoff ’s spectral lines, a rather exhaustive causal account can be given. It
essentially involves Bohr’s account of the energy levels of atoms and Einstein’s ac-
count of the emission and absorption of photons at specific wavelengths. What can

99 Born, ‘Zur Quantenmechanik der Stoßvorgänge’, (1926), 866; ‘Quantenmechanik der
Stoßvorgänge (1926), 826; ‘Physical Aspects of Quantum Mechanics’ (1927), 355. Modern
authors who have stressed the compatibility of causation and quantum mechanics in-
clude Bunge, Causality (1979), 14–5; Salmon, Causality (1998), 116; McMullin, ‘Shaping of
Scientific Rationality’ (1988), 37; Falkenburg, Teilchenmetaphysik (1995), 74–5

100 Darwin, Origin (1859), 173
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be known about the course of individual quantum events may remain inherently
limited. However, some form of causal dependence may emerge even in quantum
systems.

As we have seen in the last section, quantum systems are very different from
more familiar physical systems. As long as no interference in terms of measure-
ments is attempted, the quantum systems evolve according to the deterministic
Schrödinger equation. The causal aspect comes to light when deliberate measure-
ments are made on the systems. We are dealing with a collection of particles. The
causal interference produces events, which happen with degrees of probability.

To get causal stories in quantum mechanics, the notions of determinism and
causationmustbeseparated.Once this separation is effected, thenotionof causation
will need to be modified. This is the line of argument, proposed by the philosophical
response.

Consider a phenomenon, A, such as the firing of an electron gun at a crystal,
which is always succeeded by one of several phenomena, B1, B2, B3, . . .Bn. These may
be scintillation effects at different points on the surface of a screen erected near the
crystal. Furthermore, none of the phenomena, B1, B2, B3, . . .Bn will be recorded if
A is absent (Fig. 5.10).

B1

3B

A B2 and ~A ~B1,2,3

Fig. 5.10. De Broglie’s causal thought experiment

In this situation, we would consider that A must be the cause of B. It is a case of
causation without determinism because quantum mechanics cannot predict which
of the phenomena, B1, B2, B3, . . . Bn will actually occur at which place and time
on the surface of the crystal.101 There is a causal dependence. It cannot take the

101 The example, which leads to the distinction between causation and determinism, is
taken from de Broglie, Continu et Discontinu (1941), 64–66. This experiment was already
experimentally realized in 1927, when Davisson and Germer measured the wavelengths
of electrons scattered off the surface of nickel crystals. When the detector was set at
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form of a spatio-temporal causal mechanism, because the situation is subject to the
statistical laws of quantum mechanics and, in particular, the restrictions imposed
by the indeterminacy relations. While there are regions of the screen where the
probability of impact is greater than in other regions, it is impossible to make any
statements about the path and impact area of individual electrons. But there is
a causal dependence of the scintillation effects on the firing of the electron gun. It
is reminiscent of the causal accounts, without precise determinations, encountered
in the pre-quantum era. As we shall see below, there are a number of well-known
experiments in quantum mechanics which satisfy the details of de Broglie’s thought
experiment.

De Broglie and Born state clearly that physical dependence, without ‘infinite
sharpness’, gives rise to causal accounts in quantum mechanics. It is a step towards
meeting Bohr’s challenge. Quantum mechanical discoveries, from Kirchhoff ’s spec-
tral analysis to Einstein’s spontaneous emission, have driven a wedge between the
notions of determinism and causation. The quantum-mechanical experiments of
the 1920s served to bring into focus a notion of causation compatible with atomic
phenomena.

Thus it would seem that quantum mechanics does not relinquish the notion
of causation. It only eliminates the traditional interpretation of causation in terms
of determinism. If causation means physical dependence of one set of observable
parameters, A, on another set, B, then quantum physics has not abandoned causa-
tion. This general notion of physical dependence must be specified in terms of laws,
which lay down how the occurrence of one set of events, A, is dependent on the
occurrence of another set of events, B. As Born states: ‘the objects of observation
for which a dependence is claimed (. . .) are the probabilities of elementary events,
not those single events themselves’ (as we may expect from classical physics and ev-
eryday experience).102 This gives rise to a characterization of causation, compatible
with quantum mechanical evidence, which lays the basis for a conditional model
of causation. What is new is that Born, de Broglie, and other observers of the scene,
like Frank and Cassirer, take the empirical discoveries of quantum mechanics as
empirical constraints on an adequate notion of causation. Empirical discoveries
have an impact on fundamental philosophical notions because these notions be-
long to the larger categorical framework, within which the empirical phenomena
are interpreted. An appropriate understanding of such phenomena involves the
employment of fundamental philosophical notions.

It may appear that with the separation of the notions of causation and deter-
minism, we pay an unacceptable price: the loss of a causal, traceable link between
cause and effect. In de Broglie’s thought experiment some of the traditional features
of causation are still present: antecedence (the cause is prior or simultaneous with

specific angles, which differed for different atoms, the intensity of the reflected beam
reached a maximum. It should be added that de Broglie went through various phases
of deterministic and indeterministic convictions; the above thought experiment belongs
to his indeterministic phase; on de Broglie’s conversions and reconversions see Čapek,
Philosophical Impact (1962), 317, 320–1

102 Born, Natural Philosophy (1949), 102, cf. 76, 124
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the effect) and contiguity (cause and effect must be in spatial contact or connected
by a chain of events, which are in spatial contact with each other). But we know
from the double slit experiment that nonlocal interactions are observed in quantum
mechanics. Equally alarming seems to be the lack of a traceable causal mechanism.
However incompleteness of causal accounts occurs both in the classical era (the
planet’s orbit, the D lines in the solar spectrum) and the quantum era (the electron
gun and the experimental realisation of the de Broglie thought experiment). De
Broglie and Born stress that causal relationships deal with observable, measurable
quantities. Admittedly, the interaction with quantum systems in the laboratory
only leads to statistical laws about their observable behaviour.103 But this does
not deprive us of the notion of causation. Causal stories are possible in quantum
mechanics.

5.3.4 Some Causal Stories in Quantum Mechanics

The discovery of radioactive decay (1901) and the phenomenon of spontaneous
photon emissions during the transitions of atoms from higher to lower energy
states (1917) baffled physicists because of their indeterministic and acausal charac-
ter. Only a statistical determination could be achieved in the sense of calculating
the probability of jumps between permissible quantum states. Physicists tended
to concentrate on only one of the features traditionally associated with the notion
of causation – the lack of locality (Einstein) or of a traceable causal mechanism
(Bohr, Heisenberg, Pauli) – to either regret the incompleteness of the theory due to
its failure to specify the causal mechanism or to reject the adequacy of the notion
for quantum mechanics. It is to the credit of de Broglie and Born to have sketched
a philosophical response, in which the notions of causation, determinism and in-
determinism could be accommodated. Determinism is confined to the evolution of
quantum systems as described by the Schrödinger equation in an abstract math-
ematical Hilbert space (Case 1: the undisturbed system). Indeterminism enters at
the level of the interaction between experimental devices and quantum systems
in the sense specified by Born – the probabilistic motion of the particles (Case 3:
measurement of quantum system). Indeterminism means that the antecedent con-
ditions (cause) do not specify a unique trajectory for the particles, which would give
rise to deterministic causation. Even given a set of causal factors, the consequent

103 Frank, Kausalgesetz (1932), 199; Born, ‘Aspects of Quantum Mechanics’ (1927), 355–6;
‘Quantenmechanik und Statistik’ (1927), 240–42. Already in 1927 Jordan argued that the
notion of physical causation was not identical with the notion of deterministic lawfulness.
If many identical observations or experiments are performed on a few quantum systems
or many identical quantum systems are subjected to a few similar experiments, quantum
mechanics is able to predict the mean value of these experimental results. Hence quantum
mechanics preserves a notion of probabilistic causation. See Jordan, ‘Kausalität und
Statistik’ (1927), 105–106. It is a testimony to the powerful sway of the Laplacean spirit
over occidental scientists that R. Oppenheimer, in the English version of Jordan’s article
entitled ‘Philosophical Foundations of Quantum Theory’ (Nature 1927), 566–9 translates
Jordan’s term ‘Kausalität|causality’ with ‘determinism.’
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conditions (effect) can only be calculated probabilistically. Thus indeterminism
does not mean complete randomness. A statistical prediction of the behaviour of
quantum systems under measurement is still possible. As the following examples
show, this statistical determination can be developed into causal accounts. They are
analogous to causal stories, embedded in the classical domain (Newton, Kirchhoff,
Darwin). Causal explanations come at different levels of specification. There is not
just a functional dependence between parameters, expressed in a differential equa-
tion and giving rise to predictability. The other causal features - the conditional
priority of the cause, a general conditional dependence of the effect on the cause,
even in some cases the locality condition - are also satisfied. The incompleteness
of the causal information is not such that the existence of causal relations must
be doubted. Sufficient empirical constraints are available to infer, by eliminative
induction, that the effect is due to the conditions at hand. A closer scrutiny of some
of the famous experiments in the area of quantum mechanics reveals that the de
Broglie thought experiment has become a reality.

According to Bohr and Heisenberg, the wave-particle duality of quantum sys-
tems renders the notion of causation inapplicable to the quantum domain. It will
therefore be important to scrutinise causal aspects of experiments, which require
the particle picture and the wave picture alternatively. We start with the particle
picture.

The Particle Picture

Scattering Experiments. In Chap. 2, we discussed the scattering experiments and
the Stern-Gerlach experiments to highlight the role of modelling in physical under-
standing and the peculiar nature of quantum systems. We can now see that these
experiments give rise to a causal interpretation. In the first chapter we introduced
Rutherford’s model of the trajectory of an α-particle as an illustration of a structural
model, in which both a topologic and an algebraic structure combined to account
for the observable behaviour of the hydrogen atom. The scattering experiments,
which led to the construction of the nucleus model of the atom, reveal causal com-
ponents. They amount to causal stories in quantum mechanics, which are close to
de Broglie’s Gedankenexperiment. Recall the basic structure of the scattering event,
in which highly energetic alpha particles are fired at a gold foil, F. The deflexions
of the particles are recorded by the scintillation method, which counts the flashes
produced by the deflected particles on a zinc sulfide screen, S. The screen, S, is
placed behind a lead plate, P, so that no α-particles from the source can strike the
screen directly. The following diagram (Fig. 5.11) is similar to that used by Geiger
and Marsden (Geiger 1909–1910, 496).

The atoms in the gold foil cause the α-particles to scatter in various directions,
which depends on the impact parameter b. The positively charged nucleus exerts
a repulsive force on the positively charged α-particles. The closer the particle gets to
the nucleus the greater the scattering angle, φ, will be (Fig. 5.12). The causal aspects
of this situation can be discerned by looking at what Geiger and Marsden found.
The most surprising effect was, of course, that 1 in 8000 particles were deflected
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Fig. 5.11. Scintillation method used by Geiger and Marsden in scattering experiments

by more than 90◦. To account for this result, Rutherford assumed the existence of
a nucleus at the centre of the atom. The most probable angles of scattering through
a given thickness of matter were 2.8◦ and 3◦. The most probable angle of scattering
through a layer of gold equivalent to 1 cm of air was 2.1◦. The atoms in the gold
foil clearly cause the scattering of the particles. The distance of the particle as it
approaches the nucleus also counts among the causal factors, since the smaller the
value for b, the greater the scattering angle φ.

Nucleus

b
�

Fig. 5.12. Closeness of approach and scattering angle
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The Stern-Gerlach experiments were carried out in the early 1920s. They es-
tablished experimentally the so-called quantization of angular momentum.104 This
means that electrons orbit the nucleus only in certain permitted planes. The exper-
iments demonstrated, for the first time, the idea, proposed by Sommerfeld, of the
quantization of the orbital planes of the electron in the atom. The orbital planes of
electrons do not only possess discrete sizes and shapes. These orbital planes must
also be inclined in certain ways. They must have discrete spatial orientations in
relation to a co-ordinate system like an external magnetic field. The size, shape and
orientation of the orbital planes are indicated by quantum numbers (n, l, ml, ms).
These quantum numbers specify the state of the atoms in an atom beam. When
a beam of atoms is sent through a non-uniform magnetic field, this discrete spatial
orientation will be revealed on a screen mounted behind the magnet. Otto Stern
and Walter Gerlach ran these experiments between 1921 and 1925 on beams of silver
atoms. Concentrating on the causal aspect of these experiments, two scenarios can
be distinguished:

1. The beam of silver atoms is sent through the magnet but the magnet is switched
off. A screen mounted behind the magnet will record the impact of the atoms.
When the magnet is switched off, one central dot will be recorded after the
passage of the atom beam (dashed line and white central spot indicated on the
screen in Fig. 5.13).

2. The magnet is now switched on when the beam of atoms is sent through.
Depending on the precise state of the atom beam, specified by its quantum
numbers, and assuming the simplest case, two dots will appear on the screen.
The effect of the magnet will be an intensity shift. When the magnet was switched
off the intensity maximum was in the centre of the screen. But with the magnet
switched on, this central intensity maximum will become a minimum. The
central dot will disappear and two clearly separated dots will appear, deflected
upwards and downwards respectively (Fig. 5.13). With the magnet switched on,
the magnet will cause the atom beam to split exactly into two halves.

Fig. 5.13. The Stern-Gerlach Experiment

104 Hughes, Quantum Mechanics (1989), 1–8; Weinert, ‘Wrong Theory’ (1995), 75–86
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It is not difficult to apply Mill’s ‘method of difference’, a form of eliminative
induction, to this situation to establish its causal nature. The only difference be-
tween otherwise two identical situations, including the preparation of the atoms in
identical atomic states, specified by the quantum numbers, lies in the behaviour of
the magnet. If it is not switched on and there is no magnetic field, one central dot
appears; if it is switched on and a magnetic field is applied to the passing atoms,
two dots appear in the simplest case. The set of causal conditions is closed. There
are no other interfering factors to be considered. We are therefore justified in con-
cluding that the creation of the non-uniform magnetic field is the cause, given the
initial state of the atoms, of the splitting of the atomic beam into two parts. As is
customary in quantum mechanics, no claim is made about the behaviour of the
individual atoms making up the beam. Since their initial orientation is random it is
not possible to predict, which way they will turn under the influence of the magnet.
But statistical predictions can be made about the behaviour of the whole beam. The
rules of quantum mechanics specify how atom beams in different states behave. For
instance, under certain conditions three dots will be seen, under others five and so
forth.

These experiments are concrete illustrations of de Broglie’s thought experiment.
They confirm the thesis embodied in the philosophical response: causal relations
exist in quantum mechanics. And they disconfirm once more the adequacy of
classical determinism in the quantum mechanical realm. There is causation without
classical determination. It is probabilistic causation.

To show how causal accounts can be obtained from quantum mechanical sys-
tems, we have concentrated on two experiments, which essentially involve the
particle nature of quantum systems. However, Heisenberg and Bohr would argue
that this notion of probabilistic causation does not apply to the wave aspect of
quantum systems. For instance, in the double slit experiment, an attempt to deter-
mine through which slit the photons pass will annihilate the interference pattern
and produce simple, not superimposed maxima. This wave aspect defies a notion
of causation, inspired by classical determinism, with its heavy emphasis on local,
causal mechanisms between cause and effect.

Are there experiments, involving the wave nature of quantum systems, for which
more detailed causal accounts could be given? The philosophical account would be
strengthened if causal relations, involving the wave nature of quantum systems,
could be found.

The Wave Picture

Compton scattering involves such a system, which makes the point about proba-
bilistic causation equally well. It had been observed that the wavelength of X-rays is
increased when they are scattered off matter. Compton showed that this behaviour
could be explained by assuming that the X-rays were photons. When photons are
scattered off electrons, part of their energy is transferred to the electrons. The
loss of energy is translated into a reduction of frequency, which in turn leads to
a lengthening of the wavelength of the scattered photons. This happens because the
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Fig. 5.14. Compton’s Model of the Scattering process

relation E = hν = hc|λ holds. In this experiment, first carried out in 1923 by Arthur
Compton, the scattering of X-rays is treated as a collision of photons with electrons
(Fig. 5.14).

The wavelength of the scattered photon, λ, can be related to its initial wave-
length, λ0, to the electron mass, m, and the scattering angle, θ, by the relation
λ − λ0 = h|mc(1 − cos θ). Compton’s description of his theory conveys the flavour
of a perfectly causal explanation.

From the point of view of the quantum theory, we may suppose that any particular
quantum of X-rays is not scattered by all the electrons in the radiator, but spends
all of its energy upon some particular electron. This electron will in turn scatter
the ray in some definite direction, at an angle with the incident beam. This bending
of the path of the quantum of radiation results in a change in its momentum. As
a consequence, the scattering electron will recoil with a momentum equal to the
change in momentum of the X-ray. The energy in the scattered ray will be equal
to that in the incident ray minus the kinetic energy of the recoil of the scattering
electron; and since the scattered ray must be a complete quantum, the frequency
will be reduced in the same ratio as is the energy. Thus on the quantum theory we
should expect the wave-length of the scattered X-rays to be greater than that of the
incident rays.105

There is thus a causal dependence of the increase in wavelength of the photon
(the effect), on the antecedent conditions, like the collision of the photon with an
electron (the cause).

How is it possible that the causal aspects of important experiments in quantum
mechanics can so easily be constructed when such a strong tradition seems to throw
its weight behind the apparent acausal nature of quantum mechanical events? Part
of the answer is that the picture of acausality and indeterminism was encouraged
by a presupposition: the identification of causation with (classical) determinism.
Another reason, which emerged, is related to the famous wave-particle duality of
quantum mechanics. Proponents of the radical response to the problem of causa-

105 Compton, ‘A Quantum Theory of the Scattering of X-Rays by Light Elements’ (1923), 485;
and ‘The Spectrum of Scattered X-Rays’ (1923), 410–13
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tion in quantum mechanics concentrated on experiments, which reveal the wave
nature of quantum systems. But according to Bohr and Heisenberg, both the wave
and particle pictures are reciprocal descriptions of the natural processes. Recall
that according to the radical response waves are extended in space. They form in-
terference patterns. But no causal description can be given of wave-like processes.
Their behaviour simply defies the behaviour expected from Laplacean causation:
the precise spatio-temporal determination of the trajectories.

But we can turn the emphasis around. If the particle- and wave-pictures are
complementary, the causal aspects of quantum systems should have as much le-
gitimacy as the apparently acausal aspects.106 Besides, as we have seen, both the
particle- and wave-picture give rise to causal interpretations. The only unavoidable
concession is the demise of deterministic causation. For the causal accounts of the
quantum mechanical experiments discussed above do not reveal the trajectories
of individual particles. Hence no complete determination can be given. Still it is
possible to retain the notion of probabilistic causation for quantum mechanical
systems.107

In the second chapter we encountered Bohr’s challenge to philosophy. The
significance of physical science for philosophy lies above all in the opportunity it
provides for the test of some of the most fundamental concepts. We have considered
the features of the notion of causation in the light of a number of experiments. It
is a cluster concept: if at least a majority of its features are satisfied, then we are
entitled to speak of a causal situation. To be philosophically satisfying, the notion
of probabilistic causation, which emerges from observations of experimental inter-
ference with quantum systems, should be developed into a philosophical model of
causation. Ideally, this model should describe causal situations in both the micro-
and the macro-world. Just as the equations for micro-systems approximate equa-
tions for macro-systems in the limit of large quantum numbers, so an adequate
model of causation should apply to both macro- and micro-systems in the limit of
available causal conditions.108

The functional model of causation governed much of the thinking of scientists
before the advent of quantum mechanics. In the conservative response it lingered
on. With the separation of the notions of causation and determinism a conceptual
space was created in which a new philosophical model of causation could take root.

106 The argument of this section was inspired by Sommerfeld, ‘Bemerkungen’ (1929), 870
107 As far as I can see Exner, Vorlesungen (1919), §§88–95 was the first to propose this

notion of probabilistic causation as a reaction to the quantum mechanical evidence.
Schrödinger wholeheartedly embraced this notion, see ‘Was ist ein Naturgesetz’ (1922),
14–17 and ’Indeterminism in Physics’ (1931). See also Nernst, ‘Gültigkeitsbereich’ (1922),
494–5; Jordan, ‘Kausalität’ (1927), 105–10, 106; Schlick, ‘Kausalität’ (1931), §10. In view of
later development I will take up Salmon’s suggestion to speak generically of probabilistic
causation. Salmon subdivides this notion further into statistical causation, emphasising
constant conjunctions and statistical regularities and aleatory causation, emphasising
causal mechanisms; see Salmon, Causality (1998), 207

108 Weinert, ‘Correspondence Principle’ (1994), 303–23
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This conditional model of causation emerges in philosophical reflections on the
new situation in physics.

5.3.5 The Conditional Model of Causation

Einstein’s problem is clearly before us. The evidence from the quantum-mechanical
experiments tells us that there are causal relations in the atomic realm. It is a new
notion of causation, probabilistic in essence, which is required. Yet our traditional
models, often shared by scientists, imply that there can be no causation in the
quantum realm. For instance, any philosophical model in terms of ‘spatio-temporal
continuous causal processes’, satisfying a locality condition, will have to draw this
conclusion.109 Do we cling to cherished notions of causation? Do we listen to the
evidence? In this section we propose to tailor our philosophical model of causation
to the available evidence.

The notion of causation has had a long, if not altogether distinguished career
in philosophical and scientific thinking, which goes back to antiquity. Many dif-
ferent notions of causation have been in vogue. To mention but a few, Aristotle
distinguished four notions of causation (efficient, formal, final and material). The
transition from the organismic to the mechanistic worldview reduced this matrix
of causal notions to efficient causation. Leibniz’s ‘Principle of Sufficient Reason’ was
interpreted by Laplace as affirming the universal statement that ‘every event has
a unique cause’, a version of the principle of causation to which J.S. Mill subscribed.
The 16th century discovery of mathematical laws of science, first introduced by
Kepler with his three laws of planetary motion and the 17th century development
of differential equations promulgated a functional view of causation.110 The math-
ematization of the physical sciences, the invention of the calculus and differential
equations, strongly encouraged the identification of the notion of causation with
that of predictive determinism. This approach favours a functional model of causa-
tion. But the Laplacean notion was not the only presupposition, on which scientists
could draw. Kant’s notion of causation as an a priori category of the mind exerted
a strong influence on some continental scientists. Helmholtz, for instance, one of
the co-discoverers of the principle of conservation of energy, stated that

the law of causation, by virtue of which we infer the cause from the effect, has to be
considered also as being a law of our thinking which is prior to all experience.111

The long arm of Kantianism was also be felt by Bohr, one of the main proponents
of the radical response. Insisting on the need for interference to obtain information

109 Salmon, Causality (1998), 325, 280 accepts that his insistence on causal mechanisms will
limit the applicability of his model.

110 SeeBurtt,MetaphysicalFoundations (1924); Skyrms, ‘EPR:Lessons forMetaphysics’ (1984)
for a discussion of seven views of causation with respect to the EPR correlations.

111 Quoted in Warren|Warren, Helmholtz on Perception (1968), 201, 228. The views ex-
pressed by von Helmholtz in his Introduction to Über die Erhaltung der Kraft (1847),
are also strongly Kantian in flavour. Recall however that in a Footnote, added in 1881, von
Helmholtz distanced himself from this earlier Kantian influence and equated the principle
of causation with lawfulness (i.e. determinism).
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about atomic processes, and not shirking from an invocation of subjective elements
in quantum mechanics, Bohr speculated in 1929 that ‘causality may be considered
as a mode of perception by which we reduce our sense impressions to order.’112 But
both Heisenberg and Planck insisted that the quantum mechanical discoveries had
shown that causation was not a necessary category of thought. These discoveries
achieved more than the ‘refutation’ of causation as a Kantian category. As we have
already seen, they brought about a separation of the notions of causation and
determinism.

Let us approach new philosophical models of causation, not from the point of
view of the philosopher but from that of the scientist who wants to understand
the results of empirical experiments. As we know from Chap. II, understanding in
science is achieved by the availability of appropriate concepts and the construction
of representational models. In that chapter we regarded philosophical ‘theories’
as conceptual models. Our scientist may therefore wish to supplement his or her
understanding by appeal to an appropriate philosophical model of causation. As
we have seen, this procedure was adopted by the founding fathers of quantum
mechanics. But progress was hampered by the identification of causation with
determinism. How would a scientist fare in this endeavour today?

Recall the situation as it presents itself after a careful analysis of some of the great
experiments performed in quantum mechanics – the scattering experiments, the
Stern-Gerlach experiments and Compton scattering. In all these situations, causal
conditions could be specified, which would produce the specific effects observed in
the experiments. Under these specifiable conditions there was a lawlike dependence
of the effects on the antecedent conditions. This will give rise to a probabilistic
notion of causation because no specific predictions can be made about the path of
individual electrons or other subatomic particles. The suggestion could be made to
analyse these situations by reference to a number of causal conditions or variables,
which bring about the effect. Of these conditions some may be necessary and others
sufficient. Of the variables some may be dependent, others independent. Suggestions
to analyse the notion of probabilistic causation in terms of causal conditions were
indeed made already in the 1930s.

It appeared to those who sought to analyse a notion of probabilistic causation,
which was to be compatible with the new experimental discoveries, that a suitable
account may be developed from a consideration of the causal conditions involved
in the generation of some phenomenon. The idea goes back to J.S. Mill for whom
philosophically, the cause is the sum total of the conditions positive and negative
(= absence of counteracting causes) taken together.’113

What may be termed the conditional model of causation underwent several
refinements. According to Exner, already Goethe proposed to replace the notion

112 Bohr, ‘Atomic Theory’ (1929), 116; cf. Meyer, ‘Kausalitätsfragen’ (1934)
113 Mill, A System of Logic (1843), Bk. III, Chap. V, §3. Mill did not lay much store by the terms

‘antecedent’ and ‘consequent’, declaring that “cause” may be defined as the assemblage of
phenomena, which occurring, some other phenomena invariably commence.’ (1843, §7)
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of cause by the notion of conditions.114 Causation and chance are compatible, if
the law of causation is taken as a law of averages.115 However, Tendeloo adopts the
interesting approach, which looks at causal relations in terms of energy. In a causal
situation, there is an energy exchange between cause and effect. The causal relation
itself can be analysed in terms of conditions. The causal law states that every effect
is determined by the cause and the constellation of conditions.116 Reichenbach was
one of the first philosophers who attempted a conceptual model of causation, which
would be compatible with the new quantum mechanics.117 Reichenbach sought
to achieve this compatibility by associating the notion of causation with that of
probability. Thefirst step inanyphysical situation, inwhicha causal connectionmay
be suspected between the antecedent and the consequent, is the recognition that the
antecedent (or cause) consists of a number of factors. Of these factors some will be
measured parameters, others will be unmeasured rest factors. A closer analysis may
turn some of these rest factors into measured parameters but the rest factors can
never be exhausted. Causation is concerned with the relation between individual
measured parameters. Probability has to do with the distribution of the rest factors.
(ThusReichenbachadopts theviewthat singular causation isprimary.)According to
Reichenbach, the principle of causation cannot be formulated without the principle
of a statistical distribution. Causal claims take the form of an implication (‘If C,
then E’). But we know that C consists of observable measured parameters and
unknown rest factors, which may equally have an influence over E.

What we know of C, can only be expressed in terms of a statistical statement: we
know that subsequent situations, with great probability, differ little from C. (. . .)
We predict E only with probability, not certainty. Every causal statement, applied to
the prediction of a natural event, has the form of a statistical statement. (. . .) If an
event is described by a finite list of parameters, the future evolution of the event can
be predicted with probability. This probability tends towards 1, the more parameters
are taken into account.118

This notion of probabilistic causation, which is implied in Reichenbach’s com-
bination of probability and causation, can then be regarded as a generalisation

114 Exner, Vorlesungen (1919), 663
115 Exner, Vorlesungen (1919), 666
116 Tendeloo, ‘Bestimmung’ (1913), 154; for a recent discussion of this idea, see Salmon,

Causality (1998), Chap. 16; Dowe, ‘Process Theory’ (1992) and Physical Causation 2000
117 Reichenbach, ‘Philosophische Kritik’ (1920), ‘Kausalproblem’ (1931). For a modern in-

terpretation of determinism in terms of probabilism, see Omnès, Understanding (1999),
Chap. 16

118 Reichenbach, ‘Kausalproblem’ (1931), 715–6; italics in original. Author’s own translation:
Reichenbach’s letters A, B have been exchanged for C, E. Zilsel, ‘Asymmetrie’ (1927)
makes a distinction between dependent (effect) and independent variables (cause) in
his discussion of the asymmetry of causation. The independent variable is sometimes
accessible to human manipulation. Zilsel’s discussion is reminiscent of Mackie’s much
later account of causal priority in terms of fixity, which is related to the possibility of
intervention. See Pfeiffer, ‘Zwei Auffassungen des Kausalbegriffs’ (1960); von Wright,
Explanation and Understanding (1971); Mackie, Cement (1980), 180
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of the classical notion of causation. Only this new notion is applicable to quan-
tum mechanics. The Heisenberg indeterminacy relations forbid a convergence of
the predictability of particular, singular quantum events towards 1. Reichenbach’s
interprets this as an extension, not an abolition of the notion of causation. The
analysis of the quantum mechanical experiments confirms the adequacy of this
interpretation. A proviso must be entered: for a judgement of causal relations, these
experiments can be regarded as closed sets of causal conditions, since the probabil-
ity of the rest factors’ influence on the effect can often be calculated. Furthermore,
the cause is probabilistically related to its effect, irrespective of prediction. Exper-
imental results generally strengthen our twofold conclusion: quantum mechanics
forces us to jettison the notion of determinism; more importantly it gives rise to
a model of probabilistic causation, in which the statistical relevance of the causal
factors can be assessed. As the analysis of the famous experiments in quantum
mechanics has revealed, the notion of probabilistic causation is not a decorative
by-product. It is required for the understanding of the experimental results.

Reichenbach anticipated that a conditional view of causation may well be the
most adequate answer in the light of the results from quantum mechanics. This
is the moment to report that even philosophy was affected by the cold war. In
October 1959 an international symposium on philosophy and science was held in
Leipzig, then part of the GDR, to celebrate the 550th anniversary of the Karl-Marx-
Universität, Leipzig.119 The only Western scientist who sent a contribution was Max
von Laue. In their talks, the scientists and philosophers from what was then known
as the East Bloc advanced, in an embryonic form, the following theses:

� Separation of the notions of determinism and causation
� Recognition that the cause-effect-relation is compatible with the discreteness of

the microworld (indeterminacy relations)
� Use of the Davisson-Germer diffraction experiment as an example of a causal

relation in quantum mechanics. (This is another example of the wave picture
involving causal relations.)

� Insistence on the incomplete knowledge of the conditions involved in causal
relationships.

None of these points were worked out in detail and nobody took notice. Neverthe-
less the conditional view of causation was recorded in the literature and it was not
just philosophers who regarded it as a replacement of the functional view. We have
already noted that Bohr and Heisenberg, in their later years, began to see a con-
ceptual gap between determinism and causation. For even in quantum mechanical
experiments, a cause-effect sequence was observable. But this suggestion needs to
be fleshed out in terms of a philosophical model. David Bohm was another physicist,
who began to think of the notion of causation in terms of causal relations between
physical conditions.120 Bohm’s view is very close to a modern philosophical version

119 Harig|Scheifstein eds., Naturwissenschaft und Philosophie (1960)
120 Bohm, Causality (1957), Chap. I, §4. The conditional model of causation is not the

same as the counterfactual view, proposed by David Lewis. See Lewis, ‘Causation’ (1974);
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of the conditional view of causation, worked out by John Mackie. He calls it the
INUS view.

In The Cement of the Universe (1974) Mackie made no attempt to measure
the adequacy of his INUS account against classical physics, let alone quantum
mechanics. Rather, Mackie tried to develop a general model of physical causation.
Causation as it works in the real world. Causation is the cement that holds the
universe together. This model stands in the tradition of D. Hume and J.S. Mill.
Any questions of the existence of a causal bond in the physical universe between
correlated events, over and above their succession, are treated with caution. In
the physical world, causation is only regular succession of events. By contrast,
W.C. Salmon believes that causal connections between events can be found in
causal processes, which establish a physical link between C and E. ‘Causal processes
are capable of transmitting energy, information, and causal influence from one

‘Postscripts to Causation’ (1986); Butterfield, ‘Bell’s Theorem’ (1992), 51; Butterfield, ‘David
Lewis meets John Bell’ (1992) The conditional view, as present here for the purposes of
dealing with quantum mechanical experiments, may be said to be pragmatic. It deals with
the physical situation at hand and with the physical parameters, which are considered to
be relevant for the execution of the experimental tests. By contrast, David Lewis hopes
to analyse causal dependence between events as counterfactual dependence. Counter-
factual dependence among events is counterfactual dependence among corresponding
propositions O(c), O(e), which state that the events occur. Causal dependence affects the
probability with which the effects happen. An event e causally depends on another event c
with probability p, if the following two counterfactuals hold:

O(c)′ pr [O(e)] = x

¬O(c)′ pr [O(e)] << x

(x expresses a probability value between 0 and 1 and ′ expresses the counterfactual
conditional, saying that e would have been much less likely to occur without c). The coun-
terfactual analysis, as it is stated in this way, cannot easily be used in an analysis of causal
relations in quantum mechanical experiments. Quantum mechanics is about ensembles,
not individual quantum events. It is about atom beams and collisions of electrons with
mercury atoms. It is about scattering events. If the above counterfactuals are about in-
dividual quantum events, then no sufficiently precise statistical value could be assigned
to them. If they are about ensembles, then more than a declaration of counterfactual de-
pendence could be expected. An analysis of the actual physical conditions, which obtain,
gives rise to an account of physical causation. We would expect an analysis of the cluster
of the necessary and sufficient conditions, which enter the experimental situations. The
experiments would be placed against a background of the causal field, against which the
causal interaction takes place. We are less interested in what would have happened than
in what actually happened, since we are interested in establishing the causal conditions
and in identifying any possible interfering factors. The counterfactual model may be
philosophically deeper – for instance, because it may manage to explain the asymmetric
direction of causation, at least this was Lewis’s hope – yet the conditional model allows
a consideration of the empirical evidence, which has affected models of causation since
the birth of quantum mechanics.
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part of space-time to another.’121 This may be true of classical physics. Quantum
mechanics poses serious obstacles in the way of establishing such an account. All
quantum mechanical experiments at one point fall short of delivering a continuous
trace between C and E, most dramatically in the case of the non-local correlations
of entangled quantum systems.

‘Causation’, Mackie holds, ‘is not something between events in a spatio-temporal
sense, but is rather the way in which they follow one another.’ 122

For Mackie, a cause is an INUS condition, an Insufficient but Non-redundant part
of an Unnecessary but Sufficient condition for some E. (Mackie 1980, 62) Thus there
is a cluster of factors, making up the cause C, which bring about the effect E. Unlike
Mill, however, who took the cause to be the sum total of the conditions, Mackie
makes a distinction between necessary and sufficient conditions.

If X is a necessary condition for Y , then in the absence of X, Y cannot occur.
Anyone who seeks a divorce must possess the marital status, since in the absence of
the marital status (X), divorce (Y) cannot occur. Note that the mere presence of X
does not mean that Y will occur since people get married without getting a divorce.
It is just that, in Mackie’s words, ‘whenever an event of type Y occurs, an event of
type X also occurs.’ (1980, 62)

If X is a sufficient condition for Y , then in the presence of X, Y will occur. Rain
is a sufficient condition for the street to get wet, since in its presence the streets get
wet. But rain is clearly not a necessary condition for the streets to get wet, since in
its absence, flooding or sprinklers could achieve the same effect.

Given that Mackie analyses causation in terms of a cluster of conditions, an
INUS condition is a partial cause. The whole cause may consist of a cluster of
conditions ABC, which combined are sufficient but not necessary for E, since the
presence of the clusters DGH or JKL may also bring about E. If the cause is the cluster
of conditions ABC, none of these individual factors is redundant. Consider some
of the previous examples. We have encountered two ways of producing traces on
a screen: the two-slit experiments and the Stern-Gerlach experiments. In a two-slit
experiment, two traces can be produced when photons are scattered at slit 1 (with
slit 2 closed) and at slit 2 (with slit 1 closed). An interference pattern emerges when
both slits are open. In a Stern-Gerlach experiment, for just two traces to appear
on the screen the atom beam must be in an appropriate quantum state and the
magnet must create a non-uniform magnetic field. The cluster of conditions, say
MQ (an appropriate magnetic field, and an appropriately prepared quantum state),
will be sufficient to produce two traces on the screen. Each one of those M, Q will
be non-redundant or necessary parts of the conditional state MQ. Different atoms
can be chosen to produce the traces, but in each case M and Q must be present.
The atom beam is split when it crosses the magnetic field. How it splits physically
depends on MQ.

One obvious disadvantage of the minimal conditional view of causation pre-
sented so far is that it makes no distinction between conditions, whether necessary

121 Salmon, Causality (1998), 71, 16
122 Mackie, Cement (1980), 296; italics in original
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or sufficient, which are physically operative in the production of the effect and
non-operative conditions, which are merely in the vicinity of the cause-effect rela-
tionship. This is sometimes expressed by making the distinction between the ‘cause’
and ‘causal conditions’ or by speaking of the ‘cause’ and ‘contributing conditions.’
Mill regards all conditions as constituting the cause. But consider the individual
atoms, which make up the magnet in the Stern-Gerlach experiment. They play no
causal role in this experiment. (Their interactions would be invoked, in a sepa-
rate causal account, to explain the production of a magnetic field.) To circumvent
this difficulty, Mackie introduces the concept of a causal field.123 A causal field
comprises the background conditions – Reichenbach’s rest factors – which make
the normal running of things possible. There are atoms, they interact and lump to-
gether to make matter. The antecedent conditions, C, and consequent conditions, E,
must make a difference within a field to establish a cause-effect relationship. All
the quantum mechanical experiments make such a difference. A photon is made
to collide with a stationary electron in Compton scattering to cause it to change
its wavelength. A beam of atoms is guided through a Stern-Gerlach apparatus or
a double-slit arrangement to cause it to leave traces on a screen. Conditions are
statistically relevant if their inclusion in the causal account affect the probability
of the outcome, otherwise they are statistically irrelevant. In the Stern-Gerlach ex-
periment it is statistically relevant whether the magnetic field is non-uniform but
the motion of atoms in the magnet itself are statistically irrelevant. Whether a con-
dition belongs to the causal field (the statistically irrelevant conditions) can often
be measured. For instance an important part of the interpretation of the scattering
experiments was to show that the existence of electrons in the target atoms was sta-
tistically irrelevant. Recall that in these experiments 1 in 8000 α-particles suffered
a deflection of more than 90◦. Rutherford argued that this large-angle deflection
was due to the existence of a nucleus in the atom. The existence of the nucleus
was statistically relevant. Rutherford’s probability considerations suggest that the
large-angle scattering of α-particles from an encounter with electrons would be
so exceedingly rare that Marsden and Geiger would have been very unlikely to
make their observations. The existence of electrons was statistically irrelevant to
the scattering experiments. This does not mean, of course, that electrons will always
remain statistically irrelevant. Conditions, which belong to the causal field in one
situation, may become statistically relevant in another. Compton fired X-rays at
stationary electrons. This causal encounter led to a lengthening of the wavelengths
of the scattered X-rays by circa 10−12 m. Compton interpreted the X-rays correctly
as photons. In Compton scattering the electron is statistically relevant.

The notion of a causal field introduces context-dependent aspects. The same
conditions, regarded independently, may be statistically relevant or irrelevant. It
dependson thecausal situation. Interactionsbetweencausalfieldsare subject to laws
of nature. When conditions make a difference to a causal field, they do so in a lawful

123 Mackie, Cement (1980), 35, 63; Bohm, Causality (1957), Chap. I, §4 similarly discusses sig-
nificant causes in a given context; Salmon, Causality (1998), 130, 194ff makes a distinction
between causal process and causal interaction.
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way.Thephotonmoveswith momentum hν|c towards the stationary electron,which
has no momentum. After the collision the scattered photon has a new momentum,
with a component in the x-direction (cos θhν′|c) and a component in the y-direction
(sin θhν′|c). The electron, too, has acquired a momentum. Before the atoms traverse
the non-uniform magnetic field in the Stern-Gerlach experiment, their magnetic
moments are randomly distributed. After the passage through the magnetic field,
their magnetic moments are aligned to produce (in the simplest case) two traces
on the screen.

Conditions within causal fields are also subject to laws of nature. Before the
collision, both photon and electron states constitute causal fields. Laws of nature
regulate their normal running.

Conditions belonging to a causal relation derive from the interaction between
causal fields. The examples encountered are: the non-uniform magnet and the
beam of silver atoms (Stern-Gerlach apparatus); the nucleus and the α-particle
(scattering experiments); the photon and the electron (Compton scattering); the
electron beam and the nickel crystals (Davisson-Germer experiment). A causal
relation is brought about by the interaction of lawful behaviour in causal fields,
which separately would not lead to the implication: C → E.

Quantum mechanical systems, if subjected to lawlike behaviour from other
systems, will show probabilistic effects. Importantly, these degrees of interaction
are specifiable. The following table (Table 5.2) summarises the results.

In science idealisations and abstractions abound. We have already noted their
importance when we considered the role of models in physical understanding.
These also come into effect in the conditional view of causation. Firstly, abstraction
is made from statistically irrelevant factors. It can often be shown mathematically
and experimentally that the statistically irrelevant conditions do not need to be
included in the antecedent conditions because their inclusion makes no difference
to the probability of the outcome. Thus, Rutherford, Marsden and Geiger neglected
the presence of electrons in the gold atoms, since they would have no effect on the
scattering of α-particles. Secondly, the statistically relevant conditions often appear
in idealised form or in mathematical simplification. This is idealisation. In other
experiments we have discussed, the atoms are modelled, following Bohr, as quasi-
planetary systems albeit with discrete orbits. The electrons and photons are taken
as point-like particles with no inner structure. (This turned out to be correct).124

The examination of causation in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions,
however, leaves room for change in the relevant factors. It may be found that factors,
hitherto neglected through abstraction, need to be included to give a fuller causal
account. Quantum mechanics is able to include factors, which put Kirchhoff ’s
spectral analysis on much firmer ground. Highly idealised factors can also be made
more realistic by the operation of factualisation. The Bohr model of the atom and

124 Bohm, Causality (1980), 10 makes a very similar observation: ‘Yet, because we can never
be sure that we have included all of the significant causes in our theory, all causal laws
must always be completed by specifying the conditions or background in which we have
found that they are applicable.’
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Table 5.2. Probabilistic Effects of Famous Experiments

Experiment Probabilistic Effects

Scattering Experiments (Marsden,
Geiger and Rutherford, 1909–1911) The most probable angle of scattering and the

fraction of particles scattered at angles greater
than θ can be determined.

Double-Slit Experiments (1927, 1960) When both slits are open, we observe interfer-
ence effects. The atoms in the beam have a prob-
abilistic chance of contributing to the peaks or
troughs of the interference patterns.

Stern-Gerlach Experiments (1921–25) A beam of atoms is split into discrete spatial
orientations by a non-uniform magnetic field.

Compton Scattering (1923) The collision between a beam of photons and
stationary electrons causes some of the photons
to scatter with reduced frequency and larger
wavelength. The photon beam splits into a mod-
ified and an unmodified part. Thus only part of
the total energyof thephotons is absorbedby re-
coiling electrons, the rest reappears as scattered
radiation at nearly the original wavelength.

Davisson-Germer Experiment (1927) Electrons of specific energies are scattered by
atomic planes in crystals such that the electrons
reach an intensity maximum when the detector
is set at a particular angle φ. This is very similar
to the de Broglie gedanken experiment.

the mathematization of the knowledge of lawlike behaviour of atomic particles
underwent many modifications between 1913 and 1926. The most recent case of
factualization occurred with the discovery of decoherence.

5.3.6 Causal Explanations

From his analysis of causation between particular events, Mackie proceeds to argue
the case for general causal explanations. His reason is plausible. If an important
aspect of scientific advance consists in the progressive localisation of causal con-
ditions in causal fields, this advance would be severely hampered ‘if only concrete
occurrences were recognised as causes.’125 If causal explanations are needed, we

125 Mackie, Cement (1980), 258–60. In Causal Structure (1984), 185–90 Salmon raises two
objections against the INUS view of causation, which centre on the notion of strict
determination. But Mackie (1980), 321 explicitly states that ‘a study of causation need not
presuppose causal determinism’ and that there is no need to require that ‘all events have
sufficient causes’. Mackie’s account is not affected by Salmon’s criticism. In fact, as Mackie
also uses the notion of a causally relevant feature, it seems that it could be made compati-
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take facts (a set of relevant conditions) rather than events (concrete occurrences in
spatio-temporal regions) as causes. This leads to

the concept of a minimally complete causal account , one which mentions all the
features that were actually causally relevant to some event. This is, of course, an
ideal: we do not in general expect to be able to give such an account. (. . .) Now these
relevant features are all general: what is vital is not this bolt’s giving way but the
giving way of a bolt at this place.126

The conditional model of causation emerges as the most adequate account of
physical causation. It can accommodate the quantum-mechanical evidence. It is
also flexible enough to be adaptable to causal accounts in both the macro- and the
micro-world. This conditional view of causation arises from two central ideas:

� Reichenbach’s association of causally relevant factors with probability consid-
erations

� Mackie’s division of relevant factors into necessary and sufficient conditions
and the separation of causal relations from causal fields.

It should be emphasised that the conditional view does not necessarily dispense
with the notion of a causal mechanism or a spatio-temporal, causal link between
cause and effect. But it does not require that such a link be observable before we
can speak of causation. If the detection of a causal mechanism is included as an
essential feature in a conditional model of causation, the price is the abandonment
of causal accounts in quantum mechanics. Salmon is ready to pay this price. But
this renunciation involves us in a dilemma. As we have seen many quantum-
mechanical experiments demonstrate a causal dependence of the effect on some
conditionally prior causal factors. No precise spatio-temporal determination can be
given. The evidence suggests that there are causal relations in quantum mechancis.
Our philosophical models and presuppositions should not force us to ignore the
empirical evidence. In attempting to solve Einstein’s problem, our response to
empirical evidence must be differential. In the case of the block universe, we
found that the evidence from the Special theory of relativity did not compel us to
abandon theviewthat thereare temporal relations in theuniverse, irrespectiveof the
observer. In the case of causation, we find that the empirical evidence from quantum
mechanical experiments is sufficient to compel us to abandon the functional model

ble with Salmon’s account of causation. In Causality and Explanation (1998), 75–6 Salmon
makes the distinction between fine-grained causal explanations, and coarse-grained func-
tional explanations. Fine-grained causal explanations zoom in on the relevant conditions
and establish a traceable connection between cause and effect. This, however, is the deci-
sive difference between the INUS account, as we have interpreted it, and Salmon’s account:
Salmon requires a causal link between cause and effect, which makes quantum mechanical
events appear acausal. On the conditional view of causation no such link is required.

126 Mackie, Cement (1980), 260; italics in original. There is a more general way of speaking,
based on the idea ‘that every physical quantity must be describable by a geometric
object, and that the laws of physics must all be expressible as geometric relationships
between these geometric objects’ (i.e. vectors, tensor fields), see Misner|Thorne|Wheeler,
Gravitation (1973), 48 and Salmon, Causality (1998), 286–7
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of causation. The evidence also suggests a conditional model of causation, which
comprises the following features:

� a cluster of causally relevant factors being conditionally prior to the effect
� a cluster of observable probabilistic effects (see Table 5.2), such that the effects

and their probabilistic occurrence are conditionally dependent on the cluster
of causal factors

� the activation of these factors through a lawlike interaction between causal
fields, where the interaction may be local or nonlocal

� a separation of determinism and causation. The interplay of idealisations, ab-
stractions and factualisation can give rise to indeterministic causation. The set
of relevant conditions is closed, as in the experiments discussed, but no spatio-
temporal link can be detected between individual causal factors and individual
effects (Table 5.3)

� an interplay of idealisations, abstractions and factualisations such the condi-
tional model can be used to describe both the macro- and micro-world. For
instance, if the set of relevant conditions can be closed, and a spatio-temporal
link can be discerned from the antecedent to the consequent conditions, then
the Laplacean ideal can be realised for special systems in a limited spatio-
temporal region (i.e. planetary systems).

When these factors are found in an experimental situation, they will constitute
a causal explanation.

Table 5.3. A Comparison between Causation and Determinism

Causation Determinism

Antecedentand Consequent Conditions
– Time Irreversible

Prior and Posterior States
– Time Reversible

Dependence: Conditional Dependence: Temporal

Relation: Physical Relation: Functional

Law Statement: A conjunction of several
types of laws

Law Statement: Differential equations

Range: Local & Non-local Range: Local

Statement: ‘If C happens, then (and only
then) E is always produced by it.’127 But in
view of the probabilistic character of quan-
tum mechanics, this should be amended
to ‘If C happens, then (and only then),
E1, E2, E3 are always produced with differ-
ent degrees of probability.’

Statement: ‘A system is said to be “de-
terministic” when, given certain data,
e1, e2, . . . , en at times t1, t2, . . . , tn respec-
tively, concerning this system, if Et is
the state of the system at any time t,
there is a functional relation of the form

Et = f (e1, t1, e2, t2, . . . , en, tn, t).128

127 Bunge, Causality (1979), 48
128 Russell, ‘On the notion of cause’ (1912|1965), 178; see van Fraassen, Laws (1989), 250–8
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In both deterministic predictions and causal explanations, inferences are in-
volved. In causal explanations they take us from the antecedent to the consequent
conditions (Fig. 5.15a,b). In deterministic predictions, they takes us from the prior
to the posterior states (Fig. 5.16b). In both cases, the inferences can go in the
opposite direction. Imagine we observe a particular effect, like the large-angle scat-
tering of α-particles off gold atoms. We may want to causally explain what brings
about this effect, E1, as Rutherford did. We can consider various causal conditions,
C1, C2, C3, in our causal explanations. Some of these explanations may turn out to
be unsatisfactory, as for instance, the plum pudding model of the atom. Without
the assumption of a nucleus in the atom, the large-angle scattering cannot be sat-
isfactorily explained. By testing the causal explanation against the evidence and
coherence considerations, Rutherford was able to eliminate certain causal candi-
dates. This procedure is called eliminative induction because we make an inductive
step from the evidence and general theoretical assumptions to the credibility of our
explanatory accounts (Fig. 5.16a).129

Inferences in perfectly deterministic systems are temporally symmetric, as
we know from Laplace’s demon (Fig. 5.16b). Using universal laws of motion and
knowledge of the present state of the universe, the demon either infers the future
state or the past state of the universe. According to the philosophy of being, any
objective distinction between past, present and future disappears. By contrast, the
temporal asymmetry of the cause-effect relationship – the antecedence of the cause

(a)

‘If C, then

⎧⎨
⎩

E1 (Probability α)
E2 (Probability β)
E3 (Probability γ)

⎫⎬
⎭’

(b)

Fig.5.15. (a) Inferences inCausalFields. (b) Inferences fromCausalConditions toProbabilistic
Effects

129 Weinert, ‘Construction of Atom Models’ (2000)
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           E1                                                                                      C1

     C2

            C3

‘If E1, then

⎧⎨
⎩

C1 (Probability α)
C2 (Probability β)
C3 (Probability γ)

⎫⎬
⎭’

‘If α is greater than β and γ , eliminate C2 and C3’

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.16. (a) The Method of Eliminative Induction. (b) Temporally Symmetric Inferences in
Deterministic Systems

in time-like connected events – is vital for a dynamic interpretation of space-time.
It leads to a philosophy of becoming.

Causal relations arise when the regularities of causal fields become subject to
interference from other fields. The causal behaviour of the quantum systems is
due to lawlike interactions between either two quantum systems or a quantum
system and a macroscopic device. The quantum system is causally affected by these
interactions. If these causal relations are probabilistic in nature, the characteriza-
tion of probabilistic causation is clear: the causal conditions raise the probability
of the effect.130 We can understand very clearly how this notion arises from the
conditional view of causation. Causal relations are characterized in terms of the
conditional priority of antecedent conditions over posterior conditions. We can
see from this characterization, if we exclude deterministic inklings, that the an-
tecedent conditions may relate to the posterior conditions in two ways: (a) they
completely determine the posterior conditions, which are conditionally dependent
on the anterior conditions; this is a case of deterministic causation; (b) they raise
the probability of the occurrence of the posterior conditions, i.e. they determine

130 See Cartwright, Laws of Physics (1983), Essay 1; Nature’s Capacities (1989), Dappled World
(1999), Chap. 5; Salmon, Scientific Explanation (1984); Eels, Probabilistic Causality (1991);
Salmon, Causality and Explanation (1998), Pt. III; Hughes, Quantum Mechanics (1989),
Chap. 8
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the probability distribution of the cluster of events; this is a case of probabilistic
causation.

Barring the additional assumption that the anterior conditions are always the
same and always produce the same posterior conditions – in which case we have
causaldeterminism– thenotionofprobabilistic causation is themost generalnotion
of causation, as Reichenbach already stressed. It is simply a form of causal relations,
in which the occurrence of the consequent conditions is a matter of probability.

Interlude E. The Programme of Decoherence.

Classical concepts and their histories become excess baggage. H.D. Zeh, Direction
of Time (1992), 94–5

We have already alluded to decoherence in connection with the emergence of clas-
sical space-time, the ‘collapse’ of the wave function (Case 3) and the notion of
entanglement. Physicists have hailed the discovery of decoherence as ‘the most
important advance in the foundation of quantum theory since Bell’s inequalities.’131

This praise is based on good reasons: (a) decoherence offers new ways of under-
standing quantum mechanics for it embodies a critique of entrenched terminology
(‘collapse’ of the wave function, complementarity); (b) it is testable since it appeals
to physical processes; (c) it offers an insight into a much more fundamental level of
quantum indeterminacy. Decoherence has been defined as the ‘delocalizations of
phase relations’; this expresses the ‘irreversible formation of quantum correlations
of a system with its environment.’132 This is the second sense of entanglement. But
unlike the reversible decoherence in which-way experiments due to the quantum
eraser, the entanglement with the macroscopic environment cannot be reversed.
Due to the dynamic process of decoherence, quantum states degrade. They are
subject to numerous scatteringprocesses from their respective environments. As
a result, new properties and new forms of behaviour emerge. The programme of
decoherence assumes that all objects in the universe interact with each other to

131 Stamp, ‘Time,decoherence’ (1995), 108;Tegmark|Wheeler, ‘QuantumMysteries’ (2001), 61;
Omnès, Quantum Mechanics (1999), 74. Major sources for information on decoherence are
Giulini et al., Decoherence (1996); Blanchard et al., Decoherence (2000); Omnès, Quantum
Mechanics (1999), ‘Decoherence’ (2000); see also Terhal et al., ‘Quantum Entanglement’
(2003).Decoherencehasbeenexperimentally tested, seeMyatt et al. ‘Decoherence’ (2000).
Decoherence is a programme rather than an established theory. It still has to overcome
many problems; see Bub, Quantum World (1997); Omnès, ‘Decoherence’ (2000). It is
not considered to be a solution to the measurement problem, precisely because of the
continued presence of the interference terms.

132 Zeh, ‘Meaning of Decoherence’ (2000), 19; Joos, ‘Elements’ (2000), 1; DiVincenzo|Terhal:
‘Decoherence’ (1998); Zeh, ‘Interpretation’ (1970) was amongst the first to point out the
importance of the environment in considerations of quantum systems. The objective of
this Interlude is to point to the importance of decoherence in newer interpretations of
quantum mechanics. There is no room here to discuss decoherence in the context of
Everett’s ‘many-worlds’ interpretation of quantum mechanics. The interested reader may
turn to Barrett, Quantum Mechanics (1999), Chap. 8; Zeh, ‘Interpretation’ (1970) and
‘Programme of Decoherence’ (1996), §2.3
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a greater or lesser degree.133 The classical features of the macroscopic world are not
fundamental. Due to the ubiquitous interrelatedness of Nature through quantum
correlations, classical particles and their properties only emerge through a process
of ‘continuous measurement’ by the environment. At the most fundamental level
Nature is governed by a universal wave function: the Wheeler-de Witt equation, in
which there is no room for classical concepts. Quantum mechanics is the universal,
unifying theory. At the root of Nature lies a kinematical non-locality, a universal
entanglement of all quantum objects in the universe, which makes the universe
the only true closed system. The classical world only appears as a consequence
of the leaking of quantum correlations into the environment. This is not a true
loss, however, since quantum correlations never truly disappear. The which-way
experiments illustrate the underlying availability of the quantum correlations. If
which-way information is stored in the atomic systems, their quantum correla-
tions ‘decohere’ through entanglement with the atomic motion. This results in
path distinguishability. On erasure of the path information, the interference pat-
terns are restored. Paths become indistinguishable. The system has ‘recohered’.
But in most cases decoherence is an irreversible process. We therefore never ob-
serve macroscopic superpositions. The (Schrödinger) entanglement between the
quantum systems is transformed into an entanglement with the environment. In
the case of classical properties, the quantum correlations become observationally
unobtainable. Their entanglement with the environment makes classical systems
look robust. This robustness is the effect of a ‘continuous measurement’ on the part
of the environment.

In the analysis of decoherence, relevance concepts are of major importance.
One of the most familiar ones is locality. In the macroscopic world, objects and
their properties are localized in space and time. Humans are so imbued with the
experience of locality that philosophers and scientists have elevated it to a cluster
feature of causation. The appearance of localization is only approximate. The quan-
tum entanglement is ever present but becomes negligible for all practical purposes.
The orthodox interpretation of quantum mechanics omitted the environment from
the analysis.

How does the continuous measurement through the environment – the irre-
versible loss of phase relations – explain some of the quantum mysteries? The
quantum correlations in the case of Schrödinger’s cat decohere so quickly that the
cat is in one state or the other well before the observer opens the steel chamber. The
coherent superpositions in the double-slit experiment disappear when the wave
function of the electron gets entangled with the γ-ray microscope. The path in-
formation is physically transferred to the recording instrument. The measurement
process of a quantum system in a spin singlet state

S = |↑↓〉system1
+ |↓↑〉system2

133 Joos, ‘Decoherence through Interaction’ (1996), 35; Zeh, ‘Interpretation’ (1970), §3; Zeh,
Direction of Time (1992), 128
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produces, in the simplest case, the mixed state ‘spin up’ for system1 and ‘spin
down’ for system2, irrespective of the spatial distance between them. Decoherence
explains that the environment acts dynamically and simultaneously on the distant
systems. This environmental action results in a degradation of the original quantum
correlations between the systems into the degrees of freedom of the environment.
The environment acts as a common cause, which flips the state vector in opposite
directions.134

A comparison of classical and quantum descriptions shows how the interference
terms linger on in the wave function.135 Consider the pure state of a quantum system
after it has been coupled to a measurement device (Case 2):

|Ψ〉 =
∑

n

√
pn

∣∣ϕn

〉system |Φn〉measurement−device . (5.2)

Although Φn are generally regarded as ‘pointer states’ on the measurement device,
they can be considered here as general environmental states, which are able to
discriminate system states. After pre-measurement, when system and apparatus
are considered separately, this leads to ‘a (“classical”) ensemble of correlated states’,
described by the density matrix

ρclassical =
∑

n

pn

∣∣ϕn

〉 〈
ϕn

∣∣ ⊗ |Φn〉 〈Φn| . (5.3)

The original pure state (5.2) still contains quantum correlations

ρ = |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| , (5.4)

so that the density matrix of the ensemble has not lost its quantum correlations:

ρ = ρclassical +
∑
n �= m

√
pnpm

∣∣ϕn

〉 〈
ϕm

∣∣ ⊗ |Φn〉 〈Φm| . (5.5)

The interference terms do not simply vanish, even for macro-systems like Schrö-
dinger cats. When an observer finally reads the measurement result (Case 3), in-
formation is gained with a probabilistic distribution of the results. The recording

134 See Mittelstaedt, ‘The Problem of Decoherence’ (2000), 157–8; Omnès, Quantum Mechan-
ics (1999), 250–5; Zeh, ‘Interpretation’ (1970). We should note that for the environment
to act as a common cause it has to be assumed that the environmental conditions at the
separated systems are sufficiently similar to cause the spin states to flip into anti-parallel
positions. In view of the indeterministic perturbations involved in the process of deco-
herence, this assumption needs further justification. Even amongst the proponents of
the programme of decoherence, it is a disputed issue whether it solves the measurement
problem. Some clearly accept that it does not (E. Joos, H.D. Zeh), since the interference
terms never truly disappear. Although unobservable, they continue to exist globally in
a total pure state. The measurement apparatus itself contains the total environment. Oth-
ers admit that the interference terms only disappear for all practical purposes (R. Omnès,
Ph. Stamp), since they become observationally unobservable. The present writer has some
sympathies with this view that this is a pragmatically acceptable solution.

135 Joos, ‘Decoherence through Interaction’ (1996), 37–8
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does not cause the wave function to collapse. The quantum correlations leak into
the environment at a phenomenally fast decoherence time.

The collapse of the wave function is only a pragmatic figure of speech. The
radical response located the indeterminism of the measurement process in the
quantum kicks. It turns out to be no more than an artefact of this particular inter-
pretation. There is quantum indeterminism. It arises from the combined absence
of unique consequent and precise initial conditions. If the decoherence programme
is correct, it should be an emergent property, too. Decoherence is itself an indeter-
ministic, yet mostly irreversible process. The environment performs its continuous
measurement processes by way of indeterministic perturbations – scattering pro-
cesses, heating of vibrational modes, modifications of internal atomic states. These
physical perturbations cause quantum indeterminism.

The decay law, Nt = N0e−λt , served Planck as an alarm bell. He wanted to
alert physicists to the threat to the classical worldview. The random, discontinuous
behaviour of atoms in radioactive decay needed to be harnessed. Planck did not
succeed. Yet if decoherence is correct, no discontinuous jumps are involved in ra-
dioactive decay.136 Rather, the decay status is subject to a continuous measurement.
This is still an indeterministic process, but one that settles into causal relations.
The observable conditional priority of antecedent conditions emerges from inde-
terministic perturbations. Once again we have causation without determinism.

5.3.7 Causation Without Determinism

When discussing an appropriate notion of causation in quantum mechanics, the
choice of the experimental arrangement to support the argument has turned out
to be of vital importance. To support their radical response to the experimental
situation in quantum mechanics, Bohr and Heisenberg appealed to double-slit ex-
periments. This was then a Gedankenexperiment but it illustrated the particle-wave
duality, which was given a mathematical expression in the Heisenberg indetermi-
nacy relations. The indeterminacy relations had shown, so it appeared to Bohr and
Heisenberg, that no notion of causation could be accommodated in the conceptual
space of quantum mechanics. The indeterminacy relations seemed to demonstrate
that vital information needed for a classical description of causally deterministic
events was missing. Bohr, Heisenberg and Pauli suggested that the complemen-
tarity relations were a natural successor to the classical notion of causation. By
contrast de Broglie used the Gedankenexperiment of atoms impinging on a crystal
to draw the conclusion that quantum mechanics could harbour causal relations
without determinism. De Broglie was ready to question the traditional Laplacean
presuppositions. Years later, Zeh investigated by way of thought experiments which
effect the inclusion of the environment would have on the quantum mechanical
measurement process. Again we observe that conceptual presuppositions are not
idle cogwheels in the machinery of science. Conceptual presuppositions guide,
constrain and mislead, yet they are inevitable.

136 Zeh, Direction of Time (1992), §4.3
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In this chapter we have argued that essential quantum mechanical experiments,
which helped to establish the validity of quantum theory, are not only compatible
with but require the notion of probabilistic causation. Clearly, many causal relations
were revealed in thehistoryofquantummechanical interactions, fromthescattering
to the which-way experiments. The behaviour of the quantum systems in these
examples is causally regular. There is conditional priority and dependence. At least
in some cases it exists under conditions of locality. Yet in all these experiments, there
is a clear absence of any spatio-temporal continuity, of any causal link, between C
and E. However, decoherence may present us with an indeterministic causal link.

We have seen how the conservative and radical responses were both implicitly
committed to the Laplacean identification of causation with determinism. This
made quantum mechanics appear acausal. Yet a great number of quantum me-
chanical experiments satisfy the features of the conditional view of causation. If,
however, our philosophical models of causation insist on the satisfaction of fea-
tures, which traditionally belong to the notion of causation (especially locality and
causal mechanisms), then the quantum mechanical evidence will have to be un-
derstood in terms of acausality. In this situation the lesson seems obvious to some.
Philosophical models of probabilistic causation must be tied to the constraints of
quantum mechanical discoveries. But this conclusion is by no means compelling,
as Einstein would say. If we adhere to a stricter notion of causation, the physical
understanding of quantum mechanics will be very different. The conditional view
of causation has the advantage of adaptability. The known conditions permit us
to construe causal explanations in quantum mechanics. These are always seen as
incomplete and subject to change. In the classical world it could already have been
known that we could have spatio-temporal determination without causation. And
that we could have causal without deterministic relations. Now we know that we
can have probabilistic causation without even entertaining a hope of determinism.
There is indeterminism and causation.
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Conclusion

When a scientific theory is firmly established and confirmed it changes its character
and becomes a part of the metaphysical background of the age: a doctrine is
transformed into a dogma.

M. Born, Natural Philosophy of Cause and Chance (1949), 47

When we consider the physical view of Nature at the beginning of the 21st

century, we must be struck by the conjectural state of scientific knowledge. The
understanding of Nature undergoes constant evolution. It engenders a continuous
need for new concepts. Born was wrong: no scientific dogma is sacrosanct. The
electron may be split in two, light pulses may travel faster than the speed of light,
which itself may have been variable in the distant past. Such claims have made recent
headlines. The conjectural nature of scientific knowledge does not mean that all
is pseudo-science. Relativity and quantum theory are well-established scientific
theories. Their conceptual innovations drew the fuzzy outlines of a new worldview.
Planck divined it. Through recent developments, it has now taken on more definite
contours.

• Nature, at the most fundamental level, is a quantum universe. Her genuine dis-
creteness glides into an apparent smoothness of space and time. But space, time
and space-time are emergent properties. The precise nature of this emergence is
still a matter of scientific debate. Philosophy has her own struggle with emer-
gence. What is philosophically most appealing about emergence is the question
of its origin. This puzzle has not been clarified in theories of quantum gravity,
like string theory or loop quantum theory. Nor in theories of quantum cosmol-
ogy, like the Wheeler-de Witt equation. Its hallmark is the conspicuous absence
of a parameter of time. How can classical space-time be recovered? One answer
describes the emergence of space-time in two steps. First, a semi-classical ap-
proximation is performed. As the length scales exceed the Planck length, time
appears mathematically as an approximate concept. Formidable mathematical
obstacles stand in the way of this approximation. Second, decoherence provides
the physical mechanism of the emergence. But the action of the environment is
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central to this process. So one difficulty is to specify which irrelevant subsystems
are to act as environment to the relevant ones.

• The quantum nature of the universe compels us to accept a universal kinematical
non-locality. This entanglement between quantum systems is an experimental
reality. A mathematical theory of entanglement has wrapped itself around it. It
attempts to quantify notions like entanglement distillation, entanglement cost,
mixed entanglement and bound entangled states. What is philosophically most
enticing about entanglement is the mystery of its dynamic origins. Some physi-
cists and philosophers may want to relegate kinematic entanglement to the status
of a brute fact. In the face of the ongoing discoveries and the conjectural state of
scientific knowledge, this is as unconvincing as the stipulation of the ‘collapse’
of the wave function. As entanglement is a feature of the external world – it
can be reproduced in experiments and will soon be a central feature of techno-
logical innovation – a huge explanatory gap will reside at the heart of modern
physics, as long as the causal source of entanglement is not identified. Ironically,
Einstein may be right after all: quantum mechanics is still incomplete. And if
the cause of entanglement is found, our conceptual models of causation will be
revolutionized.

• A familiar everyday friend, the classical particle with all its properties, figures
‘only’ as an emergent entity. Another acquaintance, the wave-particle duality,
may have to go into well-deserved retirement if it turns out to be the case that
quantum mechanics governs supreme. This does not rule out the physicists’ talk
of ‘particles’ and ‘waves’, though not in the classical sense. If the programme of
decoherence and attempts to merge General relativity and Quantum theory are
successful, the fundamental oscillations of quantized loops or strings will give
rise to particles. The seemingly irreducible wave-particle duality will turn out to
be an interpretative ploy in the face of the perplexing nature of quantum systems
in a classical world.

The reason for the everlasting interaction between science and philosophy tran-
spires clearly. The human mind musters an admirable ability to think up equations
for physical systems. But equations need to be interpreted in terms of physical
models and mechanisms. Science requires conceptual understanding. This under-
standing employs fundamental philosophical notions. Quantum mechanics is only
the most conspicuous illustration of the need for physical understanding. The cur-
rent models of quantum gravity and the new interpretations of quantum mechanics
underline the never-ending nature of this process. It will not cease as long as science
interprets the world.

Attempts at understanding quantum mechanics, the arrow of time and the
nature of space-time indicate the inherent philosophical dimensions of these areas
of research. The findings of this study testify to the vitality of philosophy and
its interaction with science from a different angle. We can see this by reflection
onEinstein’s problem Einstein’s problem, Bohr’s challenge and the feedback thesis.

The relative freedom of the fundamental notions from the new discoveries, of
which scientists like Einstein made use, is precisely the leeway, which the philosoph-
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ical presuppositions enjoy in the face of new scientific discoveries. This dialectic
between facts and concepts means that Einstein’s problem is still with us.

We should not regard Einstein’s problem as a bane, but as a blessing. Because
science cannot be done without philosophical presuppositions, the scientist would
be ill-advised to dismiss philosophy. The scientist uses very basic conceptual tools –
Nature and Reality, Understanding and Modelling, Time and Space, Causation and
Determinism. This list can be extended to include emergence and entanglement,
explanation and prediction, representation and realism, law and regularity. Such
notions and themata are often used explicitly in scientific discourse, but they may
come with an implicit meaning. The implicit understanding of such notions takes
the form of unquestioned presuppositions. And presuppositions, as we have seen,
constrain, guide and misguide research. The natural philosopher, in Francis Bacon’s
apt analogy, must neither act like a fact-gathering ant nor like a thought-weaving
spider, but like a fact-concept synthesizing bee. The philosopher, by this analogy, is
more likeahumble sparrowflutteringaround theworkplaceof the scientist.Tosome
scientists, it seems of little consequence. Yet, its chirping reminds the scientist of
the presence of assumptions, which lie at the core of the scientific enterprise. There
are real philosophical concerns at the very heart of the scientific activity, pointing,
like a signpost away from the purely scientific pursuits to the contemplative rest
places on the side.1

The scientific enterprise comes with philosophical commitments, whether the
scientist likes it or not. The scientist needs philosophical ideas, simply because
amongst the experimental and mathematical tools in the toolbox of the scientist
there are conceptual tools, like the fundamental notions. The despairing scientist
may ask: ‘Will we ever get an answer?’ The philosopher replies: ‘Not a definitive
answer, but a few tentative answers.’ Recall that the philosopher (and the scientist
qua philosopher) works with conceptual models. At any one time only a few of these
models are in circulation. They cannot provide the definitive answers of which the
scientist is fond. But this is typical of models even in the natural sciences.

If Einstein’s problem is still with us what are we to expect of the dialectic be-
tween philosophy and science as we enter the 21st century? Gerald Holton answered
the question in his essay title ‘Do Scientists Need a Philosophy?’ in the affirmative.2

Their need for a philosophy vanishes from the surface, he argues, when science is
untroubled by theoretical or empirical doubts. The scientist’s attitude to philosophy
becomes nonchalant when the discovery process goes well and no major scientific
revolutions threaten the existent world picture. The scientist’s presuppositions go
underground – they become implicit. But they do not go away. Even implicit pre-
suppositions govern the scientific enterprise. Scientists are committed, in Holton’s
view, to a few reigning themata, like unification, which remain stable over time.
These presuppositions resurface when major obstacles hamper scientific progress.
With quantum gravity, decoherence and entanglement a major scientific revolution
seems to be in the making. It will revolutionize our conceptions of Nature.

1 Sklar, Theory and Truth (2000) for a good overview
2 Holton, ‘Do Scientists Need a Philosophy?’ (1986)
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This takes us to the feedback thesis. Are revolutionary discoveries the only events
that challenge the fundamental notions? And do scientific discoveries necessarily
lead to a reformulation of the fundamental notions concerned? The first point is
that, indeed, sometimes a scientific revolution like that of the 17th century leads to
a dissatisfaction with an established worldview, like Scholasticism. This motivates
the search for a new, more appropriate view of Nature. The resulting world picture,
involving philosophical argument and empirical knowledge, was the clockwork
universe. The quantum theory was another major conceptual upheaval, which led
to a questioning of the notion of causation. It is not easy to say what constitutes
a scientific revolution. Some, justifiably, claim that Einstein’s Special theory of
relativity was the culmination of classical physics. This is due to its adherence
to the principle of determinism and its extension of the relativity principle from
mechanical to electro-magnetic phenomena. Irrespective of whether or not the
Special theory of relativity was a revolutionary theory (Einstein denied that it was),
it led to a discussion about the nature of time. In view of the today’s research fever in
cosmology, quantum mechanics and thermodynamics we should say: an ongoing
discussion of the nature of time. Thus, scientific revolutions are not necessary for
reflections on the fundamental notions. Such reflections may be triggered off simply
by new unexpected discoveries – as was the case with radioactive decay and the
Planck constant, which early on led to doubts about the notion of causation. Today,
decoherence plays a similar role. Or a new view of Nature, like the image of the
clockwork universe, inspires philosophers to test its limits. This may then herald
an extension or even transformation of the worldview. The cosmos view of Nature
was born as a result of such thought experiments.

The second point is perhaps the most substantial revision of the feedback thesis:
the fundamental notions change differentially under the impact of new discoveries.
Especially the entrenchment of the notion of determinism and its identification
with causation was hard to break. This can be explained by considering the next
point.

The third point is that there is no straightforward road from the scientific dis-
coveries to the fundamental notions. In this sense much of what scientists have said
about the relationship between fact and concept is mistaken. There is no straight-
forward revision of the concepts in view of new facts. Scientific discoveries present
constraints for the fundamental notions but not logical compulsions. The philo-
sophical consequences do not follow deductively from the scientific discoveries.
While the philosopher should heed these constraints, scientific findings do not
uniquely determine the philosophical consequences for the conceptual toolbox of
science. This lies in the nature of constraints: they do not determine but channel
the consequences. Sometimes the new discoveries confirm the philosophical pre-
suppositions. The philosophical speculations about the interrelatedness of Nature
were confirmed by the scientific findings of the 19th century. This now appears in
its new guise as a universal entanglement of quantum systems. Sometimes the ev-
idence seems to favour certain conceptions of the fundamental notions. Given the
evidence of quantum mechanical experiments, a probabilistic notion of causation
is appropriate on the level of empirical adequacy. Even here scientist like David
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Bohm and his followers may cling to what they believe is a deterministic notion
of causation. Sometimes however the new discoveries do not posses the power to
channel the philosophical consequences in a certain direction. It is by no means
certain that the passage of time really is just a human illusion. Curiously, this view
has become such a commonplace assumption that it has found its way into the
pages of the Scientific American.3

In spelling out the dialectic relationship between concept and fact, between
philosophy and science, we have answered Bohr’s challenge to philosophers.

How should we expect the dialectic between science and philosophy to develop
in the future? Whatwill be the roleof philosophy inaworldof extremespecialization
and narrow expertise? To a certain extent it is unavoidable that philosophy, too,
undergoes a process of specialization. The philosophy of physics, the philosophy
of biology and more recently the philosophy of chemistry testify to this trend. In
these areas important foundational work is done, which may well feed back into
the scientific domain. But in the light of the dialectic between fact and concept,
the role of philosophy should not be confined to narrow specialist concerns. At
the beginning of the 20th century Max Weber warned that modern civilization
would give birth to ’specialists without spirit, sensualists without heart.’ The role of
philosophy, I submit, is to put the spirit back into the specialist. Philosophy should
act as a mediator on several levels:

• Between individual sciences. As we said before, the toolbox of science consists,
amongst other things, of fundamental notions – for instance the notion of phys-
ical understanding and the role of models in it. Philosophers have studied these
tools across several specialized disciplines.

• Between the scientific specialist, the historian and philosopher of science. The
task is to construct a model of science as a dynamic enterprise, embedded in
a historical and cultural context, entertaining many interrelations with its social
and cultural environment. It is these interrelations, ultimately, which render
science possible.

• Between the sciences and the educated public. The scientist informs the public
about the latest scientific results. The philosopher informs the public about the
specific nature of scientific rationality and the role of science in the wider cultural
sphere.4 This is the continuation of the Enlightenment project in a new form. To
enlighten the public about the conceptual pillars, on which science is built, the
philosopher will need to have some knowledge of the two other mediating roles
of philosophy.

Science affects us all, whether we like it or not. It gives us technology and shapes
our worldviews. It raises fundamental questions about the way humans interact

3 See Davies, ‘The Mysterious Flow’ (2002)
4 J. Habermas sees the role of philosophy as a mediator between the expert cultures of

science and technology, law and morality on the one hand and the everyday life world on
the other. The job of philosophy is to work out a theory of communicative rationality. See
Habermas, Nachmetaphysisches Denken (1988), 35-60; Weinert, ‘Habermas, Science and
Modernity’ (1999); cf. McMullin, ‘The Shaping of Scientific Rationality’ (1988)
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with Nature. As science evolves and transforms the world, every generation must
address the foundational and philosophical questions anew. This is just what it
means to say that science is dynamic. Its foundations are forever conjectural; its
philosophical consequences forever tentative. Philosophers are trained to ask the
awkward questions: to show where the foundations are shaky and to evaluate the
philosophical consequences of the discoveries.

This book has been one attempt at mediating between philosophy, science
and its history. Its finding can be poured into a slogan, reminiscent of Einstein:
Science without philosophical presuppositions is impossible. Philosophy without
scientific constraint is speculative. And science without philosophical consequences
is unimaginable.
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